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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
This section informs the user of changes to the product since the preceding release.

Introduction
Contents

This section provides information about branding changes specific to VM:Batch and the existing VM:Manager Suite.

Changes to VM:Manager Suite

Mainframe VM Product Manager replaces VM:Manager Suite common components, and is required to install and manage
Broadcom products for VM.

Note: Broadcom continues to market suites of products by the name VM:Manager Suite.

Mainframe VM Product Manager contains the following document deliverables:

• Mainframe VM Product Manager Installation Guide -- New deliverable, Version 1.0
• Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide -- Replaces VM:Manager Suite Reference Guide
• Mainframe VM Product Manager DASD Utilities Guide -- Replaces VM:Manager Suite DASD Utilities Guide
• Mainframe VM Product Manager Generalized Report Writer Reference Guide -- Replaces VM:Manager Suite

Generalized Report Writer Guide
• Mainframe VM Product Manager Product Interface Guide -- Replaces VM:Manager Suite Component Interface Guide
• VM:Manager Suite Automated Implementation and Control Guide -- No change from the previous release 2.8

Changes to VM:Batch

The current release of the product has been rebranded as VM:Batch Release 1.4.

Changes to Release Naming and Numbering

The release name and number of the prior release of VM:Batch was “r1.3B” following the convention "rv.rr"
where:

• “r” denoted “Release”
• "v" denoted version level
• "rr" denoted release level.

The new release name and number of VM:Batch is “Release 01.4”, following the convention "Release vv.r" where:

• "Release" is the expanded form of release
• "vv" denotes version level
• "r" denotes release level.

Note: The product interface includes a leading zero in the version field, but references in documentation omit the leading
zero.

New Features
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New Installation Procedure

IBM VMSES/E (Virtual Machine Serviceability Enhancements Staged/Extended) and a new Broadcom utility, Mainframe
VM Product Manager, are now required to install, deploy, and maintain VM:Batch. For more information, see Installing.

Support for RSU ( Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

CA is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a published
PTF. The  VM:Batch Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU
(Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing RSU installation PTFs will help
reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to VM:Batch for product stability; or, that are
required to install a new VM:Batch feature.

New Configuration Records

The following records have been added:

•  IMSGOFF Record -- Allows configuration of user IMSG settings during SUBMIT processing.
•  TIMEOUT Record -- Allows configuration of the time VM:Batch will wait before it times out RSCS communications.

 Note: For more information about the new configuration records, see Documentation Changes.

Changes to Existing Features
Contents

DIRECT Configuration Record Changes

VM:Batch now performs directory reading through the directory lookup diagnose. Due to this change, the product no
longer requires a link to the CP object directory volume or the DIRECT configuration file record.

You must delete the DIRECT record from the VMBATCH CONFIG file. Failure to do so will result in VM:Batch failing
initialization.

VM:Batch Directory Entry Changes

VM:Batch no longer requires the IUCV DUALPASS directory record and it can be removed. However, leaving the record in
place does not cause any undesirable effect on the product operation.

VM:Batch now uses a supplied directory lookup diagnose to retrieve directory information to run requests. This diagnose
must be installed before using VM:Batch Release 1.4. VM:Batch must have privilege class E to use this CP diagnose.

VM:Batch no longer requires the LINK to the CP object directory volume as 1A0 to process requests. This LINK can be
removed, though leaving it in doesn't not cause any undesirable effect on product operation.

If you are using the Remote Job Entry feature and using the PASSWORD primitive to validate RJE deck passwords, then
the VM:Batch service virtual machine requires OPTION DIAG88 in its directory entry. This will allow it to use the IBM
standard CSL call DMSPASS for password validation. If you have an external security manager you must also add the
appropriate ESM authorization to allow VM:Batch to use Diagnose X’88’ and DMSPASS for password validation.

The VM:Batch service virtual machine now requires the VM directory D84NOPAS option to execute Diagnose X’84’
without passwords.

Each VM:Batch worker machine must have a ‘dummy’ 194 minidisk defined in its directory entry. This must be an RR link
and be defined on a volume that does not actually exist on the system. The start, count, and device type definitions for the
minidisk are immaterial. For example:

MDISK 194 3390 1 1 DUMMYV RR
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Removal of Diagnose X’A0’ Subfunction X’04’ Usage

Logic was removed in VM:Batch initialization to check for authorization to issue diagnose X’A0’ subfunction X’04’ for
password validation by specifying its own user ID and an incorrect password. This resulted in journal entries being created
on systems running with an ESM each time VM:Batch was initialized to indicate that an invalid password was supplied.
Because VM:Batch has been changed to use the standard IBM DMSPASS CSL call, which uses diagnose X’88’ for
password validation, this check is no longer required and has been removed. Customers will no longer see a journal entry
being created after each VM:Batch initialization, such as in VM:Secure journal: VMBATCH VALIDATE VMBATCH.

User Exit Name Changes

The sample user exits now have a filetype of XVMBATCH instead of $VMBATCH. The IBMFMT VMBATCH sample user
exist has been renamed to VMHUFMT XVMBATCH.

CP Object Directory Information Retrieval Changes

VM:Batch Release 1.4 changes the method used to retrieve CP directory information for worker set up to process
submitted jobs. It now uses a supplied CP Diagnose exit routine to gather CP object directory information. Because of this
change, VM:Batch no longer requires read-only access to the CP object directory volume. The required CP Diagnose exit
routine is installed as part of the Mainframe VM Product Manager installation procedure.

To use the new CP Diagnose routine to retrieve information from the CP object directory, the following changes must be
made to your VM:Batch configuration:

• Remove the DIRECT record from the VMBATCH CONFIG configuration file on the VM:Batch service virtual machine’s
191 disk.

• Remove the LINK statement to the fullpack MDISK definition of your CP object directory volume from the VM:Batch
service virtual machine’s directory entry. This is usually the VM:Batch service virtual machine’s X’1A0’ definition.

• Remove any site specific automated or disaster recovery procedures or documentation referencing the DIRECT
configuration file record for VM:Batch’s requirement to have a LINK to the CP object directory volume.

• Add directory options D84NOPAS and DIAG88 to the VM:Batch service virtual machine’s directory entry
• If you use VM:Secure for your ESM, add a rule to authorize the VM:Batch service virtual machine authorizing it to use

Diagnose X’88’ for password verification
• Ensure the VM:Batch service virtual machine has CP privilege class E. If the CP Diagnose exit routine was installed

specifying a CP privilege class other than E, then the VM:Batch service virtual machine must have that privilege class.
If the system uses an External Security Manager (ESM) and the CP Diagnose exit routine resource is secured by the
ESM, give the VM:Batch service virtual machine authorization to use the CP Diagnose exit using your ESM interface.

• Authorize the VM:Batch service virtual machine to autolog its worker user IDs without a password.
• Define a 194 RR minidisk for each of your VM:Batch worker machines residing on a non-existent DASD volume.

Consider this a minidisk placeholder, thus the volume it is defined on should not exist on your system. For example:

MDISK 194 3390 1 1 DUMMYV RR

• If you are using VM:Secure with security or  VM:Secure without security, add IGNORE statements to the DASD
CONFIG file for each VM:Batch worker virtual machine 194 minidisk. For Example:

IGNORE VMBAT001 194

• If you are using CAVM:Backup and/or VM:Backup HiDRO exclude the VM:Batch worker virtual machine 194 minidisk
from your backup jobs.

• If you are using VM:Account DASD accounting exclude the VM:Batch worker virtual machine 194 minidisk from
minidisk accounting in the VMACCT DASDINFO control file.

• VM:Batch no longer uses Diagnose X’A0’ subfunction X’04’ during startup supplying an invalid password. If your
ESM is VM:Secure you will no longer see accumulating journal entries as follows for VM:Batch after each product
initialization:
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1 VMBATCH VALIDATE VMBATCH

Workdisk Device Type Definition Changes

VM:Batch Release 1.4 removed support for WORKDISK definitions by device type for all devices except for 3380, 3390,
9336, and FBA. This change impacts definitions in the form of nnnnnnn-device type (example: nnnnnnn-FBA) for the
WORKDISK configuration file record, job options, job limit settings, and default file settings.

NOTE
For more information about this change, see Documentation Changes.

Discontinued Features

None.

Message Changes
This article lists new and changed messages in Release 1.4.

NOTE
For information about each message, see Messages.

New Messages

The following messages were added for Release 1.4:

119I

119I BEGINNING command COMMAND FROM menu-name MENU

Reason:
This message indicates the command that was called from the named menu has started processing.

Action:
None.

120I

120I ENDING command COMMAND FROM menu-name MENU

Reason:
This message indicates the command that was called from the named menu has completed processing.

Action:
None.

413E

413E UNABLE TO LOCATE LOG DISK ON NODEnodeid, FOR JOB ID jobid; RC = code

Reason:
VM:Batch was unable to locate the LOG disk for the specified job on the indicated node. Processing for the specified job
is skipped.

Action:
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The problem is likely due to a time-out while requesting information from the indicated remote node. Try the request again.
If the request continues to fail, contact your system administrator to have them increase the RSCS timeout value using the
TIMEOUT configuration file record.

490E

490E OPTION STACK FAILED FOR JOB: jobid, RC=code Variables: xx yy

Reason:
VM:Batch was unable to obtain information about the specified job. Processing for that job is skipped.

Action:
Use the LIST command to verify that the job does not exist on the indicated node. If you cannot determine the cause of
the problem, have your VM:Batch system administrator review the system console logs on both the originating node and
the destination node for possible errors, then ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

491W

491W JOB jobid ATTEMPTED TO POST EVENT eventname; NO JOBS FOUND WAITING FOR THE EVENT.

Reason:
A job that was submitted with the POST option ended and posted the specified event. However, there was no job waiting
for that event to be posted. It is possible the job doing the POST of the event was submitted and ran before the job waiting
for that posted event.

Action:
You can use the VM:Batch POST command to POST an event for any waiting job. To prevent this from occurring when
one job is automatically posting an event for another job, submit the waiting job before submitting the job posting the
event.

492S

492S THE mode(vaddr) LOG DISK IS FULL.

Reason:
The VM:Batch job log disk at the specified virtual address and access mode is full. Job log creation and updating stops
until the disk is enlarged. VM:Batch jobs continue to run but no log disk updates are done for them once this message is
given until the disk is enlarged.

Action:
Suspend or END VM:Batch and enlarge the log disk. Keeping job logs removed or changing your retention time on them
can prevent this from occurring.

494E

494E DIRECTORY INFORMATION DIAGNOSE RETURNED ZERO LENGTH RESPONSE BUT INDICATED THERE
ARE MORE USERS TO LIST

Reason:
The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect user information using the directory
reader diagnose. The diagnose indicated more users should be collected but returned a zero length response for the
current execution. This should not occur.

Action:
This is most likely a programming or interface error. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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495E

495E INCORRECT RESPONSE LENGTH FROM DEVICE INFORMATION DIAGNOSE

Reason:
The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect device information using the directory
reader diagnose. The length of the response buffer from the diagnose is not the length that was expected by VM:Batch.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

496E

496E CYLINDER/BLOCK COUNT 0 FOR USER userid MINIDISK vaddr

Reason:
The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect device information using the directory
reader diagnose. The information returned indicates that the minidisk has zero allocation units for its definition.

Action:
Verify that the minidisk is defined correctly. If the minidisk is defined correctly and otherwise working, contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

497E

497E UNABLE TO GATHER DIRECTORY INFORMATION FOR USER userid MINIDISK vaddr

Reason:
The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect user and device information using the
directory reader diagnose.

Action:
Verify the user ID and the indicated minidisk exist. If the user ID and minidisk exist, contact Broadcom Support for further
assistance.

498E

498E COULD NOT VALIDATE PASSWORD FOR USER 'userid'; DMSPASS RETURN CODE= rc

Reason:
The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to validate a RJE deck password through the
IBM DMSPASS CSL call. The user who is associated with the validation and the DMSPASS return code are displayed in
the message.

Action:
See the return codes associated with DMSPASS in the IBM CMS Callable Services Reference. If the return code does not
lead to an obvious correction, contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

499W

499W USER 'userid' 191 DISK DOES NOT EXIST AND WILL NOT BE ACCESSED DURING JOB EXECUTION

Reason:
The VM:Batch service virtual machine was unable to locate information for the users 191 minidisk. This message
is displayed only if the user does not have a FILEPOOL parameter in its directory IPL statement and does not specify
USERMODE NO in the job options.

Action:
VM:Batch continues to run the job.
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500E

500E LINK TO USER 191 FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid FAILED, RC=code

Reason:
In order to set up the proper environment to execute a job, a VM:Batch worker machine links to the user's 191 mdisk. That
link attempt failed with the following code value:

1
Not a worker or worker already executing a job.

2
The worker has no 194 mdisk defined in its directory entry.

3
The user has no 191 mdisk to link.

4
The VM:Batch server could not redefine the worker's 194 mdisk

5
The worker could not link its 194 mdisk.

6
The VM:Batch server could not undefine the worker's 194 mdisk

The worker logs off and the job is not run.

Action:
Collect the worker spooled console file and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

501E

501E MDISK 194 NOT OFFLINE FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid

Reason:
In order to properly obtain a LINK to the user's 191 mdisk the VM:Batch worker machine must have a 194 mdisk defined
in the online CP directory. This mdisk must be allocated on a psuedo, non-existing disk volume so that the minidisk
appears offline.
When a worker prepares to run a job, the worker tests whether the minidisk is actually offline. If it is not offline, this
message is displayed, the worker logs off and the job is cancelled.

Action:
Update the worker's directory entry to insure that the 194 mdisk is not allocated on an actual disk volume.

504I

504I MDISK 194'S DUMMY DEFINITION RESTORED FOR WORKER workerid

Reason:
The worker's mdisk 194 has been successfully restored with the dummy definition.

Action:
None.

999E

999E JOB DATA SPOOL FILE FOR JOB: jobid, NOT FOUND. JOB NOT SUBMITTED

Reason:
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VM:Batch was unable to locate a spool file containing the data for the job that was attempted to be submitted. The job
submission fails.

Action:
Data for a job is sent to VM:Batch in a spool file. If the spool file is deleted before the job is completely submitted, then the
job cannot run and is not queued in the system. Contact your VM:Batch system administrator to investigate possible spool
file deletion.

Changed Messages

The following messages were changed for Release 1.4:

• Message 027E
Replaced the following error message:
027E INVALID VIRTUAL DEVICE ADDRESS vaddr ON DIRECT RECORD
With the following text:
027E ERROR code EXECUTING DIRECTORY READER DIAGNOSE SUBFUNCTION CODE code
Reason:
The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error executing the directory reader diagnose to collect
information to initialize VM:Batch, or submit and run a VM:Batch job. The message contains the return code from the
diagnose as well as the diagnose subfunction that was being executed.
Action:
Contact your system administrator to make sure the diagnose was installed on the system and that the VM:Batch
service virtual machine has CP privilege class E. If the diagnose is installed and the VM:Batch service virtual machine
has the appropriate privilege class, contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

• Message 028E:
Replaced the following error message:
028E ERROR code INITIALIZING DIRECTORY DISK
With the following text:
028E ERROR code EXECUTING COMMAND TO GATHER DIRECTORY READER DIAGNOSE INFORMATION
Reason:
VM:Batch operation requires that a diagnose code exit routine be installed on your VM system by your system
administrator. VM:Batch could not find this required routine, and cannot initialize successfully.
Action:
Check that the diagnose code exit was installed and that the VM:Batch service virtual machine has CP privilege class
E. If the diagnose is installed and the VM:Batch service virtual machine has CP privilege class E, contact Broadcom
Support for further assistance.

• Message 313S:
Replaced the following error message:
313S DIAGNOSE 84 FUNCTION operation FAILED FOR WORKER workerid; RC =code
With the following text:
313S DIAGNOSE 84 FUNCTION operation FAILED FOR WORKER workerid; RC = code
Reason:
VM:Batch was unable to reset the directory entry for a worker machine because an error was detected during the
execution of a DIAGNOSE X'84' instruction. This instruction was to reset the data field identified by operation in the
message. Since the directory entry for the worker machine could not be reset, the worker is not available to VM:Batch.
Action:
Check to make sure the VM:Batch service virtual machine has OPTION D84NOPAS in its directory entry. If that
directory option is in place, consult the IBM z/VM CP Programming Services documentation for return code specifics
for Diagnose X'84'.

• Message CAS9182A:
Replaced the following text in the “Note” section:
For VM:Manager Suite components at genlevel 0212 or above, the LMP enforcement software will not cause a
component to fail, but will issue enforcement messages.
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With the following text:
The LMP enforcement software will not cause a component to fail, but will issue enforcement messages.

Documentation Changes
This edition of VM:Batch documentation is available only on the wiki. It includes all updates that were not incorporated into
the documentation before GA, as well as fixes for all documentation issues since GA.

• Changed all references to the user ID for system administrator and maintenance functions
from VMRMAINT to VMANAGER. 

• Removed references to the VM:Manager Suite utility. Replaced where appropriate with references to Mainframe VM
Product Manager.

• All changes to documentation that at GA were included only in the Release Notes have been incorporated into the
documentation. These changes are summarized below.

• Incorporated fixes to all STAR documentation issues as of 1 July 2014.

Installation

• Added Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade).
• Updated Installation Topic Servicing Your Product to included detailed information on what to do if VMSES/E

message VMFBLD2185R is received when you run the VMFBLD step.

Administrators

• Implementing Multisystem Support
– Renamed this section from "Implementing Multi-CPU Support."
– Updated procedures to use VMSES and Mainframe VM Product Manager instead of AIM.
– Changed the text about Restrictions.

• Implementing VM:Batch Facilities--Updated procedure to use Mainframe VM Product Manager.
• How To Write User Exits--Added Step 8 (Do not alter command destination) and Step 9 (Use the TEST prefix when

calling VM:Batch primitives). Updated the example user exit.
• Maintaining VM:Batch Macros--Deleted obsolete material. Updated remaining material to refer to Mainframe VM

Product Manager and VMSES.
• Job Options--Updated DASD references.
• Configuration File Record Reference--Updated the following record references:

–  ACCESS Record 
–  IMSGOFF Record (New)
–  CLASS Record 
–  TIMEOUT Record (New)
–  WORKER Record 

• Command User Exit--Updated return codes.
• INITIATE User Exit--Updated return codes.
• RJECONS User Exit--Added information that VM:Batch primitives cannot be run from this user exit, only VM:Batch

commands.
• RJEFMT User Exit--Replaced sample IBMFMT user exit with sample VMHUFMT user exit.
• VMHSETUP User Exit--Added information that VM:Batch primitives cannot be run from this user exit, only VM:Batch

commands.
• CLASS Primitive--Added Description section and contents.
• VMHARA Utility--Updated location.
• VMHMACUP Utility–Removed.
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Users and Group Managers 

• Listing VM:Batch Jobs--Added instruction to Manager Job List Screen:  "To list the jobs of all user IDs you manage,
plus your own jobs, leave the USERID field blank and press ENTER."

• Constructing the RJE Deck--Replaced the Example Using Two Decks.
• Job Options (User and Manager)--Updated DASD references.
• CHANGE Command--Added explicit information for group managers.

Messages

See Message Changes 

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Mainframe VM Product Manager (Mainframe VM Product Manager)
• VM:Account™ (VM:Account)
• VM:Archiver™ (VM:Archiver)
• VM:Batch™ for z/VM (VM:Batch)
• VM:Manager Suite™ for z/VM (VM:Manager Suite)
• VM:Schedule™ for z/VM (VM:Schedule)
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM with security ( VM:Securewith)
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM without security ( VM:Securewithout)
• VM:Tape™ for z/VM (VM:Tape)
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Getting Started
This section provides basic information about VM:Batch and the concepts that are ubiquitous to the product. This section
also provides details about the documentation itself.

About VM:Batch
VM:Batch is an easy-to-use batch processing system for the VM environment. VM:Batch allows users to run unattended
tasks or batch jobs on worker virtual machines, freeing their virtual machines for interactive work. VM:Batch also
decreases the need for operator involvement by letting users control their own jobs. In addition, VM:Batch supports the
Shared File System (SFS); users can use VM:Batch jobs to create and modify files in their own SFS directories.

VM:Batch commands are available in both full-screen and line modes. The full-screen commands are the easiest to use,
especially if you are unfamiliar with VM:Batch. Using the VM:Batch commands in line mode allows you to work more
quickly with the system and to put VM:Batch commands in EXECs. Furthermore, some commands are available only in
line mode. Also note that in full-screen mode, user commands are available at three expertise levels. 

If you are authorized as a general user, you can read a brief overview of the VM:Batch system and job processing on the
User Overview screen. The screen provides a basic description of job submission, worker machine selection, and job
execution. You can access the User Overview screen from either the Novice User Command Menu or from line mode:

• From the Novice User Command Menu, place the cursor on OVERVIEW and press ENTER. The User Overview
screen displays.

• To access the User Overview screen from line mode, type vmbatch overview and press ENTER. The User Overview
screen displays.

Terminal Requirements
VM:Batch screens are designed to display on 327x Model 2 or Model 4 real or emulated terminals, with 80 columns and
24 or 43 lines respectively. Using other terminal emulations may result in incomplete or inaccurate product screen displays
and are not recommended.

Software Requirements
Contents 

Broadcom products support releases of z/VM that are supported by IBM.

Operating Mode

NOTE
The VM:Batch service virtual machine runs in ESA, XC, or z architecture mode.

End users communicating with VM:Batch through the VMBATCH MODULE can run in ESA mode with the 370
Accomodation Feature turned on or off, or in XC mode.

The ESA or XC mode setting for a VM:Batch worker machine depends on the application running on the worker. It is up
to the user running the application to make sure the mode is properly set. A worker may run in z architecture mode with
zCMS.

Dynamic Deletion of Real Devices

VM/ESA 2.1.0 and later allow real devices to be dynamically deleted or cleared. If you dynamically delete or clear a
device, you must reinitialize VM:Batch.
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Accessing and Leaving VM:Batch
To start your VM:Batch session, type the name of your VM:Batch service virtual machine from the CMS command line.
For example, if you use the default name vmbatch for your service virtual machine, enter the following command from
CMS:

vmbatch

NOTE
This documentation assumes that vmbatch is the user ID for the VM:Batch service virtual machine. If this is not
the case at your site, substitute your service virtual machine user ID for vmbatch.

Available commands and therefore command screens vary by user level (Admin, Operator, User, Group Manager). To
display a menu which indicates the user levels for which you are authorized, enter the following command:

vmbatch menu

For more information about this menu, see User Level Menu.

To bypass this menu and directly open a main menu for one of your user levels, enter the following command:

vmbatch [admin | operator | user | manager]

To bypass the main menus and open a command screen, enter the following command:

vmbatch command

NOTE
Where different variants of a command are available to different user levels, entering vmbatch   command
opens the command screen for the highest user level for which you are authorized. To select a command screen
for a particular user level, enter

vmbatch level command

.

Finally, to bypass all screens and run a command directly, enter the following command:

vmbatch command operands

The first time you access a VM:Batch screen, a copyright screen might appear. Press ENTER to clear, or wait 15 seconds
for the screen to disappear and your user level menu to display.

To end a VM:Batch full-screen session, press PF3 to get back to the previous screen. To get back to CMS, press PF3
repeatedly until you exit all VM:Batch screens, or press PF4 from any screen to return directly to CMS.

Moving Through Screens and Menus
Contents
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When you are at a main menu, select the command you want to perform by positioning the cursor under the command
name and pressing ENTER. VM:Batch displays one of the command screens.

User Level Menu

To open the User Level Menu, enter the following:

vmbatch menu

 MENXXC01                     User Level Menu                          VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   Position the cursor on the user level you want to access and

   press ENTER.

 

 

 

    USER        Submit, query, and manipulate your own jobs.

 

    MANAGER     Manipulate and limit jobs of users that you manage.

 

    OPERATOR    Control the operation of the system.

 

    ADMIN       Alter the configuration of the system.

 

 

 

 Copyright (c) 20xx CA. All rights Reserved.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

To select a user-level main menu from the User Level Menu, place your cursor under any letter in the name of a user level
and press ENTER. Note that this selection mechanism applies throughout the screens.

Main Menus

Each user access level has a Main Menu that displays all the commands that are available to that user level. Once you
are in a main menu, select the command for the task you want to perform by positioning the cursor under the command
name and pressing ENTER. Your terminal now displays one of the command screens.

NOTE

The User Main Menu is a special case, because it has three expertise levels that also determine what
commands you see. For more information, see Full-Screen Expertise Levels.

INLINE(In the User Guide)

Using VM:Batch Full-Screen Commands

Once you are in a Main Menu, select the command for the task you want to perform by positioning the cursor under the
command name and pressing ENTER. Your terminal now displays one of the command screens.
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Screens

Headers and titles clearly identify each VM:Batch command screen. Instructions and prompts on each command screen
walk you through the tasks you want to perform.

Data Fields

When VM:Batch displays a command screen, the cursor is positioned at the beginning of the first data field on the screen.
Type the applicable values in each field.

If the information you type in a data field fills all available character positions, the cursor automatically moves to the next
data field. If you do not use all available character positions, use the cursor movement keys to move from field to field.

You can use the asterisk (*) and percent sign (%) as pattern matching characters in the JOBNAME data fields on certain
screens. The * matches zero or more characters. The % matches a single non-blank character. Pattern matching
characters allow you to specify job names that share certain characteristics.

For example, if you specify SUMM* in a JOBNAME field, VM:Batch considers all job names beginning with the letters
SUMM for processing. If you specify the * alone, VM:Batch considers all job names.

If you have general user authorization, read the descriptions of the full-screen SUBMIT and LIST commands. The
information is applicable to using most full-screen commands in all display modes.

Executing a Command

To execute a VM:Batch full screen command, press ENTER. If you have supplied incorrect data, VM:Batch displays an
error message at the bottom of the screen, and the cursor moves to the incorrect data field. You can then type the correct
data and press ENTER again, press PF3 to quit the session and return to the previous screen, or press PF4 to quit and
return directly to CMS.

Several other commands are provided by PF keys, as indicated at the bottom of each screen. Not all PF keys are included
on all screens.

Accessing VM:Batch Command Screens From the Command Line

Once you become familiar with the VM:Batch full-screen commands, you can bypass the Main Menus and go directly to a
command screen from line mode by entering the following command:

vmbatch 

command

If different variants of the command are available to different user levels, the command screen opens for the highest user
level to which you are authorized. To override this behavior, specify the user level at which you want to use the command,
as follows:

vmbatch 

level command

Example

User ID OPERUSR is authorized as both an operator and a general user. To change the order of jobs on a system-wide
basis, a user logged on to OPERUSER enters the following command:

vmbatch order

A list of all jobs on the system opens.
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 ORDXXC01                      Job Order Menu                          VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

New Position  Jobname  Jobid  Class  Current Pos.  Priority

              TEST2    0003     A        0001         50

              JOB0028  0028              0002         50

              JOB0044  0044     A        0003         50

              JOB0047  0047     A        0004         50

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Order

VMHSYS352A Specify new position numbers next to jobs; press PF12 to reorder.

Later, a user logged on to OPERUSR wants to change the order of some jobs that OPERUSR submitted. This user issues
the following command:

vmbatch user order

The User Order screen opens:

 ORDUEC01                        User Order                            VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

   To order jobs that you sent to a remote system, type the

   node-id of the remote system below.

 

     DEST : TESTCP9A

 

 

   Then press ENTER to move to a screen on which your jobs can be ordered.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

Help With VM:Batch Screens

Help screens are available for each full-screen display by pressing PF1 from anywhere within the screen. After viewing
the help screen, return to the full-screen display by pressing PF3.

Entering Commands
Contents

To use VM:Batch commands in line mode, type the command on the CMS command line and press ENTER. The first
word of the command is always the user ID for the service virtual machine. Throughout this documentation we assume
that vmbatch is the user ID for the VM:Batch service virtual machine. If this is not the case at your site, substitute your
user ID in place of the default.

The format of each VM:Batch command is given in Administrator Commands, Operator Commands, and . For complete
format information, see Format Conventions for Code Syntax.
 

NOTE

Not all operands of a command are available for every user level. If you enter an operand that is restricted to a
user level for which you are not authorized, the command fails.

Pattern Matching

Pattern matching allows you to act on several items that have similar identifiers with one command. For example, pattern
matching allows you to easily archive, query, or recall more than one file at a time when those files have similar filenames
or filetypes. With pattern matching, you can specify objects that have identifiers that begin with, contain, or end with a
particular character.

*
Matches any number of characters from zero on up

%
Matches one character only

Examples

• To specify all files with a filename ending in SALES and any filetype, use:

*sales *

• To specify any file with a five-character filename ending in DEC and a filetype containing the character string REP, use:

%%dec *rep*

Getting Help for Commands

You can get help on VM:Batch commands through the CMS HELP facility. To see an overview of VM:Batch help and a list
of commands for which help is available, enter  help vmbatch  from CMS.
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To see the help screen for one of the commands listed in the overview, move the cursor to that command and press
ENTER. When you are finished reading the help screen, press PF3 (Quit) to return to the help overview screen and press
PF3 (Quit) from the help overview screen to exit the CMS HELP facility.

You can bypass the help overview screen and get help on a command directly by entering help vmbatch and the name of
the VM:Batch command for which you need help. For example, to display help for the CANCEL command, enter
help vmbatch cancel  from CMS.

For more information about using the CMS HELP facility, refer to the IBM CMS User’s Guide for your system.

Help With Messages
To get more information or help on a system message you receive, refer to Messages or use the CMS HELP facility on
that message. Messages lists all messages the product can generate, explains the possible causes of each message, and
tells you how to respond to that message.

To use the CMS HELP facility for a VM:Batch message, type help followed by a space, then the 3-character product
identifier (vmh), the message number, and the severity code. Do not type the 3-letter code displayed after the product
identifier; this code is the routine or module that issued the message.

For example, to get help on the message VMH0106I, enter the following from CMS:

help vmh0106i

When you have finished reading the message help, press PF3 to exit the CMS HELP facility.

For more information about using the CMS HELP facility, refer to the CMS user’s guide for your operating system.

 

VM:Batch Concepts
This section describes the basic concepts important to an understanding of VM:Batch.

Job Options, Defaults, and Limits
Contents

Job Options

Job options are the attributes of a job that define resource requirements, and control scheduling and execution. Each job
is run according to a set of job options you specify when you submit the job. There are over 40 possible job options to use
with VM:Batch. For a complete list, see Job Options.

Setting Defaults

You can set job options to be used by default for options not specified during job submission. Defaults can be set at the
user, group, or system level. You can set defaults to govern your own jobs. Your group manager can set defaults for jobs
submitted by users in your group. Your system administrator can set defaults for users, groups, or the entire system.

Default Files

The defaults you, your group manager, and your system administrator set are placed in default files. You can create
several default files containing various combinations of options. When you submit a job to VM:Batch, you can specify one
of your predefined default files as part of the job submission.
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Hierarchy of Defaults

You can specify exactly the defaults you want to use. Defaults set at the user level override those set at the group level
and system level. Group-level defaults override those set at the system level. If you do not set a default for a particular
option, a group-level default is used. If there is no group-level default, the system-level default is used.

Multiple Defaults

VM:Batch supports multiple user, group, and system defaults. User defaults have a filetype of your userid or VMBATDEF,
group defaults have a filetype of your group name, and system defaults have a filetype of SYSTEM$$. If you submit a job
specifying a default name for which there exists a user, group, and system default, VM:Batch searches for the defaults in
user-group-system order, applying the most specific default for each option.

The filename of all default files is the same as the name specified for the default file when you created it. The special user
default name of DEFAULT means that the values in the file are used by VM:Batch even if you do not specify a default file
to use.

VM:Batch Defaults

VM:Batch defaults are defined internally in the VM:Batch system code. These defaults are the minimum values that
VM:Batch requires to run a job. They do not override or limit option values. However, if no user default is specified and
no class limits or applicable group or system limits exist, VM:Batch applies the internal default to the job. For more
information about VM:Batch defaults, contact your system administrator.

Limits

Your group manager or system administrator can set job option limits that restrict resource consumption for your jobs.
Limits set for you can restrict job options you establish in your default files or specify at job submission.

Limits reside in limit files. A limit file can apply to jobs submitted by you, by members of your group, or by all users on the
system. Group-level limits override user-level limits, while system-level limits override group-level and user-level limits.

Class Limits

Class limits are set by your system administrator and defined in the VM:Batch configuration file. These limits specify
job option values that a job of that class cannot exceed. When you submit a job of a particular class, VM:Batch tests all
options specified with the job against the set of limits defined for that class, and applies the more restrictive value to the
job or rejects the job. If you do not specify a class, VM:Batch uses the first class that satisfies specified job requirements.

Configuration File
The records in the VMBATCH CONFIG file allow your system administrator to tailor VM:Batch to meet your VM system’s
requirements. The configuration file determines such things as your authorization to use VM:Batch and the group or
groups to which you are assigned. If you belong to a group, the limits for that group apply to the jobs that you submit, and
the defaults for that group may apply to your jobs.

Job Processing
Contents

A VM:Batch job consists of all the EXECs, programs, and data necessary to complete a data processing task. For
complete information about how to submit a job, see Submitting a Job.
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Internal Process

When a job is submitted, VM:Batch follows this process:

1. When you submit a job to the VM:Batch service virtual machine, the request waits until an appropriate worker
machine, one that runs the job’s class and has the resources required by the job, becomes available.

2. Certain jobs can require distinct resources, such as a specific workdisk size or access to a certain database. Your
system administrator can designate worker machines that possess special resources. If you submit a job requiring
special resources, the job waits until a worker machine satisfying those resource requirements is free to run the job.

3. When an appropriate worker machine is available, VM:Batch autologs the worker machine--logs it on in disconnected
mode--and invokes an initialization program. This program loads the job onto the worker machine’s workdisk.

4. After initialization completes, VM:Batch sends you a message that your job has started, and the initialization program
starts the job on the worker machine.

5. VM:Batch monitors executing jobs to detect and end any job that exceeds its specified resource limits or causes an
unexpected condition on a worker machine. After executing the job, the worker machine sends the results to any
locations specified in the job, such as a printer or tape drive, then logs off.

6. VM:Batch sends you a message when your job completes. When the job has completed, VM:Batch sends all created
or changed job files from the VM:Batch worker machine’s workdisk to your reader. You can use the CMS PEEK,
RECEIVE, or RDRLIST command to access these spool files.

7. VM:Batch creates a log file containing information about the job. The log can be removed from the VM:Batch system
and sent to the user’s reader after the job completes. For more information about the joblog, see Reviewing Job
History Files.

The following figure shows the path taken by a VM:Batch job from the submitter to job completion.

Defining Worker Machines

Your system administrator can create as many worker machines as your site needs to perform the required batch tasks.
Each worker machine may be set up with different attributes to handle the requirements of particular jobs.

When developing jobs to run under VM:Batch, whether simple EXECs or complex programs, use the following worker
machine minidisk definitions:
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• The worker machine’s 193 disk is the A-disk. This is the workdisk; it is linked read/write.
• The worker machine’s 191 disk is a read-only link to the VMBATCH 194 minidisk and is accessed as filemode R. This

disk should not be released or detached during normal system operation.
• By default, the worker machine’s 194 minidisk is a read-only link to the submitting userid’s 191 (A) minidisk and is

accessed as filemode B/A. However, the USERMODE job option may prevent this link or change the access filemode.

Reviewing Job History Files
Contents

VM:Batch automatically creates a job log for each job and a worker console log each time the job runs. These logs are
useful for analyzing resource consumption and for troubleshooting.

Job Log

The job log lists initial option values and lists resource consumption statistics for each run of a job. A condensed example
of a job log and the information it contains follows.

Bolded numbers in the examplerefer to these descriptions:

1a-c
Submission and execution times
The log indicates job submission, execution, and completion times, identifies the worker machine on which the job
ran, and gives the return code.

2
Job option values and origins
At job submission, for each job option the job log lists the option name, the option value, and the origin of that
value. For example, the log indicates whether that value was specified by the submitter or imposed by a class
limit.
If a COMMENT job option is associated with a job, the comment string is written to the job log; every time the
comment changes, the new comment string is written to the log. Also, if you specify a comment on the STEP
command, the comment string is written to the job log when the command executes.

3
Resource consumption statistics
The resource information displayed on the Job Status screen when a job run completes is written to the last two
lines of the job log. The first line contains the virtual time, total time, and number of SIOs consumed by the job; the
second line contains the print, punch, and reader usage information.

09/01/14 09:07:56 VMHSYS133I Job JOB0048(0048) submitted.           1a

Here are the option values associated with the job and the origins  2

of those values:

Name       Value                    Origin

----       -----                    ------

ACCOUNT    99999999                 Submitter's directory entry

CLASS      A                        VM:Batch default

CLEANUP    Uninitialized

COMMAND    listfile * * a           Specified by submitter

COMMENT    test job to demo basics  Specified by submitter

CPCLASS    G                        Submitter's directory entry

DEST       TESTCP9A                 VM:Batch default

DETAIN     NODETAIN                 VM:Batch default
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DUMP       OFF                      VM:Batch default

FILERETN   NORMAL                   VM:Batch default

FNMASK     *                        VM:Batch default

FTMASK     *                        VM:Batch default

HOLD       NOHOLD                   VM:Batch default

NAME       JOB0048                  VM:Batch default

NOTIFY     Uninitialized

POST       Uninitialized

PREVIOUS   0                        VM:Batch default

PRINT      20000                    Class A limit

PRIORITY   50                       VM:Batch default

PROJECT    Uninitialized

PUNCH      20000                    Class A limit

READER     20000                    Class A limit

REL1NAME   Uninitialized

REL1COND   Uninitialized

REPEAT     NO                       VM:Batch default

RESOURCE   Uninitialized

RESTART    NO                       VM:Batch default

REVIEW     NOREVIEW                 VM:Batch default

SCHEDULE   OFF                      VM:Batch default

SHIFT      Uninitialized

SPOOL      SPOOL                    VM:Batch default

STATUS     STATUS                   VM:Batch default

STORAGE    8192K                    Submitter's directory entry

TAP800     0                        VM:Batch default

TAP1600    0                        VM:Batch default

TAP6250    0                        VM:Batch default

TAP38K     0                        VM:Batch default

TAP38KXF   0                        VM:Batch default

TIME       00:15:00                 Class A limit

USERMODE   B                        VM:Batch default

WORKDISK   0-1K                     VM:Batch default

09/01/14 09:07:58 VMHSYS437W Directory access failed for job

JOB0048(0048); worker 'VMBAT001'; RC=100.

09/01/14 09:07:58 VMHJBS184I Job JOB0048(0048) started on     1b

worker machine 'VMBAT001'.

09/01/14 09:07:59 VMHJBS187I Job JOB0048(0048) ended;         1c

Return Code: '0'.

**************** Resource Consumption ****************        3

Vtime: 0:00:00 Ttime: 0:00:00 SIO : 832

Print: 4 Punch: 0 Reader: 6

09/01/14 09:14:23 VMHSYS192I Job JOB0048(0048) removed by

userid 'RUBJE02'.

VM:Batch sends the job log to the submitter’s reader when the job is removed after all runs have completed, unless the
NOLOG option is specified. You, your group manager, or a VM:Batch operator can remove the log for a job you submitted,
or the log can be automatically removed by the system. For more information, see Removing Jobs.

You can also review the job log without removing the job from the system with the JOBLOG command. For more
information, see JOBLOG Command.
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Worker Machine Console Log

The worker machine console log is useful in determining events that occurred on the worker machine during job
processing. When command lines are left on the worker machine’s program stack after a job has run, the lines are
executed as CMS commands just before the end of job processing. An entry is written to the console log indicating each
command executed and the outcome.

By default, the worker machine console is spooled to the submitting userid’s reader. You can specify the NOSPOOL
option when you submit a job to prevent the worker machine console log from being sent to your reader.

Format Conventions for Code Syntax
This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.
 
Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for system
administrator and maintenance functions. If you use a different user ID for the system administrator or the service virtual
machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default ones appear throughout this document. 

Command Abbreviations

When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase letters,
you cannot abbreviate the item.

You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any combination.

Example:

CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

Continuation

The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation:

Example 1:

A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:

A

| B C

| D
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Example 2:

{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:

 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }

Default Values

An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list.

Example:

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3.

Keywords and Constants

A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example:

Example:

STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

Optional Choices

Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item.

Example:

CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

Multiple Optional Choices

When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional.
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Example:

In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

Positional Parameters

Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter:

Example:

CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

Repetition

An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.

Example 2:

Repeat...

Example 3:

{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

Required Choices

You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character.

Example:

CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

Special Symbols

The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:
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• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

Symbols

The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.

• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

Syntax Fragments

Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment.

Example1:

CMDName "Parms"

 

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code syntax.

Example 2:

CMDName [( "Options"]

 

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB

| OptionC
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| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

System Response

Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts.

Example:

ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

User-Entered Commands or Records

User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case.

Example:

vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait

This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.

In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type of the directory entry you are adding.

However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters.

Example:

ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

Variables

Lowercase items in italics denote variables.

Example:

CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME.
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Installing
This section contains procedures for installing, upgrading, and servicing this product. The section also contains reference
material and a guide to migrating the product to VMSES.

Overview
Contents

This document describes how to install, deploy, and service the VM:Batch product.

Audience

Readers of this book must have knowledge in the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
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c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by
an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.

Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

Preparing for Installation
Contents 

  

This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.
• An installed deployment of the Mainframe VM Product Manager system.

WARNING

Before installing or servicing this product, we recommend to have the most current release of Mainframe
VM Product Manager installed. Apply all published maintenance for that level. For more information
about the installation and the configuration of this facility, see Installing  in Mainframe VM Product
Manager documentation.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of VM:Batch and continue to use a deployed instance of an older release for your production
environment. If you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

Certain public files for this product, such as the product command MODULE, may only operate with a specific version of
the product server. Take care to prevent product public files from one level from overlaying the same files from an earlier
level of the product. You should keep such public files on different public disks or directories.
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Installing Product Materials
 Contents 

Installation Process Overview

The following is a brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E.

1. Plan your Installation
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

2. Allocate Product Resources
The information obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the chapter Deploying the Product.

3. Install the Product Materials
Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the envelope to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/
directories. VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file used by VMSES/E for software inventory
management.

4. Update the Software Inventory
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Follow these steps to obtain planning information for this product.

1.  Prepare SERVLKPK files for Product Installation 
2.  Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment.
3.  Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST.
4.  Load and Generate the Planning Resource File.

Step 1.1 Prepare SERVLKPK Files for Product Installation

The product download file is in SERVLKPK format. The SERVLKPK files are VMFPLC-format VMSES/E product envelope
files that have been compressed using the CMS COPYFILE command with the PACK option. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Upload the packed product envelope file to your mainframe z/VM ID, using a file transfer program, such as IND$FILE
or an FTP client.
The packed product envelope file that you extracted from the zip file product package has a name similar
to nnnnnnnnnnn.SERVLKPK. The file transfer must use a binary protocol. Rename the file during the file transfer to
conform to the z/VM file name file type naming conventions. Use a file type of SERVLKPK.

NOTE
 For more information about the required file names, see your product Cover Letter.

2. Unpack the file using the CMS PIPE command with the UNPACK option:
PIPE < ifn ift ifm | FBLOCK 1024 | UNPACK | > ofn SERVLINK ofm 

where: 
3.  ifn 

Indicates the file name of the packed envelope. 
4. ift 

Indicates the file type of the packed envelope. 
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5. fm 
Indicates the file mode of the packed envelope. 

6. ofn 
Indicates the file name to give to the unpacked envelope file. For this release, the CMS filename is ZVMB036A.

7. ofm 
Indicates the file mode to give to the unpacked envelope file.

NOTE
SERVLINK appears for the unpacked file type because VMSES/E requires an envelope file to have a file type of
SERVLINK.

Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. The SERVLINK file must be on a minidisk or Shared

File System directory accessed as file mode A or C.

Note: The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will access the disks or SFS directories needed for the Mainframe
VM Product Manager environment as follows:

• The work disk is accessed as file mode A.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
• The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as file mode D.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager database is accessed as file mode V.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager Common disk is accessed as file mode W.
• The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST

The product control files include the following:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file. 

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV <vmsesprodid>

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMH014A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.
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Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV <vmsesprodid>

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMH014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBATCHSFS for installing on the
Shared File System directories.

PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is <vmsesprodid>. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for
the ppfname and component you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF <vmsesprodid>

<vmcomp1> :PRODID <vmsesprodid>%<vmcomp1>?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See the appendix Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override for a sample of creating a
PPF override.

Note: If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, you should review the Using the Make Override
Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources needed to install
and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is created
on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and disk space
specified in the PLANINFO file.

In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.
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Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to setup, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

NOTE
For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the appendix Allocating
User ID Entries and Disk Space, and then issue the command as described.

To create the product staging area user ID and allocate minidisk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC PRODUCT ppfname component

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMH014A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBATCHSFS for installing on SFS.

Depending on the configuration described in the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Allocating SFS Directories

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

Enroll the user ZVMH014A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued from
a user authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool. 

Create the necessary directories for user ZVMH014A with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested
fully qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the VMBATCHSFS component override section of the
ZVMH014A PPF file. 

Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT AUTHORITY
command. 

Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV <vmsesprodid>

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMH014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBATCHSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.
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ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMH014A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMH014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBATCHSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Deploying the Product
If you are migrating from an existing version of this product, which was installed using AIM and VMRMAINT, you must use
the procedure in Migrating VM:Batch from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager to deploy the product. This is expected
to be a one-time action.

If you are upgrading an existing version of this product, which was installed using Mainframe VM Product Manager, you
must use the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for an Upgrade to deploy the product.

If none of those situations apply, only then proceed with the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for the First
Time.

Deploying the Product for the First Time
2

The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to
deploy multiple instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems
at your installation.

1. Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by the server or end user.

2. Tailor the Product Deployment
Follow the steps in this section to modify the default values for the allocation and deployment parameters established
by the VMDEFINE command. Tailor the values to meet your requirements.

3. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to create any user IDs and allocate disk space needed for the product deployment.
Server products need a server virtual machine and its own copy of the product code. A running server is protected
from code changes made by service updates, because it has its own copy.

4. Deploy the Product Materials
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Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.

5. Start the Product
Follow the steps in this section to bring up the deployed product server machine for the first time.

6. Test the Product
Follow the steps in this section to perform initial testing of the deployed server virtual machine.

7. Make the Product Available
This step describes how to place the deployed product into production use.

Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.

To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMH014A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBATCHSFS for installing on SFS.

Step 2. Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the VM:Batch product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel. Name
panel usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries just overtype the
values and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

top

Required Tags

The tag names in this section are required. Although changing the device numbers is permitted, Broadcom strongly
suggests that you use the standard device numbers. Do not remove any of the following tags:
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• RUNTIME
• ADMIN
• PUBLIC
• LOCAL
• COMMON
• JOB
• LOG
• SYSTEM
• VMBAT001
• WORKER1
• VMBAT002
• WORKER2
• VMBAT003
• WORKER3

Option Value Tags

The tag names in this section define characteristics used during allocation and initial product deployment. Decide the
proper values for the way you will use the product and enter the values you select for the following tags:

USER
The System-Maintained User Default Facility page in Administrators describes the facility for storing user default
files on a VM:Batch minidisk. To use this facility, redefine the value for the USER tag by removing the leading
asterisk in the value for this tag. By uncommenting the value, you request that the user minidisk be defined, and
the ACCESS USER record be added to the VMBATCH CONFIG file during product deployment.

STAGE
The Staging Facility page in Administrators describes the facility for protecting batch jobs by safeguarding the
spool files needed for jobs. To use this facility, redefine the value for the STAGE tag by removing the leading
asterisk in the value for this tag. By uncommenting the value, you request that the stage minidisk be defined, and
the ACCESS STAGE record be added to the VMBATCH CONFIG file during product deployment.

AUDT
The Audit Facility page in Administrators describes the facility for monitoring VM:Batch usage. To use this facility,
redefine the value for the AUDT tag by removing the leading asterisk in the value for this tag. By uncommenting
the value, you request that the stage minidisk be defined, and the ACCESS AUDT record be added to the
VMBATCH CONFIG file during product deployment.

Optional Facility Tags

The tag names in this section define values used to create a secondary administration user ID for the product. The
administration user ID is not created by default. If you choose to employ a secondary administrator ID, you should
redefine the value of the SYSADMIN tag by removing the leading asterisk from the value. By uncommenting the values,
you request that the user ID defined by the SYSADMIN tag and the disk space defined by the ALOCAL tag be created
during product deployment.

Removable Tags

The tag names in this section define values for minidisks that are allocated by default to hold an alternate and a previous
version of the product materials. Having two or three sets of product code makes it easy to switch between product
releases or between fix levels. If you do not want to define disk space, insert a leading asterisk in the values for the
following tags:
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• ALTRUNTIME
• ALTADMIN
• ALTPUBLIC
• PREVRUNTIME
• PREVADMIN
• PREVPUBLIC

Commenting the values will request that the minidisks are not to be defined during deployment.

Step 3. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The ppfname PLANINFO file produced during product materials installation contains the directory entries for user IDs
created for each product deployment as well as a list of the disk space needed.

You defined the name of the product server virtual machine when you issued the VMDEFINE command in Step 1 above.
You may have altered the definition to add optional product server disks. In this step, you combine the definition in the
VMSERVER NAMES file with the product user ID configuration and disk size information from the PLANINFO file to
create the defined server machine and allocate disk space for the product deployment.

For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the appendix Allocating User ID
Entries and Disk Space and then issue the command as described.

Enter the following command to create the user ID and allocate disk space:

VMALLOC SERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be deployed.

Depending on the configuration described in the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Using your directory maintenance procedures, add a 194 minidisk to the user IDs defined on the vmbat001, vmbat002,
and vmbat003 tags in the VMSERVER NAMES file. This must be an RR link and be defined on a volume that does not
exist. Here is an example of a valid MDISK statement:

MDISK 194 3390 1 1 DUMMYV RR

This minidisk is required for the directory reader diagnose support on the worker user id.

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas you allocated in the previous step.

Step 4.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, create default configuration files, and copy product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name INIT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

INIT
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. The disks defined on
the DEPLOY tag are populated with product materials.
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NOTE
For more information about deploying optional Product Materials, such as HELP files, see the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference Guide.

Step 4.2. Enter LMP Statements

Follow the procedure in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide to define the LMP (License Management
Program) key for this product.

Step 4.3 Establish Required Authorizations

If an External Security Manager product is used at your installation, establish the required authorizations for the deployed
user IDs. The following table shows the authorizations needed by the default user IDs for this product.

Deployed User ID Required Authorizations
VMBATCH Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
VMBAT0nn Read access to VMBATCH 0194 minidisk.
VMHSYSAD Read access to the VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to the VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.

Step 5. Start VM:Batch

The startup procedure verifies the accuracy of the virtual machine configuration. To start the VM:Batch server do the
following:

1. Log on to the VM:Batch server you deployed. You will be prompted to start VM:Batch as follows:
VMISTA845R *

    Do you want to start VMBATCH now?

    Please respond: < Yes | No | Help > 

2. Enter Yes. VM:Batch initializes and displays the following message:
VMHCFG023I ‘VMBATCH’ INITIALIZATION COMPLETE ON mm/dd/yy

3. Disconnect the VM:Batch service machine by entering the following:
#CP DISC

Step 6. Test VM:Batch

The following tests demonstrate some of the common functions of VM:Batch.

top

Test the VM:Batch Screens

Log on to VMANAGER. Enter the following command:

vmadmin

Select VMBATCH and then the SYSAD function.

• Create two test files on the VMANAGER 191 minidisk: VMHTEST EXEC and VMHTEST XEDIT. You will use these
files in some of the verification steps that follow.
VMHTEST EXEC contains these lines:
/* for testing vmbatch */
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‘xedit vmhtest exec a (prof vmhtest)’

say vmbatch test complete.

VMHTEST XEDIT contains these lines:
/* for testing vmbatch */

‘ffile vmhtest listing a’

• Enter the following command:
vmbatch menu

The User Level Menu displays showing the four VM:Batch menus that the system administrator user ID is authorized to
use: USER, MANAGER, OPERATOR, and ADMIN.

NOTE
Each of the verification procedures described in the sections that follow begin from the User Level Menu.

Change the User Menu Display Levels

On the User Level Menu, place the cursor on User and press ENTER.

The Novice User Main Menu displays, showing the VM:Batch functions available to novice users.

Place the cursor on SET and press ENTER.

The User Set screen displays, showing the three choices of user menu displays: NOVICE, FLUENT, and EXPERT.

Place the cursor on FLUENT and press ENTER.

The menu display mode shown in the top third of the User Set screen changes from NOVICE to FLUENT.

Press ENTER to go to the Fluent User Main Menu.

Submit Jobs

Change the menu display back to NOVICE using the SET command selection of the User Main Menu.

Return to the Novice User Main Menu.

Place the cursor on SUBMIT and press ENTER.

Next to the FILENAME field, enter the filename of the test file you created:

vmhtest

Enter y for YES to indicate that you have other files to be used in the batch job.

Type the filename, filetype, and filemode of the other test file:

vmhtest xedit a

Press ENTER.

VM:Batch allows you to specify a name for the job you are about to submit. As a default, VM:Batch uses the three
characters JOB followed by the four-digit job identifier (JOBID) VM:Batch assigns to each job.

To override the default, type this name for your job:

test1

Press PF12.

The User Main Menu displays with a message at the bottom of the screen stating that job TEST1 has been submitted.
When your job begins to execute, you receive a message stating that your job has been started on a worker machine.
When your job completes, you receive a message stating that job TEST1 has ended. Pressing CLEAR clears the screen
so that you can see these messages.
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Select the LIST function on the User Main Menu to display the Batch Job List screen.

After you have verified that job TEST1 executed and completed correctly, submit additional batch jobs.

Change the menu display level from NOVICE to FLUENT using the SET command selection on the User Main Menu.

Display the Fluent User Main Menu.

Place the cursor on SUBMIT and press ENTER.

Type this filename on the User Job Submit screen and press ENTER:

vmhtest

Leave the DEFAULT options field blank, but indicate that you want to review job options by typing Y in the review options
field and pressing ENTER.

On the Fluent Job Option Review screen, select NAME, then press ENTER.

In the JOBNAME field, enter the following:

test2

Move the cursor to the comment field. Enter up to 24 characters of comment text that readily identifies job TEST2.

Press ENTER and return to the Fluent Job Option Review screen.

Place the cursor on HOLD and press ENTER.

Type HOLD over the default entry in the HOLD field, then press PF12 to submit the job.

A message displays and indicates that job TEST2 was submitted.

Submit three more jobs by repeating Steps 2 through 5. Use the file VMHTEST each time, but specify a different name for
each job (TEST3, TEST4, TEST5). You can also provide comment text that is unique to each job.

Remove a Job

Display the Fluent User Main Menu.

Place the cursor on LIST and press ENTER.

The User Job List screen displays.

Leave all the fields on the screen blank and press ENTER to display the Batch Job list screen.

In the Command column to the left of job TEST1, type:

Remove

Press ENTER.

The line on the screen listing the job is deleted and the job log is sent to your reader.

Press PF4 to return to CMS.

Enter the RDRLIST command to verify that VM:Batch has placed the job log in the VM:Batch system administrator’s
virtual reader.

Verify that the job results were sent to the VM:Batch system administrator’s virtual reader.

The job results should be a spooled console listing for the job (TEST1 J0001CON) and a VMHTEST LISTING file.

Return to the User Level Menu by entering the following:

vmbatch menu
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Reorder Jobs

Return to the User Level Menu and select OPERATOR to display the Operator Main Menu.

Select the ORDER function and press ENTER to display the Job Order Menu.

Place the cursor in the command area to the left of job TEST3 and type 1.

Type 2 next to job TEST5 and press PF12 to reorder the jobs. Verify that the jobs are now in this order:

1. TEST3
2. TEST5
3. TEST2
4. TEST4

Cancel Jobs

Return to the Operator Main Menu and select the CANCEL option.

In the JOBNAME field on the User Job Cancel screen, enter the following:

test2

A message is displayed confirming that job TEST2 has been canceled.

Select the LIST option on the Operator Main Menu, and press ENTER to verify that the job has been canceled.

Expedite Jobs

Return to the Operator Main Menu.

Select the EXPEDITE option and press ENTER to display the Operator Job Expedite screen.

In the JOBID field, type the four-digit job identifier for job TEST5.

NOTE
You can obtain this JOBID from the Job List screen.

Press ENTER.

A message is displayed stating that job TEST5 has been expedited.

Return to the Operator Main Menu.

Select the LIST option; press ENTER to view the Batch Job List screen.

Verify that job TEST5 is now at the top of the list.

Press PF4 to exit to CMS.

Terminate VM:Batch

From the VMANAGER user ID, enter this command:

vmbatch end

Then enter this command:

vmbatch user

A message is displayed stating that user ID VMBATCH is not available.
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Step 7. Make the Product Available

After you finish installing and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see Releasing Products to Users in the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference.

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files before
upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks to contain the product files used by the server or
end user.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to update any user IDs and possibly modify the disk space needed for the product
deployment. Some product minidisks may need to be enlarged for a new release.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

4. Back Out the Upgrade
Follow the steps in this section to restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
Follow the steps in this section to discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space it occupied.

Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated
during the redefinition phase. In this step you will update the entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product
release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be updated. You assigned this name when the product was
originally installed, as described in Define the Product Deployment.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. You will update the PPF Name field on the screen
by overtyping it.

For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMH014A.

For the second token, specify the component name VMBATCH for a minidisk installation or VMBATCHSFS for a Shared
File System installation.

After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.
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Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Batch from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as described in
the Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space section. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to
add a device or volume record. To produce a directory entry, enter the following command:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Match the retrieved directory entry with your existing directory entry for the VM:Batch server. Upgrade your current
definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Batch.

Step 3. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance. Copy the installed product build materials to the disk areas you
allocated in the previous step.

Step 3.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, and copy product materials to the product disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed. For more information about this ID, see
Define the Product Deployment.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from
the older product release or version with the new release materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed
minidisks before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to revert to the older release, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new release, or backing out to the
old release just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

NOTE
For more information, see the chapter "Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File Entry" in the  Mainframe
VM Product Manager Reference Guide. For a list of the product tag definitions for the NAMES file entry,
see the appendix Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File.

Step 3.2. Enter LMP Statements

Follow the procedure in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide to define the LMP (License Management
Program) key for this product, if necessary.

Step 4. Back Out the Upgrade

The steps in this section restore the previous release of the product if restoration becomes necessary.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:
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VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Batch server. For more information about this ID, see Define the Product
Deployment.

The first step in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file to define a new Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that
step to restore the field to its original contents.

If you deployed this new product release to the ALTERNATE disk space, you can direct the product to revert to using the
PRIMARY disk space the next time it is started. Deploying to ALTERNATE space leaves the older release intact on the
PRIMARY disks. To bring back the old release of the product, set the Runtime Environment tag value to PRIMARY and
restart the service virtual machine(s).

NOTE
For more information about the ENVIRONMENT tag, see the chapter "Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File
Entry" in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide.

If you deployed the new product release to the PRIMARY disk space, you can repopulate that space with the older
release product materials. To copy product materials to the runtime disk space, enter the VMDEPLOY command using the
following format.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded Product
Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After you resolve the situation that required you to back out the upgrade, repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning to re-install the upgrade.

You must go back to the version of the VM:Secure CP component in the CP nucleus if you are using the VM:Secure Rules
Facility.

 

Step 5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release

When you have no further use for the the previous release of VM:Batch, follow the steps in this section to discard the
previous release and free the disk space that it occupied.

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories owned by a unique user ID. For this
release, that ID is ZVMH014A. Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the product specific
user ID which was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in the VMSERVER
NAMES file still references the old product materials ID.

Step 6. Make the Product Available

After you finish upgrading and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see Releasing Products to Users in the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference.
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Servicing Your Product
Contents

This section provides information on how to perform service updates using VMSES/E.

VMSES/E Service Overview

Service is a process that includes the following:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

There are two basic types of service.

• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service envelope contains a specific
Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. It might contain all published PTFs, or some
subset of them (for example, high impact fixes). The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the
procedures below work for either type. In a collection of fixes, VMSES will ignore any fixes in the collection which have
already been applied to your product materials.

NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the chapter "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the IBM
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product code.
Optionally, you may merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production APPLY disk to isolate the new service you are
about to receive.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.

Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Receive the Documentation.
3. [Optional] Merge the Alternate APPLY disk.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMH014A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Batch. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use
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your override file name instead of ZVMH014A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Batch disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMH014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBATCHSFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to show all
status messages which identify the products with service.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

Read the product memo file ZVMH014A MEMO for the latest information about this service.
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Step 1.3. Optional Merge the Alternate APPLY disk

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before receiving a new service, you
may choose to consolidate service levels by merging previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:

VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMH014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBATCHSFS for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW MRD

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you may receive all of the service before applying and building it. Enter the following command:

VMFREC PPF ppfname component ( ENV envfilename

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMH014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBATCHSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you just received. The version vector table (VVT)
is updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. You must
review the VMFAPPLY message log if you receive a return code (RC) of a 4, as this may indicate that you have local
modifications that need to be reworked.

To apply the service, enter the following command:

VMFAPPLY PPF ppfname component

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMH014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBATCHSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW APPLY

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMH014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBATCHSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF

VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product
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            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF

You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter
files copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of
commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppfname

 *

If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override

 *

Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this time
Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product parameter
file(s) with VMFPPF:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

VMFVIEW BUILD

Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMH014A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBATCHSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW BUILD
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NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 6. Deploy Service to Production

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:

• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.

 

NOTE
For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
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– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product 

Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary 
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.

5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.

Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3. Load Updated Product Control Files.
4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMH014A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Batch. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use
your override file name instead of ZVMH014A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Batch disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMH014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBATCHSFS for installing on SFS.
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WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVMH014A PPF or ZVMH014A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.

ERASE ZVMH014A PPF A

ERASE ZVMH014A $PPF A

 

Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override *

ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

VMFPSU ppfname component

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMH014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBATCHSFS for installing on SFS.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level. 

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMH014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBATCHSFS for installing on SFS.

• ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for production
use.

• NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

• ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being installed.
The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list:

 

VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD
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Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMH014A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBATCHSFS for installing on SFS. 

• SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objectes that require it due to the
service being applied.

Step 5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

References
Contents

VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.
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VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.

VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.

VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.

VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override
Contents

This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.

You must never modify the product supplied ZVMH014A $PPF or ZVMH014A PPF files to change the file pool name or
any other installation parameters. If the ZVMH014A $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any
changes to that file will be lost; by creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a new $PPF override file.

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.

************************************

* <prr> - SFS install        *  

************************************

:OVERLST. <vmcomp2>

:<vmcomp2>. <vmcomp2> <vmsesprodid>

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.APPLYALT

&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.DELTA
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&BLD0Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.TSYSTEM

&BLD2Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.TPUBLIC

&BLD4Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.TADMIN

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.SAMPLE

&BLD6Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.HELP

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:<vmsesprodid>.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.

VMFPPF overname <vmcomp2>

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.

Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.

NOTE
For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.

Step 3. Continue with the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in the chapter Installing Product Materials at step 1.3 by issuing the VMFINS command
with the PLAN option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override file wherever the
ppfname is present in the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
This section lists the NAMES file tags that VM:Batch uses.

During deployment, you create a NAMES entry with default file tag values by using the Mainframe VM Product Manager
VMDEFINE command. You can alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by VMDEFINE
appears. After the deployment, you can modify the entries in the NAMEs file using the VMSERVER command from the
VMANAGER user ID.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSERVER command, see the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference
Guide. For more information about processing NAMES, see the Usage Notes in the help panel brought up by
the HELP NAMES command.

Nick
Identifies the name of a VM:Batch Server Virtual Machine (SVM).

PPFname
Identifies the Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name associated with this product server. This
tag is modified during the upgrade to a newer product release.
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Environment
Modify this tag to select between three sets of deployed product disks. The next time that the product is started,
the selected set becomes active.
Values:
primary

Selects the primary deployable disks, as defined in the Deploy tag.
alternate

Selects the alternate set of deployed product disks. Tag names are prefixed by the string “alt”.
previous

Selects a set of product disks that typically hold an earlier version of their contents. Tag names are
prefixed by the string “prev”.

Startcmd
Command to start the product server MODULE

Prodname
Product identifier is a single token unique to each product and must not be modified.

Deploy
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which the VMDEPLOY command populates. Do not
modify this tag value.

Runtime
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed in the product server virtual machine.

Admin
Primary minidisk that contains the code used by product administration functions and executed by a product
administrator user ID.

Public
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed by the general user from the user ID.

Help
Identifies the minidisk or SFS directory.

Altruntime
Identifies the alternate version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altadmin
Identifies the alternate version of the admin disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altpublic
Identifies the alternate version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Prevruntime
Identifies the previous version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the
product or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevadmin
Identifies the previous version of the admin disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevpublic
Identifies the previous version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.
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Local
A work disk accessed as file mode A

Common
Identifies the minidisk named on the ACCESS COMMON configuration file record.

Job
Identifies the minidisk named on the ACCESS JOB configuration file record.

Log
Identifies the minidisk named on the ACCESS LOG configuration file record.

System
Identifies the minidisk named on the ACCESS SYSTEM configuration file record.

User
Identifies the minidisk named on the ACCESS USER configuration file record.

Stage
Identifies the minidisk named on the ACCESS STAGE configuration file record.

Audit
Identifies the minidisk named on the ACCESS AUDIT configuration file record.

Sysadmin
Identifies the user ID of a product system administrator.

Alocal
A minidisk for the system administrator user ID.

Vmbat001
Identifies a worker virtual machine.

Worker1
A minidisk for use by the VMBAT001 Worker.

Vmbat002
Identifies a worker virtual machine.

Worker2
A minidisk for use by the VMBAT002 Worker.

Vmbat003
Identifies a worker virtual machine.

Worker3
A minidisk for use by the VMBAT003 Worker.

Adminlink
Defines the list of links established by the VMADMIN command. The links have the following format: userid
vaddr readpass. Readpass is ignored if an External Security Manager is present. For more information about the
VMADMIN command, see Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space
Contents

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.
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Configuring the VMALLOC command processor

You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data you need to allocate these resources, or to actually
perform the resource allocation task automatically.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.

The following configuration file statements are supported:

DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.

VOLUME volser

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE VMSECURE

This statement specifies that an already installed and operational VM:Secure product is available, and that it will be
used to automatically allocate user ID entries and minidisk space. When this statement is specified, make sure that the
following conditions are met:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE MODULE file on an accessed
minidisk or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS file

POOL poolname

This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC command processor

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the “USE” configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
Directory Manager product. When “USE” is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure to allocate the specified user ID and disk
space.

The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the sections where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.
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MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
DIRMAINT from IBM or VM:Secure. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC callsVM:Secure directly to allocate the
needed user ID entries and disk space.

Migrating VM:Batch from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager
Contents

The previous versions of VM:Batch reside in an AIM-maintained environment using VMRMAINT. The current versions
reside in a VMSES-maintained environment using VMANAGER and the Mainframe VM Product Manager. This section
describes the recommended procedure for the one-time initial migration of the product from the AIM environment to the
VMSES environment.

Prepare for Product Migration

To prepare your environment for this migration, perform the product installation steps that the Installing Product Materials
section describes.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up your existing environment before proceeding.

Before you perform this procedure, ensure that you understand the concepts and the procedures that the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference Guide documents. This procedure converts the AIM installed VM:Batch release to use the
Mainframe VM Product Manager for server startup processing and server administration tasks. This setup is similar to the
installation that the Mainframe VM Product Manager performs.

Update the Product Virtual Machine Definition

The VM:Batch Server Virtual Machine (SVM) requires minor changes in the virtual machine configuration to operate with
the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

NOTE
The changes in this section may be performed without an outage of your VMBATCH server.

The server is first defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file, which serves as the main software manager database. Issue
the following command to define the server:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are upgrading. In most cases, the name is VMBATCH.
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ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMH014A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBATCH for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBATCHSFS for installing on SFS.

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions. You
can tailor the characteristics of the VM:Batch product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel.

For definitions of all available tag values of the VM:Batch product, see the appendix Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES
File. Make any necessary modifications to the NAMES file entry to match your current VM:Batch configuration.

NOTE
For more information about NAMES panel usage, see the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file.

To change the definitions, overtype the values and press PF6. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Batch from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be setup first as described in
the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file
to add a device or volume record. Issue the following command to produce a directory entry:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Update the Product Initialization Files

The final set of changes requires an outage of the VMBATCH server. The server startup files are modified to interface
with the Mainframe VM Product Manager startup interface. Shutdown the VMBATCH server and any associated worker
machines before proceeding.

Compare the CP Directory entry file created by VMALLOC with your existing directory entry for the VM:Batch server,
and update your current definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Batch. The following additional
changes may be required, depending on what you have defined already:

• Add a system administration disk at address 0174.
• Add an alternate runtime, alternate administrator disk, and an alternate public disk at addresses 0292, 0274, and 0293

respectively. These disks are populated when you deploy your new release.
• Increase the size of existing disks following the size requirements from the DIRECT file created by VMALLOC.
• Remove the LINK to the VMRMAINT 192 as 1FF.
• Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 1FF disk as 1FF.
• Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 195 disk as 1FE.
• Add a 194 minidisk to each VM:Batch worker user ID. The volume specified on the statement is a volume that does not

exist.

MDISK 194 3390 1 1 DUMMYV RR

From the VMANAGER user ID, issue the VMDEPLOY command to upgrade the server startup procedure and deploy the
new release product code. Execute the command as follows:

VMDEPLOY name INIT ALTERNATE
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name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

VMDEPLOY checks all minidisks before any changes are made. Each disk is checked for correct size and block size.
Minidisks that have errors are flagged with a message. Fix any problems reported with the minidisks and then rerun the
preceding VMDEPLOY command. If all minidisks are correct, then VMDEPLOY proceeds to load code.

Because the new VM:Batch code is deployed to the ALTERNATE series of minidisks, your current release remains
intact. VMDEPLOY will also create a backup copy of the original PROFILE EXEC on the VMBATCH 191 as PROFILE
EXECOLD, then it will create a new PROFILE EXEC that contains the following command:

EXEC PROFRUN 

PROFRUN integrates the server initialization process with the Mainframe VM Product Manager procedures.

Use XEDIT to add authorizations for your Mainframe VM Product Manager user ID, VMANAGER, to the VM:Batch
configuration file.

NOTE
For specific information about updating the configuration file, see the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide.

• Add authorizations for the VMANAGER user ID, so that it has the same authorizations as the old VMRMAINT user ID.
• Add this record to the VMBATCH CONFIG file:

PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER

Logon to the VM:Batch server user ID and perform the following steps:

1. In response to the initial prompt asking whether you want to start the server, enter NO.
2. Using XEDIT, add any desired PROFILE statements from your PROFILE OLDEXEC file to the PROFILE EXEC, but

leave the PROFRUN call as the last line.
3. Check for any product materials from your old release of VM:Batch on the A-Disk of the server. Issue the command:

VMNDFCAD

4. Any duplicate file on the A-Disk should replace the corresponding file on the D-Disk. These duplicate files were
probably created when fixes were applied to the release of VM:Batch installed by AIM. Copy these duplicate files to
the D-DISK using the COPYFILE command with the OLDDATE and REPLACE options, then erase the copy of the
duplicated file from the A-Disk.

Your VM:Batch server is now setup to run under control of the Mainframe VM Product Manager. If the ENVIRONMENT
tag definition in the NAME file entry is set to PRIMARY, then the next time you start it, the server will execute the older
release of VM:Batch that you originally installed using AIM.

When you are ready to test the new VM:Batch release, set the ENVIRONMENT tag definition to ALTERNATE and restart
the server virtual machine. When you decide to complete the upgrade to the new VM:Batch release, move the new
release materials to the PRIMARY disk space, and overwrite the older release product materials. Use the following format
to enter the VMDEPLOY command to copy product materials to the primary runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the older release
Product Materials with the newer release materials.
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Administrators
INLINEAdministrators Guide

 

This section is written for those VM:Batch users authorized as system administrators. It is a task-oriented guide that
shows VM:Batch system administrators how to modify and implement VM:Batch at their sites, and a reference guide that
allows them to quickly look up information they need.
This section assumes you are thoroughly familiar with VM/CMS standards, conventions, and operation, and with the daily
requirements of your VM environment.

• Setting Up VM:Batch
• The VM Batch Configuration File 
• Implementing VM:Batch Facilities
• Implementing Multisystem Support 
• Writing User Exits
• Maintaining VM:Batch Macros 
• Administrator Commands
• Configuration File Record Reference 
• User Exit Reference 
• Macro Primitive Reference
• Utility Reference 
• Remote Job Entry Reference
• System Worksheets 

Setting Up VM:Batch
This section discusses the requirements for setting up VM:Batch, and it also covers shared file system support.

Requirements
Contents

Program Code

VM:Batch program code is located on a designated component minidisk. The default minidisk address is 192; Broadcom
recommends you use this address for VM:Batch program code. This manual assumes that your site uses this default
minidisk address.

Modified Files

All locally modified files are located on a designated component minidisk that is kept free for local use and not affected by
maintenance procedures. The default minidisk address is 191; Broadcom recommends you use this address for locally
modified files. This manual assumes that your site uses this default minidisk address.

Virtual Machines

VM:Batch requires one service virtual machine and a sufficient number of VM:Batch worker machines to handle the job
load for your site. In addition, Broadcom recommends setting up a virtual machine for maintenance purposes. You will
need the following user IDs:
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VMBATCH
is the service virtual machine that selects jobs for execution and instructs the worker machines to execute jobs.
The VM:Batch user ID, VMBATCH, also maintains special control files needed for system operation.

VMBAT001, VMBAT002, . . .
are the virtual machines that actually execute the jobs submitted by users. These user IDs are referred to as
worker machines, or simply workers. The worker machines require no control files or special CP privilege classes
other than class G. When a worker machine is selected to run a job, VM:Batch autologs and activates the worker
machine, which loads the files necessary for the job onto the worker machine’s 193 minidisk.

VMHSYSAD
is used to represent the maintenance user ID for VM:Batch. This user ID is optional. VMANAGER is the default
system administrator for VM:Batch. The PROFILE EXEC on VMHSYSAD executes VMISYSAD EXEC. This
EXEC establishes the correct links for system administration.

NOTE
VM:Batch can run on any valid VM user ID with the proper directory entries and minidisks. However, the
examples used in this book assume that the service virtual machine user ID is VMBATCH, and the VM:Batch
worker machine user IDs are VMBAT001, VMBAT002, and so on.

Estimating the Number of Worker Machines

Your VM:Batch system can have as many worker machines as needed to perform the required batch tasks for your VM
system. Each worker machine may be set up with different attributes, such as workdisk size, to handle the requirements of
particular jobs.

Usually, the number of worker machines your VM:Batch system needs is based on requirements from previously used
batch systems. The following formula can help you estimate the number of workers your system needs.

((Userids)(% of Total Unicenter VM: Bathc))/2 * % Resources = Number of Worker Machines

Definitions

Userids
specifies the number of userids logged on to your system at the time of peak load.

% of Total Using VM:Batch
specifies the percentage of users that you estimate will be using VM:Batch at any one time.

% Resources
specifies the percentage of your total system resources that you want to devote to VM:Batch jobs.

Shared File System Support
The Shared File System (SFS) uses a logical file storage entity called a directory. Each userid enrolled in an SFS file
pool owns file space with the name of filepool:userid, which automatically includes a single directory with the name
filepool:userid. This single directory is known as the root directory.

Because userids enrolled in file pools can store their files in directories, some sites with SFS may decide that these
userids do not need minidisks. For this reason, a site could have userids that do not have 191 minidisks. If one of these
userids submits a job to VM:Batch, the worker machine cannot link to and access the submitting userid’s 191 minidisk
because the submitter does not have one.

VM:Batch does not automatically assume that the submitter has a 191 minidisk. Instead, VM:Batch determines whether
the submitter’s A-disk is a minidisk or a root directory. If it is a root directory, the worker machine accesses that directory
with the filemode specified for the USERMODE job option.
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The VM Batch Configuration File
This section describes how to modify the VM:Batch configuration file to customize VM:Batch to your site specifications.

You can use the VM:Batch configuration file to tailor VM:Batch to meet your VM system specifications and batch
processing needs. You must specify on the VM:Batch configuration file records the options that pertain to the operation of
your VM:Batch system.

The VM:Batch configuration file resides on the VM:Batch service virtual machine 191 minidisk. The automated installation
process provides a sample configuration file that contains the records necessary for setting up a basic VM:Batch system.

The Installing tells you how to install your initial VM:Batch system for testing. Before you use VM:Batch in production,
make sure the configuration file meets the requirements of your VM system.

Configuration File Records

A VM:Batch configuration file record has a usable record length of 80 characters and consists of a record name followed
by one or more keywords or operands, separated by blanks.

• If you omit any operand, all operands to the right must be omitted as well. Operands can be placed anywhere on the
record line.

• You can use mixed case in any record.
• During configuration file processing, VM:Batch ignores records having an asterisk (*) as the first non-blank character.

You can use these for comments. VM:Batch also ignores blank lines in the configuration file.

The following list describes VM:Batch configuration file records. For complete format information, refer to individual
records in the Configuration File Record Reference.

ACCESS
Identifies a minidisk to be accessed by VM:Batch and its access filemode

AUTHORIZ
Grants command authorizations to users

CLASS
Defines an execution category for jobs

DIRECT
Identifies the CP-owned volume containing the CP object directory

DUMP
Indicates the dump format created if VM:Batch abends

GROUP
Identifies a group or subgroup, group managers or group members

JOBLOG
Specifies maximum size of job log files

MACLOAD
Specifies macros used by VM:Batch to be buffered in virtual memory

MESSAGE
Identifies the CP command used by VM:Batch to send messages

MSGCASE
Indicates whether VM:Batch messages are displayed in upper or mixed case

NODE
Identifies an RSCS node that is part of multi-CPU network and the VM:Batch service virtual machine on that node
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NOUSERID
Indicates whether a job can run if the submitting user ID is not found on the system

PREVENT
Specifies exceptions to AUTHORIZ record authorizations

PRODUCT
Identifies the interface with another service virtual machine running a Broadcom component

RESOURCE
Identifies a special resource provided by worker machines

RETAIN
Specifies how long completed jobs remain in the VM:Batch system

ROUTE
Specifies whether jobs will be automatically routed to remote nodes

SHIFT
Identifies a job processing shift

SYSOPER
Identifies the user IDs to receive system operator messages

USEREXIT
Specifies the filename of a user exit routine

WORKER
Identifies a worker machine and its resources

Configuration File Processing

During system initialization, VM:Batch reads the configuration file and builds system control blocks according to the
specifications in each record. If a configuration file record is in error or a required record is missing, VM:Batch initialization
fails, and diagnostic messages are written on the VM:Batch console.

NOTE
If VM:Batch finds a user ID not listed on the CP directory on an AUTHORIZ, DUMP, PREVENT, or SYSOPER
record, VM:Batch writes a warning message on the VM:Batch console, and initialization continues.

Customizing the Configuration File
Contents

You can tailor VM:Batch to your site specifications by editing the sample configuration file. Read the information on each
configuration file record in Configuration File Record Reference, then recheck each record in the VM:Batch configuration
file to verify that the configuration file conforms to your site requirements.

Dynamic Reconfiguration

Use the CONFIGUR command to change the VM:Batch configuration file without ending VM:Batch. From the
Administrator Main Menu, select CONFIGURE. VM:Batch displays the VMBATCH CONFIG file in XEDIT mode. Make the
necessary changes to the file and enter file on the command line.

The changes are made immediately. VM:Batch system messages display indicating configuration file processing has
begun and ended, and reconfiguration is complete. If you decide not to make any changes to the configuration file, enter
qquit on the command line. A message displays indicating the configuration remains unchanged.
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Restriction

The CONFIGUR command cannot be used to change the ACCESS and DIRECT configuration file records. To change
these records, follow these steps:

1. Enter the END command. This command ends VM:Batch system operation.
2. Using XEDIT, edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file.
3. File your changes.
4. Restart VM:Batch using the PROFILE command on the VM:Batch service virtual machine.

Example

To grant MANAGER authorization to user ID HOMER:

1. From the Administrator Main Menu, select CONFIGURE. VM:Batch displays the VMBATCH CONFIG file.
2. Insert the following record:

AUTHORIZ MANAGER HOMER

3. Type file on the command line, and press ENTER to save your changes.

Pattern Matching Characters

You can enter the pattern matching characters * and % for the user ID and group parameters of the AUTHORIZ, GROUP,
and PREVENT records in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. These characters are allowed as prefix, infix, and suffix modifiers.
The asterisk (*) matches a character string of any length including zero. The percent sign (%) matches a single character.

NOTE
Pattern matching characters are not allowed in every GROUP record operand. For more information about
which GROUP record operands allow pattern matching characters, see GROUP Record .

Examples

• The pattern *TEST* matches any user ID or group whose user ID or group contains the character string TEST.
• The pattern %%123 matches any user ID or group that has a user ID or group name of exactly five characters in length

ending in 123. This includes any combinations such as AB123 and XX123.

AUTHORIZ Records

For the initial installation, the system administrator user ID is granted several authorizations. You may need to change the
authorizations for your site. To modify the AUTHORIZ USER record to include all users, specify:

AUTHORIZ USER *

Use the PREVENT record to specify exception to the authorizations granted on the AUTHORIZ record. For example, you
might want to extend use of the USER command to most, but not all, users. The following sequence of VM:Batch records
gives USER authorization to all user IDs except LYDIA:

AUTHORIZ USER *

PREVENT USER LYDIA

SHIFT Records

For the initial installation, you may have implemented only the basic shift structure to test VM:Batch. Modify the SHIFT
records to implement your complete shift structure. Use the SHIFT worksheets provided in System Worksheets for help in
modifying these records. Provide a shift name and the period of time the shift will cover. Shifts must not overlap.
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NOTE
If you are using the multiple-CPU feature and if jobs from one node will be transferred to another node, the shift
specifications on both nodes should be the same.

CLASS Records

You may need to change or add CLASS records. Multiple CLASS records are useful for balancing system resources for
different types of VM:Batch jobs. Multiple classes let your site use system resources more efficiently by maintaining a
balanced mix of computing, storage, and I/O intensive jobs.

To simplify modifications to the job classes on your VM:Batch system, complete a worksheet for each job class. See
System Worksheets for sample worksheets. Use the completed worksheets as a guide when entering the CLASS records
in the VM:Batch configuration file.

If the CLASS record you are entering exceeds the length of the statement line, you can break the line into more than one
line. Begin each line with CLASS x (where x is the single letter or digit identifying the class).

NOTE
If you are using the multiple-CPU feature, and if jobs from one node will be transferred to another node, the
class specifications on both nodes should be the same.

Blocked By Workdisk Size Error

If you do not specify any workdisk values on CLASS records, VM:Batch uses the value of the submitter 191 minidisk
for each job. This may lead to a blocked-by-workdisk-size error condition if any user has a 191 disk larger than all the
available workers. For this reason, specify correct workdisk values for every class. For complete format information, see
CLASS Record.

WORKER Records

If you change your CLASS records, you also must make corresponding changes to the WORKER records. If you change
a CLASS name or add a new class, you must make the same changes to the WORKER records.

NOTE
Remember that VM:Batch assumes that a worker virtual machine can execute all classes of jobs if no class is
specified on the appropriate WORKER record.

Implementing VM:Batch Facilities
VM:Batch provides facilities that, once implemented, can help you maintain your batch operations. VM:Batch provides the
following facilities:

• Group Facility
• Audit Facilty
• Staging Facility
• System-Maintained User Default Facility

Group Facility
Contents

VM:Batch lets you define groups of users and, optionally, one or more group managers responsible for each group of
users. User IDs can be assigned to groups based on user ID, account number, and the ACIGROUP directory statement.
Group assignment and group management are defined on the GROUP records in the VM:Batch configuration file.
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Subgroup

You can also create a subgroup of users by including a previously defined group of users in another group of users.
This is particularly useful when you want to combine two groups of user IDs that were established with different user ID,
account number, or ACIGROUP directory statement standards.

Group Manager

The Group facility is also useful in decentralizing the group manager command. A group manager can perform many of
the same commands a user can perform, and the group manager can perform those commands on behalf of any user
in a group the group manager manages. In addition, a manager can perform commands for the group that are normally
performed by the system administrator, such as establishing resource limits for the group.

Assigning Groups

Before implementing the Group facility, determine the various groups and subgroups you want to establish at your site,
and determine the user ID or user IDs you want to designate to manage each group.

One scenario for assigning groups and group managers is to have your group membership coincide with projects at
your site. For instance, you may have a research group at your site with a specified project leader. You can establish a
RESEARCH group with the project leader as the group manager. The project leader can then monitor the jobs submitted
by the users in the group.

You may want to use common job naming and accounting for all department heads in one division of your company. You
can include the user ID of each department head in a single group and name an administrative coordinator as the group
manager. Then create a group default file with a default job name and account number.

Group Manager Worksheets are provided in System Worksheets. These worksheets help build GROUP configuration file
records.

Installation

Take the following steps to install the Group facility:

1. Complete the Group Manager Worksheets.
Use the above information to complete the Group Manager Worksheets provided in System Worksheets. These
worksheets can help you build your GROUP records.

2. Add the GROUP records.
Using each completed Group Manager Worksheet, add GROUP records to the VMBATCH CONFIG file. You can
use the CONFIGUR command to add the records to the configuration file. For more information, see CONFIGUR
Command.

3. Log on to VMANAGER and enter VMADMIN. Select VMBATCH and then VMSERVER. Uncomment the value for the
User tag.

Example

Suppose you want to assign all user IDs with the account number of 99500000 to a group named FINANCE, but you also
have a few user IDs you want included that have an account number of 99400000. You can create a separate ADMIN
group of user IDs with account numbers of 99400000 and then include the ADMIN group in the FINANCE group. This
makes ADMIN a subgroup of FINANCE.

The ability to assign groups also permits you to exclude specific users or subgroups of users from belonging to a group.
Whenever defining groups, you can use the asterisk (*) and percent sign (%) pattern-matching characters to specify a
subset of user IDs. The pattern-matching characters cannot be used when defining group managers.
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Audit Facility
Contents

The VM:Batch Audit facility lets your site monitor VM:Batch usage by tracking job submission and execution times, as well
as job changes and cancellations. This information helps profile VM:Batch use and determine who are the heaviest users.

The Audit facility writes a record to a file on one of the service machine’s minidisks each time a monitored activity occurs.
You can remove the data from the audit file at any time.

A VM:Batch reporting utility generates formatted audit file output. In addition, you can also write your own reports using
the Audit facility data as input. The data is stored in a flat file, and the record layout is shown in AUDITEXT Command.

Installation

To install the Audit facility, follow these steps:

1. Define and format an AUDIT minidisk with the following characteristics:
a. A label of AUDIT (required)
b. A virtual address of 1D0 (recommended)
c. An access mode of T (recommended)
d. A blocksize of 4K (recommended). If you need to change the size of the minidisk, see Calculating the AUDIT Disk

Size.
After the minidisk has been defined, log on to the user ID VMBATCH and terminate VM:Batch by issuing the END
command.
Enter the following command to format the minidisk:

format 1d0 t (blksize 4096

2. Activate the ACCESS record in the configuration file that represents the AUDIT minidisk. To do so, remove the asterisk
that appears at the beginning of the following record:

ACCESS AUDIT 1D0 T

Reinitialize VM:Batch by issuing PROFILE.
3. Issue the VMBATCH CONFIG command or EDIT the VMBATCH CONFIG file to add the following record to the

VMBATCH MDISKS file on the VMANAGER 192 minidisk:

AUDIT VMBATCH 1D0 readpass writepass multpass

In this record, readpass, writepass, and multpass are the READ, WRITE, and MULT passwords to the VM:Batch 1D0
minidisk.

4. Use the AUDITEXT command to extract the audit data at least daily. For more information, see AUDITEXT Command.
5. Produce the audit reports.

The VM:Batch report utility, VMHARA, produces formatted output of the audit data captured by VM:Batch. For more
information about this report, see VMHARA Utility.
The audit file layout is shown under the AUDITEXT Command. The information provided in the audit file layout is
useful if you intend to write your own audit reports.

Calculating AUDIT Disk Size

The optimum size for the AUDIT minidisk is site-specific. Consider the expected volume of VM:Batch activity and the
frequency of data extraction when determining the size of the minidisk.

Use the following formula to obtain an estimate of the AUDIT minidisk size in 4K blocks:
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Number of jobs you expect to have in the system any one time/8 = AUDIT Disk Size

Staging Facility
Contents

The Staging facility protects batch jobs by safeguarding the spool files needed in batch jobs. A cold start of your
VM system, for example, can destroy spool files, preventing batch jobs from running. The Staging facility operates
transparently, saving spool files and requiring no intervention by the system administrator.

When a job is submitted to VM:Batch, the files that comprise the batch job are spooled to the reader of the VM:Batch
user ID as a single spool file. When a worker machine is available, a copy of this spool file is sent to the worker machine,
where it is loaded to the worker 193 minidisk.

You can change this default job processing method by installing the optional Staging facility. VM:Batch can use the
optional Staging facility to copy the spool file comprising the batch job to a special VM:Batch minidisk, removing the file
from the virtual reader of the VM:Batch service virtual machine. When a job is ready to execute, the file is sent to the
worker machine reader.

If you expect your site to have many jobs waiting to execute, the amount of DASD space required for the staging minidisk
is an important consideration. On the other hand, without the Staging facility, a large amount of CP spooling space would
be consumed by jobs spooled to the VM:Batch service virtual machine reader.

If you plan to run repeatable jobs using the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule, increase the amount of time that some
job spool files may be in the system. In this case, you should use the Staging facility.

Installation

To install the Staging facility, follow these steps:

1. Define and format a STAGE minidisk with the following characteristics:
a. A label of STAGE (required)
b. A virtual address of 1B4 (recommended)
c. An access mode of G (recommended)
d. A blocksize of 4K (recommended). See Calculating the STAGE Minidisk Size.
After the minidisk has been defined, log on to the VMBATCH user ID and terminate VM:Batch by typing end and
pressing ENTER.
Enter the following command to format the minidisk:

format 1b4 g (blksize 4096

2. Activate the ACCESS record in the configuration file that represents the staging minidisk by removing the asterisk that
appears at the beginning of the record:

ACCESS STAGE 1B4 G

Reinitialize VM:Batch by entering the PROFILE command.

Calculating STAGE Minidisk Size

To calculate the STAGE minidisk size, in terms of the number of 4K blocks you need, by using the following formula:

((jobs queued)(statements))/30 = STAGE Disk Size

jobs queued
Specifies the maximum number of jobs waiting
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statements
Specifies the average number of statements in a job

Saving Spool Space

To save on spool space, staging space, or both, have your users submit jobs without required job files. The job files must
be on the 191 minidisks of the users. Because the worker that runs the job has permission to link to the 191 minidisk of
the submitter, the worker has access to the necessary files.

In this way, the submitter can start his or her job with a simple EXEC filename command. Alternatively, the submitter can
send the driver file (EXEC) for the job to VM:Batch and set up links to any other required minidisks besides his or her 191
minidisk.

System-Maintained User Default Facility
Contents

The VM:Batch starter system recommended in the Installation Guide specifies that the system and group default files be
maintained on the VM:Batch SYSTEM minidisk and that user default files be maintained on the 191 minidisk of each user
ID. With this system in place, user default files can be created, changed, and deleted only by the owning user ID.

By defining a special VM:Batch minidisk that stores the user default files, the group manager for a user ID and the system
administrator can create, change, or delete user default files. Storing the user default files on a VM:Batch minidisk also
eliminates the risk of a user inadvertently erasing a default file from his or her own minidisks.

When evaluating this feature for your site, remember that an additional minidisk is required for the VM:Batch user ID;
without the USER minidisk, the default user files are maintained on the user ID 191 minidisk.

Consider setting this facility up for your RJE users. For more information about RJE, refer to Remote Job Entry (RJE)
Reference.

Installation

To install a USER minidisk containing the user default files, follow these steps:

1. Define and format a USER minidisk with the following characteristics:
a. A label of USER (required)
b. A virtual address of 1B3 (recommended)
c. An accessed mode of U (recommended)
d. A blocksize of 1K (recommended). See Calculating the USER Minidisk Size.
After the minidisk has been defined, log on to the VM:Batch user ID and terminate VM:Batch by issuing the END
command.
Enter the following command to format the minidisk:

format 1b3 u (blksize 1K

2. Activate the ACCESS record in the configuration file that represents the USER minidisk. To do this, remove the
asterisk that appears at the beginning of the following record:

*ACCESS USER 1B3

Reinitialize VM:Batch by entering the PROFILE command.
3. Copy the user default files to the USER minidisk.

To change from user-maintained to system-maintained user default files, copy all user default files from the 191
minidisks of the users to the VM:Batch USER minidisk. The user default files maintained on the user 191 minidisk
have a filetype of VMBATDEF.
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When these files are copied to the VM:Batch USER minidisk, each new filetype must match the user ID to which the
files apply. The correct format on the VM:Batch USER minidisk is as follows:

default userid

In this filename and filetype format, default  is the filename as given by its creator, and userid  is the user ID to whom
the default file belongs.

Calculating the USER Minidisk Size

To calculate the USER minidisk size in terms of the number of 1K blocks you need, use the following formula:

Users * Defaults = USER Disk Size

Users
Specifies the number of users whom you anticipate will use defaults.

Defaults
Specifies the average number of default files you expect each user to have.

Implementing Multisystem Support
Contents

If your site has multiple systems connected through the IBM Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem (RSCS)
and you have VM:Batch running on more than one VM system, you can use the VM:Batch multisystem support feature.
This feature uses RSCS to transfer files and messages between service virtual machines that act as controllers on each
system. With multisystem support, you can control jobs submitted from and executed on any of several interconnected
VM:Batch systems.

Connecting Multiple VM Systems Through RSCS

VM:Batch uses the RSCS node name to identify the various VM:Batch systems. You can define the nodes available
for batch processing and set up a routing strategy that automatically directs jobs to other nodes. Defaults and limits are
enforced on the system from which the user interacts with VM:Batch.

NOTE
If a VM:Batch machine on NODE1 attempts to begin a remote session on NODE2 and VM:Batch is down,
NODE2 sends a message that displays on your terminal. You are not required to take any action. When
VM:Batch reinitializes, the remote session will work properly.

Recommendations

Review the sample configuration files in this section before attempting to configure your systems for multisystem support,
and follow these general guidelines when implementing this feature:

• In order for multisystem support to work properly, RSCS must be able to transfer class K and class L files. If you have
authorization to perform privileged RSCS functions, and you are on NODE1 and want to ensure RSCS transfers these
files from NODE1 to NODE2, either enter the following records on the RSCS console:

START NODE2 CLASS K

START NODE2 CLASS L

Or enter the following records on your own console:

SMSG RSCS START NODE2 CLASS K

SMSG RSCS START NODE2 CLASS L
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You can issue a single command specifying CLASS * to ensure all classes will be sent from NODE1 to NODE2.
• Install VM:Batch on each VM system individually. Test to be sure that VM:Batch performs as you intended on each VM

system before providing multisystem support to users. We strongly recommend making changes to each configuration
file in the following order:
– Define classes exactly the same on each node. We recommend that you also create system limits that are identical

across all nodes.
– Add the NODE configuration file records.
– Add the ROUTE configuration file records, if any. (A ROUTE record affects only those jobs submitted on the node

where the record is specified.)
– Add the RESOURCE configuration file records, if any.

Restriction

Any site that wants to take advantage of the VM:Batch multisystem support must run the same release of VM:Batch on all
nodes.

When using VM:Batch Multisystem Support, you cannot define a SECUSER for the VM:Batch service virtual machines.
Doing so disrupts the communications between the VM:Batch servers, and jobs will not run.

If you must view the VM:Batch server consoles from another user ID, use the Observer specification on the CONSOLE
directory statement. This allows communications to continue between all VM:Batch servers. Another user ID, such as your
system operator, can still view the console activity.

Log Files In Multisystem Environments

If a user on the local VM:Batch system transfers a job to a remote VM:Batch system, two log files are maintained for the
job: one on the node of origin and one on the node on which the job resides. When the job is removed, the two logs are
combined into one file and sent to the submitter.

Interconnected Nodes

The following customized VM:Batch configuration files support two interconnected VM:Batch systems, NODE1 and
NODE2. These samples illustrate how configuration files across nodes must complement each other. Specific records are
marked with boldface numbers and explained following the sample configuration files.

The following configuration file is for NODE1:

*----------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Authorizations                                            <=1

*----------------------------------------

AUTHORIZ ADMIN VMHSYSAD

AUTHORIZ OPERATOR VMHSYSAD OPERATOR

AUTHORIZ MANAGER VMHSYSAD bob jeff

AUTHORIZ USER *

PREVENT USER payroll

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Class Records                                             <=2

*-------------------------------------------------

CLASS A time 00:05:30 workdisk 1-3390 print 1K punch 2K reader 2K

CLASS A sio 1300 storage 16M tap38K 0

CLASS A maxjob 4 maxjlim 4 minjob 1 minjlim 4

CLASS B time 00:20:00 workdisk 1-3390 print 4K punch 4K reader 4K
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CLASS B sio 100K storage 3M tap38K 1

CLASS B maxjob 4 maxjlim 4 minjob 0 minjlim 4 RESOURCE PCS

CLASS C time 01:15:00 workdisk 2-3390 print 60K punch 10K reader 10K

CLASS C sio 976K storage 32M tap38K 2

CLASS C maxjob 1 maxjlim 4 minjob 0 minjlim 4 RESOURCE DF *

-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Node Records                                              <=3

*-------------------------------------------------

NODE node2 VMID VMBATCH

NODE node2 RESOURCE CDP FROMSTAT ENABLE DESTSTAT ENABLE

NODE node2 DESTCLASS bc FROMCLASS ab

NODE node2 OFFLOAD b SOLICIT a

contd..

*-----------------------------------------------

* NOUSERID Record                                                       <=4

*-------------------------------------------------

* NOUSERID ACCEPT

* REJECT

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Product Records                                           <=5

*-------------------------------------------------

* PRODUCT VMTAPE VMTAPE

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Resource Records                                          <=6

*-------------------------------------------------

RESOURCE C COMMENT Node2: COBOLII compiler; class b

RESOURCE D COMMENT Node2: 3 work disks;cuu=193,194,1B0;class c

RESOURCE P COMMENT Node2: PL/I compiler; class b

RESOURCE F COMMENT Node1: Focus disk; class c

RESOURCE S COMMENT Node1: SQL/DS; class b *

-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Route Records                                             <=7

*-------------------------------------------------

ROUTE node2 CLASS b IMMED

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Worker Records                                            <=8

*-------------------------------------------------

WORKER VMBAT001 CLASS ab

WORKER VMBAT002 CLASS ab RESOURCE fs

WORKER VMBAT003 CLASS * RESOURCE fs

WORKER VMBAT004 CLASS * RESOURCE fs *

-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Shift Records                                             <=9

*-------------------------------------------------

SHIFT GRAVYARD ALL 00:00:00 08:00:00

SHIFT NIGHT ALL 17:00:00 24:00:00
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SHIFT PRIME ALL 08:00:00 17:00:00

SHIFT WEEKEND1 SAT 08:00:00 17:00:00

SHIFT WEEKEND2 SUN 08:00:00 17:00:00

The following configuration file is for NODE2:

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Authorizations                                            <=1

*-------------------------------------------------

AUTHORIZ ADMIN VMHSYSAD

AUTHORIZ OPERATOR VMHSYSAD OPERATOR

AUTHORIZ MANAGER VMHSYSAD harry judy

AUTHORIZ USER *

PREVENT USER payroll

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Class Records                                             <=2

*-------------------------------------------------

CLASS A time 00:05:30 workdisk 1-3390 print 1K punch 2K reader 2K

CLASS A sio 1300 storage 16M tap38K 0

CLASS A maxjob 4 maxjlim 4 minjob 1 minjlim 4

CLASS B time 00:20:00 workdisk 1-3390 print 4K punch 4K reader 4K

CLASS B sio 100K storage 24M tap38K 1

CLASS B maxjob 4 maxjlim 4 minjob 0 minjlim 4 RESOURCE PCS

CLASS C time 01:15:00 workdisk 2-3390 print 60K punch 10K reader 10K

CLASS C sio 976K storage 32M tap38K 2

CLASS C maxjob 1 maxjlim 4 minjob 0 minjlim 4 RESOURCE DF *

-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Node Records                                              <=3

*-------------------------------------------------

NODE node1 VMID VMBATCH

NODE node1 RESOURCE fs FROMSTAT enable DESTSTAT enable

NODE node1 DESTCLASS ab FROMCLASS bc

NODE node1 OFFLOAD a SOLICIT b

*-------------------------------------------------

* NOUSERID Record                                                       <=4

*-------------------------------------------------

* NOUSERID ACCEPT

* REJECT

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Product Records                                           <=5

*-------------------------------------------------

PRODUCT VMTAPE VMTAPE

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Resource Records                                          <=6
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*-------------------------------------------------

RESOURCE C COMMENT Node2: COBOLII compiler; class b

RESOURCE D COMMENT Node2: 3 work disks;cuu=193,194,1B0; class c

RESOURCE P COMMENT Node2: PL/I compiler; class b

RESOURCE F COMMENT Node1: Focus disk; class c

RESOURCE S COMMENT Node1: SQL/DS; class b

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Route Records                                             <=7

*-------------------------------------------------

* ROUTE nodeid CLASS .......... AVAIL

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Worker Records                                            <=8

*-------------------------------------------------

WORKER VMBAT005 CLASS *

WORKER VMBAT006 CLASS * RESOURCE pc

WORKER VMBAT007 CLASS * RESOURCE pc

WORKER VMBAT008 CLASS c RESOURCE d

*-------------------------------------------------

* CA VM:Batch Shift Records                                             <=9

*-------------------------------------------------

SHIFT GRAVYARD ALL 00:00:00 08:00:00

SHIFT NIGHT ALL 17:00:00 24:00:00

SHIFT PRIME ALL 08:00:00 17:00:00

SHIFT WEEKEND1 SAT 08:00:00 17:00:00

SHIFT WEEKEND2 SUN 08:00:00 17:00:00

The following list explains the records marked with boldface numbers in the sample configuration files.

1. Authorizations
You can authorize all users on each system to use VM:Batch. However, VM:Batch requires virtual machines with the
same user ID name defined on separate VM systems to belong to the same user. If two users on separate systems
have the same user ID name, it is possible for a user to gain control over jobs belonging to another user.

2. Class Records
The VM:Batch service virtual machine on each node monitors all executing jobs for constraints established in part
by the CLASS records set up on the local node. For this reason, classes should be defined identically across nodes.
Note that classes A, B, and C are identical in both configuration files. This ensures that class A, B, and C jobs that are
transferred across nodes will run as expected.
Classes are not required to have the RESOURCE parameter. However, if no resources are specified on the CLASS
record, jobs submitted in that class cannot use the RESOURCE job option.
Broadcom recommends setting up some unique classes on each node and using these classes to keep certain jobs
from being transferred across nodes.
You can set up a CLASS * record in each system’s configuration file. The CLASS * record can be used to set limits for
all of the classes on the node.
For more information, see CLASS Record.

3. Node Records
If you are implementing multisystem support, the NODE record is required. The NODE record is used to identify
another node to the local node. Therefore, do not specify a NODE record for the local node.
The RESOURCE parameter is optional; however, if you want jobs that require a special resource to be transferred to
the node, you must list the resource on that NODE record.
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The DESTCLASS and FROMCLASS parameters should be complementary across nodes. See the sample
configuration files for an example.
The SOLICIT and OFFLOAD parameters should be complementary across nodes. For example, if NODE2 solicits
class A jobs from NODE1, then NODE1 should offload class A jobs to NODE2.
For more information, see NODE Record.

4. NOUSERID Record
If jobs are submitted by user IDs that do not exist on the local system, the NOUSERID record should be included in the
configuration file with either the ACCEPT or REJECT parameter.
For more information, see NOUSERID Record.

5. Product Records
The PRODUCT records define interfaces between VM:Batch and other CA, Inc., products. PRODUCT records are
currently required to define the interfaces to VM:Account, VM:Schedule, VM:Secure, and VM:Tape. The four available
interfaces are described in detail in the Product Interfaces documentation for  Mainframe VM Product Manager.

6. Resource Records
The RESOURCE record is not required, and you should limit its use to specific site requirements.
RESOURCE records should be identical across nodes. You should create a comment for each RESOURCE record
by using the COMMENT parameter. The comment should include the node on which the resource is available, a
description of the resource, and the class or classes that allow the use of the resource.
The resource listed on a RESOURCE record must also be included on at least one WORKER record on a node where
the resource is available. If a resource is not defined on a worker machine, jobs specifying that resource will not run.
For more information, see RESOURCE Record.

7. Route Records
The ROUTE record is optional; use it judiciously. For example, only use ROUTE if class X can run only on node
Y, but class X can be submitted from other nodes. On the other nodes, you should use ROUTE Y X. The sample
configuration file for NODE1 shows how to specify that class B jobs are to run only on NODE2 where the COBOLII and
PL/1 compilers reside.
For more information, see ROUTE Record.

8. Worker Records
If no classes are defined on a WORKER record, the worker machine has class * privileges by default.

9. Shift Records
Shifts must be defined the same across nodes. Although shift times can overlap, only one shift is active at one time.
For more information, see SHIFT Record.

Writing User Exits
VM:Batch provides a number of optional user exits that allow you to customize the operation of VM:Batch. User exits offer
increased system flexibility and can be called at various times during VM:Batch operation.

This section gives a brief introduction on how user exits work and how to code them, and provides a quick reference to the
user exits available with VM:Batch (see Table 4). For complete information, see specific user exits in User Exit Reference.

How User Exits Work
Contents

Receiving Information

A user exit is passed parameters that enable the exit to make decisions affecting the operation of VM:Batch. Most user
exits receive information in the form of a parameter list; others can obtain additional information by calling VM:Batch
macro primitives that place information into the program stack. For information about the parameters for each user exit,
refer to each individual user exit in User Exit Reference.
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Controlling VM:Batch Operation

A user exit controls VM:Batch operation by specifying a return code when the exit terminates. A user exit can also
manipulate VM:Batch operation by invoking VM:Batch primitives.

Samples

VM:Batch provides sample user exits using VM:Batch macros on the distribution tape. These sample user exits are placed
on the VMHSYSAD user’s minidisk or the system administrator minidisk of the VMANAGER machine (usually the 174
disk) at installation. The user exits are written as REXX programs; the user exits have filenames of VMHUxxxx and a
filetype of $VMBATCH.

NOTE
The user exit files provided on the distribution tape are prototypes. Do not use them without reviewing and
modifying them to meet your VM:Batch system requirements.

ACCOUNT
Called when an account number is specified as part of a SUBMIT, CHANGE, or DEFAULT command if the
account number is different from the account number in the directory. Can accept or reject an account number
change.

COMMAND
Examines a command before it is interpreted by VM:Batch, and optionally modifies, accepts, or rejects the
command.

EDIT
Receives control after a job is submitted to VM:Batch and optionally modifies job option values.

ENFORCE
Receives control immediately before a job is canceled and optionally overrides the job cancellation if it is caused
by a job exceeding a resource consumption limit.

INITIATE
Receives control before VM:Batch initiates a job to execute.

JOBEND
Receives control after a job has terminated normally or abnormally.

MONITOR
Receives control at regular intervals and can be used to monitor waiting jobs, system load, and system
performance.

NAME
Supplies the default name for a job.

RJECONS
Provides a method of sending console spool files to RJE users in a non-RSCS environment. (This is not specified
on a USEREXIT record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file.)

RJEFILE
Provides a method of sending CMS files to RJE users in a non-RSCS environment.

RJEFMT
Allows VM:Batch to handle an RJE command that is in a format other than one normally supported by VM:Batch.

RJEMSG
Sends a message to an RJE user in a non-RSCS environment.

RJENODE
Validates remote VM system name (node) specified on *RJECMD card or supplies a node if none was specified.
Used in non-RSCS environments.
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RJEPSWD
Performs a security check if the RJE user issuing a command is not defined on the VM node, if your site uses a
security package that saves logon passwords somewhere other than the CP online directory (RACF or ACF2), or
if the user has not specified a password on the *RJECMD card.

SHIFT
Receives control when a shift change occurs.

VMHSETUP
Receives control when a worker machine initializes. (This is not specified on a USEREXIT record in the
VMBATCH CONFIG file.)

How To Write User Exits
The following section provides information to help you write your own user exits:

1. Use a CMS editor, such as XEDIT, to write the user exits in either REXX or EXEC2. The user exits must have a
filetype of VMBATCH.

2. The default environment for VM:Batch user exits and macros is the VM:Batch subcommand environment, in which
VM:Batch primitives are supported. The exceptions are VMHSETUP and RJECONS, which function like EXECs.
As a general rule, primitives should be enclosed in quotes to avoid the possibility of a VM:Batch primitive being
misinterpreted as a variable substitution by REXX when the primitive is called. VM:Batch primitives are coded as
literals.

3. The RJECONS and VMHSETUP user exits run on the worker machine and may issue VM:Batch commands (as
opposed to primitives), including the SERVICE STACK command, to get information about the job.

4. If you are writing a user exit or macro that will execute on the VM:Batch service machine, you must NOT issue CP
SPOOL or CLOSE commands specifying the READER or PUNCH operands. Instead, specify a virtual device address
of 00C in place of READER and 00D in place of PUNCH. The following table shows some examples of virtual device
addressed used in place of READER and PUNCH.

CP SPOOL or CLOSE command specifying READER or
PUNCH (prohibited)

Equivalent CP SPOOL or PUNCH command specifying virtual
device address (allowed)

CP SPOOL READER HOLD NOCONT CP SPOOL 00C HOLD NOCONT
CP CLOSE READER CP CLOSE 00C
CP SPOOL PUNCH TO MYUSER CP SPOOL 00D TO MYUSER
CP CLOSE PUNCH CP CLOSE 00D

Specifying READER or PUNCH can cause problems, because VM:Batch defines on the service virtual machine an
additional virtual reader at address 01C and an additional virtual punch at address 01D during initialization. Internal
processes use these virtual devices while manipulating the files (programs and data files) that comprise jobs.

If you specify a device name (READER or PUNCH) on a SPOOL or CLOSE command, the command affects all virtual
readers or punches defined to the service machine rather than a device address (00C or 00D). For example, issuing the
command CP SPOOL PUNCH TO MYUSER in a user exit or macro running on VM:Batch would cause the 00D and 01D
virtual punches to be spooled to MYUSER. This could cause unpredictable results, such as loss of job data or cancellation
of jobs.

• If you want to issue a CMS or CP command from a VM:Batch user exit written in REXX, use the REXX program
statement ADDRESS to address the CMS or COMMAND (CP) environment, respectively.

• If you are implementing a user exit, you must also add a USEREXIT record to the VM:Batch configuration file.
See USEREXIT Record on page 123 for information about the format of the USEREXIT record. RJECONS and
VMHSETUP do not require a USEREXIT record.
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• Figure 5 illustrates a typical VM:Batch user exit. The check for a null shift option uses a comparison of anything
less than or equal to a blank. VM:Batch always assumes that any option value beginning with a character between
x"00" (null) and x"40" (blank) is uninitialized.

 /* ***********************************************  */

 /* CA VM:Batch User Exit: EDIT                     */

 /*                                                 */

 /* If the SHIFT job option is not assigned a value */

 /* this user exit assigns the name of the current  */

 /* shift to the option                             */

 /*                                                 */

 /* Any errors during VM:Batch primitive calls      */

 /* cause the exit to stack a message for VM:Batch  */

 /* and exit with return code 8 to indicate to      */

 /* and exit with return code 8 to indicate to       */

 /* VM:Batch to reject the request and issue the    */

 /* message stacked by the exit.                    */

 /* *********************************************** */

 'TEST TRANSFER SHIFT'   /* obtain current shift */

 if rc <> 0 then do

    msg = 'Error ' rc ' from TRANSFER SHIFT; Contact the Helpdesk'

    push msg          /* stack our error message for VM:Batch */

    exit 8            /* rc 8 means reject and display stacked message */

    end

 pull shift

 'TEST OPTION STACK SHIFT'    /* obtain SHIFT option */

 if rc <> 0 then do

    msg = 'Error ' rc ' from OPTION STACK SHIFT; Contact the Helpdesk'

    push msg         /* stack our error message for VM:Batch */

    exit 8           /* rc 8 means reject and display stacked message */

    end

 pull option_shift

 if (option_shift <> '') then

    'TEST OPTION PARSE SHIFT' shift

    if rc <> 0 then do

      msg = 'Error' rc 'from OPTION PARSE SHIFT; Contact the Helpdesk'

      push msg      /* stack our error message for VM:Batch */

      exit 8        /* rc 8 means reject and display stacked message */

      end

 exit 0

• In VM:Batch user exits that run in VM:Batch, do not alter the command destination via the REXX ADDRESS
instruction. The default environment is the VMBATCH subcommand environment. Changing the environment can
cause VM:Batch primitive calls to receive an error due to being passed to the wrong command environment for
resolution. Use the ADDRESS instruction so that it is associated with the specific command you are trying to execute
in that environment. Do not use it alone to permanently change the environment.
Example

ADDRESS CMS 'STATE PROFILE EXEC A'

This command allows the passing of the STATE command to CMS for command resolution. After the command
completes, it defaults back to the VMBATCH subcommand environment.
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• Use the TEST prefix when calling VM:Batch primitives to allow you to check for a good return from the primitive and
take action. Do not allow the exit to experience a REXX error when a primitive error occurs.
Example

'TEST TRANSFER SHIFT' 

if rc <> 0 then do 

    msg = 'Error ' rc ' from TRANSFER SHIFT' 

    push msg 

    exit 8 

    end 

else pull shift 

Maintaining VM:Batch Macros
Most vmbatch commands are implemented by REXX macros that run on the vmbatch service virtual machine. They
manipulate the vmbatch system by issuing primitives to the subcommand environment created by vmbatch. These macros
are distributed in source format as serialized, card-image,non-executable files with filetypes of $VMBATCH. They are
distributed on the VMSES installation and service disks or Shared File System directories. To access these macros, issue
a VMFSETUP command on the VMANAGER user ID. The procedures for using these files are covered in the Installing
section. Fixes are distributed as updates to the $VMBATCH source files.

Macro Naming Conventions
Contents

Because your site can create its own set of macros, it is important that you understand the file naming conventions used.

All commands, when executed in line mode, are handled by a macro of the same name. For example, the SUBMIT
command is handled by a macro named SUBMIT VMBATCH.

All commands, when executed in full-screen mode, are handled by a macro named  cccte VMBATCH, where ccc is the
first three characters of the command, t is the user type issuing the command, and e is the user expertise level.

The permitted type, t, values are:

U
User

M
Manager

O
Operator

A
Administrator

X
Does not apply

The permitted expertise, e, values are:

N
Novice

F
Fluent

E
Expert
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X
Does not apply

For example, the full-screen novice user SUBMIT command is handled by the macro SUBUN VMBATCH, while the full-
screen operator CANCEL command is handled by the macro CANOX VMBATCH.

All screens used for command display have names in the form cccteCnn  SCREEN, where C is a system identifier
specifying a command screen, and nn is a sequence number. Each command screen has an associated help screen
named cccteHnn  SCREEN.

Source Macro Updates

VM:Batch system macro programs are distributed in IBM VMSES/E format and service is applied to them using the
procedures in the Installation Guide. Customers may also create local modifications to those REXX programs using the
LOCALMOD procedures documented in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

Local Macro Modifications
Contents

Many commands in VM:Batch are implemented in macros. The VM:Batch macros call primitive commands, written in
assembler, that are provided with your VM:Batch code.

You can program your own macros as well as modify existing VM:Batch macros. If you do, remember that every time
you upgrade to a new release of VM:Batch, you will have to reapply any local modifications, and your changes may not
apply to the new version without revision and adjustment. If you need to make extensive changes to a VM:Batch macro,
Broadcom strongly recommends that you copy the macro and create a new VM:Batch command.

VM:Batch allows you to define your own authorization types for use in existing VM:Batch macros and in site-written
VM:Batch macros. With this feature, you can allow a user to issue a command without extending other commands to that
user. For example, you might want to allow an operator to issue the system administrator LIMIT command, which normally
requires ADMIN authorization, without giving the operator all administrator privileges. You can use a special AUTHORIZ
keyword to allow a userid to use the LIMIT command, but no other administrator commands.

Example

The following example uses the LIMIT command to show how to create your own AUTHORIZ keyword:

1. Add a record to the VM:Batch configuration file to associate user IDs with the new authorization. The syntax of the
record is:

AUTHORIZ $word userids

where $word is the name of your authorization and userids is the list of user IDs to which you want to grant the
authorization. Call the new keyword $LIMIT, because local authorizations must start with a dollar sign, and our
example is for the LIMIT command.

NOTE
The word portion of the $word keyword does not have to be the same as the command name, but the word
should be similar for ease of maintaining the VM:Batch configuration file.

2. Modify the LIMIT command macro to include your new authorization checking and some additional logic to permit
execution based on that checking. Use the LOCALMOD procedures to create an AUX file and an update file. Then
issue the REXXUPD command to create an executable macro.
To create the update, find this code:

’TEST PROCESS AUTHORIZ ADMIN’

if (rc=0) then admin =1; else admin=0
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Change these lines to look like this:

’TEST PROCESS AUTHORIZ ADMIN’

adminrc = rc

’TEST PROCESS AUTHORIZ $LIMIT’

if (adminrc = 0 | rc = 0) then admin = 1;

else admin = 0

CHKDISK Macro
Contents

Use the VM:Batch minidisk checking routine, CHKDISK, to monitor system performance. This routine queries at regular
intervals the percent full of each accessed VM:Batch system minidisk and compares the percentages against a fixed
threshold value. When a minidisk passes the threshold, VM:Batch sends a warning message to the operator.

Modifying CHKDISK

The threshold value, by default set at 80%, and the query interval value, by default set at 180 seconds, are defined in
the CHKDISK VMBATCH macro. You can change these values to suit the requirements of your VM:Batch system. By
modifying the macro, you can control how often minidisks are queried and what the minidisk usage threshold level is.

Note the following:

• When the AUDIT minidisk fills, Unicenter VM:Batch is disabled for all audited instructions until an AUDITEXT is done.
• When the JOB minidisk fills, VM:Batch is disabled for new submissions.
• When the STAGE minidisk fills, job files remain in the VM:Batch reader until space becomes available on the STAGE

minidisk. Jobs will run normally.

For more information about monitoring system performance, see MONITOR User Exit.

SYSTEM VMBATCH Macro
SYSTEM VMBATCH is a macro that executes automatically whenever you bring up VM:Batch. In order for this to happen,
you must place the macro -- actually a REXX program written by you -- on the VMBATCH 191 disk.

For example, you could use this macro to send a message to userids that VM:Batch is initializing. You might also want to
prevent all jobs from starting up again automatically when you reinitialize VM:Batch after a system crash. To do so, you
might write something like the following REXX macro:

/** to drain classes at startup **/

/** so that jobs will not commence **/

/** when machine is brought up **/

’CLASS * DRAIN’ /* this will drain all classes */

ADDRESS CMS

’CP MSG OPERATOR CLASSES COMING UP DRAINED’

EXIT

Remember that once you have written the macro, name it SYSTEM VMBATCH and place it on the VM:Batch 191
minidisk. It will execute automatically the next time and all subsequent times that you reinitialize VM:Batch.
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Administrator Commands
As a system administrator, you may need to understand the commands of other types of VM:Batch users. The following
list summarizes the VM:Batch commands included in this chapter.

For complete information about all operator commands, see Operator Commands. For complete information about all user
and group manager commands, see User and Manager Commands. All system administrator commands are described in
this chapter.

Command Description
ABEND Forces an abnormal termination of VM:Batch and creates a dump
ADMIN Displays a menu of system administrator functions 
AUDITEXT Moves the contents of the VM:Batch Audit file to your A-disk and

reinitializes the VM:Batch AUDIT minidisk
CMS Transmits a CMS subset or CP command on the VM:Batch

service virtual machine
CONFIGUR Edits the configuration file and puts the changes into effect while

VM:Batch is operating
DEFAULT Command (Admin) Creates, changes, deletes, or lists job default files
END Command (Admin) Terminates VM:Batch system operation
LIMIT Command (Admin) Creates, changes, or deletes limits for a user or group
MENU Command (Admin) Displays a menu of available commands
PAINT Command Enters and manipulates screen text, defines and names screen

fields, and assigns field attributes
QLOCK Lists locks currently set by a particular user ID
QPCB Lists the currently active internal processes and the commands

they are executing
QSCHED Compares VM:Schedule batch requests to VM:Batch scheduled

jobs
QUERY Displays class information, processing limits, shifts and system

status
TRACE Traces the execution of a macro

Job Options
This section defines job options available with VM:Batch commands.

ACCount accountnum

Specifies the account number to which the job is charged. The default is the account number specified on the ACCOUNT
statement in the submitter’s directory entry. You cannot specify a different account number unless your site uses the
ACCOUNT user exit to verify the new number. ACCT is also a valid abbreviation for this option.

CLass class

Specifies the execution class in which the job is to run. A valid class value is any single letter or any single digit. The
default is the first class defined in the configuration file, excluding CLASS *, which defines attributes for all classes.

CLEanup filename

Specifies the filename of an EXEC that performs cleanup after a job, if the job abends or is canceled. The default is that
this option is uninitialized. The worker that ran the job must have access to the cleanup EXEC specified. The EXEC can
be included in the files comprising the job. Or, a cleanup EXEC can be on the submitting user ID’s 191 minidisk if the
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worker machine is on the same processing node as the user ID, and a value other than NO was specified for the job’s
USERMODE (USER191) option.

COMMAND /text/

Specifies a command line to be executed when the job is started. The default is that this option is uninitialized. The
command must be delimited by a character that is not part of the command, usually /. The command can include
imbedded blanks. The COMMAND option is limited to 80 characters. The command line specified in text overrides that
specified after the right parenthesis on the line-mode SUBMIT command. 

By specifying a command line, you can pass parameters to the EXEC or module that drives your job. You can also
minimize the overhead of submitting and running a job. If the EXEC or module that drives your job is on your A-disk, and
if you are not specifying USERMODE NO, then you do not have to identify the EXEC or module in the fileids parameter of
the SUBMIT command line. The file does not have to be sent to VM:Batch, because the worker that runs the job will gain
access to your A-disk. The command line specified in text overrides that specified after the right parenthesis on the line-
mode SUBMIT command.

NOTE
If you do not specify a command option or command line, the command line used to start you jobs defaults
to EXEC filename START, where  filename is the filename of the first EXEC file specified in the fileids you
submitted as part of your job.

 

COMMENT /text/

Specifies a comment associated with the job. The default is that this option is uninitialized. The comment must be
delimited by a character that is not part of the comment, usually /. The delimiting character is the first character specified
as part of text. The comment can include imbedded blanks. The COMMENT option is limited to 24 characters.

CPCLass classes

Specifies the CP privilege classes that the job requires. VM:Batch tailors workers, giving each the CP classes required by
the job it is about to run. The default is the list of CP privilege classes in your directory entry. Valid CPCLASS values are
A-Z and 1-6. Use of * is not permitted.

DEST nodeid

Specifies that jobs are to be routed to nodeid. The default is your local node.

DUMP [CP | OFF | VM]

Specifies the type of dump, if any, to be taken if the job abends. The default is OFF.

FILERetn [ABEND | ALWAYS | CANCEL | ERROR | NEVER | NORMAL]

Specifies that any files on the batch worker’s A-disk that are created or changed after job initiation are to be returned at
job termination to the submitting user ID’s reader.

•ABEND
Return files to the reader if an abend occurs

ALWAYS
Always return files to the reader

CANCEL
Return files to the reader if the job is canceled

ERROR
Return files to the reader if the job abends or is canceled

NEVER
Never return files
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NORMAL
Return files to the reader if the job ends normally. This value is the default

FNMask filename-mask

Specifies the filename mask (as used by LISTFILE) to identify files to be returned to the submitting user ID’s reader. The
default is an asterisk (*), indicating that all files are to be returned. An * can be used anywhere in the jobmask to represent
any number of characters. A percent sign (%) means any single character.

FTMask filetype-mask

Specifies the filetype mask (as used by LISTFILE) to identify files to be returned to the submitting user ID’s reader. The
default is an asterisk (*), indicating that all files are to be returned. An * can be used anywhere in the jobmask to represent
any number of characters. A percent sign (%) means any single character.

HOld | NOHold

Specifies whether the job is to enter the system in HOLD or NOHOLD status. The default is NOHOLD.

Name jobname

Specifies a 1- to 8-character name for the job. The default is the jobname VM:Batch assigns when you submit the job. Any
string that would be valid as a CMS filename can be used.

NOTIfy userid

Specifies a user ID other than the submitter that is to receive messages when the status of the job changes. The default is
that this option is uninitialized.

POST event

Specifies the name of an event to be signaled upon successful completion of the job. The default is that this option is
uninitialized.

PREVious nn

Specifies the number of previously executed jobs that must complete and release this job before this job can begin
execution. The default is zero. Each job that releases the job specifying the PREVIOUS job option causes the PREVIOUS
job count to be reduced by 1. When the count reaches zero, the job can be started. The PREVIOUS job count can also be
reduced by the submitter issuing the RELEASE command for the job.

PRinT count

Specifies the maximum number of records that can be printed before VM:Batch cancels the job. The default is the limit set
up by the default class; however, this value can also be affected by DEFAULTS and LIMIT files. The maximum value is
4096M-1. If no value is specified, there is no maximum. PRT is also a valid abbreviation for this option.
Specify count using one of the following formats:

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

PRIority nn

Specifies the order in which a user’s jobs are selected for execution. The highest priority jobs, priority 0, enter at the top of
the queue; priority 99 is the lowest priority and enters at the bottom of the queue. The default is 50.

PROJECT project

Specifies the VM:Account project name. The default is the limit set up by the default class.

PUNch count
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Specifies the maximum number of records that can be punched before VM:Batch cancels the job. The default is the limit
set up by the default class; however, this value can also be affected by DEFAULTS and LIMIT files. The maximum value is
4096M-1. If no value is specified, there is no maximum.
Specify count using one of the following formats:

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

ReaDeR count

Specifies the maximum number of records that can be read from the virtual reader before VM:Batch cancels the job. The
default is the limit set up by the default class; however, this value can also be affected by DEFAULTS and LIMIT files. The
maximum value is 4096M-1. If no value is specified, there is no maximum. RDR is also a valid abbreviation for this option.

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

REL1Name jobname1 REL1Cond [A | C | D | N]REL2Name jobname2 REL2Cond [A | C | D | N] REL3Name
jobname3 REL3Cond [A | C | D | N]REL4Name jobname4 REL4Cond [A | C | D | N]

Specifies the names of up to four waiting jobs to be released when this job terminates and indicates the terminating
condition that will trigger each release. The default is that these option pairs are uninitialized. Releasing a job reduces its
PREVIOUS job count by 1. You can specify one of the following conditions under which the release can occur:

•A
(Abend)
Releases the specified job if this job abends or is canceled while it is executing.

C
(Complete)
Releases the specified job when this job completes, regardless of whether the job ends normally, abends, or is
canceled during execution. This is the default condition.

D
(Delete)
Removes the job name from the list of jobs to be released (should not be used with the SUBMIT command)

N
(Normal)
Releases the specified job if this job completes normally (this does not mean it must complete with a return code
of 0; It only means that it does not get canceled or abend)

RESOurce list

Specifies up to 32 resources that are required by the job. The default is that this option is uninitialized. Each entry in list is
a single letter (A-Z) or digit (0-5) designated by your site to represent an actual resource.

RESTart [NO  |  YES]

Specifies whether the job is to be restarted if it is executing and is canceled by a VM:Batch shutdown, a CANCEL
RESTART or a CANCEL CHECKPT command. The job logic must provide recovery from partial completion if YES is
specified. The default is NO.

REView | NOREView
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Specifies whether you want to review the job options before the job is submitted. The default is NOREVIEW. If you select
REVIEW, the option review screens display. The default is NOREVIEW.

SCHedule [ON | OFF]

Specifies whether you are using the VM:Schedule scheduling options through the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule.
The default is OFF. For complete information about the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule, see the VM:Batch User and
Group Manager Guide.

SHIFT shiftname

Specifies the shift during which a job can run. By default, the job is uninitialized. Use an asterisk (*) for shiftname to
specify that no shift restrictions are to be applied to the job.

SPool | NOSPool

Specifies whether the user is to receive a copy of the console generated by the job on the worker machine. SPOOL
spools a copy to the user’s virtual reader and is the default. NOSPOOL Specifies that console spooling is not performed.
The default is SPOOL.

STATus | NOSTATus

Specifies whether a message is to be sent to the submitting user ID or the NOTIFY user ID whenever a job’s status
changes. The default is STATUS.

STORage size

Specifies the virtual storage size of the worker machine that is to execute the job. The lower limit on storage is 512K. The
maximum value is 2047 megabytes, or the maximum virtual machine size in your system. The default is either the LIMIT
of the value of STORAGE in the CLASS that was selected above, or the value of STORAGE in the user’s directory entry if
that is lower than the LIMIT of the class.
Specify size using one of the following formats:

• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

NOTE
The largest storage size you can specify using the nG format is 1G. To specify a larger storage size (up to
2047M), you must use the K or M format.

 

TAPdrive {nn | N}

Specifies the nn and type of tape drives needed for the job. The TAPdrive options are used to manage workload, not tape
drives. Values for drive are:

TAP800
800 BPI tape drives

TAP1600
1600 BPI tape drives

TAP6250
6250 BPI tape drives

TAP38K
38K BPI tape drives

TAP38KXF
38KXF BPI tape drives
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TAPE
3490E cartridge drives at 38K

TAPEXF
IDRC-capable 3490E cartridge drives

TAPENH
Enhanced capacity 3490E cartridge drives at 38K

TAPEXF
IDRC-capable enhanced capacity 3490E cartridge drives

Values for {nn | N} are:

•nn = 0
Job does not need either VM:Tape or tape drives.

nn = 1 - 99
Reserves the specified number of tape drives for your job but does not allocate the drives. The drives are not
attached to the worker. Your VM:Batch job must issue all necessary tape mount requests.

N
While a job can issue VM:Tape commands, no tape drives of the specified density will be reserved for the job, so
the job cannot attach a drive of that density. VM:Batch will not start the job unless VM:Tape is available.

Time time

Specifies the maximum virtual CPU execution time (VTime) a job can use before VM:Batch cancels the job. The default is
the limit set up by the default class; however, this value can also be affected by DEFAULTS and LIMIT files. The maximum
time a job can consume is (4G-1) seconds. If no value is specified, there is no maximum.
Specify time in one of the following formats:

• ssssssss
• mmmm:ss
• hh:mm:ss
• sssssssK
• ssssM
• sG

USERMODE [filemode | NO]

Specifies whether the submitting user ID’s files should be accessed during the job. filemode causes the worker to access
the file area at the specified filemode as a read-only extension of the A-disk (you cannot specify A, R, or S). NO prevents
the worker from accessing the user’s files. The default is to access the user’s files as filemode B/A.
The file area may be either a 191 minidisk, or a Shared File System (SFS) root directory. If when you first log on, your
access mode A is a 191 minidisk, then the worker will link to your 191 minidisk at virtual address 194 and access it at the
specified mode. If your default A mode is an SFS directory, then the worker will access your root directory at the specified
mode.
The USERMODE option replaces the USER191 option. However, USER191 is supported as a synonym for USERMODE.

VMTAPE { (mountoptions) | NONE | AVAIL }

mountoptions Specifies tape mount options that VM:Batch passes to VM:Tape. You can specify the following options:

DEN density nn
Specifies that VM:Tape is to reserve nn tape drives of the requested density. You can specify any density that is
supported by your VM:Tape system. See the VM:Tape Command Reference for a list of supported densities. You
can specify DEN density nn up to two times on a command. For example, to request two 6250 drives and one
38K drive, specify DEN 6250 2 DEN 38K 1.
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UNIT unit nn
Specifies that VM:Tape is to reserve nn tape drives of the requested unit type. You can specify any unit type that
is supported by your VM:Tape system. See the VM:Tape Command Reference for a list of supported unit types.
You can specify UNIT unitnn up to two times on a command. For example, to request two 3480 drives and one
3490E drive, specify UNIT 3480 2 UNIT 3490E 1.

NONE Specifies that VM:Tape is not needed for this job. This is the default.
AVAIL Specifies that VM:Tape must be available, but that no drives are to be reserved for this job.

WAIT {event | userid.event}

Specifies that this job cannot be started until event occurs. The indicated event occurs when a user issues the POST
command or when the user’s job completes normally and the POST option was specified for that event. An event name is
arbitrarily chosen by the user. When a user issues the POST command, all of the user’s jobs waiting for the named event
become eligible for execution. The userid.event format Specifies that the job is to wait for an event posted by another user
ID.

WORKDisk size

Specifies the minimum size of the read/write A-disk (193 minidisk) that the worker machine must possess to run the job.
VM:Batch stores all WORKDISK values internally as a rounded up count of 1024-byte blocks.
Valid value ranges are 0 through (4G-1) blocks of 1024-byte blocks. (You can calculate the maximum number allowed for
a given format by dividing this number by the number of bytes in a block, kilobyte, or megabyte as appropriate, and then
subtracting one.)

NOTE
To lead to the most direct and least confusing interface, use one of the first set of formats, a raw byte count, and
allow VM:Batch to perform any necessary conversions it requires.

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a number of bytes:

•nnnnnnnnnn
4,294,967,295

nnnnnnnK
9999999K

nnnnM
4194303M

nnnnG
4095G

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a number of CMS disk blocks of the indicated size:

• nnnnnnn-512
• nnnnnnn-1K
• nnnnnnn-2K
• nnnnnnn-4K

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a byte count expressed as an equivalent count of FB-512 disk units (of
size 512 bytes each):

• – nnnnnnn-FBA
– nnnnnnn-9336

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a byte count expressed as an equivalent count of the numbered CMS
preferred disk blocks for the indicated cylinder-oriented device:

• – nnnn-3380
– nnnnn-3390
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When you specify the workdisk size in n-blocksize format, where blocksize is 512, 1K, 2K, or 4K, VM:Batch uses the
blocksize designator as the blocksize at which to format the workdisk. For all other formats, the default block size is
determined by the CMS FORMAT command’s default for the worker’s 193 disk device type.
A table similar to the one below is provided on a Fluent User Job Option Review Help screen to assist the submitter in
determining the n-blocksize format. The values in the table are the maximum number of blocks per cylinder that can be
specified for each device.

Blocksize/ Device 512 1K 2K 4K
3380 690 465 270 150*
3390 735 495 315 180*

 

*Default block size for CMS FORMAT command

To obtain the number of blocks, multiply the desired blocksize by the number of required cylinders. For example, three
cylinders formatted with a 4K blocksize on a 3390 device yield 540 blocks.

ABEND Command
Use the ABEND command to force an abnormal termination of the VM:Batch service virtual machine. VM:Batch performs
a dump as specified on the DUMP record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. Control returns to CMS with a return code of 200
following the abend.

ABEND

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Command Description

You can enter the ABEND command on the VM:Batch service machine console or issue it as a normal command.
However, do not use the ABEND command to terminate VM:Batch unless an unusual situation arises and a dump is
needed. The ABEND command produces a dump with abend code ABN001.

If VM:Batch abends, any jobs running will continue to run, providing no other commands are issued that interfere with the
job running. When VM:Batch reinitializes after the abend, jobs still running are allowed to continue.

ADMIN Command
Use the ADMIN command to display a menu of the system administrator commands.

Admin

Command Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

AUDITEXT Command
Contents
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Use the AUDITEXT command to move the contents of the VM:Batch Audit file to your A-disk and reinitialize the VM:Batch
AUDIT minidisk.

AUDITEXT [filename] [( NOERASE]

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Definition
filename

Specifies an optional CMS filename for the file that receives the records extracted from the VM:Batch Audit file.
The filetype is VMHAUDIT. If not specified, the filename defaults to the current date in yymmdd format.

NOERASE
Copies the audit data from the AUDIT minidisk without removing the audit data from the minidisk. Subsequent
audit records are then added to the bottom of the Audit file.

Description

When the AUDIT minidisk becomes full, the VM:Batch operator receives the following message:

AUDIT DISK FULL; nnn USER(S) WAITING FOR AUDIT EXTRACT (AUDITEXT)

Each time an internal process executing a user command is unable to write a record to the Audit file, the user also
receives the following message:

AUDIT DISK FULL; WAITING FOR AUDIT EXTRACT; NOTIFY SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

To allow continued operation of the system, issue the AUDITEXT command.

NOTE
The AUDITEXT command is invalid if you do not define the AUDIT minidisk on an ACCESS record in the
VMBATCH CONFIG file. See ACCESS Record .

Using AUDITEXT With RJE

If you issue the AUDITEXT command through RJE, the destination of the file depends on the system you are on. If you
are on VM, the file will be returned to your reader.

Example

Copy the audit data to a file AUDFILE VMHAUDIT without removing the data from the AUDIT minidisk:

vmbatch auditext audfile (noerase

VM:Batch Audit File

The VM:Batch Audit file consists of fixed-format, 72-byte records that contain fixed and variable information. VM:Batch
writes audit records to the Audit file each time an audited VM:Batch command is issued.
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NOTE
For performance reasons, the Audit file does not close after VM:Batch writes each record. Instead, the Audit file
closes every 30 records and at shutdown time.

The following table describes the fields in the VM:Batch Audit file.

 

Start Column Field Description
1 date The date in yymmdd format
8 time The time in hh:mm:ss format
15 jobid The 4-digit identifier for the job
20 event The audit event that represents the

command performed; see Table 8 on the
next page for a list of events

29 userid The user ID performing the event
38 item1 The first optional item associated with the

event; the token is left-adjusted and padded
with blanks.

47 item2 The second optional item associated with
the event; the token is left-adjusted and
padded with blanks

56 item3 The third optional item associated with the
event; the token is left-adjusted and padded
with blanks

65 item4 The fourth optional item associated with the
event; the token is left-adjusted and padded
with blanks

 

Types of Events VM:Batch Audits

The following table is a list of the events audited by VM:Batch. Information in the Item columns indicates additional data
provided for the particular event. Blanks in columns are reserved for future commands.

Event User ID Item1 Item2 Item3 Comment
SYSTEM sysid START   System initialized
SYSTEM issuer STOP   System shut down
SUBMIT issuer jobname source  Job submitted
CHANGE issuer source   Job changed
CANCEL issuer source   Job canceled while

waiting
BEGIN worker class   Job started
END worker COMPLETE rc  Job completed

normally
END worker ABEND NONE  Job abended
END issuer CANCEL NONE source Job canceled during

execution
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JOBLOG issuer DELETE source  Job deleted before
job completes all
runs

READY issuer source   Scheduled job
readied to run

REMOVE issuer source   Job removed by
REMOVE command

RETAIN sysid    Job removed by
RETAIN process

PURGE sysid    Job purged
STEP worker stepname   Job issued step
POST issuer user event source Event posted for

user
RELEASE issuer source   Job released
RESUME issuer worker source  Suspended job

resumed
SUSPEND issuer worker source  Current job

suspended
PASSWORD issuer pswd REJECT  Password rejected
DETAIL01 sysid vtime sio ttime Time and SIO used
DETAIL02 sysid reader print punch Unit records used
SHIFT sysid shiftname   Shift change

occurred
Keys sysid = VM:Batch system user ID

issuer = issuer of command
worker = worker machine user ID
source = RJE or NONRJE
pswd = specified password or no_pswd
rc = ending return code from job

 

CMS Command
Use the CMS command to transmit a CMS subset command or CP command to VM:Batch for execution on the VM:Batch
service virtual machine.

You can enter the CMS command on the VM:Batch service machine console or issue it as a normal command.

CMS cmdline

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Definition
cmdline

Specifies a CMS subset or CP command line.
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CMS IMPEX Flag
If the EXEC interpreter is being invoked, cmdline must begin with EXEC. VM:Batch disregards the IMPEX
flag setting. For a description of the CMS SET IMPEX command, see the appropriate CMS command and
macro reference guide for your operating system.

CMS IMPCP Flag
If the IMPCP flag is ON and a CP command is being transmitted to cmdline, VM:Batch treats cmdline first
as if it were a CMS command and then as a CP command. For a description of the CMS SET IMPCP
command, see the appropriate IBM CMS Command and Macro Reference Guide for your operating
system.

CMS Subset Flag
The CMS subset active flag is set to prevent the execution of any USERAREA modules. However, the
CMS subset environment is not entered, and control always returns to VM:Batch following the execution
of the specified command.

Restriction

Do not use the CMS command to execute any CMS or CP command that attempts a console read while VM:Batch is
running disconnected.

Example

To obtain the VM:Batch console log without logging on to VM:Batch, enter:

vmbatch cms cp spool console close to vmhsysad

CONFIGUR Command
Contents

Use the CONFIGUR command to edit the configuration file without shutting down VM:Batch.

COnfigur

The ACCESS and DIRECT records cannot be changed with the CONFIGUR command. VM:Batch restricts changes to
these records to prevent possible problems when VM:Batch restarts.

If VM:Batch finds a user ID not listed on the CP directory on the AUTHORIZ, DUMP, PREVENT, or SYSOPER record in
the VMBATCH CONFIG file during the update, VM:Batch sends a warning message to the requesting user ID’s console,
but updates the configuration file.

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Example

To give MANAGER authorization to user ID RICCI, follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command:

vmbatch configure

2. Add this record to the VMBATCH CONFIG file:
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AUTHORIZ MANAGER RICCI

3. Enter file to file the changes.

DEFAULT Command (Admin)
Contents

Use the DEFAULT command to create, change, delete, or list job default files for any group or for the entire system.

DEFAULT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  {CReate | CHANGE} "Create/Change Parms" [( {"Job options"}...]

| DELETE "Delete Parms"

| LIST "List Parms" [( {"List options"}]

 

Create/Change Parms:

{"Who"} [NAme defname | USING defname]

 

Delete Parms:

{"Who"} [NAme defname]

 

List Parms:

{"Who"} [NAme defname]

 

Who:

  SYStem

| Group grpname

| User userid

 

List options:

  LIFO 

| FIFO 

| PRINT 

| FILE filename 

| TYPE

 

Job Options:

  [ACCount accountnum]

| [CLass class]

| [CLEanup filename]

| [COMMAND /text/]

| [COMMENT /text/]

| [CPCLass classes]

| [DEST nodeid]

| [DUMP [CP | OFF | VM]] 

| [FILERetn [ABEND | ALWAYS | CANCEL | ERROR | NEVER | NORMAL]] 

| [FNMask filename-mask]

| [FTMask filetype-mask]
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| [HOld | NOHold]

| [Name jobname]

| [NOTIfy userid]

| [POST event]

| [PREVious nn]

| [PRinT count]

| [PRIority nn]

| [PROJECT nn]

| [PUNch count]

| [ReaDeR count]

| [REL1Name jobname1 REL1Cond [A | C | D | N]] 

| [REL2Name jobname2 REL2Cond [A | C | D | N]] 

| [REL3Name jobname3 REL3Cond [A | C | D | N]] 

| [REL4Name jobname4 REL4Cond [A | C | D | N]] 

| [RESOurce list]

| [RESTart [NO | YES]] 

| [SHIFT shiftname]

| [SPool | NOSPool]

| [STATus | NOSTATus]

| [STORage size]

| [TAPdrive {nn | N}]

| [Time time]

| [USERMODE {filemode | NO}]

| [VMTAPE {( "mount options") | NONE | AVAIL}]

| [WAIT {event | userid.event}]

| [WORKDisk size]

If you install the system-maintained user default facility, you also can manipulate user default files. Default files can be
unnamed or named. An unnamed default file has the name of DEFAULT, while a named default file has a name other than
DEFAULT. The difference between the two is how a user’s job selects them. A job always uses the unnamed default file
unless a user specifies a named default file as a job option.

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Definition

 

CReate
Creates a job default file.

CHange
Changes an existing job default file.

DELETE
Deletes an existing job default file.

LIST
Lists the names of existing job default files.

SYStem
Specifies that a system job default file is to be created, changed, deleted, or listed.
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GRoup grpname
Specifies the name of the group for which a job default file is to be created, changed, or deleted, or for which
default files are to be listed.

User userid
Specifies the user ID for which a job default file is to be created, changed, or deleted, or for which default files are
to be listed.

NAme defname
Specifies the name of the user or group default file you want to create, change, delete, or list. If you have not
specified this parameter, it defaults to DEFAULT.

USING defname
Specifies the name of the default file to be used as a base file.

TYPE
Sends the status information to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an
RJE user; the default displays the information in full screen.

LIFO
Places the QUERY output in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order.

FIFO
Places the QUERY output in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order.

FILE filename
Causes output from the command to be written to the file, filename, on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you
are an RJE user.

PRINT
Places command output in your virtual printer queue.

NOTE
For complete descriptions of the options listed, see Job Options.

Default Facility

If the system-maintained user default facility is installed, the system administrator and group managers can modify user
default files. The system administrator can always modify system and group default files. A group manager can always
modify group default files. Users can always modify their own job default files.

Multiple Defaults

VM:Batch supports multiple user, group, and system defaults. If a user submits a job specifying a default name for which
there is a user, a group, and a system default, VM:Batch searches for the defaults in user-group-system order. In this
case, VM:Batch applies the most specific default value for each job option.

Conflicting job default options can exist among user, group, and system default files. If an option is not specified on the
SUBMIT command and a default file is not specified for the job, VM:Batch assigns a default value for that option by
checking default files in user-group-system order. Therefore, VM:Batch uses a default option in the system default file only
if an option is not specified at job submission, and if a default for that option is missing from both the user and group job
default files.

If a user who is a member of a subgroup submits a job without specifying options, and no defaults have been defined for
his user ID or subgroup, VM:Batch applies the job defaults defined for his main group.

Defaults on Local Node

Defaults are enforced on the local system of the user. When a user on NODE1 submits a job to NODE2, for example, the
DEFAULT values specified on NODE1 control the job.
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Example

Establish a system job default so that each user receives a copy of their job console log only if they specifically requests a
copy as an option on the SUBMIT command. Enter the following command:

vmbatch default create system

The Fluent Default Review menu displays. Select the SPOOL option and press ENTER. Enter NOSPOOL in the SPOOL
field and press PF12 to save the new default. You receive the following message:

SYSTEM DEFAULT UPDATED

Now no user will receive a copy of their job console log unless the SPOOL option is specified in either their user or group
default file or as an option on the SUBMIT command.

END Command (Admin)
Use the END command to terminate VM:Batch system operation.

Jobs with the RESTART job option restart when VM:Batch reinitializes, regardless of how VM:Batch was ended.

END {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  CHECKPT

| NOCANCEL [FORCE]

| RESTART [FORCE]

Authorization

This command requires SYSADMIN or OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
CHECKPT

Takes the following actions before allowing VM:Batch to end:

• Prevents new jobs from starting.
• Disables VM:Batch to keep additional jobs from being submitted.
• Cancels executing jobs, which causes each job to be canceled when it reaches its next jobstep. The jobs can

be restarted at these jobsteps when VM:Batch is reinitialized, if the jobs were submitted with the RESTART
YES option on the SUBMIT command.

NOTE
You cannot checkpoint cancel a suspended job because the job then cannot reach its next jobstep.
To issue END CHECKPT, first resume all suspended jobs.

NOCANCEL [FORCE]
Allows executing jobs to continue executing on worker machines even after VM:Batch has ended. In most cases,
these jobs complete just as if the VM:Batch service machine had been available for the duration of the jobs. They
return job output to the user and punch a status file to the VM:Batch service virtual machine indicating resource
consumption as well as the ending return code. If the jobs issue VM:Batch commands, however, the jobs may
fail if the VM:Batch service machine is not accessible to process the commands. FORCE terminates VM:Batch
immediately, canceling all VM:Batch commands in use but allowing executing jobs to continue.
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RESTART [FORCE]
Cancels all executing jobs immediately. If the jobs were submitted with the RESTART YES option on the SUBMIT
command, the jobs can be restarted at their last completed jobstep when VM:Batch is reinitialized. RESTART
is the default. FORCE terminates VM:Batch immediately, canceling all VM:Batch commands in use, causing all
cleanup EXECs to be terminated, and preventing any cleanup EXECs from being started before VM:Batch ends.

LIMIT Command (Admin)
Contents

Use the LIMIT command to create, change, or delete user, group, and system limits. Limits are maintained in limit files.

LIMIT {"Parm A"} {"Parm B"} [( options...]

 

Parm A:

Create | Change | DELETE

 

Parm B:

SYStem | GRoup grpname | User userid

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Definition
CReate

Creates a new limit file.
CHange

Changes an existing limit file.
DELETE

Deletes an existing limit file.
SYStem

Specifies that the system limit file is to be created, changed, or deleted.
GRoup grpname

Specifies the name of the group for which a limit file is to be created, changed, or deleted.
User userid

Specifies the user ID for which a limit file is to be created, changed, or deleted.
options

Zero or more options that control the execution and scheduling of the job. For a description of the available
options, see Job Options.

Enforcing Limits on Local System

Limits are enforced on the user’s local system. When a user on NODE1 submits a job to NODE2 or changes the options
of a job on NODE2, the limit values specified on NODE1 control the user’s job.

Example

To restrict batch jobs from running for more than 30 minutes, enter:
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vmbatch limit change system

On the Limit Definition screen that displays, type 00:30:00 in the TIME field and press ENTER to save the change to the
system limit file.

MENU Command (Admin)
Use the MENU command to display a menu of all the VM:Batch user levels you are authorized to use.

MENU [Admin | MANager | Operator | User]

Authorization

VM:Batch provides different levels of authorization. If you are authorized only as an operator, and you issue the MENU
command without specifying a parameter, VM:Batch sends you directly to the Operator Main Menu. If you have any other
authorizations and you issue the MENU command with no parameters, VM:Batch displays the User Level Menu. This
menu lists all of the main menus you are authorized to view.

Definition

Admin | MANager | Operator | User

Indicates which menu to display. You must be authorized to use a particular menu in order to display it.

ADMIN Administrator Main Menu
MANAGER Manager Main Menu
OPERATOR Operator Main Menu
USER User Main Menu

PAINT Command
Contents

Use the PAINT command to change a VM:Batch screen. You can enter and manipulate screen text, define and name
screen fields, and assign field attributes.

PAINT filename  [skeleton]

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Definition
filename

Specifies the filename of a screen to create or modify. A VM:Batch screen file has a filetype of SCREEN.
skeleton

Specifies the filename of a screen definition to use as a pattern for defining this screen.
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Paint a Screen

To modify an existing VM:Batch screen:

1. Determine the filename of the file that contains the screen you want to change. The filename of each screen appears
in the upper left-hand corner of the screen.

2. Use the PAINT command to copy the screen file into a file with a filename of TEST. For example, to copy the Novice
User Main Menu (filename USEUNC01) into a file named TEST SCREEN, issue the following command:

vmbatch paint test useunc01

The Novice User Main Menu displays. You can modify or enter text anywhere on the screen except in the last byte of
the last line.

3. After the text has been positioned on the screen, identify the existing data fields. Data fields are distinguished by a
field-mark character at the positions in which the field begins and ends. Enough blank spaces have been left between
the field-mark characters to satisfy the field length. In the following example, a semicolon (;) is used as the field-mark
character. On IBM 3270 display terminals, the field-mark character displays as a semicolon with a bar over it.

;CANCEL;

4. To view the screen in formatted mode, press PF10. Formatted mode converts the field-mark characters to start-
field characters that appear as blanks. In formatted mode, you can use the tab keys ( --->| and |<--- ) to move the
cursor from one field-mark character to the next. Because all field-mark characters have been translated to start-field
characters, the cursor could move to areas of the screen that may not be data fields.

5. To review the attributes set up for any field, position the cursor over the field and press PF12. All field attributes are
displayed on the field identification menu. Fields that are accessible by programs must be assigned names. The name
can be set or changed by typing the new field name in the unprotected field tagged Name:. Attributes controlled by PF
keys (that is, protected, highlighted, modified, numeric, or displayed) can also be changed from the field identification
menu screen. You should make changes to a field’s attributes by pressing the appropriate PF key while viewing the
field’s attributes from the field identification menu. Press ENTER to return to the screen being painted.

6. By pressing the PF1 key, you view a table of PF key definitions.
7. If you press the ERASE EOF key, you erase everything on the current line to the right of the cursor and all lines below

the cursor.
8. Protected portions of the screen are areas where the cursor cannot be positioned, such as areas where background

text appears. Protected portions are created by using the tab keys to position the cursor in the area to be protected
and pressing PF4. The protected area is bounded by the closest field-mark characters on each side of the cursor.
When the necessary fields on the screen are protected, the tab key should position the cursor only at the unprotected
fields.

9. To assign or remove other field attributes, position the cursor and press the appropriate PF key. Attributes can be set
when the screen is in formatted or unformatted mode (PF10). Broadcom recommends that you set the field protection
attribute in formatted mode.

10. To designate an area as highlighted, position the cursor at the target area and press PF6. Now shift to formatted mode
(PF10). The area from the cursor to the closest field-mark character on each side of the cursor is now highlighted.
To highlight a smaller portion of the area, add field-mark characters where the highlighting should begin and end.
Remember that the field-mark characters are translated to blanks in formatted mode.

11. The modified attribute (PF7) lets the system read data from the field even if no data has been entered from the
terminal. This attribute is used for unprotected fields that are initialized with a default value. Fields are initially set up as
unmodified; the system cannot read any data entered in the field.

12. If the terminal has the numeric lock feature, the numeric attribute (PF9) limits data values to the numbers 0-9, period
(.), minus (-), and the Dup key. Fields are initially set up as alphanumeric so that any character can be entered in the
field.

13. The display attribute (PF11) determines if the data in a field is visible on the screen. Initially, all fields can be displayed.
14. If field-mark characters are added or removed at any time, the associated field definition is cleared. Recheck all fields

by:
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a. Viewing the screen in formatted mode (PF10).
b. Using the tab keys to ensure that appropriate fields are protected.
c. Reviewing the field identification menu for each field. (Return to unformatted mode by pressing PF10, position the

cursor at each field-mark character, and press PF12.)
It is a good idea to define fields (that is, insert field-mark characters) only after the background text has been
completed.

15. When the screen is complete, press ENTER to save the TEST screen file on the VM:Batch A-disk.
16. Log on to the VM:Batch service virtual machine and issue the END command to terminate VM:Batch operation.
17. As a protective measure, change the file ID of the original screen file (in this example, the fileid of the original screen

file is USEUNC01 SCREEN):

rename useunc01 screen a useunc01 old =

18. Rename the TEST file with the filename of the Novice User command Menu:

rename test screen a useunc01 = =

Now test the modified screen to see if the screen is commanding properly.

NOTE
The modified screen now exists only on the VM:Batch 191 minidisk. To avoid accidental erasure or loss of
the screen file when upgrading, you should save a copy of the screen elsewhere. Broadcom recommends
using VM:Archiver to archive a copy of the new screen.

Special Keys

The following special keys are available with the PAINT command.

CLEAR
Clears the screen. Any data typed on the screen but not saved on the VM:Batch A-disk is lost. The original screen
is redisplayed.

ENTER
Causes the PAINT command to terminate after writing the screen to the VM:Batch A-disk.

PF1 (Help)
Displays a HELP screen that shows the commands performed by the 12 PF keys.

PF2 (Add)
Adds a blank line following the current line. All subsequent lines are moved down, and the bottom line is lost. All
field names below the inserted line are automatically cleared and must be redefined.

PF3 (Quit)
Terminates the PAINT command without saving the screen on the VM:Batch A-disk.

PF4 (Protect)
Reverses the protection attribute associated with the current field. Protected fields cannot have data entered into
them by users, and are skipped over when the forward or backward tab key is pressed. However, if a protected
field is named, a macro can move data into it by means of the SCREEN FIELD primitive. Fields are initially
unprotected.

PF5 (Delete)
Deletes the current line. All subsequent lines are moved up, and a new blank line is inserted as the bottom line.
All field definitions following the deleted line are cleared and must be redefined.

PF6 (Highlight)
Reverses the high intensity attribute associated with the current field. Fields appear initially at normal intensity.
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PF7 (Modify)
Reverses the Modified Data Tag (MDT) attribute associated with the current field. This attribute causes the
system to read data from the field even if the user does not enter anything into it. It is normally used for default
parameters in unprotected fields. Fields are initially unmodified.

PF8 (Scale)
Displays or removes a horizontal scale on the current line. When the scale is removed, the line’s previous
contents are restored.

PF9 (Numeric)
Reverses the numeric attribute associated with the current field. If the terminal is equipped with the numeric lock
feature, the user can enter only the numbers 0 through 9, period (.), minus (-), and the Dup key into numeric
fields. Fields are initially alphanumeric.

PF10 (Format)
Reverses the format mode setting of the entire screen. In format mode, fields are delimited by the invisible
start-field character, and any attributes that have been assigned are in effect. In unformatted mode, all start-
field characters are converted to the visible field-mark character except the last character of the last line, which
remains a start-field character to prevent the entire screen from being cleared when the ERASE EOF key is
pressed. In unformatted mode, attributes are not in effect and field definitions can be altered. Screens are initially
displayed in unformatted mode.

PF11 (Display)
Reverses the nondisplay attribute associated with the current field. This attribute prevents data in the field from
being visible on the screen. Fields are initially displayable.

PF12 (Field)
Displays the field identification menu. This menu indicates the current field name (if any), the field length, the line
number, and column position of the start-field character, and the settings of the various field attributes. While this
menu is displayed, the field name can be set or changed by entering a new name. In addition, the field attributes
can be changed by pressing the appropriate PF keys.

QLOCK Command
 Contents

Use the QLOCK command to list locks currently set by a specified user ID.

QLock [userid]

Locks are internal mechanisms used to serialize access to resources. The internal processes that execute the QLOCK
command set and clear the locks. The QLOCK command can be entered on the VM:Batch service virtual machine
console or issued as a normal command.

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Definition
userid

Specifies the user ID whose current locks are to be listed. If userid is omitted, your locks are listed.

NOTE
There might be pending locks ahead of the specified user ID’s pending lock that cannot be displayed.
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Macro Locknames

A macro lockname is the name of a lock held when a user executes a macro. For example, if you enter vmbatch menu,
you hold a lock on the MENU macro until you exit from the full-screen environment. A macro lockname has the following
format:

VMBATCH-MACRO-macroname

where macroname is the name of the macro being locked.

Example

Suppose user ID OPERATOR issued the END command, but the VM:Batch shutdown process has not completed.
To determine which virtual machine is preventing the shutdown process from completing, enter qlock operator on
the VM:Batch service virtual machine console. The system messages you receive will indicate what is preventing the
shutdown.

For example, the following messages indicate that user ID FIN1 is currently displaying the VM:Batch menu:

USER operator PENDING PRIVATE vmbatch LOCK.

BLOCKED BY fin1 SHARED vmbatch-macro-menu LOCK.

QPCB Command
Contents

Use the QPCB command to list the currently active internal processes and the commands the processes are executing.

QPcb

Use the QPCB command to determine who is using the system before shutting down VM:Batch with the END command.
The QPCB command can be entered on the VM:Batch console or issued as a normal command.

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Example

To list the currently active internal processes and commands VM:Batch is currently executing, enter:

vmbatch qpcb

VM:Batch responds:

USERID MICHAEL PROCESSING: MENU

USERID LINDSAY PROCESSING: USER

QSCHED Command
Contents
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Use the QSCHED command to compare VM:Batch jobs to VM:Schedule requests. Perform this comparison to verify that
each scheduled VM:Batch job has a corresponding VM:Schedule request.

The QSCHED command is available in line mode only.

QSCHED

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Sample Output

When you enter the QSCHED command, VM:Batch responds with a report like the following:

-----VM:Batch Job------ ------VM:Schedule Request------

Jobname     Jobid       Owner   Name      Status

JOB0009     0009        JUDY    BAT0009   correct

JOB0010     0010        JUDY    BAT0010   correct

JOB0011     0011        JUDY              ***no request found**

------VM:Schedule------ ------VM:Batch Job------

Name        Owner       Jobid   Jobname   Status

BAT0048     BOB         0048              ***job not found***

BAT0009     JUDY        0009    JOB0009   correct

BAT0010     JUDY        0010    JOB0010   correct

QUERY Command (Admin)
Contents

Use the QUERY command to obtain information about VM:Batch managers. You can obtain the name of the manager for
any user ID or group in the system.

QUERY MANAGER {"Who"} {ALL | PRIMary} [( {"Options"}]

 

Who:

  GROUP group 

| USER userid

 

Option:

  TYPE 

| LIFO 

| FIFO 

| FILE filename 

| PRINT

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN, OPERATOR, MANAGER, or USER authorization.
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Definition
MANAGER

Lists the managers for the specified user ID or group.
GROUP group | USERID userid

Lists the managers of either the specified group or the specified user ID.
ALL | PRIMary

Lists either all managers or only the primary manager for the specified user ID or group.

The query options indicate where to send output. Only TYPE and FILE are supported for RJE users.

TYPE
Sends the status information to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an
RJE user; the default displays the information in full screen

LIFO
Places the QUERY output in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order

FIFO
Places the QUERY output in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order

FILE filename
Causes output from the command to be written to the file, filename, on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you
are an RJE user

PRINT
Places command output in your virtual printer queue

TRACE Command
Contents

Use the TRACE command to trace the execution of a specified macro.

TRACE {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  MACRO [filename tracekey]

| START [userid filename tracekey]

| STOP [userid]

TRACE is intended for debugging macros. A macro is an EXEC that is part of the VM:Batch code. Each macro has a
filetype of VMBATCH.

The tracing occurs on the VM:Batch service virtual machine console. Tracing the execution of a macro may reveal
passwords being checked or set.

Authorization

The command requires SYSADMIN authorization.

Definition
MACRO

Traces the execution of the specified macro for the user ID that issues the TRACE command.
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filename
Specifies the filename of the optimized macro to be traced. If filename is an asterisk (*), all macros are traced.

tracekey
Specifies a REXX trace keyword. Valid REXX keywords are the one-letter abbreviations A, C, E, I, L, N, O, and R,
and the words ON, ERR, ERROR, ALL, and OFF. The default is ALL.

START
Starts the tracing of a macro that is invoked when the specified user ID issues an appropriate command.

userid
Specifies the user ID for which tracing is to be started or stopped. If no user ID is specified, tracing is started or
stopped for your user ID.

STOP
Stops the tracing of command or macro execution.

A file of all messages issued by the traced macro while tracing was in effect is sent to the user ID that issued the TRACE
START command.

Examples

• To TRACE SUBMIT to the VM:Batch console with a TRACE I key, enter:

vmbatch trace macro submit i

• You are having job initialization problems on worker VMBAT003, so you want to TRACE the VMHWKI EXEC and also
TRACE SERVICE VMBATCH. To do so with TRACEKEY R, enter:

vmbatch trace start vmbat003 service r

When you enter this command, SERVICE VMBATCH traces on the VM:Batch console, and the VMHWKI EXEC traces
on the console for the executing job.

• To end a TRACE, either reinitialize VM:Batch or enter a command similar to one of the following:

vmbatch trace macro submit off

vmbatch trace stop vmbat003

vmbatch trace stop

Configuration File Record Reference
 

As a system administrator, you may need to configure VM:Batch. This involves adding or editing a record in the
configuration file. This chapter describes the configuration records.

 

WORKER

Record Description
ACCESS Identifies a minidisk to be accessed by VM:Batch and its access

filemode
AUTHORIZ Grants command authorizations to users
CLASS Defines an execution category for jobs
DIRECT Identifies the CP-owned volume containing the CP object directory
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DUMP Indicates the dump format created if VM:Batch abends
GROUP Identifies a group or subgroup, group managers or group

members
JOBLOG Specifies maximum size of job log files
MACLOAD Specifies macros used by VM:Batch to be buffered in virtual

memory
MESSAGE Identifies the CP command used by VM:Batch to send messages
MSGCASE Indicates whether VM:Batch messages are displayed in upper or

mixed case
NODE Identifies an RSCS node that is part of multi-CPU network and the

VM:Batch service virtual machine on that node
NOUSERID Indicates whether a job can run if the submitting user ID is not

found on the system
PREVENT Specifies exceptions to AUTHORIZ record authorizations
PRODUCT Identifies the interface with another service virtual machine

running a Broadcom component
RESOURCE Identifies a special resource provided by worker machines
RETAIN Specifies how long completed jobs remain in the VM:Batch system
ROUTE Specifies whether jobs will be automatically routed to remote

nodes
SHIFT Identifies a job processing shift
SYSOPER Identifies the user IDs to receive system operator messages
TIMEOUT Specifies the number of seconds that VM:Batch waits before it

times out VSCS communications.
USEREXIT Specifies the filename of a user exit routine
WORKER Record Identifies a worker machine and its resources

ACCESS Record
Contents

The ACCESS record identifies the minidisks that are available to the VM:Batch service virtual machine. The ACCESS
record also specifies the access filemode to use when the minidisks are accessed by VM:Batch.

ACCESS mdisk vaddr filemode

Definition

mdisk
One of the following four database minidisks required by the VM:Batch service virtual machine:
COMMON

Contains programs and EXECs needed by a worker machine to start a job
JOB

Contains the files used by VM:Batch to maintain job status
LOG

Contains job log files created by VM:Batch indicating job submission, execution, and completion time; job
option values and origins; and information about job completion status
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SYSTEM
Contains system defaults and limits, group defaults and limits, and user limits

One of the following optional minidisks can be specified instead:
AUDIT

Contains the file of audit records generated by VM:Batch
USER

Contains user defaults
STAGE

Contains files comprising jobs (copied from the service machine’s reader)
vaddr

Specifies the virtual address of the minidisk to be accessed.
filemode

Specifies the filemode letter to be used when accessing the minidisk.

Database Minidisks

The VM:Batch database minidisks are special-purpose minidisks and should not contain any files other than those
maintained by VM:Batch. Below are the recommended virtual addresses and access modes for each of the minidisks:

ACCESS COMMON
194 C

ACCESS JOB
1B0 J

ACCESS LOG
1B1 L

ACCESS SYSTEM
1B2 M

ACCESS AUDIT
1D0 T

ACCESS USER
1B3 U

ACCESS STAGE
1B4 G

If an ACCESS record does not exist for each of the four required database minidisks, VM:Batch initialization fails. When
processing the configuration file, VM:Batch verifies that the label of the accessed minidisk matches the label specified on
the ACCESS record. If the label does not match the ACCESS record, VM:Batch initialization fails.

If you change the minidisk configuration in the ACCESS record, you must update the VMSERVER NAMES File. Log on to
VMANAGER. Issue the VMADMIN command. Select VMBATCH. Select VMSERVER to update the VMSERVER Names
File. Change the information for the correct TAGs.

Restriction

You cannot use the CONFIGUR command to change the ACCESS record.

AUTHORIZ Record
Contents
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The AUTHORIZ record grants VM:Batch command authorizations to specified user IDs. You can create multiple
AUTHORIZ records specifying the same keyword.

AUTHORIZ { keyword | $word } userids

When an AUTHORIZ record contains a user ID that is not in the CP directory, VM:Batch displays the following warning
message at initialization and configuration file update:

USERID userid SPECIFIED ON rectype RECORD DOES NOT EXIST

Definition

keyword
Specifies the type of authorization to grant. The keyword parameter specifies commands that userids are to be
authorized to use, as follows:
ADMIN

Users to issue system administrator commands
OPERATOR

Users to issue operator commands
MANAGER

Users to issue group manager commands
USER

Users to issue user commands
RJEADMIN

System administrators to issue administrator commands through the RJE facility
RJEOPER

Operators to issue operator commands through the RJE facility
RJEMGR

Managers to issue group manager commands through the RJE facility
RJEUSER

Users to issue RJE user level commands through the RJE facility
$word

Specifies commands written or modified by the site that userids are to be authorized to use. For more information,
see VMBA--Local Macro Modifications.

userids
Specifies a list of one or more user IDs, separated by blanks, that are granted authorization for the specified
VM:Batch command. You can use an asterisk ( * ) to specify all user IDs, or you can use pattern matching
characters to specify multiple user IDs that share certain characters.

Using Multi-CPU Support

If you plan to use the multiple-CPU support available with VM:Batch, virtual machines with the same user ID defined on
separate CPUs must belong to the same user. If different users on separate systems have the same user ID, it is possible
for a user to gain control over another user’s jobs.

Examples

• You can give USER command authorization to all user IDs by using an asterisk (*):
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AUTHORIZ USER *

• You can also use the * as a pattern matching character. Give USER authorization to all user IDs beginning with TEST:

AUTHORIZ USER TEST*

• If you want all users but HANS to enter user commands through RJE, use the following AUTHORIZ and PREVENT
records in the VMBATCH CONFIG file:

AUTHORIZ RJEUSER *

PREVENT RJEUSER HANS

For more information, see PREVENT Record on page 112.

CLASS Record
Contents

The CLASS record defines the characteristics of each execution category for VM:Batch jobs. These are upper limits of an
option for a class, not default values of the options.

CLASS name ["Option"]

Option:

  [TIME time]

| [CLEANUP {YES | NO}]

| [CLPRINT count]

| [CLPUNCH count]

| [CLREADER count]

| [CLSIO count]

| [CLTIME time]

| [MAXjob nnn]

| [MAXJLIM nnn]

| [MAXREM n]

| [MINjob nnn]

| [MINJLIM nnn]

| [PRINT count]

| [PUNCH count]

| [READER count]

| [RESOURCE list]

| [SIO count]

| [STORAGE size]

| [WORKDISK size]

| [TAPdrive {nn | N}]

| [UNIT {YES | NO}]

Definition
name

Specifies the name of the class. A valid class can be any letter (A-Z) or any single digit (0-9); name can also be
an asterisk (*). A CLASS * record lets your site set global class limits. Values specified on the CLASS * record
limit the values you can set on any other CLASS record.
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TIME time
Specifies the maximum virtual CPU time that a job in the class can consume. The maximum limit (4G-1) seconds.
Specify time in one of the following formats:

• ssssssss
• mmmm:ss
• hh:mm:ss
• sssssssK
• ssssMsG

CLEANUP { YES | NO }
Specifies whether cleanup EXECs will run after jobs in the class.

CLPRINT count
CLPUNCH count
CLREADER count

Specifies the maximum number of records that a cleanup program running after a job in this class can print
(CLPRINT), punch (CLPUNCH), or read (CLREADER). Specify count using one of the following formats:

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

CLSIO count
Specifies the maximum number of disk and/or tape I/Os that a cleanup program running after a job in this class
can perform.
Specify count using one of the following formats:

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

CLTIME time
Specifies the maximum virtual CPU time that a cleanup program running after a job in this class can consume.
Specify time in one of the following formats:

• ssssssss
• mmmm:ss
• hh:mm:ss
• sssssssK
• ssssM
• sG

MAXjob nnn
Specifies the maximum number of jobs that can run in the class at any one time.

MAXJLIM nnn
Specifies the highest value that the operator can specify on the operator CLASS command for the maximum
number of jobs that can run in the class.

MAXREM n
Specifies the maximum number of remotely submitted jobs that can run in the class at any one time.
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MINjob nnn
Specifies the minimum number of worker machines to reserve to run jobs in the class. MINJOB treats all workers
as if they can run all classes (that is, as if the CLASS parameter on the WORKER record specifies an asterisk
[ * ] ).

MINJLIM nnn
Specifies the highest value that an operator can specify on the operator CLASS command for the minimum
number of jobs that can run in the class.

PRINT count
Specifies the maximum number of records that the jobs in this class can print. Specify count using one of the
following formats:

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

PUNCH count
Specifies the maximum number of records that the jobs in the class can punch. Specify count using one of the
following formats:

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

READER count
Specifies the maximum number of records that the jobs in the class can read. Specify count using one of the
following formats:

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

RESOURCE list
Lists up to 32 shared resources available on the node. Each entry in list is a single letter (A-Z) or digit (0-5)
designated by your site to represent an actual resource. Resources listed in list cannot be separated by blanks.

SIO count
Specifies the maximum number of disk and/or tape I/Os permitted by jobs in the class. Specify count using one of
the following formats:

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

STORAGE size
Specifies the maximum virtual storage that can be requested for a job in the class. Specify size using one of the
following formats:

• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

Minimum storage is 512K; maximum storage is 2047 megabytes.
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NOTE
The largest storage size you can specify using the nG format is 1G. To specify a larger storage size (up
to 2047M), you must use the K or M format.

WORKDISK size
The WORKDISK specification in the CLASS record is used as a limit for the WORKDISK size for jobs running
in that class. A CLASS configuration WORKDISK of 500-3390 means that no job can run in this CLASS that
specifies, or defaults to a WORKDISK size larger than the equivalent number of 1k blocks that VM:Batch
calculates exist on 500-3390 cylinders.
Valid value ranges are 0 through (4G-1) blocks of 1024-byte blocks. (You can calculate the maximum number
allowed for a given format by dividing this number by the number of bytes in a block, kilobyte, or megabyte as
appropriate, and then subtracting one.)

NOTE
It is suggested that you use one of the first set of formats, a raw byte count, and allow VM:Batch to
perform any necessary conversions it requires. This will lead to the most direct and least confusing
interface.

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a number of bytes:
Format

Maximum value
nnnnnnnnnn

4,294,967,295
nnnnnnnK

9999999K
nnnnM

4194303M
nnnnG

4095G
Use one of these formats for size when specifying a number of CMS disk blocks of the indicated size:

• nnnnnnn-512
• nnnnnnn-1K
• nnnnnnn-2K
• nnnnnnn-4K

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a byte count expressed as an equivalent count of FB-512 disk
units (of size 512 bytes each):

• nnnnnnn-FBA
• nnnnnnn-9336

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a byte count expressed as an equivalent count of the
numbered CMS preferred disk blocks for the indicated cylinder-oriented device:

• nnnn-3380
• nnnnn-3390

When you specify the workdisk size in n-blocksize format, where blocksize is 512, 1K, 2K, or 4K, VM:Batch
uses the blocksize designator as the blocksize at which to format the workdisk. For all other formats, the default
blocksize is determined by the CMS FORMAT command’s default for the worker’s 193 disk device type.
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A table similar to the one below is provided on a Fluent User Job Option Review Help screen to assist the
submitter in determining the n-blocksize format. The values in the table are the maximum number of blocks per
cylinder that can be specified for each device.

Blocksize/ Device 512 1K 2K 4K
3380 690 465 270 150
3390 735 495 315 180
The default block size for CMS FORMAT is 4K.

To obtain the number of blocks, multiply the desired blocksize by the number of required cylinders. For example, three
cylinders formatted with a 4K blocksize on a 3380 device yield 450 blocks.

TAPdrive {nn | N}
Specifies the nn and type of tape drives needed for the job. The TAPdrive options are used to manage workload,
not tape drives. Values for drive are:
TAP800

800 BPI tape drives
TAP1600

1600 BPI tape drives
TAP6250

6250 BPI tape drives
TAP38K

38K BPI tape drives
TAP38KXF

38KXF BPI tape drives
TAPE

3490E cartridge drives at 38K
TAPEXF

IDRC-capable 3490E cartridge drives
TAPENH

Enhanced capacity 3490E cartridge drives at 38K
TAPEXF

IDRC-capable enhanced capacity 3490E cartridge drives
Values for {nn | N} are:
nn = 0

Job does not need either VM:Tape or tape drives.
nn = 1 - 99

Reserves the specified number of tape drives for your job but does not allocate the drives. The drives are
not attached to the worker. Your VM:Batch job must issue all necessary tape mount requests.

N
While a job can issue VM:Tape commands, no tape drives of the specified density will be reserved for
the job, so the job cannot attach a drive of that density. VM:Batch will not start the job unless VM:Tape is
available. If the TAPdrive limit is N, a job can have a TAPdrive option value of 0 or N.

UNIT {YES | NO}
Specifies whether users can specify the UNIT option for a particular class.
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Restrictions

• You must specify at least one CLASS record in the configuration file; otherwise, VM:Batch does not initialize. If you
specify only one CLASS record, it cannot be a CLASS * record.

• More than one CLASS record can be specified for a job class if the attributes do not fit on a single record. Each line,
however, must begin with CLASS name, where name identifies the class.

• If a CLASS record is specified with no parameters, limits are imposed from the CLASS * record, if one is present. If
parameters are not specified on either the specific CLASS record or the CLASS * record, limits are not enforced for
jobs in the specific class.

• The first CLASS record, other than CLASS *, defined in the configuration file is the default class. If a user submits a job
with no CLASS option specified and for which no default CLASS option exists, VM:Batch assigns the limits defined for
the default class to the job.

• If the CLEANUP parameter is not specified but at least one cleanup limit (CLTIME, CLPRINT, CLPUNCH, CLREADER,
or CLSIO) is specified on a CLASS record, CLEANUP YES is assumed for the class. Otherwise, CLEANUP NO is
assumed.
If CLEANUP YES is specified for CLASS *, then CLEANUP YES or CLEANUP NO can be specified (or assumed) for
any other class. If CLEANUP NO is specified or assumed for CLASS *, then only CLEANUP NO can be specified (or
assumed) for other classes.

• If no CLASS * record is present, then CLEANUP YES is implied for class * and any other class can specify either
CLEANUP YES or CLEANUP NO.

• You can use the MINJOB parameter of the CLASS record to specify a minimum number of jobs that can run
simultaneously in a particular class. For example, suppose you specify the following CLASS records:

CLASS* MAXJOB 10

CLASS A MINJOB5

CLASS B MAXJOB 3 MINJOB 1

CLASS C MAXJOB 3 MINJOB 1

CLASS D MAXJOB3 MINJOB 1

Then, at least five class A jobs can run at any time. The other classes must compete for the five remaining available
workers. At least one, but not more than three, jobs in each of the classes B, C, and D can run at any time.

• CLASS * is useful when you need to refer to all VM:Batch classes. For example, the VM:Batch CLASS * DRAIN
command drains all VM:Batch classes. In the above example, CLASS * MAXJOB 10 specifies that not more than 10
jobs can be executing at any one time.

• If no RESOURCE parameter is specified on a CLASS record, then the RESOURCE job option cannot be specified for
a job of this class.

• The RESOURCE parameter on the CLASS record works with the RESOURCE record and the NODE record to control
users’ access to resources on different CPUs. If you are using more than one VM:Batch system, the RESOURCE
parameter describes the resources available to each class. The RESOURCE parameter lets you restrict resources
running on different CPUs to particular classes. For more information about setting up resource lists at your site, see
RESOURCE Record.

• The following limits, if specified, have the noted minimum and maximum values:

Table 11.Minimum and Maximum Limits

Limit Name Minimum Maximum
PRINT 0 4G-1
PUNCH 0 4G-1
READER 0 4G-1
SIO 0 4G-1
CLPRINT 0 4G-1
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CLPUNCH 0 4G-1
CLREADER 0 4G-1
CLSIO 0 4G-1
STORAGE 512K 16M (999M for VM/XA SP and VM/ESA 1.0

and 1.1 [ESA feature]) or
2047M for VM/ESA 2.0 and later

TAPdrive 0 99

NOTE
If the limit name is not included on the CLASS record, that resource is unlimited.

• The values of the MINJOB, MINJLIM, MAXJOB, and MAXJLIM parameters must meet the following specifications:
– The MINJOB value must be less than or equal to the MINJLIM value, and the MINJLIM value must be less than or

equal to the MAXJLIM value.
– The MINJOB value must be less than or equal to the MAXJOB value, and the MAXJOB value must be less than or

equal to the MAXJLIM value.

Recommendations

• Define at least one class at your site in which jobs run only on your local node. To do so, make sure that you do not list
the class:
– On a ROUTE record.
– In a DESTCLASS parameter on the NODE record.
– In the OFFLOAD parameter on a NODE record.

• To ensure consistency across nodes, all classes should be defined on all nodes, regardless of whether a class is able
to run on a particular node.

Example

To define job class A with the following attributes:

• Accept a maximum of five jobs running simultaneously in the class.
• Make sure at least three class A jobs can run at any time.
• Restrict jobs in the class to 20 seconds.
• Restrict jobs in the class to 1M of virtual storage.
• Make sure that the workdisk size of the batch worker machine running jobs in this class has at least 3M of usable

storage.
• Restrict to 1000 the number of records read by a job in the class.
• Allow class A jobs to use resources F, G, and 2.
• Specify the following CLASS records in the configuration file:

CLASS A MAXJOB 5 MINJOB 3 TIME 20:00:00 STORAGE 1M

CLASS A WORKDISK 3M READER 1000 RESOURCE FG2

DIRECT Record
Contents

The DIRECT record identifies the CP-owned volume containing the page-formatted directory area for the CP object
directory. The real CP-owned volume is usually the system residence volume. The DIRECT record is a required record.
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DIRECT vaddr volser

Definition

vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of the read-only link between the VM:Batch service virtual machine and the full-pack
minidisk that contains the CP object directory. Use 1A0 for vaddr.

volser
Specifies the volume serial number of the real DASD that contains the CP object directory.

Restriction

You cannot use the CONFIGUR command to change the DIRECT record.

Example

Identify the CP object directory on volume VMSRES linked at virtual address 1A0:

DIRECT 1A0 VMSRES

DUMP Record
Contents

The DUMP record indicates what form of dump, if any, is created if the VM:Batch virtual machine abends. If the DUMP
record is omitted, a VMDUMP dump is produced and spooled to the printer.

DUMP {CP [userid] | VMDUMP [userid] | OFF}

Definition

CP
The CP DUMP command is used to produce the dump, which is then printed.

CP VMDUMP
The CP VMDUMP command is used to produce the dump, which is then spooled to the user ID specified on the
SYSDUMP operand of the SYSOPR system generation instruction macro in DMKSYS.

OFF
No dump is produced.

NOTE
For CP or CP VMDUMP, you can spool the dump to a user ID’s virtual reader by specifying that user ID.

WARNING
Do not use the OFF parameter unless absolutely necessary, because without a DUMP file, it becomes nearly
impossible to diagnose problems.

Warning Messages

If the DUMP record specifies OFF, the operator receives a warning message when VM:Batch initializes, and the same
message displays on the VM:Batch console. If the configuration file is updated with the CONFIGUR command and the
DUMP record specifies OFF, the same warning message is issued.
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When a DUMP record contains a user ID that is not in the CP directory, VM:Batch displays the following message at
initialization and configuration file update:

USER userid SPECIFIED ON rectype RECORD DOES NOT EXIST

GROUP Record
Contents

The GROUP record identifies the user IDs or subgroups that belong to a particular group. The GROUP record also
identifies group managers.

GROUP  groupname {"Group members"}

 

Group members:

  MANAGER USER userids

| MANAGER GROUP groups

| INCLUDE USER idmask acctmask acimask

| EXCLUDE USER idmask acctmask acimask

| INCLUDE GROUP groupmask

| EXCLUDE GROUP groupmask

Definition

 

groupname
Specifies the name of the group. The group name can contain one through eight characters and must satisfy the
criteria for a valid CMS filename.

MANAGER USER userids
Specifies a list of one or more user IDs, separated by blanks, that can manage the named group.

MANAGER GROUP groups
Specifies a list of one or more groups of managers, separated by blanks, that can manage the named group.

INCLUDE USER idmask acctmask acimask
Specifies pattern matching masks for user ID (idmask), account number (acctmask), and ACIGROUP as specified
in the CP directory (acimask). Any user ID matching all three masks is included in the named group. An asterisk
(*) in a field specifies that all user IDs are included in the group, if they match attributes specified for other fields.

EXCLUDE USER idmask acctmask acimask
Specifies pattern matching masks for user ID (idmask), account number (acctmask), and ACIGROUP as specified
in the CP directory (acimask). Any user ID matching all three masks is excluded from the named group. An
asterisk (*) in a field specifies that all user IDs are excluded from the group, if they match attributes specified for
other fields.

INCLUDE GROUP groupmask
Specifies pattern matching masks to create a subgroup of the named group.
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EXCLUDE GROUP groupmask
Specifies pattern matching masks for a group that is not a subgroup of the named group.

Restrictions

 

• If you include a user ID in more than one group on the GROUP records, VM:Batch considers the user ID to be a
member only of the first group defined in the configuration file.

• If you include a group as a subgroup on more than one GROUP record, VM:Batch considers the group to be a
subgroup only of the first group defined in the configuration file.

• A user ID cannot be a member of two groups on the same level.
• Any user IDs listed as managers on the GROUP record must also be listed on the AUTHORIZ MANAGER records to

be able to perform manager functions. Any user ID listed on the AUTHORIZ MANAGER records must also be listed on
a GROUP grpname MANAGER to perform manager functions.

Examples

• Assign all user IDs with account number 99500000 to a group named FINANCE. Include group ADMIN, and all user
IDs with account number 99400000 in the FINANCE group:

GROUP ADMIN INCLUDE USER * 99400000 *

GROUP FINANCE INCLUDE USER * 99500000 *

GROUP FINANCE INCLUDE GROUP ADMIN

• Include user IDs FRED and BARNEY in groups ONE and TWO, respectively, add the following GROUP records:

GROUP ONE INCLUDE USER FRED

GROUP ONE INCLUDE USER BARNEY

GROUP TWO INCLUDE GROUP ONE

IMSGOFF Record
The IMSGOFF Record specifies that te IMSG setting on an end-user virtual machine is not to be changed during the job
submit processing. Without the record, VM:Batch changes the end user's setting to IMG ON during SUBMIT command
processing and then resets it to its previous setting before the completion of the command.

JOBLOG Record
Contents

The JOBLOG record lets you automatically limit the size of your JOBLOG files. If this record is left out, the files will grow
to any size. When you add this record to the VMBATCH CONFIG file, JOBLOG file maintenance will be done after the
normal RETAIN processing. For more information about RETAIN processing, see RETAIN Record.

JOBLOG [LINES threshold newsize] [PREFACE | NOPREFAC]

Definition

LINES threshold newsize
Specifies the number of lines your JOBLOG files can contain. The threshold parameter specifies the number of
lines in a JOBLOG file that will cause VM:Batch to reduce the size to newsize. The threshold value must be the
same value or greater than the newsize parameter. The default is 1000 lines. The newsize parameter specifies
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the number of lines to remain after the size of the file is reduced, not including the preface lines. The remaining
lines are the last lines in the file when it reaches the threshold size. The newsize parameter must be zero or
greater. The default is 200 lines.

PREFACE | NOPREFAC
Indicates whether VM:Batch is to leave the preface lines intact (PREFACE) or delete the preface lines
(NOPREFAC) when reducing the file. Preface lines include the job options, their values, and value origins.

Examples

• Specify that the new joblog contain the preface lines plus the last 200 lines of information:

JOBLOG LINES 1000 200 PREFACE

• Specify that the new joblog contain the last 200 lines of information only, without the preface lines:

JOBLOG LINES 1000 200 NOPREFAC

MACLOAD Record
Contents

The MACLOAD record specifies the names of macros used by VM:Batch to be buffered in virtual memory. This enhances
system performance when executing the macros. You can define multiple MACLOAD records.

MACLOAD macros

Definition

macros
Lists the filenames, separated by blanks, of the macros to be loaded in virtual memory. To specify all macros,
enter an asterisk.

Example

Load the VMHORD, VMHSCROL, VMHOLIN, and VMHCLAS macros into virtual memory:

MACLOAD VMHORD VMHSCROL VMHOLIN VMHCLAS

MESSAGE Record
Contents

The MESSAGE record identifies the CP command used by VM:Batch to send messages.

MESSAGE {MSG | MSGNOH}

Definition

MSG | MSGNOH
indicates whether the CP MSG or CP MSGNOH command is used.
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Message Header

Messages sent by either the CP MSG or CP MSGNOH command contain a standard 10-character message header in this
format:

VMHmmmnnnc

VMH identifies the VM:Batch product, mmm identifies the module, nnn identifies the message number, and c identifies the
severity code.

A module identifier of SYS indicates that the message originated in a VM:Batch command macro. See VM:Batch
Messages and Codes for an explanation of each message.

Example

Specify that VM:Batch uses the MSGNOH command when sending messages to users:

MESSAGE MSGNOH

MSGCASE Record
Contents

The MSGCASE record indicates whether VM:Batch messages are to be displayed in mixed case or uppercase.

MSGCASE {LOWER | UPPER}

Definition

LOWER | UPPER
Indicates whether to display VM:Batch messages in mixed case or upper case.

Example

Specify that VM:Batch is to display messages in mixed case:

MSGCASE LOWER

NODE Record
Contents

The NODE record identifies an RSCS node that is part of the VM:Batch multiple-CPU network. The NODE record also
specifies the following details:

• The user ID of the VM:Batch service virtual machine on the node
• The resources, if any, that are available
• The classes of jobs that can be accepted from or transferred to the node

NODE nodeid ["Details"]

Details:
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  [VMID batchid]

| [RESOURCE list]

| [DESTSTAT {ENABLE | DISABLE}]

| [FROMSTAT {ENABLE | DISABLE}]

| [DESTCLASS classlist]

| [FROMCLASS classlist]

| [OFFLOAD classlist]

| [SOLICIT classlist]

Definition

nodeid
Specifies the RSCS nodeid.

VMID batchid
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Batch virtual machine on nodeid. The default is VMBATCH.

RESOURCE list
Lists up to 32 resources available on the node. Each entry in resource list is a single letter (A-Z) or digit (0-9) for
which there is a corresponding RESOURCE record in the configuration file. Jobs requiring a resource can be
routed to a node only if the resource is specified on the NODE record identifying that node. Resources in resource
list cannot be separated by blanks.

DESTSTAT {ENABLE | DISABLE}
Specifies whether VM:Batch will allow jobs to be sent to the specified node. ENABLE allows jobs to be sent to
this node, and DISABLE prevents jobs from being sent to this node. You can alter this initial status by issuing
the ENABLE or DISABLE command with the DEST parameter. For information about these commands, see the
Operator Guide.

FROMSTAT {ENABLE | DISABLE}
Specifies whether VM:Batch should accept jobs sent from the specified node. ENABLE allows jobs to be sent
from this node, and DISABLE prevents jobs from being received from this node. You can alter this initial status by
issuing the ENABLE or DISABLE command with the FROM parameter. For information about these commands,
see the VM:Batch Operator Guide.

DESTCLASS
Specifies that only jobs in the classes specified in class-list can be sent to nodeid.

FROMCLASS
Specifies that only jobs in the classes specified in class-list can be accepted from nodeid.

OFFLOAD
Specifies that jobs in the classes specified can be sent from the local node to nodeid when the workers on that
node are available.

SOLICIT
Specifies that jobs in the classes specified can be sent from nodeid to the local node if one or more workers on
the local node are available.

classlist
Lists up to 36 classes. A valid class is a single letter (A-Z) or single digit (0-9) for which there is a corresponding
CLASS record in the configuration file. Classes in classlist cannot be separated by blanks. An asterisk ( * )
specifies all classes.

Consistency Across Nodes

To establish consistency across all nodes, take the following steps:
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• Make sure that all classes are defined identically on all nodes.
• Make sure that all classes listed on the FROMCLASS parameter can run on a worker machine on the local node.
• Make sure that all classes listed on a ROUTE record are included in the DESTCLASS parameter of the corresponding

NODE record, as shown below:

NODE node1 VMID vmbatch RESOURCE 34

NODE node1 DESTSTAT enable FROMSTAT enable

NODE node1 DESTCLASS abcd FROMCLASS *

NODE node1 SOLICIT A OFFLOAD A

ROUTE node1 CLASS cd IMMED

SOLICIT and OFFLOAD

The SOLICIT and OFFLOAD parameters work together to help balance the workload among systems. SOLICIT means to
solicit from the node, and OFFLOAD means to offload to the node.

Suppose, for example, that you have an available worker machine on NODE1 that runs class X and that no class X jobs
on NODE1 can run on the worker. If the configuration file on NODE1 has a NODE record for node NODE2, and if that
record contains the SOLICIT X parameter, then NODE1 will solicit a class X job from NODE2. NODE1 can solicit a job
from NODE2 only if NODE2 will offload a job to NODE1. Thus, on NODE2, the OFFLOAD parameter on the NODE record
for NODE1 must specify class X.

Exercise caution when using the automatic routing ability of the SOLICIT and OFFLOAD parameters; only route one or
two classes at a time. For example, files that are required by a job submitted on one system must be available on the
other system or sent with the job. Also, if links are coded in the job, or if the USERMODE option of the SUBMIT command
is used, these links must also be available on the remote VM:Batch system to which the job is sent.

Examples

• NODE1 has the following SOLICIT parameter on its NODE NODE2 record:

SOLICIT A

Then, NODE2 should have the following OFFLOAD parameter on its NODE NODE1 record:

OFFLOAD A

• NODE1 has the following DESTCLASS parameter on its NODE NODE2 record:

DESTCLASS A

Then, NODE2 should have the following FROMCLASS parameter on its NODE NODE1 record:

FROMCLASS A

NOUSERID Record
Contents

The NOUSERID record controls whether a job can run when the submitting user ID cannot be found on the local node.
This situation can occur when you submit a job to the local node through RJE or transfer a job to the local node from
another node in the multiple-CPU network.

NOUSERID {ACCEPT | REJECT}
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Virtual machines with the same user ID name defined on separate CPUs must belong to the same user. If different users
on separate systems have the same user ID, it is possible for one user to gain control over another user’s jobs.

If no NOUSERID record is included, VM:Batch operates as if NOUSERID REJECT is specified.

Definition

ACCEPT | REJECT
Indicates whether jobs should run when the submitting user ID cannot be found on the local node.
ACCEPT allows jobs to run regardless of whether the submitting user ID can be found on the local node. If no
matching user ID is found, the CP accounting records contain the user ID of the worker machine on which the job
ran and the account number of the user ID that submitted the job. If the user ID on one node submits a job to run
on another node where that user ID does not exist, the second node must have an NOUSERID ACCEPT record
and an ACCOUNT user exit in its configuration file, unless the user ID’s account number matches the user ID
exactly.
REJECT prevents jobs from running if the submitting user ID cannot be found on the remote system.

NOTE
For details on CP accounting records when using the VM:Batch interface to VM:Account, refer to the
Component Interface Guide.

PREVENT Record
Contents

The PREVENT record specifies exceptions to the authorizations granted to user IDs on the AUTHORIZ record. You can
create multiple PREVENT records specifying the same keyword.

PREVENT {keyword | $word} userids

When a PREVENT record contains a user ID that is not in the CP directory, the following warning message appears at
initialization and configuration file update:

USER userid SPECIFIED ON rectype RECORD DOES NOT EXIST

Definition

keyword | $word
Specifies the type of authorization to prevent. The keyword parameter specifies commands that userids are to be
prevented from using, as follows:
ADMIN

Users from issuing system administrator commands
OPERATOR

Users from issuing operator commands
MANAGER

Users from issuing group manager commands
USER

Users from issuing user commands
RJEADMIN

Administrators from issuing system administrator commands through the RJE facility
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RJEOPER
Operators from issuing operator commands through the RJE facility

RJEMGR
Group managers from issuing group manager commands through the RJE facility

RJEUSER
Users from issuing user commands through the RJE facility

NOTE
Values for keyword are the same on the AUTHORIZ and PREVENT records.

The $word parameter specifies commands written or modified by the site that userids are to be prevented from
issuing. For more information, see VMBA--Local Macro Modifications.

userids
Lists one or more user IDs, separated by blanks, that are to be denied authorization to the specified VM:Batch
commands. You can use an asterisk ( * ) to deny authorization to all user ids, ID you can use pattern matching
characters to specify multiple user IDs that share certain characters.

Using PREVENT With AUTHORIZ

A PREVENT record is most useful when used with an AUTHORIZ record that uses pattern matching characters to identify
many user IDs. PREVENT records override AUTHORIZ records. If a PREVENT record is found for a specific user ID, the
user ID is not authorized at the specified user level.

Example

Use the following AUTHORIZ and PREVENT records to authorize all user IDs except those beginning with TEST to enter
user-level commands:

AUTHORIZ USER *

PREVENT USER TEST*

PRODUCT Record
Contents

The PRODUCT record identifies another service virtual machine that is running a Broadcom product. The PRODUCT
record activates an implemented interface between VM:Batch and the other product.

PRODUCT {product userid [MASTER] | VMSISERV userid}

VM:Batch also interfaces with VM:Operator, but this interface does not require a PRODUCT VMOPERATOR record in the
VM:Batch configuration file. For more information about the VM:Batch interfaces, see the Component Interface Guide.

Definition

product userid [MASTER]
Identifies the product you want to interface with VM:Batch. The product parameter specifies the name of the
product’s service virtual machine; you can specify VMTAPE, VMACCOUNT, VMSCHED, or VMSECURE. The
userid parameter specifies the user ID of the product’s service virtual machine. When you specify more than one
PRODUCT record for a product, use the MASTER option to indicate which record identifies the master system.

VMSISERV userid
Specifies a user that can perform product maintenance. This is VMANAGER by default.
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RESOURCE Record
Contents

The RESOURCE record allows you to identify special resources provided by certain worker machines. Examples of such
resources might be a special minidisk or special security privileges, like the authority to connect to an SQL database.

RESOURCE name [COMMENT text]

Definition

name [COMMENT text]
Identifies a resource using a letter (A-Z) or a digit (0-5). You can use COMMENT to describe the resource; text
can include a total of 40 characters.

Worker Records and Resources

Each resource must be included on at least one WORKER record on the node where the resource is available. If the
WORKER record does not have a RESOURCE parameter, the default is that the worker machine cannot run jobs
requiring resources.

Recommendation

Include the following information in the COMMENT:

• The node on which the listed resource is available
• A brief description of the resource
• The classes for which the resource is defined

For example:

RESOURCE 1 COMMENT On NODE2, FORTRAN, Class A

RESOURCE 2 COMMENT On NODE2, database, Class B 

RESOURCE 3 COMMENT On NODE1, DCF, Class A 

RESOURCE 4 COMMENT On NODE1, tape drives, Class B

You can use the QUERY RESOURCE command to display the COMMENT description entered on the RESOURCE
records.

Consistency Across Nodes

All resources must be defined consistently on all nodes, even if one or more of the listed resources do not reside on a
particular node. For example, if the configuration file on NODE1 contains the following records, the configuration file on
NODE2 must contain the same resource records:

NODE node2 VMID vmbatch RESOURCE 12

NODE node2 DESTSTAT ENABLE FROMSTAT ENABLE 

NODE node2 DESTCLASS * FROMCLASS * 

RESOURCE 1 COMMENT On NODE2, FORTRAN, Class A 

RESOURCE 2 COMMENT On NODE2, database, Class B 

RESOURCE 3 COMMENT On NODE1, DCF, Class A 

RESOURCE 4 COMMENT On NODE1, tape drives, Class B
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RETAIN Record
Contents

The RETAIN record specifies how long the information for a completed job, including the job’s log file, is to remain in the
VM:Batch system.

RETAIN {hh:mm:ss | hhhhhh} [NOLOG | NOMSG]

If no RETAIN record is included in the configuration file, completed jobs remain in the system indefinitely or until the jobs
are removed with the REMOVE command.

Definition

hh:mm:ss | hhhhhh
Specifies the amount of time that the job remains in the system after the job has completed. You can specify the
time period in either of the two formats listed.

NOLOG | NOMSG
Specifies that no job log (NOLOG) or no REMOVE messages (NOMSG) are to be sent to the submitter when the
job is removed from the system. When you specify NOLOG, VM:Batch will automatically remove the job from the
system, deleting the job log, after the RETAIN time has passed. However, a user can remove the job log any time
before the RETAIN time expires and receive the job log from his job.

Examples

• Specify that completed jobs are automatically removed from the VM:Batch system after seven hours:

RETAIN 07:00:00

• Specify that completed jobs are automatically removed from the VM:Batch system after 7 hours, 30 minutes, and 30
seconds; that job logs are not sent to the submitters; and that remove messages are not sent to the submitters:

RETAIN 07:30:30 NOLOG NOMSG

ROUTE Record
Contents

The ROUTE record specifies whether jobs can be automatically routed to other nodes when submitted and, if so, when
they can be routed.

ROUTE nodeid CLASS classes [AVAIL | IMMED]

Definition

nodeid CLASS classes
Specifies a node to which jobs can be routed and lists the job classes for which automatic routing is to take place.
Valid values for class are A-Z and 0-9.

AVAIL | IMMED
Specifies whether VM:Batch is to route jobs to nodeid only if the node is available (AVAIL) or immediately, even
if the node is not available (IMMED). VM:Batch considers a remote node available if it can communicate with a
VM:Batch service machine on that node.
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Automatic Routing

Exercise caution when using automatic routing with the ROUTE record. For example, files that are required by a job
submitted from a local node must be available on the remote node or be sent with the job. Also, if links are coded in the
job that is submitted, or the USERMODE option of the SUBMIT command is used to automatically link to and access the
submitting user ID’s 191 minidisk, the links must also be available on the remote VM:Batch system to which the job is
sent.

All classes listed on the ROUTE record must be included in the DESTCLASS parameter of the corresponding NODE
record, as shown below:

NODE node1 VMID vmbatch RESOURCE 34

NODE node1 DESTSTAT ENABLE FROMSTAT ENABLE 

NODE node1 DESTCLASS abcd FROMCLASS * 

NODE node1 SOLICIT A OFFLOAD A 

ROUTE node1 CLASS cd IMMED

SHIFT Record
Contents

The SHIFT record identifies each shift in effect at a site and specifies the beginning and ending time of each shift. Shifts
must be defined the same across nodes.

SHIFT name day starttime stoptime

Although shift definition times can overlap, only one shift is active at one time.

Definition

name
Specifies the name of the shift to define. The shift name can be from one to eight characters long and must satisfy
the criteria for a valid CMS filename.

day
Specifies the day of the week on which the shift is to begin and end. Valid values for day are SUN, MON, TUE,
WED, THU, FRI, SAT, or ALL.

starttime
Specifies the starting time for the shift on the specified day. The format for values for starttime is hh:mm:ss. Valid
values range from 00:00:00 to 24:00:00. VM:Batch recognizes the hour 24:00:00 to be equivalent to 00:00:00 the
next day.

stoptime
Specifies the ending time for the shift on the specified day. The format for values for stoptime is hh:mm:ss. Valid
values range from 00:00:00 to 24:00:00. VM:Batch recognizes the hour 24:00:00 to be equivalent to 00:00:00 the
next day.

NOTE
If no SHIFT record is specified, the system default is a shift called STANDARD that runs from 00:00:00
to 24:00:00 all days.

Examples
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• Specify a shift called PRIME starting at 08:00:00 and ending at 17:00:00 during the entire week:

SHIFT PRIME ALL 08:00:00 17:00:00

• Specify two distinct PRIME shifts on Monday between 08:00:00 and 17:00:00:

SHIFT PRIME MON 08:00:00 12:00:00

SHIFT PRIME MON 14:00:00 17:00:00

• Specify a shift called FINAL that starts at 18:00:00 on Friday and ends at 02:00:00 Saturday:

SHIFT FINAL FRI 18:00:00 24:00:00

SHIFT FINAL SAT 00:00:00 02:00:00

• You can specify multiple SHIFT records that include the same time period. The order of SHIFT records in the
configuration file determines which shift will be in operation. For example, for the following shifts:

SHIFT NIGHT ALL 00:00:00 24:00:00

SHIFT DAY ALL 08:00:00 17:00:00

SHIFT LUNCH ALL 12:00:00 13:00:00

SHIFT WEEKEND SAT 00:00:00 24:00:00

SHIFT WEEKEND SUN 00:00:00 24:00:00

Because SHIFT WEEKEND is defined last, there are no NIGHT, DAY, or LUNCH shifts on the weekend. Similarly,
because SHIFT LUNCH is defined after SHIFT DAY, the time period between 12:00:00 and 13:00:00 becomes the
lunch shift during the week.

SYSOPER Record
Contents

The SYSOPER record specifies the user ID to receive messages when jobs are initiated to run, during initialization
and reconfiguration, and when VM:Batch terminates, normally or abnormally. The system operator messages are also
included in the printed system log.

SYSOPER userids

You can specify more than one user ID on the SYSOPER record, and you can include more than one SYSOPER record in
the configuration file. When a message is sent to the system operator, it is sent to each user ID on the SYSOPER record
or records.

When a SYSOPER record contains a user ID that is not in the directory, the following warning message appears at
initialization and when the configuration file is updated:

USERID userid SPECIFIED ON rectype RECORD DOES NOT EXIST

If there is no SYSOPER record, the operator is defined as the only SYSOPER.

Definition
userids

Specifies the user ID or user IDs designated as the system operators. If you specify the VM:Batch user ID,
VMBATCH, operator messages can always be sent to the user ID VMBATCH and logged on the console and
SYSLOG. If you specify other user IDs but none of them is logged on, messages are sent only to the VM:Batch
system log. The default for userids is OPERATOR.
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Example

Specify OPERATOR and VMANAGER as user IDs that will receive system messages:

SYSOPER OPERATOR VMANAGER

TIMEOUT Record
The TIMEOUT Record specifies the number of seconds that VM:Batch waits before it times out VSCS communications.

TIMEOUT seconds

Definition
seconds

Specifies the number of seconds that VM:Batch is to wait before timing out RSCS communications. The minimum
is 1; the maximm is 99999999. The default is 15 seconds.

USEREXIT Record
Contents

The USEREXIT record is an optional record used to specify the filename of a user exit routine to receive control at some
point in VM:Batch operation. If the USEREXIT record is omitted, no user exit routines are used.

USEREXIT exitname filename

For more information about how the user exits work, see Writing User Exits. For more information about a specific user
exit, see User Exit Reference.

Definition

exitname
Specifies the user exit that is to receive control during VM:Batch operation; exitname can be one of the following:
ACCOUNT

Called when an account number is specified as part of a SUBMIT, CHANGE, or DEFAULT command if
the account number is different from the account number in the directory; can accept or reject an account
number change

COMMAND
Examines a command before it is interpreted by VM:Batch and optionally modifies or rejects the
command

EDIT
Receives control after a job is submitted to VM:Batch and optionally modifies job option values

ENFORCE
Receives control immediately before a job is canceled and optionally overrides the job cancellation if it is
caused by a job exceeding a resource consumption limit

INITIATE
Receives control before a job selected for initiation is started and optionally prevents the job from running

JOBEND
Receives control after a job has terminated normally or abnormally
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MONITOR
Receives control at regular intervals to allow examination of the system

NAME
Supplies the default name for a job

RJEFILE
Provides a method of sending CMS files to RJE users in a non-RSCS environment

RJEFMT
Enables VM:Batch to handle RJE commands in some other format than that normally used by VM:Batch

RJEMSG
Handles messages sent to remote users in a non-RSCS environment

RJENODE
Validates a remote CPU (node) specified on *RJECMD card or supplies a node if none was specified in
non-RSCS environments

RJEPSWD
Performs a security check if the RJE user issuing a command is not defined on the VM node, if your
site uses a security package that saves logon passwords somewhere other than the CP online directory
(RACF or ACF2), or if the user has not specified a password on the *RJECMD card

SHIFT
Receives control at initialization, reconfiguration, and when a shift change occurs

filename
Specifies the filename of the site-defined VM:Batch macro that is to receive control. The filetype of the macro
must be VMBATCH.

Example

Specify that the user-written MACRO, SHIFTCHG, be used for the SHIFT user exit:

USEREXIT SHIFT SHIFTCHG

WORKER Record
Contents

The WORKER record specifies the user ID and characteristics of a worker machine. The WORKER record is a required
record. The configuration file must contain at least one WORKER record.

WORKER userid ["Characteristics"]

 

Characteristics:

  [CLASS list]

| [PASSWORD {password | NONE}]

| [RESOURCE list]

Definition

 

userid
Specifies the user ID of a worker machine.
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CLASS list
Lists the VM:Batch job class or classes for which the worker machine is authorized to run. Valid class values are
A-Z and 0-9. Use an asterisk to specify all classes. If you do not specify the CLASS parameter on a WORKER
record, the worker virtual machine can use all VM:Batch job classes.

PASSWORD {password | NONE}]
Specifies the logon password of the worker machine, if necessary.
In most cases, you do not need to specify this PASSWORD keyword. If you omit it, VM:Batch will use the worker’s
logon password in the CP object (online) directory. If you do specify a password, VM:Batch will use that password
when autologging the worker.
PASSWORD NONE is a special case. If you specify PASSWORD NONE, VM:Batch will not use any password
on the CP AUTOLOG command. Note that this differs from omitting the PASSWORD parameter from the worker
record.
A passphrase cannot be specified. If the worker user IDs have passphrases, you must specify PASSWORD
NONE and use an ESM such as VM:Secure to autolog the worker without either password or passphrase.

RESOURCE list
Lists up to 32 resources that the worker machine has access to. Each entry in list is a single letter (A-Z) or digit
(0-5) designated on a RESOURCE record to represent an actual resource. Resources listed in list cannot be
separated by blanks. For more information, see RESOURCE Record.

VM:Secure and VM:Director

If you are using VM:Secure, specify PASSWORD NONE and create user rules for the worker machines that allow them
to be autologged by the VM:Batch service virtual machine without a password. You are required to use this method if the
worker user IDs have passphrases.

Other Directory Management Packages

If you are using some other directory management package that stores the passwords in a location other than the object
(online) directory, or you are using a security package that encrypts logon passwords, specify each worker machine’s
logon password on the PASSWORD operand of the appropriate WORKER record. Specifying a password of NONE
causes VM:Batch to omit the password on the AUTOLOG command.

RJE

Jobs can be submitted via RJE decks. The submitting user ID along with its logon password can be specified on the
*RJECMD statement in the deck. There is no support for specifying a long password in the *RJECMD statement. The
RJEPSWD user exit has to be used to authenticate RJE users who have password phrases.

Multiple-CPU Systems

On multiple-CPU systems, the WORKER record works with the CLASS, NODE, and RESOURCE records to identify
which resources run on which systems. The RESOURCE parameter on the WORKER record tells VM:Batch which
resources are available to the worker machine.

If you do not specify a RESOURCE parameter, the worker machine cannot use any resources. The resources listed on
the WORKER record must be available on the node on which the worker machine runs.

Example

If resources X, Y, and Z are found on NODE1 and class C supports all three resources, then the workers on NODE1 that
run class C jobs should collectively provide resources X, Y, and Z.

RESOURCE X COMMENT On NODE1, is FORTRAN, Class C
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RESOURCE Y COMMENT On NODE1, is database, Class C 

RESOURCE Z COMMENT On NODE1, is DCF, Class C 

CLASS C RESOURCE XYZ 

WORKER W1 CLASS C RESOURCE X 

WORKER W2 CLASS C RESOURCE YZ

Worker Machine Selection

You can affect how VM:Batch selects worker machines to execute jobs by the ordering of the WORKER records in the
configuration file. WORKER records are processed in the order in which they appear in the configuration file. During
configuration, VM:Batch creates an internal list of worker machines.

VM:Batch considers the following four factors when determining to which worker machines in the list they point:

Workdisk:
Is the worker machine’s work minidisk large enough to execute the job?

Resources:
Does the worker machine have access to the resources required by the job?

Worker Availability:
Is the worker machine not already active?

Jobclass:
Is the worker machine authorized to execute the job class?

In addition to the above factors, VM:Batch tries to use the most specific match possible and will allocate the worker with
the smallest range of job classes.

Recommendations

Order your worker machines that can execute all job classes from least general (smallest workdisk and least amount of
resources) to most general (largest workdisk and largest amount of resources). This ensures that VM:Batch will select the
most appropriate worker machine for a job.

Do the same for worker machines that cannot execute all job classes, but have the same range of job classes. The order
of worker machines with different ranges of job classes is not important, because VM:Batch selects the worker machine
with the most specific range.

User Exit Reference
 

VM:Batch provides user exits that allow you to extend its flexibility for your site. This chapter explains how to implement
the user exits and describes each user exit in detail.

User Exit (link) Description
  ACCOUNT  Called when an account number is specified as part of a SUBMIT,

CHANGE, or DEFAULT command if the account number is
different from the account number in the directory. Can accept or
reject an account number change.

  COMMAND  Examines a command before it is interpreted by VM:Batch, and
optionally modifies, accepts, or rejects the command.

  EDIT  Receives control after a job is submitted to VM:Batch and
optionally modifies job option values.
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  ENFORCE  Receives control immediately before a job is canceled and
optionally overrides the job cancellation if it is caused by a job
exceeding a resource consumption limit

  INITIATE  Receives control before VM:Batch initiates a job to execute.
  JOBEND  Receives control after a job has terminated normally or

abnormally.
  MONITOR  Receives control at regular intervals and can be used to monitor

waiting jobs, system load, and system performance.
  NAME  Supplies the default name for a job.
  RJECONS  Provides a method of sending console spool files to RJE users in

a non-RSCS environment. (This is not specified on a USEREXIT
record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file.)

  RJEFILE  Provides a method of sending CMS files to RJE users in a non-
RSCS environment.

  RJEFMT  Allows VM:Batch to handle an RJE command that is in a format
other than one normally supported by VM:Batch.

  RJEMSG  Sends a message to an RJE user in a non-RSCS environment.
  RJENODE  Validates remote CPU (node) specified on *RJECMD card

or supplies a node if none was specified. Used in non-RSCS
environments.

  RJEPSWD  Performs a security check if the RJE user issuing a command is
not defined on the VM node, if your site uses a security package
that saves logon passwords somewhere other than the CP online
directory (RACF or ACF2), or if the user has not specified a
password on the *RJECMD card.

  SHIFT  Receives control when a shift change occurs.
  VMHSETUP  Receives control when a worker machine initializes. (This

is not specified on a USEREXIT record in the VMBATCH CONFIG
file.)

ACCOUNT User Exit
Contents

The ACCOUNT user exit is called when an account number is specified as part of a SUBMIT, CHANGE, or DEFAULT
command if the account number is different from the account number in the directory of the user ID. The ACCOUNT exit
can accept or reject an account number change.

ACCOUNT accountnumber userid class priority $outnode $onode dest

You can use the OPTION STACK primitive to obtain current option values for the job being submitted or changed, or the
default file being created or changed. For more information, see OPTION Primitive.

Definition

accountnumber
Specifies the account number.

userid
Specifies the user ID issuing the command.
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class
Specifies the class in which the job is to run.

priority
Specifies the order in which the job is executed. Highest priority is 0; lowest priority is 99. The default priority is
50.

$outnode
Specifies the node the resulting output will be delivered to. Can be either the same as $onode or the source of a
submitted RJE job.

$onode
Specifies the node the submitting VM:Batch server is running on.

dest
Specifies the node the job (and ACCOUNT user exit) is run on.

Notes

• If the first character of the parameter passed has a value of ’00’x, then that parameter is not set.
• Using the $outnode, $onode, and the  dest parameters, you can determine the following information:

– If $onode is not equal to $outnode, this is an RJE job.
– If $onode is not equal to dest, this is a multi-CPU job.

Restriction

If the userid on one node submits a job to run on another node where that userid does not exist, the second node must
have an NOUSERID ACCEPT record and an ACCOUNT user exit in its configuration file, unless the userid’s account
number matches the userid exactly.

Return Codes

The ACCOUNT user exit supports these return codes:

0
The account number is valid for the userid

12
The account number is invalid for the userid

COMMAND User Exit
Contents

The COMMAND user exit examines VM:Batch commands before they are executed and optionally modifies or rejects
each command.

COMMAND command [parameters]

For full-screen commands such as USER and MANAGER, the initial command line is sent to the COMMAND user exit.
Subsequent selections within the screen are not processed by the user exit.

NOTE
If the command is longer than 113 characters, only the first 113 characters are passed to the COMMAND user
exit.
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Definition

 

command
Specifies the requested VM:Batch command name, which can be abbreviated according the minimum
abbreviations in the command format diagram. For complete information about all operator commands, see
Operator Commands. For complete information about all user and group manager commands, see User and
Manager Commands. For information about system administrator commands, see Administrator Commands.

parameters
Specifies any parameters specified by the user invoking the command.

 

Return Codes

The COMMAND user exit supports the following return codes and continues as described below for each return code:

0
Accept the command.

4
Use the alternate command that the user exit has stacked.

8
Reject the command; issue the message stacked by the user exit.
Note: The length limit of this message is 67 characters.

12
Reject the command; no message stacked

EDIT User Exit
Contents

The EDIT user exit is called after a job is submitted to VM:Batch and is used to optionally modify job option values.

EDIT

You can use the OPTION STACK primitive to obtain current option values. You can use the OPTION PARSE primitive to
change option values. For more information, see OPTION Primitive .

Return Codes

The EDIT user exit supports the following return codes and continues as described below for each return code:

0
Submit the job

8
Reject the submission; issue the message stacked by the user exit.

12
Reject the submission. The user exit does not stack a message.

ENFORCE User Exit
Contents
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The ENFORCE user exit is called before a job or a cleanup program is canceled because it either exceeded a resource
consumption limit or caused an unexpected condition to occur on the worker on which it was executing.

ENFORCE worker reason STATUS status

You can use the OPTION STACK primitive to determine job options, job ID, and job owner. For more information, see
OPTION Primitive.

Definition

worker
Specifies the worker machine that is executing the job.

reason
Specifies the resource or error condition, which can be:
TIME

Exceeded time limit
SIO

Exceeded SIO limit
PRINT

Exceeded print limit
PUNCH

Exceeded punch limit
READER

Exceeded reader limit
CPREAD

Worker issued CP READ
CPWAIT

Worker waiting for CP command
DISABLED

Worker entered disabled wait
STATUS status

Specifies whether a job or a cleanup program is to be canceled. A status of NORMAL indicates that a job is to be
canceled; a status of CLEANUP indicates that a cleanup program is to be canceled.

Return Codes

The ENFORCE user exit supports these return codes:

0
Cancel the job or cleanup program

4
Suspend monitoring for the job or cleanup program

8
Suspend monitoring for the exceeded resource

16
Raise one or more limits; the new limits -- keyword/value pairs -- are stacked on a single line and can be above
class or system limits
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INITIATE User Exit
Contents

The INITIATE user exit is called when VM:Batch is about to initiate a job to execute on a worker.

INITIATE worker jobid name userid class

Definition

worker
Specifies the name of the worker machine to run the job.

jobid
Specifies the 4-digit job ID assigned by VM:Batch.

name
Specifies the name of the job.

userid
Specifies the user ID that submitted the job.

class
Specifies the class in which the job is to run.

Return Codes

The INITIATE user exit supports the following return codes and continues as described for each return code:

0
Run the job.

4
Leave the job queued in the system, blocked by "Installation Policy".

8
Leave the job queued in the system, blocked by the status stacked by the user exit.

12
Cancel the job.

NOTE
A return code of 4 or 8 does not cancel the job. The job remains queued in the system until the INITIATE user
exit allows it to run (RC=0) or cancels it (RC=12), or until it is canceled with the CANCEL command.

JOBEND User Exit
Contents

The JOBEND user exit is called when an executing job ends, whether it ends normally, abends, or is canceled.

JOBEND reason

Definition

reason
Specifies the cause of the job termination, which can be:
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END
Normal completion

ABEND
Abnormal completion

CANCEL
Job canceled

Description

When jobs end normally, the JOBEND user exit is called when the worker initialization machine (VMHWKI EXEC) running
on the worker machine issues the VM:Batch SERVICE jobid END command. This command invokes the SERVICE macro
on the VM:Batch service virtual machine, which invokes the primitive calling the user exit. The JOBEND user exit runs
on the VM:Batch service virtual machine, not on the worker. For more information about primitives, see Macro Primitive
Reference.

When a job abends, a module running on the worker machine (VMHWKI EXEC) traps the abend and re-IPLs the worker
machine. Through the VMHWKI EXEC, a VM:Batch SERVICE REQUEST command is issued, and the JOBEND user
exit is called. The VMHSETUP user exit, which is run on the worker machine, is called and the CLEANUP EXEC is run (if
specified).

When a job is canceled, the job’s status is set, the worker machine is forced, the JOBEND user exit is called and the
worker is re-autologged. The VMHSETUP user exit, which is run on the worker machine, is called and the CLEANUP
EXEC is run (if specified).

You can use the OPTION STACK primitive to examine job options for the terminated job. For more information, see
OPTION Primitive.

MONITOR User Exit
Contents

The MONITOR user exit receives control at regular intervals to examine system performance. The MONITOR user exit is
called immediately at system initialization. Your site can take and act on performance measurements and specify when
the MONITOR user exit is to be called again.

MONITOR

For more information about monitoring VM:Batch, see CHKDISK Macro.

Return Code

The MONITOR user exit supports this return code:

n
Number of seconds VM:Batch should wait before calling the user exit again. If a value less than 1 or greater than
3600 is specified, a default of 60 is used.

NAME User Exit
The NAME user exit allows you to define the default name for a job. The jobname is established through a call to the
OPTION PARSE NAME primitive. If no jobname is provided, the default is JOBnnnn, where nnnn is the 4-digit job ID
assigned by VM:Batch.

NAME
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The NAME user exit is called before all job options have been assigned.

If a user explicitly specifies a jobname, this name will override the default jobname provided by the NAME user exit. Use
the EDIT user exit to change a user-specified jobname to the jobname you want. For more information, refer to EDIT User
Exit.

You can use the OPTION STACK primitive to obtain the jobid and submitting userid. For more information, see OPTION
Primitive.

RJECONS User Exit
Contents

If a user submits a job with the SPOOL option (the default), the console of the worker that runs the job is spooled. The
console spool file that is created is sent to the job submitter when the job completes. By default, VM:Batch sends console
spool files to RJE users through RSCS. If you are not using RSCS at your site, implement the RJECONS user exit to
define an alternative method of sending console spool files to RJE users.

RJECONS userid nodeid spoolfileid

Definition

userid
Specifies the user ID to whom the file is to be sent.

nodeid
Specifies the node ID of the RJE node where the file is to be sent.

spoolfileid
Specifies the spoolfile ID of the console file.
If the user exit does not exist, or if it exits with a return code of -1, VM:Batch issues commands to send the spool
file to the RJE user through RSCS.

Description

This user exit runs on the worker machine after each job, and the console file is in the reader of the worker when the user
exit is called.

VM:Batch primitives cannot be executed from this exit, but VM:Batch commands can be.

Because the RJECONS user exit runs on the VM:Batch worker machines, it does not have access to the VM:Batch
primitives to obtain and change information about the job or the VM:Batch system. In order to communicate with VM:Batch
from this user exit you must use VM:Batch commands. Specifically, the VMBATCH SERVICE STACK command is useful
for obtaining information about the job running.

For example the exit could obtain the job's CLASS, COMMENT and TIME options and take various actions depending on
those values:

'VMBATCH SERVICE STACK CLASS COMMENT TIME' 

To implement this user exit, place the file RJECONS EXEC on the VM:Batch A-disk. VM:Batch will copy the file to the
COMMON minidisk at initialization, and the EXEC will run on each worker that runs a job submitted through RJE. If you
make changes to the RJECONS EXEC file on the VM:Batch A-disk while VM:Batch is running, you must reinitialize
VM:Batch to make your changes take effect.
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NOTE
You do not have to place a record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file to use this user exit.

RJEFILE User Exit
Contents

In VM:Batch, a file that is created or changed by a job may be returned to the job submitter when the job completes.
Similarly, the log file for the job may be sent to the submitter when that job is removed from the system. VM:Batch uses
RSCS by default to send CMS files to RJE users. If your site does not use RSCS, implement the RJEFILE user exit to
define an alternative method of sending CMS files to RJE users.

RJEFILE userid nodeid filename filetype filemode

Definition

userid
Specifies the user ID to whom the file is to be sent.

nodeid
Specifies the node ID of the RJE node where the file is to be sent.

filename filetype filemode
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file.

Description

The RJEFILE user exit runs on the VM:Batch service virtual machine as a macro, and runs on a worker machine as an
EXEC. You need only to create the macro. VM:Batch will create the EXEC from the macro.

NOTE
If the user exit does not exist, or if it exits with a return code of -1, VM:Batch issues the following command:

SENDFILE filename filetype filemode userid AT nodeid

NOTE
This sends the file to the user ID via RSCS in NETDATA format.

RJEFMT User Exit
Contents

By coding this user exit and placing a USEREXIT RJEFMT record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, your site can enable
VM:Batch to handle RJE commands that are in some format other than that which is supported by VM:Batch. Examine the
VM:Batch macro RJECMD before attempting to write an RJEFMT user exit.

RJEFMT spoolfileid

Definition

spoolfileid
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the spool file being processed as a possible RJE command.
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Return Codes

The RJEFMT user exit supports these return codes:

0
A valid RJE command processed and one or more line mode commands was issued

8
The card deck is not an RJE command in the alternate format; VM:Batch sends an error message to the RJE user

12
An error was found in the deck and an error message was sent to the RJE user

VMHUFMT Sample User Exit

VMHUFMT XVMBATCH is a sample user exit that handles commands in the format supported by the IBM VM Batch
Facility. Note that not all Batch Facility options are supported.

To use this user exit:

1. Place the following record in the VM:Batch configuration file:

USEREXIT RJEFMT VMHUFMT

2. Rename the VMHUFMT XVMBATCH file to VMHUFMT VMBATCH.
3. Place the VMHUFMT VMBATCH file on a minidisk accessed by VM:Batch.

RJEMSG User Exit
Contents

The LIST, STATUS, QUERY, and DEFAULT commands can send information to RJE users as a series of messages.
Most VM:Batch commands send at least one informational or error message to the issuer. Messages are also sent to the
submitting user ID of a job when the status of the job changes.

VM:Batch sends messages to users through RSCS by default. If your site is not using RSCS, use the RJEMSG user exit
to define an alternative method of sending messages to remote users.

RJEMSG userid nodeid message

NOTE
If the user exit does not exist, or if it exits with a return code of -1, VM:Batch issues the command:

SMSG rscsid MSG nodeid userid message

NOTE
This sends the message to the user ID using RSCS.

Definition

userid
Specifies the user ID to whom the message is to be sent.

nodeid
Specifies the node ID of the RJE node to which the message is to be sent.

message
Specifies the message text to be sent to the issuing user ID.
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RJENODE User Exit
Contents

VM:Batch validates remote CPUs (nodes) by examining the TAG data that RSCS associates with spool files. If your VM
system does not use RSCS, you must add the RJENODE user exit to the VM:Batch configuration file to validate the node
specified on the *RJECMD card, or to supply a node if none was specified.

RJENODE {SFID spoolfileid | NODE nodeid}

Definition

SFID spoolfileid
Specifies the user ID of the spool file.

NODE nodeid
Specifies the node ID specified on the *RJECMD card.

The value of  nodeid  is null if no node ID was specified on the *RJECMD card.

If the return code from the user exit is -1 or if the user exit does not exist, VM:Batch attempts to obtain the node ID from
the TAG data.

Invalid or Missing Node ID

In the following cases, VM:Batch cannot use the node ID:

• The node ID is rejected by the user exit.
• VM:Batch looks for a node ID in the spool file’s TAG data and that TAG data is invalid.
• The specified node ID does not match that in the TAG data.

In these cases, VM:Batch takes the following actions:

• Purges the command deck from the reader
• Sends an appropriate message to the service machine console on the local node

If the TAG data is valid, VM:Batch also sends an error message to the user ID at the node ID identified in the TAG data.

Return Codes

The RJEMSG user exit supports these return codes:

-1
Obtain the nodeid from the TAG data

4
The nodeid has been stacked

12
The nodeid is invalid; reject the RJE command

RJEPSWD User Exit
Contents

VM:Batch must perform a security check to determine whether the password on the *RJECMD card is correct for the user
ID on the *RJECMD card. You must use the RJEPSWD user exit if any of the following apply:
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• The RJE user is issuing a command that is not defined on the VM node.
• Your site is using a security package (such as RACF or ACF2) that saves logon passwords somewhere other than the

CP online directory.
• The user has not specified a password on the *RJECMD card.
• You want to use special VM:Batch passwords rather than logon passwords.

RJEPSWD "Parms"

Parms:

SFID spoolfileid

USER userid 

NODE nodeid 

PSWD password

Definition

SFID spoolfileid
Specifies the spoolfile ID of the RJE command deck in the VM:Batch service virtual machine reader.

USER userid
Specifies the user ID on the *RJECMD card.

NODE nodeid
Specifies the node ID on the *RJECMD card or taken from the TAG data.

PSWD password
Specifies the password on the *RJECMD card; password is null if no password was specified on the *RJECMD
card.
If the return code from the user exit is -1, VM:Batch checks to see if the specified password is the same as the
logon password in the online directory entry for the user ID. (If no password was specified, this attempt will fail
automatically.) This is the same action VM:Batch will take if the user exit does not exist.
If the specified password fails any test, VM:Batch:

• Purges the command deck from the reader;
• Sends an appropriate message to the service virtual machine console on the local node as well as to the user

ID at the RJE node; and
• Audits the fact that an RJE user ID specified an invalid password or failed to specify a password.

NOTE
If logon passwords are encrypted in the online directory, VM:Batch must be able to interact with
VM:Secure in order to validate the passwords. For the interaction to be supported, VM:Batch must
have a PRODUCT VMSECURE record in its configuration file, and VM:Secure must have a PRODUCT
VMBATCH record in its configuration file. In addition, the VM:Batch directory entry must contain IUCV
DUALPASS.

Return Codes

The RJEPSWD user exit supports these return codes:

-1
Compare the specified password to the one in the userid’s online directory entry.
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0
The password (or lack of one) is valid.

12
The password is invalid; reject the RJE command.

SHIFT User Exit
Contents

If you define any shift in the configuration file, the SHIFT user exit receives control when VM:Batch initializes or
reconfigures (whether a shift has been changed or not), and when a shift change occurs.

SHIFT shiftname

Definition

shiftname
Specifies the name of the shift that just ended.

Description

You can use the SHIFT user exit to change class constraints at a shift change, or to drain all classes when VM:Batch
initializes, thus preventing any jobs from starting until the VM:Batch operator starts each class.

NOTE
VM:Batch does not call the SHIFT user exit if no SHIFT records exist in the configuration file.

If a shift change or reconfiguration occurs, the parameter passed to the user exit is the name of the shift running just
before the VM:Batch calls the user exit. When VM:Batch initializes, the value of the parameter passed to the user exit is
null.

NOTE
Use the TRANSFER primitive to determine the current shift. For more information, see TRANSFER Primitive.

VMHSETUP User Exit
Contents

The VMHSETUP user exit allows you to define general setup procedures for all users on the system. Also, a user can
perform individual setup procedures for a job, such as linking to minidisks containing files required for each job or running
a profile for each job before the job starts.

VMHSETUP runtype

Definition

runtype
Specifies the execution status of the worker machine. The values are:
INIT

Normal initiation of job. The worker machine is executing job initiation code.
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CANCEL
Job canceled during execution. The worker machine has been re-autologged to clean up after a canceled
job.

RECOVER
Abnormal completion (abend) of job. The worker machine has been re-IPLed to clean up after a job
abend.

Description

The VMHSETUP user exit can receive control at the following times:

• Just prior to the start of a job on a worker machine
• After a job is canceled during execution
• During recovery from an abend

The setup procedures are executed on the worker machine. You must define the commands you want to perform in a
VMHSETUP EXEC or a VMHSETUP MODULE file. You can define three different sets of commands to be performed,
each depending on the execution status of the worker machine.

To implement the user exit, place the VMHSETUP EXEC or MODULE on the VM:Batch A-disk. VM:Batch copies the file to
the COMMON minidisk at initialization. If you later change the commands defined in the EXEC, reinitialize VM:Batch.

VM:Batch primitives cannot be executed from this exit, but VM:Batch commands can be.

The VMHSETUP user exit runs on the VM:Batch worker machines. Therefore the VMHSETUP user exit does not have
access to VM:Batch primitives to obtain and change information about the job or the VM:Batch system. In order to
communicate with VM:Batch from this user exit, use VM:Batch commands. Specifically, the VMBATCH SERVICE STACK
command is useful for obtaining information about the job that is about to start. For example the exit could obtain the
submitting user ID and the job's CLASS, COMMENT and TIME options and take various actions depending on those
values:

'VMBATCH SERVICE STACK $USER CLASS COMMENT TIME' 

WARNING
If you are using the VMHSETUP user exit to access additional disks or filespaces during a job's execution, do
not use the filemodes of A, R, S or B to access those disks or filespaces. These filemodes are already used
by the VM:Batch worker machines during job execution. Also be aware that users can submit jobs using other
filemodes via the USERMODE option. For total system control, you may want to prevent users from using that
VM:Batch option.

NOTE
You do not have to place a record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file to use this exit.

Macro Primitive Reference
VM:Batch provides the following macro primitives:

Macro Primitive (link) Description
CLASS Allows a user exit to observe the current status and limits for a

specified job class.
OPTION Allows a user exit to examine and change the job option values for

the job that caused the exit to be called.
TRANSFER Allows a user exit to obtain information about the current

configuration and operation of VM:Batch.
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WORKER Allows a user exit to examine execution limits for a job that is
currently executing on a specific worker.

CLASS Primitive
Contents

The CLASS primitive allows a user exit to observe the current status and limits for a specified job class. It also allows a
user exit to change certain class attributes. The CLASS primitive can be used from any user exit.

CLASS class {"Parms"}...

 

Parms:

  [START | DRAIN]

| SET MAXJOB value

| SET MINJOB value

| STACK

| STKDEF

| STKCLDEF

Definitions
CLASS class

Specifies the class. Valid class values are A-Z and 0-9. Specify * for global application of DRAIN or START. (See
Global Class section.) Any class listed must be authorized through a CLASS record.

START
Allows jobs in the indicated class to run.

DRAIN
Prevents all jobs in the indicated class from running. Note that if you have a class drained, then end VM:Batch,
and then reinitialize VM:Batch, that class is started. If you want classes to remain drained, use the SYSTEM
VMBATCH macro.

SET MAXJOB value
Changes the current MAXJOB value to the specified value for the indicated class.

SET MINJOB value
Changes the current MINJOB value to the specified value for the indicated class.

STACK
Indicates that the primitive is to stack the following class attributes and statuses on a single line:

• Class name
• Class MINJOB
• Class MAXJOB
• Number of jobs running in the class
• Class status (DRAINED or STARTED)
• Class resources

STKDEF
Indicates that the primitive is to stack the following class limits on a single line in the same positions as on a
QUERY CLASSES screen in this order:
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• TIME
• STORAGE
• WORKDISK
• SIO
• PRINT
• PUNCH
• READER
• TAP800
• TAP1600
• TAP6250
• TAP38K
• TAP38KXF
• TAPE
• TAPEXF
• TAPENH
• TAPENHXF
• UNIT
• RESOURCE

STKCLDEF
Indicates that the primitive is to stack the following class cleanup limits on a single line in the same positions as on
a QUERY CLASSES screen in this order:

• CLEANUP
• CLTIME
• CLSIO
• CLPRINT
• CLPUNCH
• CLREADER

Global Class

Class * is a global class that applies restrictions to all other classes. It can only be used on the DRAIN and START
operands.

If you use CLASS * DRAIN to prevent all classes from running, you must use CLASS * START to allow all classes to run.
However, if you use CLASS x DRAIN to drain an individual class, CLASS * START does not start that individual class. The
class can only be started by issuing the CLASS x START command.

You cannot specify the MINJOB or MAXJOB parameter for CLASS *

Return Codes

The CLASS macro primitive supports the following return codes:

24
Indicates that an invalid value is specified for CLASS class SET MINJOB or CLASS class SET MAXJOB

28
Indicates that an invalid class has been specified

30
Indicates that a value specified for CLASS class SET MINJOB or CLASS class SET MAXJOB is too high
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32
Indicates that a value specified for CLASS class SET MINJOB is too high or that a value specified for CLASS
class SET MAXJOB is too low

OPTION Primitive
Contents

The OPTION primitive allows a user exit to examine and change the job option values for the job that caused the exit
to be called. The OPTION primitive is useful only from certain exits. The SHIFT exit, for example, does not concern a
specific job, and thus the OPTION primitive cannot be used to examine or change a specific job.

OPTION {"Stack" | "Parse"}

Stack:

STACK option [option] ...

Parse:

PARSE option value [option value] ...

Definition

STACK
Indicates that the primitive is to stack values for the specified option names. It stacks a single line containing all
option values.

PARSE
Indicates that the primitive is to assign job option values to the specified option names for the job.

Specifying Options

Valid options include any option supported by the line-mode SUBMIT command. The following options are available for
use with the STACK parameter, but not with the PARSE parameter. In effect, they are read - only options.

$ID
Jobid of the job

$SFID
ID of the spool file containing the files that make up the job

$USER
Userid that submitted the job

$STEP
Most recently established job step

EXEC
Name of the primary EXEC (the first one listed by the user) if one exists

$ONODE
Originating nodeid of a job

$OUTNODE
Destination node of the output from a job
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Response

Information is returned as a single line stacked last in, first out (LIFO) on the program stack. This line contains all the
requested option values, which are separated by one or more blanks. Uninitialized options return a value of one or more
binary zeroes. If the option values will not fit in 130 bytes, the primitive will fail.

Return Codes

The OPTION macro primitive supports these return codes:

4
No option is specified for OPTION STACK.

8
An option value is omitted for OPTION PARSE. The option name is stacked.

10
The value for a delimited string option (such as COMMENT or COMMAND) is too long.

12
An invalid option value is specified for OPTION PARSE. The invalid option and its value are stacked.

16
An invalid option name is specified for OPTION PARSE. The invalid option is stacked.

24
An invalid option name is specified for OPTION STACK.

TRANSFER Primitive
Contents

The TRANSFER primitive allows a user exit to obtain information about the current configuration and operation of
VM:Batch. The TRANSFER primitive can be used from any user exit.

TRANSFER {"Items"} ...

Items:

  USER

| MSGCMND

| SYSOPER

| TERM

| SHIFT

| ENABLE

Definition

USER
User ID that invoked the currently executing process (the user ID executing the command that caused the exit to
be called)

SYSID
User ID of the VM:Batch service virtual machine, normally VMBATCH

MSGCMND
CP command used to transmit asynchronous messages (either MSG or MSGNOH)
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SYSOPER
First user ID indicated in the VMBATCH CONFIG file as SYSOPER

TERM
Terminal type from which the command was issued. One of the following values is returned:
LOCAL

Local 3270
REMOTE

Remote 3270
RJE

RJE command deck
SMSG

CP SMSG
TERMINAL

Teletype device
CONS

VM:Batch service virtual machine console
DISC

Disconnected user ID
SHIFT

Current shift
ENABLE

Current VM:Batch status, which indicates whether local users can submit jobs. One of the following values is
returned:
ENABLED

Can submit jobs to the local node and possibly to remote nodes (remote nodes may be disabled)
DISABLED

Cannot submit jobs to any nodes
NOLOC

Cannot submit jobs to the local node, but can submit jobs to enabled remote nodes

Description

The TRANSFER primitive specifies a list of values to be placed in the stack. A single line is stacked containing all the
specified values. The values are then retrieved by the REXX PULL command.

WORKER Primitive
Contents

The WORKER primitive allows a user exit to examine execution limits for a job that is currently executing on a specific
worker. Because the ENFORCE user exit allows you to raise resource limits for executing jobs, the limits accessed with
a currently executing job may be higher than the limits stored in the job’s JOBFILE and returned by the OPTION STACK
primitive.

This primitive is intended to be used from the ENFORCE user exit to determine current resource limits when the user exit
may previously have raised these limits.

WORKER workerid STACKLIM {"Limit"} ...
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Limit:

  TIME

| READER

| PRINTER

| PUNCH

| SIO

Definition

workerid
Specifies the user ID of the worker machine upon which the job is executing. VM:Batch does not validate that this
user ID is a VM:Batch worker machine.

STACKLIM limit ...
Indicates that the primitive is to stack resource consumption limits for the currently executing job. A single line
is stacked containing the values of all requested limits. For limit, specify the name of one or more job resource
consumption limits, as follows:

• TIME
• READER
• PRINTER
• PUNCH
• SIO

See CLASS Record for a description of these limits.

Response

Information is returned as a single line stacked last in, first out (LIFO) on the program stack. This line contains all the
requested limit values, which are separated by one or more blanks. Uninitialized (unlimited) resources return a value of
one or more binary zeros.

Return Codes

The WORKER macro primitive supports the following return codes:

0
One line is stacked LIFO on the program stack

24
Invalid keyword or limit name; nothing stacked

28
No job currently executing on this worker. Nothing stacked

Example

The ENFORCE user exit has been called for a job which may have had resource consumption limits set by a previous call
to the ENFORCE user exit. To determine current execution limits, issue the WORKER primitive as follows:

WORKER VMBAT001 STACKLIM SIO TIME READER PRINT PUNCH
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Utility Reference
VM:Batch provides the VMHARA utility, which generates formatted audit data output.

VMHARA Utility
Contents

The VMHARA utility supplied with VM:Batch is a report program that generates formatted audit data output. The utility
executes as a standalone CMS command. The VMHARA utility is located on the VMANAGER 174 minidisk.

VMHARA filename [ (["Options"]] 

Options:

  PRINT

| DISK [filemode]

Definition

filename
Specifies the filename of the data extracted from the audit file. (If you write the file to minidisk using the DISK
option, the filetype is LISTING.) Use the AUDITEXT command to extract audit data to your minidisk, and then run
VMHARA using the resulting file. For more information, see AUDITEXT Command on page 61.

PRINT
Prints the report on your virtual printer.

DISK [filemode]
Writes the report to your A-disk. To write the report to a different minidisk, use filemode to specify the filemode at
which that minidisk is accessed.

Remote Job Entry Reference
This chapter describes the VM:Batch Remote Job Entry (RJE) facility. It provides information about setting up the RJE
facility at your site and outlines the creation of card decks for issuing commands from a remote CPU to VM:Batch. Users
who wish to implement RJE but do not use RSCS at their sites should also reference the RJE user exits described in User
Exit Reference.

The VM:Batch Remote Job Entry facility is designed to accept VM:Batch commands from other remote CPUs, including
CPUs running non-VM operating systems. RJE commands can be sent to VM:Batch from a remote CPU running MVS, for
example.

You send RJE commands to the VM:Batch service virtual machine by creating spool files or command decks that
VM:Batch processes. VM:Batch will return to the remote CPU the same command responses and messages that would
be received by an interactive VM user issuing line-mode commands.

There are two primary reasons for using RJE at your site:

• If your site has a remote, non-VM system, you might want to use VM resources without having to log on to VM.
• If your site is currently running VM:Batch but VM:Batch is temporarily down, you might want to be able to send

commands or jobs to VM:Batch that will automatically be processed when VM:Batch is back up.

The following sections will show you how to set up and run the RJE facility on VM:Batch.

WARNING
If your site uses a security package that stores logon passwords in a location other than the CP object directory,
the object directory passwords might all be identical or known. In this case, before authorizing any userids to use
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the RJE facility, you must write an RJEPSWD user exit (see below) to validate RJE commands. If you do not,
a user who knows the logon passwords in the object directory can submit jobs and issue commands for other
users.

Setting Up RJE at Your Site
Contents

Before you begin to use the RJE feature in VM:Batch, enable it on your system. To do so, follow these steps:

1. Authorize one or more user IDs to use RJE on VM:Batch.
2. (Optional) Install the system-maintained user default facility.
3. (Optional) Authorize non-VM user IDs
4. Depending on your configuration, you may also need to install certain user exits. If your site is running VM:Secure, you

will also have to add a PRODUCT VMSECURE record to VM:Batch.

Authorizing VM RJE User IDs

Users on VM must be authorized to use the VM:Batch RJE facility. To authorize an individual user ID, add an AUTHORIZ
record to the VM:Batch configuration file. The AUTHORIZ configuration file record supports four RJE authorization levels:
RJEUSER, RJEMGR, RJEOPER, and RJEADMIN.

To prevent an individual user from using the VM:Batch RJE Facility, add a PREVENT configuration file record to the
VM:Batch configuration file. The PREVENT configuration file record recognizes the same RJE user levels (RJEUSER,
RJEMGR, RJEOPER, and RJEADMIN) as the AUTHORIZ record. For more information about these records, see
AUTHORIZ Record and PREVENT Record.

Example

To authorize VMANAGER to issue Administrator, Operator, Manager, and User commands through the RJE interface, add
the following records to the VMBATCH CONFIG file:

AUTHORIZ RJEADMIN VMANAGER

AUTHORIZ RJEOPER VMANAGER

AUTHORIZ RJEMGR VMANAGER

AUTHORIZ RJEUSER VANAGER

User Level Defaults on SUBMIT

If RJE users at your site want to specify the name of a user-level default on the SUBMIT command with the DEFAULT
option, you must install the system maintained user default facility -- the USER minidisk -- if you have not already done so.
For more information, see Implementing VM:Batch Facilities.

Authorizing Non-VM RJE User IDs

Follow these steps to use the RJE facility with users on systems other than VM:

1. Set up the RJEPSWD user exit.
2. Place a NOUSERID ACCEPT record in the VM:Batch configuration file. See NOUSERID Record.
3. Create LIMIT files to restrict RJE users to using certain CP privilege classes or account numbers.

Communicating with Remote CPUs

If you use RSCS to directly communicate with remote CPUs, no further action on your part is required. Assuming that you
have performed the steps outlined above, you are now ready to use the VM:Batch RJE facility.

If you do not use RSCS, you will need to set up the following user exits:
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RJECONS
Supplies an alternative to RSCS for sending spool files to remote users

RJEFILE
Supplies an alternative to RSCS for sending CMS files to remote users

RJEFMT
Enables you to process RJE command decks intended for another batch format

RJEMSG
Supplies an alternative to RSCS for sending messages to remote users

RJENODE
Validates remote node names

For complete information about these user exits, see User Exit Reference.

RJE Groups
If you would like to assign certain defaults to groups of RJE user IDs or set limits on groups of RJE users, you can use the
GROUP configuration file record to create groups of RJE users. For more information, see GROUP Record .

RJE Command Decks
RJE users send commands to VM:Batch by means of an RJE command deck. This command deck is actually a virtual
card deck containing a single VM:Batch command. You create the deck on your own machine and send it to the VM:Batch
service virtual machine for processing.

For more information, see  RJE Command Deck  in Using.

For more information, see  RJE Command Deck  in the User and Group Manager Guide.

NOTE
VM:Batch converts an RJE command into a line-mode command. If you attempt to use a command that
ordinarily puts you into a full-screen display, you receive an error message from VM:Batch.

System Worksheets
This section discusses the worksheets that help you keep track of administration tasks.

Class Worksheet

Keyword Value Description
TIME __________

(hh:mm:ss)
(ssssssss)
(mmmm:ss)
(sssssssK)
(ssssM)
(sG)

Maximum time a job in the class can
consume

MAXJOB __________
(nnn)

Maximum number of jobs that can run at
one time in the class

MINJOB __________
(nnn)

Minimum number of jobs that can run in the
class
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MAXJLIM __________
(nnn)

Lowest value an operator can specify
for the MAXJOB operand of the operator
CLASS subcommand

MINJLIM __________
(nnn)

Highest value an operator can specify
for the MINJOB operand of the operator
CLASS subcommand

MAXREM __________
(n)

Maximum number of remotely submitted
jobs that can be run in the class (valid only
with the multiple-CPU feature)

PRINT _________
(nnnnnn)
(nnnnnK)
(nnnnM)
(nG)

Maximum number of records a job in the
class can print

PUNCH _________
(nnnnnn)
(nnnnnK)
(nnnnM)
(nG)

Maximum number of records a job in the
class can punch

READER _________
(nnnnnn)
(nnnnnK)
(nnnnM)
(nG)

Maximum number of records a job in the
class can read

RESOURCE _________
list

Resources available on the node (list)

SIO _________
(nnnnnn)
(nnnnnK)
(nnnnM)
(nG)

Maximum number of start I/Os a job in the
class is permitted

STORAGE _________
(nnnnnn)
(nnnnnK)
(nnnnM)
(nG)

Maximum virtual storage in kilobytes
(nnnnK) or megabytes(nnM) a job in the
class can request

WORKDISK _________
(size)

Maximum size of the minidisk that the
worker machine uses for a job in this class
Valid formats for specifying workdisk size
are given on page 94 of the CLASS Record
description.

TAP800 _________
(nn | N)

Number of tape drives needed to read or
write at 800 BPI for the batch job

TAP1600 _________
(nn | N)

Number of tape drives needed to read or
write at 1600 BPI for the batch job

TAP6250 _________
(nn | N)

Number of tape drives needed to read or
write at 6250 BPI for the batch job
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TAP38K _________
(nn | N)

Number of tape drives needed to read or
write at 38K BPI for the batch job

TAP38KXF _________
(nn | N)

Number of tape drives needed to read or
write at 38KXF BPI for the batch job

TAPE _________
(nn | N)

Number of tape drives needed to read or
write 3490E cartridges at 38K BPI for the
batch job

TAPEXF _________
(nn | N)

Number of IDRC-capable tape drives
needed
to read or write 3490E cartridges for the
batch job

TAPENH _________
(nn | N)

Number of tape drives needed to read or
write enhanced-format 3490E cartridges at
38K for the batch job

TAPENHXF _________
(nn | N)

Number of IDRC-capable tape drives
needed
to read or write enhanced-format 3490E
cartridges for the batch job

UNIT _________
(YES | NO)

Whether users are allowed to specify the
UNIT option for a particular class

Shift Worksheet

Record Name Shift Name
(1-8 characters)

Day Shift Begins and
Ends

Start Time Stop Time

SHIFT PRIME MON 8:00:00 17:00:00
SHIFT
SHIFT
SHIFT
SHIFT
SHIFT
SHIFT

Valid abbreviations for the Day Shift Begins and Ends column are SUN, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, and ALL.

Group Manager Worksheet Member Users
Purpose: To specify the user IDs to be included in or excluded from a group. Group assignment is based on user ID
naming convention, account number, or the security group specified on the ACIGROUP directory statement.

Directions: Under the Group Name column, enter the 1- to 8-character name of the group to be defined.

Then specify whether you are identifying users to INCLUDE or EXCLUDE from the group.

Finally, specify the group assignment scheme under the Idmask, Acctmask, and ACImask columns. Idmask specifies the
pattern matching mask for user ID, Acctmask specifies the pattern matching mask for the account number, and ACImask
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specifies the pattern matching mask for the ACIGROUP directory statement. An asterisk (*) in a field specifies that all user
IDs are included or excluded from the group, if they match attributes specified for other fields.

Record Name Group Name(1-8
characters)

INCLUDE or
EXCLUDE

Required
Operand

Idmask Acctmask ACImask

GROUP USER
GROUP USER
GROUP USER
GROUP USER

Group Manager Worksheet User IDs Managing Groups
Purpose: To specify the user ID or user IDs responsible for managing a group.

Directions: In the Group Name column, enter the 1 - to 8 - character name of the group to be managed. In the User
IDs(s) column, enter the user ID or user IDs that will manage the specified group.

Record Name Group Name(1-8
characters)

Required Operand Operand User ID(s) (separate
each with a blank)

GROUP MANAGER USER
GROUP MANAGER USER
GROUP MANAGER USER
GROUP MANAGER USER

Group Manager Worksheet Member Groups
Purpose: To specify the group or groups to be included in or excluded from a group.

Directions: In the Group Name column, enter the 1- to 8-character name of the group to be included in or excluded
from the specified group. In the Group Mask column, enter the pattern matching mask for the groups to be included in or
excluded from the group specified in the Group Name column.

Record Name Group Name(1-8
characters)

INCLUDE or EXCLUDE Required Operand Group Mask

GROUP GROUP
GROUP GROUP
GROUP GROUP
GROUP GROUP

Group Manager Worksheet Groups Managing Groups
Purpose: To specify the group or groups responsible for managing a group. When a group manages a group, any group
member from the managing group can perform MANAGER functions for a member of the group being managed.
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Directions: In the Group Name column, enter the 1- to 8-character name of the group to be managed. In the GROUP(s)
column, enter the name or names of the group that will manage the specified group.

Record Name Group Name(1-8
characters)

Required Operand Required Operand User ID(s) (separate
each with a blank)

GROUP MANAGER GROUP
GROUP MANAGER GROUP
GROUP MANAGER GROUP
GROUP MANAGER GROUP
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Operators
This section is written for VM:Batch operators, and explains information relevant to the day-to-day operation of VM:Batch.
This section assumes operators have experience with VM, CMS, and batch systems.

Authorizations

To be a VM:Batch operator, your user ID must be given OPERATOR authorization through an AUTHORIZE record in the
VMBATCH CONFIG file. OPERATOR authorization enables you to perform VM:Batch operator functions and to execute
all VM:Batch operator commands. See your VM:Batch system administrator if your user ID does not have the required
authorizations.
All operator commands are logged in the system console log. If the SYSOPER record exists in the VMBATCH CONFIG
file, informational messages relating to some operator commands are sent to the user IDs specified on that record. These
user IDs receive any messages the VM:Batch service virtual machine sends to the operator. If this record is omitted, the
default user ID OPERATOR receives the operator messages.

NOTE
 A VM:Batch operator has control over the local VM:Batch system only. The operator’s control over remote
systems is limited to job flow to and from the local node.

Full-Screen Commands

The remainder of this section explains how to use the full-screen displays to perform VM:Batch commands. For details on
using the corresponding line-mode commands, see Operator Commands.

NOTE
 If you have VM:Operator installed at your site, and your system administrator has implemented the VM:Batch
interface to VM:Operator, you can use the VM:Batch full-screen displays on your operator console.

Controlling Job Classes
Use the CLASS command to display classes or start, drain, or alter class limits.

From the Operator Main Menu, select CLASS and press ENTER. A screen appears that prompts you to position the
cursor on the class you want to display or modify. When you have made your selection, press ENTER, and the Operator
Class Display screen appears.

 CLAOXC02                    Operator Class Display                    VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

    CLASS : A

 

 

    Current Class STATUS is  : STARTED  (You can specify STARTED or DRAINED)

 

    MAXIMUM Number of Jobs   : 3

 

    MINIMUM Number of Jobs   : 1

 

 

    Jobs Currently WAITING   : 0
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    Jobs Currently EXECUTING : 0

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

This screen shows current class information. By typing new values over the ones displayed, you can change the minimum
number of jobs (in the specified class) that can run at any one time, the maximum number of jobs that can run, and the
status of the class.

For information about using this command in line mode, see CLASS Command.

Disabling VM:Batch
Use the DISABLE command to prevent users from submitting jobs to one or all nodes.

DISABLE does not affect jobs that have already been submitted to a node, but it does prevent subsequent job
submissions to the node. If a user tries to submit a job to a node that has been disabled, he receives a message that the
node is disabled.

From the Operator Main Menu, select DISABLE and press ENTER. The Operator Disable screen appears.

 DISOXC01                     Operator Disable                         VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

   To prevent users on your local system from submitting jobs to

   your local system, simply press ENTER.

 

   To prevent jobs from being sent to or received from a remote

   system, type the node-id of the remote system below.  To disable all

   systems, including your local system, type '*'.

 

   Then position the cursor on the desired direction and press ENTER.

 

     NODE-ID   :

 

     DIRECTION : DEST       Prevent jobs from being sent to the node.

                 FROM       Prevent jobs from being accepted from the node.

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

This screen allows you to prevent jobs from being submitted to the local node, to another node, or to all nodes. In addition,
you can prevent jobs from being received on the local node from remote nodes. The Operator Disable screen provides
two choices:

DEST
Prevents jobs from being submitted to the node
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FROM
Prevents jobs from being received from the node

To choose one of these directions, position the cursor on the desired direction and press ENTER.

For information about the line-mode version of this command, see DISABLE Command.

Enabling VM:Batch
If you or someone at your site has used the DISABLE command to prevent jobs from being submitted to or accepted from
the local VM:Batch system or a remote node, you can use the ENABLE command to allow submission of jobs.

From the Operator Main Menu, select ENABLE and press ENTER. The Operator Enable screen appears.

 ENAOXC01                     Operator Enable                          VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

   To enable your local system to accept jobs submitted by

   local users, simply press ENTER.

 

   To allow jobs to be routed to or from a remote system, type the

   node-id of the remote system below.  To enable all systems, including

   your local system, type '*'.

 

   Then position the cursor on the desired direction and press ENTER.

 

     NODE-ID   :

 

     DIRECTION : DEST      Allow jobs to be routed to the node.

                 FROM      Allow jobs to be routed from the node.

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

If you want to enable VM:Batch in only one direction (DEST or FROM), select the direction by placing the cursor on the
appropriate field and pressing ENTER. For more information about the two directions, see Disabling VM:Batch.

For information about using this command in line-mode, see ENABLE Command.

Ending VM:Batch
Use the END command to terminate VM:Batch system operation, to cancel executing jobs, and to perform cleanup.

From the Operator Main Menu, select END and press ENTER. The Operator End screen appears.

 ENDOXC01                          Operator End                        VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

    Select the type of END you wish to perform.  Place the cursor on the

    desired keyword and press ENTER to execute the END.
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        RESTART    End server, canceling executing jobs immediately.

        CHECKPT    End server, canceling executing jobs at next jobstep.

        NOCANCEL   End server, allowing currently executing jobs to complete.

 

    The following is a list of additional parameter combinations available

    for the END command.

 

        RESTART FORCE   End server immediately, canceling all executing

                        jobs and all commands.

        NOCANCEL FORCE  End server immediately, canceling all commands

                        but allowing executing jobs to complete.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

The keywords on the Operator End screen perform the following commands while ending VM:Batch system operation:

RESTART
cancels executing jobs immediately. (This is the default on the line-mode END command.) Jobs canceled with this
option restart when VM:Batch reinitializes if they have the RESTART YES option.

CHECKPT
cancels executing jobs at the next jobstep. Jobs canceled with this option restart when VM:Batch reinitializes if
they have the RESTART YES option.

NOCANCEL
ends the VM:Batch service machine, but allows executing jobs to continue execution on worker machines.

RESTART FORCE
ends VM:Batch immediately, canceling jobs and commands. If FORCE is not specified, VM:Batch waits for all
active commands to complete before terminating.

NOCANCEL FORCE
forces the VM:Batch service virtual machine, canceling commands but allowing jobs to complete.

Expediting Jobs
Use the EXPEDITE command to select a job for immediate processing.

From the Operator Main Menu, select EXPEDITE and press ENTER. The Operator Job Expedite screen appears.

 EXPOXC01                   Operator Job Expedite                      VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

 

    Enter the jobid of the job you want to release for immediate execution.

 

 

      JOBID :
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

To select a job for immediate processing, enter the jobid of the job that you want to start as soon as a worker machine
becomes available. When a job is expedited, that job:

• Is placed at the top of the job queue
• Can run in a drained class
• Can run even if it is waiting for a future shift
• Can run even if the maximum allowable number of jobs in its class is already running

For information about using this command in line mode, see EXPEDITE Command.

Freeing Jobs From System HOLD Status
Use the FREE command to remove a job, a user, a group, or the entire system from system HOLD status. Issuing the
FREE command for a user, a group, or the system means removing from system HOLD status jobs that have been
submitted by a particular user, users in the group, or all users in the system, respectively.

From the Operator Main Menu, select FREE and press ENTER. The Operator Free screen appears.

 FREOXC01                      Operator Free                           VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

   Type the jobid, userid, or group to be freed.  To free the system,

   leave these fields blank.

 

     JOBID :                   USERID :

 

     GROUP :

 

 

   If you are not selecting a specific job by jobid, position the cursor

   on the type of jobs to be freed.  Then press ENTER to free the jobs.

 

     ALL   Jobs currently waiting and jobs submitted after you press ENTER.

     OLD   Only jobs that are already waiting to execute.

     NEW   Only jobs submitted after you press ENTER.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...
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This screen prompts you for the jobid, userid, or group whose jobs you want to free from HOLD status. If you are freeing
the system, leave all three fields (JOBID,  USERID , and  GROUP ) blank.

Position the cursor on ALL, OLD, or NEW to specify which jobs you want to free, as follows:

ALL
Frees jobs regardless of whether they are submitted before or after the FREE command is issued.

OLD
Frees only those jobs that were submitted before the FREE command is issued.

NEW
Frees only those jobs that are submitted after the FREE command is issued.

After positioning the cursor on the type of FREE command you want to perform, press ENTER to execute the command.
VM:Batch displays a message indicating whether the job, userid, group, or all jobs in the system are freed, and the type
of FREE command in effect. For example, if you free jobs that userid FRED submits after (but not before) the FREE
command is issued, the following message is displayed:

NEW JOBS SUBMITTED BY USER FRED WILL NOT BE HELD

NOTE
The FREE command, when applied to a group, affects only the jobs submitted by primary members of the
group. The FREE command does not affect jobs submitted by members of subgroups (groups defined within
groups).

All system holds and subsequent frees are mutually exclusive. If you put user FRED’s new jobs on hold, for example, and
then put a system hold on all new jobs, FRED’s new jobs will remain on hold even when you free the system hold. You will
have to free FRED’s jobs next in order for them to run.

For information about using this command in line mode, see FREE Command.

Placing Jobs on System HOLD Status
Use the HOLD command to place a job, a user, a group, or the entire system on system hold. Issuing the HOLD
command for a user, a group, or the system means placing jobs submitted by a particular user, users in a group, or all
users in the system, respectively, on system HOLD status.

From the Operator Main Menu, select HOLD and press ENTER. The Operator Hold screen appears.

 HOLOXC01                      Operator Hold                           VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

   Type the jobid, user, or group to be held.  To place the system on

   hold, leave these fields blank.

 

     JOBID :                   USERID :

 

     GROUP :

 

 

   If you are not selecting a specific job by jobid, position the cursor

   on the type of jobs to be held.  Press ENTER to place the jobs on hold.

 

     ALL   Jobs currently waiting and jobs submitted after you press ENTER.
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     OLD   Only jobs that have already been submitted.

     NEW   Only jobs that are submitted after you press ENTER.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

This screen prompts you to enter either the jobid of the job, or the userid or group whose jobs you want to hold. If you
want to place all jobs in the system on hold, leave all three fields (JOBID, USERID, and GROUP) blank.

Position the cursor on ALL, OLD, or NEW to specify which jobs you want to hold, as follows:

ALL
Holds jobs regardless of whether they are submitted before or after the HOLD command is issued.

OLD
Holds only those jobs that were submitted before the HOLD command is issued.

NEW
Holds only those jobs that are submitted after the HOLD command is issued.

After positioning the cursor on the type of HOLD command you want to perform, press ENTER to execute the command.
VM:Batch displays a message indicating whether there is a hold on the job, user, group, or system, and the type of hold
in effect. For example, if you hold jobs that userid FRED submits after (but not before) the HOLD command is issued, the
following message displays:

NEW JOBS SUBMITTED BY USER FRED WILL BE HELD

NOTE
The HOLD command, when applied to a group, affects only the jobs submitted by primary members of the
group. The HOLD command does not affect jobs submitted by members of subgroups.

All system holds and subsequent frees are mutually exclusive. If you put user FRED’s new jobs on hold, for example, and
then put a system hold on all new jobs, FRED’s new jobs will remain on hold even when you free the system hold. You will
have to free FRED’s jobs next in order for them to run.

For information about using this command in line mode, see HOLD Command.

Listing Jobs
Use the LIST command to display a list of all jobs that have been submitted to VM:Batch.

For each job displayed, VM:Batch shows the jobname, the job identifier assigned to the job by VM:Batch, the class in
which the job was submitted, the userid that submitted the job, and the current and previous run status of a job.

VM:Batch allows you to limit the list of jobs that you want to display. By specifying one or more job attributes, you can
direct VM:Batch to display only the jobs you want to view or manipulate.

Once the list has displayed, you can scroll from the beginning to the end of the list by using PF7 to scroll forward and PF8
to scroll backward.

From the Operator Main Menu, select LIST and press ENTER. The Operator Job List screen appears.

 LISOXC01                    Operator Job List                         VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   You can restrict the list of jobs displayed by typing information
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   for one or more of the job attributes below.  To display a list of all

   the jobs on your local system, leave the fields blank and

   simply press ENTER.

 

     JOBNAME :              (Jobname or a jobname mask)

     STATUS  :              (WAITing/EXEcuting/END/ALLDone)

     HOLD    :              (HOld/NOHold)

     CLASS   :

     SCHED   :              (SCHED/NOSCHED)

     USERID  :              (Submitting userid)

 

     FROM    :              (Originating node-id)

     DEST    :              (Destination node-id)

     WAITSTAT:              Specify 'Y' to also display waiting status.

                            Specify 'N' to display the standard data.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

If you want to display all the jobs in the local VM:Batch system, leave all of the fields on this screen blank and press
ENTER. If you want to restrict the list, you must supply a value in one or more of the following fields:

JOBNAME
Specifies the name of a particular job, or you can use pattern matching by specifying a jobname mask.

STATUS
Limits the list to jobs waiting to execute, jobs currently executing, or jobs that have completed the current
initiation, and jobs that have completed all initiations and have not yet been removed from the VM:Batch system.

HOLD
Limits the list to jobs on hold or jobs not on hold.

CLASS
Limits the list to jobs in a specific class.

SCHED/NOSCHED
Limits the list to jobs that are scheduled or jobs that are not scheduled.

USERID
Limits the list to jobs submitted by a specified user ID.

FROM
Limits the list to jobs that were transferred to the local node from a remote node.

DEST
Limits the list to jobs that have been transferred to a remote node from the local node and jobs that are awaiting
transfer.

WAITSTAT
Indicates why the job is waiting. This information is normally supplied on the STATUS screen for a waiting job.
Using WAITSTAT increases the time it takes VM:Batch to obtain status information for each job; if you specify
WAITSTAT, you should restrict the job list to as few jobs as possible.

NOTE
Remember that each attribute you enter (except WAITSTAT) restricts the job list in combination with all other
attributes that you enter. If you specify a status of ENDED and a job class G, for example, jobs in class G that
are waiting or executing are not displayed. WAITSTAT does not restrict the job list. It simply alters what appears
there.
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After you have entered the values you want to use to restrict the job list, decide whether you want to select WAITSTAT,
and then press ENTER. The Batch Job List screen displays.

Once you have accessed the Batch Job List screen, you can specify commands directly on the screen. A Command field
is provided on each job listing line for entering the following commands:

CANCEL JOBLOG REMOVE STATUS
EXPEDITE READY RESUME SUSPEND

Specifying commands on the Batch Job List screen allows you to bypass the individual screens available for these
commands.

For information about using this command in line mode, see LIST Command.

Making Job Log Entries
Use the LOG command to make an entry in the job log of a currently executing batch job and display the entry as a
message at the terminal of the submitting user ID.

From the Operator Main Menu, select LOG and press ENTER. The Operator Job Log screen appears.

 LOGOXC01                    Operator Job Log                          VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

   Type the jobid of the job, or the name of the worker machine that is

   executing the job, for which you want to make a job log entry.  To make

   a log entry for all currently executing jobs, leave these fields blank.

 

     JOBID     :

 

     or WORKER :

 

   Then type the text of your log entry.

 

     LOG TEXT  :

 

 

   Also send the message to the submitting userid?   YES

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

Enter in the JOBID field the job identifier of the job for which a log entry is to be made, or specify in the WORKER field the
worker machine that is currently executing the job for which a log entry is to be made.

Enter the message text in the LOG TEXT field and specify whether the submitting userid is to be notified.

For information about using this command in line mode, see LOG Command.

Ordering Jobs
Use the ORDER command to order any jobs that have been submitted to VM:Batch on the local node.
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You can order and reorder jobs any time before they begin executing. Job ordering is performed from a full-screen list of
jobs waiting to execute. You specify the new order of jobs simply by entering numbers 1, 2, 3, and so on beside each job
you want to reorder.

From the Operator Main Menu, select ORDER and press ENTER. The Job Order Menu appears.

 ORDXXC01                      Job Order Menu                          VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

New Position  Jobname  Jobid  Class  Current Pos.  Priority

              TEST1    0002     A        0001         50

              TEST2    0003     A        0002         50

              TEST4    0004     A        0003         50

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Order

VMHSYS352A Specify new position numbers next to jobs; press PF12 to reorder.

The Job Order Menu displays all system jobs in the order in which VM:Batch selects them for execution. The numerical
order is indicated under the column heading Current Pos.

To reorder a job, place the cursor in the New Position field on the line listing the job you want to reorder. Then enter the
number indicating the new position you want the job to occupy. For example, if you want the job named FORM8 to run
before any other jobs, enter 1 in the New Position field on the line listing job FORM8. If you want job SUMM2 to run after
FORM8, enter 2 in the New Position field on the line listing job SUMM2. Then press PF12 to reorder the jobs.

For information about using this command in line mode, see  ORDER command.

Querying VM:Batch
Use the QUERY command to obtain status information about the shifts and classes that have been defined, worker
machine resource consumption, job queues, nodes, and resources on VM:Batch.

From the Operator Main Menu, select QUERY and press ENTER. The Operator Query Selection Menu appears.

 QUEOXC01                Operator Query Selection                      VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

  Position the cursor on the information you want to obtain and press ENTER:
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     CLASSES   Display job class definitions.

     LOAD      Display the resource consumption.

     NODES     Display the status and classes for other nodes.

     QUEUES    Display the status and job queue information for each class.

     RESOURCES Display the resource definitions.

     SHIFTS    Display the current shift definitions.

     STATUS    Determine whether the server is enabled.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

Select one of the specified options and press ENTER. The requested information is displayed.

For information about using this command in line mode, see QUERY Command.

Removing a Job
Use the REMOVE command to remove a completed job from VM:Batch.

From the Operator Main Menu, select REMOVE and press ENTER. The Operator Job Remove screen appears.

 REMOXC01                   Operator Job Remove                        VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

   Type the information below to identify the job or jobs you want to remove.

   To select from a list of all completed jobs, leave the top three fields

   blank.  Press ENTER to perform the removal or receive the list.

 

     JOBNAME  :            Specify a jobname or jobid to identify one job.

     or JOBID :            Specify a jobname mask to receive a list of jobs.

     or "ALL" :            Specify "ALL".

     USER     :            (userid of job owner)

     FROM     :            (originating node-id)

     DEST     :            (destination node-id)

 

     NOLOG    :            Specify 'Y' if you do NOT want job owners to receive

                            log files.

     NOMSG    :            Specify 'Y' if you want to supress REMOVE messages.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

Use the following options to specify information about the jobs you wish to remove:
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JOBNAME or JOBID
Identifies a single job to be removed, unless you specify a jobname mask, which identifies multiple jobs.

ALL
Indicates that all completed jobs are to be removed.

USER
Identifies the userid that owns the jobs that are to be removed.

DEST
Identifies the node where the jobs to be removed were routed. As an operator, you cannot remove a job that has
been transferred to a remote node unless you own that job or manage the userid that does.

FROM
Identifies the node where the jobs to be removed were submitted. As an operator, you cannot remove a job that
has been transferred to a remote node unless you own that job or manage the userid that does.

NOMSG
Indicates that job owners are not to receive remove messages.

NOLOG
Indicates that job owners are not to receive the job logs for removed jobs.

For information about using this command in line mode, see REMOVE Command.

Resuming a Job in VM:Batch
Use the RESUME command to resume a particular job if you have suspended it with the SUSPEND command. Only
operators can use the RESUME screen in VM:Batch.

When you issue RESUME, job execution is resumed at the point of suspension. This command is also audited by
VM:Batch. The RESUME feature works by means of an inter-user communication vehicle (IUCV) connection between
VM:Batch and the worker machine. To authorize this connection, you need to add an IUCV ANY statement to the
VM:Batch service virtual machine directory entry.

From the Operator Main Menu, select RESUME and press ENTER. The Operator Job Resume screen appears.

 RESOXC01                     Operator Job Resume                       VM:Batch

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

 Identify the suspended job to be resumed by specifying either a jobid or a

 jobname:

 

      JOBID   :

      JOBNAME :

 

 or specify the userid of the worker machine running the job:

 

      WORKER  :

 

 If you want to view a full-screen list of all suspended jobs, leave the above

 fields blank.

 

 Press ENTER to resume the job or view the list of jobs.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

Use one of the following options to identify the job to resume:

JOBID
Specifies the job ID of the suspended job.

JOBNAME
Specifies the jobname of the suspended job.

WORKER
Specifies the user ID of a worker machine (workerid) that is executing the suspended job.

For information about using this command in line mode, see SUSPEND Command.

Obtaining Job Status
Use the STATUS command to obtain a detailed status of any job that has been submitted to VM:Batch.

From the Operator Main Menu, select STATUS and press ENTER. The Operator Job Status screen appears.

 STAOXC01                   Operator Job Status                        VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

   Type the information below to identify the job for which you want

   status information.  To select from a list of all the jobs on your local

   system, leave the fields blank and simply press ENTER.

 

     JOBNAME  :              Specify a jobname or jobid to identify one job.

     or JOBID :              Specify a jobname mask to receive a list of jobs.

 

     USERID   :              (Submitting userid)

 

     FROM     :              (Originating node-id)

 

     DEST     :              (Destination node-id)

 

 

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

The Job Status screen provides information about the submission, execution, and completion times of a job. It also
displays information about the resources consumed by the job and any conditions preventing the job from being run.

You can use this screen to do the following:

• Display the status of a particular job.
Enter the job identifier in the JOBID field or the unique jobname in the JOBNAME field and press ENTER. This
bypasses the Batch Job List screen and takes you directly to the status screen for the job specified.

• Display a list of all jobs in the VM:Batch system submitted by a specific user ID, and select jobs for status review
directly from the list.
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Leave the JOBNAME and JOBID fields blank and specify in the USERID field the userid whose jobs you want to list.
Then press ENTER. The Batch Job List screen displays, and you can enter status in the Command field on the line
listing the job you want to select for status review.

• Display a list of all jobs that were transferred to the local VM:Batch system from a remote VM:Batch system, and select
jobs for status review directly from the list.
Enter the nodeid of the remote node in the FROM field and press ENTER. The Batch Job List screen displays, and you
can enter status in the Command field on the line listing the job you want to select for status review.

• Display a list of jobs that are awaiting transfer to a remote VM:Batch system and jobs that have already been
transferred, and select jobs for status review directly from the list.
Enter the nodeid of the remote node in the DEST field and press ENTER. The Batch Job List screen displays. Enter
status in the Command field on the line listing the job you want to select for status review.

When you have specified a job for status review on either the Operator Job Status screen or the Batch Job List screen,
the Job Status screen displays.

 STAXXC01                          Job Status                         VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name(Id):   TEST1(0002)           Owner:  VMANAGER

Submitted:  08/06/14 07:26:16     Status: ALLDONE

Comment:

Next run:   FRI 08/07/14 10:00:00

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous/Current Run Information |              Next Run Information

---------------------------------|---------------------------------------------

Started:  08/06/14 07:26:32      | Queued:      00:00:10

Ended:  08/06/14 07/27/02        | Blocked By:  

Return Code: 0                   | System Hold:  NONE

Step:                            | Waiting POST:

                                 | Previous:     0

                                 | Released:

Resource Consumption:            ----------------------------------------------

 

  Virtual Time   Total Time     SIO      Print    Punch    Reader

  0000:30        0000:30        000014   000000   000000   000000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  When

The fields on this screen provide the following information:

Job
Displays the name of the job and the 4-digit job identifier assigned to the job by VM:Batch.

Submitted
Displays the date and time the job was submitted to VM:Batch.

Queued
Displays the time in the queue (the time between submit and start or between last run and the next run of a
scheduled job).

Started
Displays the time the job began executing.

Ended
Displays the time the job completed.
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Status
Displays the status of the job (whether the job is waiting, executing, or completed).

Step
Displays the stepname associated with the portion of the job that is executing.

Previous
Displays the number of jobs that must run before this job is released for execution.

Released
Displays the number of times that this job has been released.

System Hold
Specifies whether the job has been placed on system HOLD status.

Blocked by
Displays the condition that is blocking the job’s execution, such as worker availability or an event. See STATUS
Command for definitions of the conditions that may appear in the Blocked By field.

Waiting POST
Identifies an event that must occur before this job executes.

Comments
Contains additional status information, which may include the following:

• Time, which includes the amount of actual and virtual time consumed by the job
• Number of SIOs performed, records read, records punched, and records printed by a job
• Submitting user ID of the job
• Return code from a completing job
• Comments on the job, if any

Next run
Displays the date and time of the next initiation of a scheduled job.

PF12 on the Job Status screen accesses the VM:Schedule WHEN command, which shows the remaining scheduled
initiations (up to 999) of the job.

For information about using this command in line mode, see STATUS Command.

Suspending a Job in VM:Batch
Use the SUSPEND command to suspend an executing job. Only operators can use the SUSPEND screen in VM:Batch.

When you issue SUSPEND for a job or a worker executing a job, the job is suspended at the current point in its execution.
SUSPEND is also audited by VM:Batch. The SUSPEND feature works by means of an IUCV connection between the
VM:Batch service virtual machine and the worker machine. To authorize this connection, you need to add an IUCV ANY
statement to the VM:Batch service virtual machine directory entry.

NOTE
VM:Batch cannot suspend a job that is in a CP sleep state.

From the Operator Main Menu, select SUSPEND and press ENTER. The Operator Job Suspend screen appears.

 SUSOXC01                    Operator Job Suspend                       VM:Batch

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

 Identify the job to be suspended by specifying either a jobid or a jobname:
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      JOBID   :

      JOBNAME :

 

 or specify the userid of the worker machine running the job that is to be

 suspended:

 

      WORKER  :

 

 If you want to view a full-screen list of all executing jobs, leave the above

 fields blank.

 

 Press ENTER to suspend the job or view the list of jobs.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

Use these options to define the job you want to suspend.

JOBID
Specifies the job ID of an executing job.

JOBNAME
Specifies the jobname of an executing job.

WORKER
Specifies the user ID of a worker machine (workerid) that is executing a job.

For information about using this command in line mode, see SUSPEND Command.

Operator Commands
This section describes the line-mode commands that are available to VM:Batch operators..

 

Command Description
CANCEL Cancels any executing or waiting job in the VM:Batch system.
CLASS Drains and starts VM:Batch job classes and specifies the

maximum and minimum number of jobs that can run in each class.
DISABLE Restricts the SUBMIT command on the local VM:Batch system

and controls whether jobs can be received from or sent to
specified remote VM:Batch systems.

ENABLE Command Permits the local VM:Batch system to receive jobs submitted on
the local node or on a remote node.

END Terminates VM:Batch system operation.
EXPEDITE Allows you to select a job for immediate processing.
FREE Frees jobs that are in system HOLD status.
HOLD Places jobs in system HOLD status, preventing them from being

selected for execution.
JOBLOG Allows you to browse or delete a job’s history file without removing

the job from the system.
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LIST Lists the jobs in the system.
LOG Makes an entry in the log of a currently executing batch job.
MENU Displays a menu of all the VM:Batch user levels you are

authorized to use.
OPERATOR Displays a menu of the functions the VM:Batch operator can

perform.
ORDER Changes the job selection order on a system-wide basis.
QUERY Command (Operator) Displays information about the VM:Batch system.
REMOVE Removes a completed job from VM:Batch.
RESUME Resumes the execution of a suspended job in VM:Batch.
STATUS Obtains and presents detailed status information for a job.
SUSPEND Suspends a job at the current point in its execution.

CANCEL Command (Operator)
 Contents 

  

Use the CANCEL command to cancel one or more executing or waiting jobs in the VM:Batch system. General users can
cancel only jobs that they have submitted themselves.

CANCEL {"Parms"} [REASon /text/] [ (["Options"]] 

Parms:

  Name {jobname | jobmask}

| ID jobid

| {"ParmC"} ["ParmC1"]

ParmC:

  DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

| CLass class

| {HOld | NOHOld}

| USER userid

ParmC1:

  ALL

| WAIT

| EXEc [CHECKpt | RESTART]

Options:

[CURRENT | NEXT nn | FINAL]

[REMOVE [NOLOG] [NOMSG]] 

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR, MANAGER, or USER authorization.

Definition

 Name {jobname | jobmask} 
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Specifies the job name of a job to cancel; jobname can be assigned either by the submitting user or by VM:Batch. You can
specify a jobname mask in jobmask using pattern matching characters.

 ID jobid  

Cancels the job with the specified job identifier; jobid  specifies the 4-character job identifier.

 DEST nodeid  

Cancels jobs awaiting transfer to nodeid.

 FROM nodeid  

Cancels jobs received from nodeid.

 CLass class  

Cancels jobs in the indicated class, whether executing, waiting, or in system hold status.

 HOld | NOHold 

Cancels only jobs that are on user HOLD status or user NOHOLD status. The default is NOHOLD.

 USER userid  

Cancels jobs owned by the specified user ID. Requires OPERATOR or MANAGER authorization.

 ALL 

Cancels all jobs, whether waiting or executing.

 WAIT 

Cancels jobs that are waiting to be executed.

 EXEc 

Cancels executing jobs.

 CHECKpt 

Cancels jobs when they reach the next jobstep and reschedules them for execution. This option works only if the jobs
were submitted with the RESTART YES option on the SUBMIT command.

 RESTART 

Cancels jobs immediately and reschedules them for execution. This option works only if the jobs were submitted with the
RESTART YES option on the SUBMIT command.

 REASon /text/ 

Allows you to include explanatory text in the job log of the jobs being canceled. The text must be enclosed by characters
that are not part of the message; the first and last characters in text are the delimiting characters.

 CURRENT | FINAL | NEXT nn  

Cancels the indicated run or runs. CURRENT cancels one run -- either the run currently executing, if there is one, or the
next run. CURRENT is the default. FINAL cancels all runs of a scheduled job (executing, waiting, and future) and makes
the job status ALLDONE. NEXT does not affect a run that is currently executing, but does cancel the next nn runs after
that. The default for nn is 1.

 REMOVE [ NOLOG ] [ NOMSG ] 

Removes jobs after they are canceled. This option also removes the job log from your system and returns it to the owner.
NOLOG prevents the job log being sent to the submitter’s reader. NOMSG prevents the remove messages from being
sent to the submitter.
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Combining Parameters

The EXEC, WAIT, CLASS, HOLD, NOHOLD, USER, DEST, and FROM parameters can be used in various combinations
to restrict which jobs are canceled. For example, to cancel all waiting jobs that are not on hold, issue the following
command:

vmbatch cancel wait nohold

Usage Notes

If you specify one or more of the following parameters, the jobs you specify are canceled immediately after you press
ENTER:

• JOBNAME
• JOBID
• STATUS
• HOLD
• CLASS

If you do not specify one of the above parameters, the Batch Job List screen displays. From this screen, you can enter the
CANCEL command in the Command field on the line that lists the job you want to cancel.

VM:Batch system operators cannot cancel a job after it has been sent to a remote node. You can use the DEST
parameter only to cancel jobs that have not yet been transferred.

You cannot issue the CANCEL CHECKPT command for a suspended job. Such a job cannot reach its next jobstep
because its execution has been suspended.

Examples

• Cancel all your class A jobs on hold:
vmbatch cancel class a hold

• Cancel and remove your job ACCTASK sent to node SYST5 and suppress the remove message:
vmbatch cancel name acctask dest syst5 (remove nomsg

• Cancel and remove the job with job ID 0390 owned by user ID PRODTN:
vmbatch cancel id 0390 user prodtn (remove

CLASS Command
Contents

Use the CLASS command to drain and start VM:Batch job classes, and specify the maximum and minimum number of
jobs that can run in each class.

You can alter the definition of job classes to respond to or adjust the overall level of system performance.

CLASS class {DRAIN | MAXjob n | MINjob n | STart}

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.
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Definition
class

Specifies the job class to alter or control. Valid class values are A-Z and 0-9. Use * to specify all classes when
issuing CLASS DRAIN or CLASS START. See Restrictions section.

DRAIN
Specifies that no more batch jobs in the indicated class are to start until the class is started.

MAXjob n
Specifies the maximum number of jobs that can run simultaneously in the indicated class.

MINjob n
Specifies the minimum number of jobs that can start in the indicated class. If MINJOB n is specified, at least n
jobs will always be able to run simultaneously in the indicated class. If fewer than n jobs are running, idle worker
machines are reserved for class, class, jobs.

STart
Allows jobs in the indicated class to run.

Restrictions

Class * is a global class that applies restrictions to all other classes.

If you use CLASS * DRAIN to prevent all classes from running, you must use CLASS * START to allow all classes to run.
However, if you use CLASS x DRAIN to drain an individual class, CLASS * START does not start that individual class. The
class can only be started by issuing the CLASS x START command.

You cannot specify the MINJOB or MAXJOB parameter for CLASS *.

DISABLE Command
Contents

Use the DISABLE command to restrict the SUBMIT command on the local VM:Batch system and control whether jobs can
be received from or sent to specified remote VM:Batch systems.

DISABLE {DEST nodeid | FROM nodeid}

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
DEST nodeid

Specifies that no jobs are to be submitted to or routed to nodeid. To represent all interconnected nodes, use an
asterisk (*).

• If nodeid identifies a remote node, jobs are not routed to nodeid. In addition, all SUBMIT commands that
specify DEST  nodeid are rejected.

• If nodeid identifies your local node, the DISABLE command prevents local users from submitting jobs that are
to run on the local node. Jobs submitted to remote nodes are not affected.

FROM nodeid
Specifies that no jobs are to be accepted from nodeid. To represent all interconnected nodes, use an asterisk (*).
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• If  nodeid identifies a remote node, jobs on the remote node with a DEST option specifying your local node
are not accepted from the remote node. Although the jobs are not accepted from the remote node, issuing the
DISABLE command from your local node has no effect on the SUBMIT command issued on the remote node.

• If nodeid identifies your local node, the DISABLE command prevents local users from submitting jobs that are
to run on the local node. Users on remote nodes are not affected.

Usage Notes

You can combine the DISABLE command with the ENABLE command to achieve specific results. Refer to the examples
below and ENABLE Command.

If your site is running only one VM:Batch system and you need to use the line-mode DISABLE command, you must
specify either DEST or FROM. If you do not specify a direction, VM:Batch places you on the Operator Disable screen. If
you have only one VM:Batch system, VM:Batch considers both DEST and FROM to mean the same thing.

Examples

Direct your local node to accept only jobs submitted by local users:

vmbatch disable from *

vmbatch enable from nodeid

where nodeid is the nodeid of your local node.

Restrict your local users to run jobs only on your local node:

vmbatch disable dest *

vmbatch enable dest nodeid

where nodeid is the nodeid of your local node.

Prevent jobs from being submitted or routed to any interconnected VM:Batch system (including your local system):

vmbatch disable dest *

This does not affect jobs submitted from remote nodes and routed to your local node.

Prevent jobs from being received from any interconnected VM:Batch system (including your local system):

vmbatch disable from *

This does not affect jobs submitted to remote nodes from your local node.

ENABLE Command
Contents

Use the ENABLE command to permit the local VM:Batch system to receive jobs submitted on the local node or on a
remote node.

The ENABLE command is used after the system has been disabled by the DISABLE command.

ENABLE {DEST nodeid | FROM nodeid}
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Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
DEST nodeid

Specifies that VM:Batch can run jobs on nodeid. You can use an asterisk (*) to represent all interconnected
nodes.

• If nodeid identifies a remote node, jobs that are submitted or changed with a DEST nodeid option are routed
to nodeid.

• If nodeid identifies your local node, the ENABLE command permits local users to submit jobs that are to run on
the local node. Jobs submitted to remote nodes are not affected.

FROM nodeid
Specifies that jobs are to be accepted from nodeid. You can use an asterisk (*) to represent all interconnected
nodes.

• If nodeid identifies a remote node, jobs submitted on the remote node with a DEST option specifying your local
node are accepted from the remote node, nodeid.

• If nodeid identifies your local node, the ENABLE command permits local users to submit jobs that are to run on
the local node. Users on remote nodes are not affected.

Usage Notes

You can combine the ENABLE command with the DISABLE command to achieve specific results. Refer to the examples
below and DISABLE Command.

VM:Batch disables itself if a JOB or AUDIT minidisk fills. After you correct the disk full condition, ENABLE will allow
submissions to VM:Batch.

Examples

Direct your local node to accept only jobs submitted by local users:

vmbatch disable from *

vmbatch enable from 

nodeid

where nodeid is the nodeid of your local node.

Restrict your local users to run jobs only on your local node:

vmbatch disable dest *

vmbatch enable dest nodeid

where nodeid is the nodeid of your local node.

Permit jobs to be submitted and routed to all interconnected VM:Batch systems (including your local system):

vmbatch enable dest *

This does not affect jobs submitted from remote nodes and routed to your local node.

Permit jobs to be received from all interconnected VM:Batch systems (including your local system):
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vmbatch enable from *

This does not affect jobs submitted to remote nodes from your local node.

END Command
Contents

Use the END command to terminate VM:Batch system operation.

Jobs with the RESTART job option restart when VM:Batch reinitializes, regardless of how VM:Batch was ended.

END {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  CHECKPT

| NOCANCEL [FORCE]

| RESTART [FORCE]

Authorization

This command requires SYSADMIN or OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
CHECKPT

Takes the following actions before allowing VM:Batch to end:

• Prevents new jobs from starting.
• Disables VM:Batch to keep additional jobs from being submitted.
• Cancels executing jobs, which causes each job to be canceled when it reaches its next jobstep. The jobs can

be restarted at these jobsteps when VM:Batch is reinitialized, if the jobs were submitted with the RESTART
YES option on the SUBMIT command.

NOTE
You cannot checkpoint cancel a suspended job because the job then cannot reach its next jobstep.
To issue END CHECKPT, first resume all suspended jobs.

NOCANCEL [FORCE]
Allows executing jobs to continue executing on worker machines even after VM:Batch has ended. In most cases,
these jobs complete just as if the VM:Batch service machine had been available for the duration of the jobs. They
return job output to the user and punch a status file to the VM:Batch service virtual machine indicating resource
consumption as well as the ending return code. If the jobs issue VM:Batch commands, however, the jobs may
fail if the VM:Batch service machine is not accessible to process the commands. FORCE terminates VM:Batch
immediately, canceling all VM:Batch commands in use but allowing executing jobs to continue.

RESTART [FORCE]
Cancels all executing jobs immediately. If the jobs were submitted with the RESTART YES option on the SUBMIT
command, the jobs can be restarted at their last completed jobstep when VM:Batch is reinitialized. RESTART
is the default. FORCE terminates VM:Batch immediately, canceling all VM:Batch commands in use, causing all
cleanup EXECs to be terminated, and preventing any cleanup EXECs from being started before VM:Batch ends.
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EXPEDITE Command
Contents

Use the EXPEDITE command to select a job for immediate processing.

EXPEDITE ID jobid

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
ID jobid

Specifies the job ID of the job to start as soon as a worker machine becomes available.

Description

When a job is expedited, that job:

• Is placed at the top of the job queue
• Can run in a drained class
• Can run even if it is waiting for a future shift
• Can run even if the maximum allowable number of jobs in its class is already running

The EXPEDITE command does not allow a job to run on a worker machine that is not designated to run the job’s class.

FREE Command
Contents

Use the FREE command to free jobs that are in system HOLD status.

You can apply the FREE command to individual jobs, jobs for specified user IDs or groups, or all jobs in the system.

FREE {ID jobid | "Parms" [ALL | NEW | OLD]}

 

Parms:

  GROUP grpname

| SYSTEM

| USER userid

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
ID jobid

Specifies the job identifier of the job you want to free from system HOLD status.
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GROUP grpname
Specifies a group of user IDs whose jobs you want to free from system HOLD status.

SYSTEM
Specifies freeing the jobs of all user IDs in the system from system HOLD status.

USER userid
Specifies a user ID whose jobs you want to free from system HOLD status.

ALL | NEW | OLD
Specifies which of the specified jobs to free based on when they were submitted. ALL frees all jobs regardless
of whether they were submitted before or after the FREE command is issued. NEW frees jobs that are submitted
after the FREE command is issued. OLD frees jobs that were submitted before the FREE command was issued.
ALL is the default.

Restrictions

The FREE command, when applied to a group, affects only the jobs submitted by the primary members of the group. The
FREE command does not affect the jobs submitted by members of subgroups (groups defined within groups).

All system holds and subsequent frees are mutually exclusive. For example, as an operator, you might first place a user’s
new jobs on hold. You might then decide to place all jobs on the system on hold. If you remove the system hold on all
jobs, you will still have to remove the individual user’s hold for that user’s jobs to run.

HOLD Command
Contents

Use the HOLD command to place jobs in system HOLD status, preventing them from being selected for execution.

You can apply HOLD status to individual jobs, to jobs for specified user IDs or groups, or to all jobs in the VM:Batch
system.

HOLD {ID jobid | "Parms" [ALL | NEW | OLD]}

 

Parms:

  GROUP grpname

| SYSTEM

| USER userid

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition

ID jobid

Specifies the job identifier of the job VM:Batch is to place in system HOLD status.

GROUP grpname
Specifies a group of user IDs whose jobs VM:Batch is to place in system HOLD status.

SYSTEM
Specifies that VM:Batch is to place the jobs of all user IDs in the system in system HOLD status.
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USER userid
Specifies a user ID whose jobs VM:Batch is to place in system HOLD status.

ALL | NEW | OLD
Specifies which of the specified jobs VM:Batch is to place in system HOLD status based on when they were
submitted. ALL holds all jobs regardless of whether they are submitted before or after the HOLD command
is issued. NEW holds jobs that are submitted after the HOLD command is issued. OLD holds jobs that were
submitted before the HOLD command was issued. ALL is the default.

 

Restrictions

The HOLD command, when applied to a group, affects only the jobs submitted by the primary members of the group. The
hold does not affect the jobs submitted by members of subgroups (groups defined within groups).

All system holds and subsequent frees are mutually exclusive. For example, as an operator, you might first place a user’s
new jobs on hold. Then you might decide to place all jobs on the system on hold. If you then remove the system hold on
all jobs, you will still need to remove the individual user’s hold for that user’s jobs to run.

JOBLOG Command (Operator)
 Contents 

  

Use the JOBLOG command to browse or delete a job’s history file without removing the job from the system.

JOBLOG {BROWSE | DELETE} {"Parms"} [ (["Options"]] 

Parms:

  ID jobid [USER userid]

| NAME jobname

Options:

  TYPE

| LIFO

| FIFO

| FILE filename

| PRINT

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR, MANAGER, or USER authorization.

Definition
BROWSE

Allows the user to view the JOBLOG file for a job. By default, BROWSE puts the user into XEDIT of a copy of the
file but does not allow the user to change actual JOBLOG files maintained by VM:Batch.

DELETE
Deletes the JOBLOG file from the LOG minidisk by erasing it. If a job log is deleted, the event is audited in the
audit file on the VM:Batch AUDIT minidisk.

ID jobid [USER userid]
Specifies the job ID and user ID of the job whose log you want to view or delete.
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NAME jobname
Specifies the jobname of the job whose log you want to view or delete.

TYPE | LIFO | FIFO | FILE filename | PRINT
Indicates where to send the joblog. Only TYPE and FILE are supported for RJE commands.

•TYPE
Sends the joblog to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an RJE user;
TYPE is the default for RJE users.

LIFO
Places the joblog in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order.

FIFO
Places the joblog in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order.

FILE filename
Causes the joblog to be written to the file, filename, on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you are an RJE user.

PRINT
Places the joblog in your virtual printer queue.

LIST Command (Operator)
Contents

Use the LIST command to list the jobs in the system.

If the list is displayed on a VM:Batch screen, you can scroll from the beginning to the end of the list by using PF8 to scroll
forward and PF7 to scroll backward.

List [ALL | {"Parms"} ...][ (["Output options"]  [WAITSTAT]] 

 

Parms:

  DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

| [ALLDONE | WAIT | END | EXEC]

| CLass class

| [HOld | NOHold]

| [SCHED | NOSCHED]

| USER userid

 

Output options: 

  TYPE

| LIFO 

| FIFO 

| FILE filename 

| Print
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Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
ALL

Lists all jobs, whether waiting, executing, or complete.
ALLDONE

Lists jobs that have completed all scheduled runs, but have not been removed from the system.
WAIT

Lists jobs waiting for selection.
EXEcuting

Lists executing jobs.
END

Lists jobs that have completed the only run or the current run, if the job is scheduled.
CLass class

Lists jobs in the indicated class.
DEST nodeid

Lists jobs residing on nodeid.
FROM nodeid

Lists jobs that originated from nodeid.
HOld | NOhold

Lists only jobs that are in user HOLD status or user NOHOLD status.
SCHED | NOSCHED

Lists jobs that are scheduled or jobs that are not scheduled.
USER userid

Lists jobs owned by userid.
TYPE | LIFO | FIFO | FILE filename | PRINT

Indicates where to send output from the command. Only TYPE and FILE are supported for RJE commands.
TYPE

Sends the output to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an RJE
user; TYPE is the default for RJE users.

LIFO
Places the output in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order.

FIFO
Places the output in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order.

FILE filename
Causes the output to be written to the file, filename, on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you are an
RJE user.

PRINT
Places the output in your virtual printer queue.

If you do not specify a destination, VM:Batch displays the requested LIST information in full-screen mode.
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WAITSTAT
Displays why a job is waiting in the status information for the job. Using WAITSTAT increases the time it takes
VM:Batch to obtain status information for each job; if you specify this option you should restrict the job list to as
few jobs as possible.

Usage Notes

You can use the CLASS, END, EXEC, HOLD, NOHOLD, WAIT, and USER parameters in various combinations to limit the
jobs included in the list.

When a job is transferred to another node, VM:Batch assigns a new job ID to the job. You can use the DEST and FROM
parameters to help reference a job if you do not know the job ID.

Examples

List at your terminal all your class A jobs that are on hold in theVM:Batch system

vmbatch list class a hold (type

List on the Batch Job List screen all your executing jobs residing on remote node SYSTEM3:

vmbatch list exec dest system3

List at your terminal the completed jobs matching the TASK* jobmask owned by the user ID SECT5 that you manage:

vmbatch list name task* end user sect5 (type

List your waiting jobs with jobnames that start with DATA and review why they are waiting:

vmbatch list wait name data* (waitstat

List all your executing scheduled jobs:

vmbatch list exec sched

LOG Command (Operator)
Contents

Use the LOG command to make an entry in the log of a currently executing batch job. You can also have the LOG
command display the entry in the form of a message at the console of the submitting user ID.

 

LOG {"Parms"} [NOTIFY] TEXT /text/

 

Parms:

  ALL

| ID jobid

| WORKER workerid
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Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
ALL

Makes the entry in the log of all currently executing batch jobs.
ID jobid

Makes the entry in the log of job, jobid.
WORKER workerid

Makes the entry in the log of the job that is currently executing on the specified worker machine.
NOTIFY

Sends the entry in the form of a message to the submitting user ID immediately.
TEXT /text/

Specifies the text of the entry. The message text string must be delimited by a pair of characters such as slashes
(/ /) that are not part of the text itself.

Restrictions

You cannot issue the LOG command from a job.

NOTE

The LOG command for general users can only be issued from within a job.

MENU Command
Contents

Use the MENU command to display a menu of all the VM:Batch user levels you are authorized to use.

MENU [Admin | MANager | Operator | User]

Authorization

VM:Batch provides different levels of authorization. If you are authorized only as an operator, and you issue the MENU
command without specifying a parameter, VM:Batch sends you directly to the Operator Main Menu. If you have any other
authorizations and you issue the MENU command with no parameters, VM:Batch displays the User Level Menu. This
menu lists all of the main menus you are authorized to view.

Definition

Admin | MANager | Operator | User

Indicates which menu to display. You must be authorized to use a particular menu in order to display it.

ADMIN Administrator Main Menu
MANAGER Manager Main Menu
OPERATOR Operator Main Menu
USER User Main Menu
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OPERATOR Command
Contents

Use the OPERATOR command to display a menu of the functions the VM:Batch operator can perform.

OPERATOR [command]

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition

command

Allows you to bypass the menu and go directly to the screen that describes the command you want to perform; command
can be any of the commands listed on the Operator Main Menu.

ORDER Command (Operator)
Contents

Use the ORDER command to change the job selection order on a system-wide basis.

ORDER ID jobid ... [AFTER ID jobid]

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
ID jobid...

Identifies the jobs to order. The command orders the jobs in the system in the specified order, unless you specify
a value for the AFTER parameter (described below).

AFTER ID jobid
Specifies that all jobs listed on the command are to follow the job identified by the job identifier, jobid. For
example, if jobid is the sixth job in the system queue, jobid1, jobid2, and jobid3 become the seventh, eighth, and
ninth jobs in the system queue. If you do not specify the AFTER jobid parameter, jobid1 becomes the first job in
the queue.

Restrictions

Jobs that you want to reorder must have the same priority.

You cannot reorder jobs that are in the process of being routed to or from another node. You can only reorder jobs that are
on the local node.

QUERY Command (Operator)
Contents
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Use the QUERY command to obtain and present information about the VM:Batch system.

QUERY {"Parms"} [ (["Options"]] 

 

Parms:

  CLASSES

| LOAD

| NODes

| Queues

| RESources

| SHIFts

| STATus

 

Options: 

  TYPE

| LIFO 

| FIFO 

| FILE filename 

| PRINT ]

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
CLASSES

Displays the job classes defined at your site.
LOAD

Lists all of the worker machines on the local VM:Batch system that are currently running jobs, the job ID of the job
that is running on each worker machine, and the current resource consumption for each job.

NODes
Displays the status and classes for other nodes. All the nodes available to your local node are displayed.

Queues
Displays the number of jobs waiting in each job class, and the status of the job class.

RESources
Displays the definitions of special resources available at your site.

SHIFts
Displays the processing shifts defined at your site.

STATus
Displays the status of the local VM:Batch system.

TYPE | LIFO | FIFO | FILE filename | PRINT
Indicates where to send output from the command. Only TYPE and FILE are supported for RJE commands.
TYPE

Sends the output to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an RJE
user; TYPE is the default for RJE users.

LIFO
Places the output in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order.
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FIFO
Places the output in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order.

FILE filename
Causes the output to be written to the file, filename, on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you are an
RJE user.

PRINT
Places the output in your virtual printer queue.

If you do not specify a destination (FIFO, LIFO, PRINT, FILE, or TYPE), VM:Batch displays the requested QUERY
information in full-screen mode.

RESUME Command
Contents

Use the RESUME command to resume execution of a suspended job in VM:Batch.

RESUME {ID jobid | NAME jobname | WORKER workerid}

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.

Definition
ID jobid

Specifies the job ID of the suspended job.
NAME jobname

Specifies the jobname of the suspended job.
WORKER workerid

Specifies the user ID of the worker machine on which the job is suspended.

Description

When you issue RESUME, job execution is resumed at the point of suspension. The RESUME command is audited by
VM:Batch.

RESUME works through an IUCV connection between VM:Batch and the worker machine. To authorize this connection,
add an IUCV ANY statement to the VM:Batch service virtual machine directory entry.

STATUS Command (Operator)
Contents

Use the STATUS command to obtain and present detailed status information for a job.

STatus ["Parms"] [ (["Output options"] [WHEN [nnn]] ]

 

Parms:

 {NAME {jobname | jobmask} | ID jobid}

| DEST nodeid
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| FROM nodeid

| USER userid

 

Output options:

  TYPE 

| LIFO

| FIFO

| FILE  filename

| PRINT

Authorization

This command is available with USER authorization.

Definition
NAME jobname | jobmask

Specifies the name of the job for which you want status information. You can only use jobmask (a jobname mask
containing pattern matching characters ) to display a full screen list of those jobs from which you can select the
individual job you want processed.

ID jobid
Specifies the job identifier of the job for which you want status information.

DEST nodeid
Specifies the node, nodeid, to which the job is routed.

FROM nodeid
Specifies the node, nodeid, from which the job was submitted. If both FROM and DEST are omitted, the default
for FROM is the node from which the command is issued.

USER userid
Specifies the user ID that owns the job. This is available only to group managers. The default is the group
manager’s user ID.

TYPE | LIFO | FIFO | FILE filename | PRINT
Indicates where to send output from the command. Only TYPE and FILE are supported for RJE users.
TYPE

Sends the output to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an RJE
user; TYPE is the default for RJE users.

LIFO
Places the output in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order.

FIFO
Places the output in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order.

FILE filename
Causes the output to be written to the file, filename, on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you are an
RJE user.

PRINT
Places the output in your virtual printer queue

If you do not specify a destination, VM:Batch displays the requested QUERY information in full-screen mode.
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These options execute as indicated only if one job is specified. If more than one job fits the criteria, VM:Batch goes into
full-screen mode and provides a list of jobs.

WHEN nnn
Displays the date and time of future scheduled runs; nnn indicates the number of runs to be displayed, up to 999.
This option is only available for jobs scheduled with the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule.

Examples

To view detailed status information about a job with the jobid 0360, enter:

vmbatch status id 0360 (type

VM:Batch displays:

Name       : TEST2

Id         : 0360

Status     : WAIT

Submitted  : 08/06/14 07:29:16

By Userid  : VMANAGER

Started    :

Ended      :

Return Code: NONE

Queue Time : 27:54:29

Step       :

Blocked By : Global Class Limit

Next Run   : N/A

System Hold: NONE

Previous   : 0

Released   :

Waiting For:

Vtime      :

Ttime      :

SIO        :

Reader     :

The BLOCKED BY status gives you information about what is preventing a job from running. The following table lists all
potential BLOCKED BY statuses and their possible causes.

Status Possible Causes
CLASS CONSTRAINT The job’s class is drained.

The number of jobs in the class that are currently executing equal
the maximum number of jobs in the class that can execute at any
one time.

CLEANUP IN PROGRESS A cleanup EXEC is currently running for a restartable job.
EVENT The job was submitted using the WAIT option and is waiting for an

event to be posted.
GLOBAL CLASS LIMIT All classes are drained.

The total number of jobs executing is equal to the maximum
number of jobs that can execute at any one time (CLASS *
maxjob).

HOLD The job is on user or system hold.
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INVALID CLASS The job is in the process of being submitted. That is, the SUBMIT
command was started by another user, but it has not completed.
A job was submitted to a particular class, but before it started
to run, the corresponding class record was removed from the
VM:Batch configuration file.

INITIATING The worker for the job was autologged and is currently setting
up the worker machine environment prior to starting the job.
(For example, such tasks might include spooling the console,
formatting the workdisk, or receiving the files for the job.)

INSTALLATION POLICY A job was rejected by the INITIATE user exit.
PREVIOUS JOBS A job was submitted with the PREVIOUS option and has not been

RELEASED enough times to bring the previous count down to
zero.

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY The job requires a set of resources that are not provided by any
worker machine on the node on which the job is to run.

SCHEDULED TIME The job has been scheduled to run at a particular time. That time
has not arrived yet.

SELECTED FOR INITIATION VM:Batch has selected the job and is attempting to initiate it.
However, it has not completed all the checks or autologged the
worker to run it.

SHIFT shift The job is to run on a shift other than the one currently active.
SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS An END RESTART or END CHECKPT command has been issued

to shut VM:Batch down, but VM:Batch is still waiting for at least
one worker to finish running a job or performing cleanup after a
canceled job.

STAGING IN PROGRESS The job is in the process of being staged to disk.
TRANSFER IN PROGRESS This status occurs only with multi-CPU support. This will occur

when a job has been marked for transfer to another node, the
job is currently being transferred to another node, or the job is
waiting for the destination node to confirm that it received the files
comprising the job.

UPDATE IN PROGRESS A job in the process of being changed by another user.
WORKDISK SIZE There are no workers available with a 193 minidisk as large or

larger than the requested size.
WORKER AVAILABILITY There is at least one worker with a workdisk large enough to run

the job, but every such worker already has a job allocated to it,
does not provide other required resources, cannot run the desired
job class, or is tagged unavailable due to an error preventing its
use. (An autolog error can cause this condition.)

SUSPEND Command
Contents

Use the SUSPEND command to suspend a job at the current point in its execution.

SUSPEND {ID jobid | NAME jobname | WORKER workerid}

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR authorization.
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Definition
ID jobid

Specifies the job ID of an executing job.
NAME jobname

Specifies the jobname of an executing job.
WORKER workerid

Specifies the user ID of a worker machine that is executing a job.

Description

When you issue SUSPEND for a job, job execution is suspended at the point of execution. The SUSPEND command is
audited by VM:Batch. (VM:Batch cannot suspend a job that is in a CP sleep state.)

SUSPEND works through an IUCV connection between VM:Batch and the worker machine. To authorize this connection,
add an IUCV ANY statement to the VM:Batch service virtual machine directory entry.
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Users and Group Managers
This section is written for VM:Batch users who are authorized as general users and group managers. It is a task-
oriented guide to show new users how to use VM:Batch to manage their workload better, and a reference guide to allow
experienced users to quickly look up the information they need, and get on with their work. Some VM, CMS, and batch
system experience is required.

Task-oriented sections describing full-screen user commands appear in the most likely order of use, starting with SUBMIT.
Most commands are described at the lowest level of expertise. For example, although the CANCEL command is available
in the Novice, Fluent, and Expert modes, the description of the CANCEL full-screen command in this book is at the Novice
level.

An alphabetical listing of line-mode commands, including complete format descriptions and examples, is given in User and
Manager Commands.

Most group manager commands are similar to user commands, except group managers are authorized to perform
the commands for any user within their group. For most of the commands in this book, the group manager full-screen
descriptions follow the user full-screen descriptions for that command. The group manager parameters are listed in the
line-mode reference. The group manager LIMIT command is not available to general users, and is presented last.

Submitting a Job
The SUBMIT command allows you to submit a job to VM:Batch for execution and to use job options to control resource
usage, scheduling, and execution. Although you can use SUBMIT in full-screen or line-mode, this section focuses on
using SUBMIT in full-screen only.

Full-Screen Expertise Levels
Contents

VM:Batch general user command screens are available in three expertise levels: Novice, Fluent, and Expert. The
command screens and prompts in each mode correspond to your level of familiarity with VM:Batch and the particular
command. The Fluent user level builds on the commands available in the Novice mode and the Expert level builds on the
commands available in Fluent mode. Group manager commands do not have alternative display modes.

Changing the Expertise Level

From the Novice User Main Menu, place the cursor on SET and press ENTER. The User Set screen displays.

 SETUEC01                         User Set                             VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   You can control the amount of information VM:Batch displays by

   choosing one of three display levels:  NOVICE, FLUENT, or EXPERT.

   Position the cursor on the desired display level and press ENTER.

 

   Your display mode is currently set to  FLUENT

 

      NOVICE   Displays screens with a limited number of options, but

               with on-screen descriptions of each option.

 

      FLUENT   Displays screens that require a working knowledge of

               VM:Batch, yet still provide some tutorial assistance.
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      EXPERT   Displays screens that require a detailed understanding

               of VM:Batch.

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

The User Set screen defines the level of expertise with VM:Batch required to use each display mode, and indicates the
current display mode setting.

To change your display mode, position the cursor on the desired mode and press ENTER. The screen indicates your new
display mode. Press ENTER again or PF3 (Quit) to return to the User Main Menu. The display mode will remain the same
for future terminal sessions until you reset it.

Command Expertise Levels

Some user commands are available in only one full-screen display mode; other commands are available in more than one
mode. For a command available in all three modes, the Fluent and Novice screens restrict the selections displayed. User
Main Menus list the commands available in the Novice, Fluent, and Expert mode. The following table summarizes which
commands are available at each level of expertise.

Full-Screen Command Available In
CANCEL, LIST, REMOVE, SET, SUBMIT All modes
OVERVIEW Novice
CHANGE, DEFAULT, JOBLOG, ORDER, QUERY, READY,
STATUS

Fluent and Expert

POST, RELEASE Expert

NOTE
MENU and USER are available only in line mode. LOG, STEP, and SERVICE are available only within a job.

Novice User Submit Screens
Contents

From the Novice User Main Menu, place the cursor on SUBMIT and press ENTER. The Novice User Submit screen
displays and prompts you for the fileid of your batch job. You can also specify other files you want to include in your job.

 SUBUNC01                   Novice User Submit                         VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   Type the fileid of the file containing your batch job.

 

     FILENAME  :

 

     FILETYPE  : EXEC

 

     FILEMODE  : *
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   Specify whether there are other files to be included in your batch job.

 

     OTHER FILES : N    (Specify 'Y' for YES or 'N' for NO)

 

   Then press ENTER to continue to the next screen.

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Submit

 

Submit a Job

To submit a job to VM:Batch using the novice command menus, follow these steps:

1. In the FILENAME field, type the filename of the EXEC containing the commands you want executed as a batch job.
2. In the FILEMODE field, type a filemode letter if you want to use a filemode other than the default filemode *. If you use

*, the first file found in CMS search order that matches the filename you specified will be used.
3. Type Y in the OTHER FILES field if you have files you want to include in the job. If you have no other files to include in

your job, leave N as the default.
4. Press ENTER to continue to the next screen or PF12 to submit your job immediately.

Specifying Other Files in a Job

Specify other files in a job as follows:

• If you specify that you want to include other files in your job and you press ENTER or PF12, VM:Batch prompts you to
specify the fileids of the files.

• If you do not specify that you want to include other files in your job and you press PF12, your job is submitted to
VM:Batch.

• If you do not specify that you want to include other files in your job and you press ENTER, VM:Batch prompts you to
specify a name for your job.

Specify on a separate line the fileid of each file you want to include in your job. Separate the filename, filetype, and
filemode of each file with a blank space.

You also can specify a file that contains a list of fileids of other files you want sent with the job. The file must be included
with the job and have a filetype of VMHLIST. Within the file, fileids may be listed in one of three formats.

• Use this format when the file is built by the CMS LISTFILE command:

&1 &2 filename filetype filemode

• This is the standard CMS fileid format:

filename filetype filemode

• This format implies a default filemode *:

filename filetype

When you have specified the files to be included with the job, submit your job immediately by pressing PF12, or continue
to the next screen by pressing ENTER. If you press ENTER, VM:Batch prompts you to specify a name for your job.
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 SUBUNC03                   Novice User Submit                         VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   Select a name for your job that will help you remember what the job

   does.  Any valid CMS filename can be used as a jobname.

   If you do not specify a name for your job, the jobname

   shown below as the default name for your job.

 

     JOBNAME : JOBV0001

 

   If the VM:Batch-VM:Schedule Interface is available at your installation,

   you can define the dates and times at which your job should be made

   eligible to run.

 

     SCHEDULE: OFF <=== Press PF11 to work with scheduling options.

                        Type "OFF" and press ENTER to turn off scheduling.

 

 

   To submit your job, press PF12.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  Schedule 12  Submit

 

Naming Jobs

You can make up your own name for your job, or VM:Batch will name it for you.

The screen displays the characters JOB followed by the 4-digit jobid VM:Batch has assigned to your job. This is the
default jobname for your job.

To specify your own jobname, type the name you have chosen over the default in the JOBNAME field. The name is
limited to eight characters. Then either press ENTER or PF12 (Submit) to submit your job at this point, or go on to add
scheduling options to your job. See Submitting Scheduled Jobs, below.

When you submit a job to VM:Batch, you receive a message indicating the name and jobid of the submitted job.

Submitting Scheduled Jobs

On the same screen as that from which you name your jobs, you can define the dates and times when your job should run
using the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule.

To schedule your job, follow these steps:

1. Press PF11 (Schedule). The VM:Schedule Batch Request Schedule screen displays. The Request Name: and Jobid:
fields are filled in by VM:Schedule.

                            BATCH Request Schedule                 Screen 1 of 4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

    Request name: BAT0003     For userid: VMANAGER

    Jobid:        0003

 

 

                               FIRST RUN OPTIONS
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    START at __:__:__ (hh:mm:ss)

      Within *

      _ Inside _ Outside Shift/Range:  ________

 

    FROM Date (mm/dd/yy): __/__/__           OR From Day (Mon-Sun): ___

 

    OR From the First, Last, or nth (F/L/nnn):                      ___

       Day, Business Day, Week, or Weekend Day (day/B/W/WE):        ___

       of the nth Week, Month, or nth Quarter (nnn/M/month/nQ):     ___

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  ...       5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  Forward  9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Save

 

===>

2. Type in your logon password (if prompted), fill in the first run options, repeat options, and final run options, and press
ENTER.

3. When you are finished entering your scheduling options, leave the VM:Schedule screen and return to VM:Batch by
pressing PF12 (Save) to save your scheduling options, or by pressing PF3 (End) to quit (which will not save your
scheduling options). If you do not save your scheduling options, you will still be able to submit the job, but it will not
have scheduling options.

4. When you are back in the VM:Batch Novice User Submit screen, if you saved scheduling options, the value in
the SCHEDULE field will change to ON. If you change your mind and decide that you no longer want to associate
scheduling options with your job, type off in the SCHEDULE field and press ENTER.

5. Press PF12 to submit the job.

If VM:Schedule is Not Available

If VM:Schedule is not available (or is suspended) when you press PF11 (Schedule), you will receive an error message.
You can complete the full-screen SUBMIT without the scheduling options and change the job later when VM:Schedule is
available or you can quit out of the full-screen SUBMIT and try it again when VM:Schedule becomes available.

Using VM:Schedule Screens

When you access VM:Schedule screens through the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule, the screens will display at
the level of expertise you set on your VM:Schedule system. You must go through VM:Schedule to change your level of
expertise. For information about using VM:Schedule screens, refer to the VM:Schedule User Guide.

When VM:Schedule displays messages on the screen, only the last three numbers of the message and the severity
code display. If you need further clarification on these messages, press PF1 for HELP, or refer to VM:Schedule Message
Reference.

Fluent User Submit Screens
Contents

When you submit your jobs from the Fluent User Submit screen, you can apply a file of default job options to your job and
review the job option values to be applied to your job.

From the Fluent User Main Menu, select SUBMIT and press ENTER. The Fluent User Submit screen displays.

 SUBUFC01                   Fluent User Submit                         VM:Batch
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   Type the fileid of the file containing your batch job.

 

     FILENAME    :

 

     FILETYPE    : EXEC

 

     FILEMODE    : *

 

 

   Specify whether there are other files to be included in your batch job.

 

     OTHER FILES : N    (Specify 'Y' for YES or 'N' for NO)

 

   Press ENTER to continue to the next screen.

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Submit

 

Applying a Default File to a Job

After you type the name of your job and press ENTER, VM:Batch prompts you to specify the name of a default file. Type
the name of the default you want to use in the DEFAULT field, or leave the field blank if you want to rely on defaults set up
for your userid.

If you create a default file with a filename of DEFAULT, VM:Batch will automatically apply this file to your job, even if you
do not specify it when you submit your job.

If your site has installed the VM:Batch system-maintained user default facility, your default files reside on the VM:Batch
service virtual machine’s U-disk. Otherwise, they reside on your A-disk with a filetype of VMBATDEF.

 SUBUFC03                   Fluent User Submit                         VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   If you want to apply a file of default options to this job, type the

   name of the default file you want to use.

 

 

     DEFAULT :

 

 

 

   Do you want to review the options before submitting the job?  If so,

   type 'Y' and press ENTER.  If not, type 'N' and press ENTER.

   Otherwise, press ENTER or PF12 to use the DEFAULT REVIEW setting.

 

 

     REVIEW  : N  (Y | N)
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Submit

 

 

Specifying Multiple Defaults

VM:Batch supports multiple user, group, and system defaults. If you submit a job specifying a default name for which there
is a user, a group, and a system default, VM:Batch will search for the defaults in user-group-system order, applying the
most specific default value for each job option.

For example, if user TESTER4, who is a member of subgroup TEST3 and a member of group TEST, submits a job
specifying the default DATA for which there is a user, subgroup, group, and system default, VM:Batch will search for the
defaults in the order listed below:

• DATA TESTER4 U
• DATA TEST3 M
• DATA TEST M
• DATA SYSTEM$$ M

If you are a member of a group that is also a subgroup of another group and you submit a job with options for which no
defaults have been defined for your userid or subgroup, VM:Batch will apply the job defaults defined for the main group.

Reviewing Job Options

Before you submit your job, VM:Batch asks whether you want to review the job’s options. If you do, type y in the REVIEW
field and press ENTER. The Fluent Job Option Review screen below displays:

 OPTUFC01        Fluent Job Option Review (Submitting job 2502)        VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Position the cursor on the group of options you want to review and press ENTER:

 

   NAME        Identify the name of your job and job comments.

   SCHEDULE    Specify the dates and times that the job should run.

   WORKDISK    Specify the size of the batch worker's A-disk.

   USERMODE    Specify access mode of your 191 minidisk or root directory.

   CLASS       Specify job class and resource limits.

   RESULTS     Specify the conditions under which job results are returned.

   SPOOL       Specify whether you receive a copy of the job console.

   STATUS      Control whether you receive status messages.

   SHIFT       Specify the processing shift under which the job is run.

   ACCOUNT     Specify the account number to which your job is billed.

   TAPES       Specify the number of tape drives your job needs.

   HOLD        Specify whether the job is on hold.

   ADVANCED    Select advanced job options.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Submit

 

 

The second screen shown below displays when you select ADVANCED from the first screen:

 OPTUFC50        Fluent Job Option Review (Submitting job 2502)        VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Position the cursor on the group of options you want to review and press ENTER:

 

 

   CHAINING    Specify other jobs to be released when the job completes.

   EXTERNAL    Specify the event on which the job waits and the event it posts.

   DUMP        Specify the type of dump that is taken if the job abends.

   COMMAND     Specify the command line used to start your job.

   PRIORITY    Specify the priority of your job.

   CPCLASS     Specify the CP privilege class for your job.

   REVIEW      Specify whether the job options are reviewed.

   RESTART     Specify whether your job is restarted if the system abends.

   DEST        Specify the node on which the job is to run.

   RESOURCE    Specify the resources required by the job.

   CLEANUP     Specify the filename of an exec for special cleanup.

   PROJECT     Specify the project name to which your job is billed.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Submit

 

 

Specifying Option Values

For each option you select, VM:Batch identifies the value that will be applied to your job and prompts you to specify a new
value. To specify a new option value, type the value in the option field and press ENTER. VM:Batch returns you to the list
of job options. You can continue to select options to change, one at a time. When you have reviewed the desired options,
you can submit the job from the Fluent Job Option Review screen by pressing PF12 (Submit).

For certain job options, such as ACCOUNT, CPCLASS, STORAGE, and WORKDISK, if you submit a job without
specifying a value for the option, and no defaults or limits are applied to the job, VM:Batch assigns the option values
defined for your userid and taken from your directory entry to the option.

Option Origin Review Screen

When reviewing the job options on any option review screen for a job you are submitting to VM:Batch, you can press
PF2 and go directly to an Option Origin Review screen. For each job option that appears on the option review screen, the
Option Origin Review screen displays the value assigned to that option and the origin of the value.

The origin will be one of the following:
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• VM:Batch default
• System default
• Group default
• User default
• System limit
• Group limit
• User limit
• Class limit
• Specified by submitter
• Submitter’s directory entry
• Uninitialized

You can print, quit, or exit from the Option Origin Review screen using PF keys. You cannot submit a job or change job
option values from the screen. The option origin information is also written to the job log at job submission.

Submitting Scheduled Jobs

 

1. From the Fluent User Main Menu, place the cursor on SUBMIT and press ENTER. The Fluent User Submit screen
displays.

2. Type the filename of the job you wish to submit in the FILENAME  field, indicate whether other files are to be included
in the job, and press ENTER to continue to the next screen.

3. The next screen prompts you for a default file to indicate whether you want to review options. Type y in the REVIEW
field and press ENTER. The Fluent Job Option Review screen displays and now includes a new SCHEDULE option.

4. From the Job Option Review screen, place the cursor on the SCHEDULE option and press ENTER. Another screen
displays. Press PF11 to activate the scheduling screens. The VM:Schedule BATCH Request Schedule screen
appears at your VM:Schedule level of expertise (see Figure 13). The Request name: and jobid: fields are filled in by
VM:Schedule.

                             BATCH Request Schedule                  VM:Schedule

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

    Request name: BATxxxx     (Your logon password:          )

    Jobid:        xxxx

 

 

                               FIRST RUN OPTIONS

 

    START at: __:__:__ (hh:mm:ss)               From: 08/25/14 (mm/dd/yy)

 

                                REPEAT OPTIONS

 

   Run every          Hour, Day, Business Day, Week, Month,

                      Quarter    (H/D/B/W/M/Q): _

 

                               FINAL RUN OPTIONS

 

  Run the request until: __/__/__ (mm/dd/yy date of last run)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  ...       5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Save
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185I Enter data and press 'ENTER'.

===>

5. Type in your logon password (if prompted), fill in the first run options, repeat options, and final run options, and press
ENTER.

6. When you are finished entering your scheduling options, leave the VM:Schedule screen and return to VM:Batch
by pressing PF12 to save your scheduling options, or by pressing PF3 to quit (which will not save your scheduling
options). If you do not save your scheduling options, you will still be able to submit the job, but it will not have
scheduling options.

7. Once you are back in a VM:Batch Fluent Job Option Review screen, press PF12 to submit the job.

Starting Additional Runs of a Job

The READY command allows an extra run of a scheduled job. The run is in addition to the scheduled runs, and has
no impact on the scheduled runs. You can use READY only with jobs that have been submitted with the SCHEDULE
job option. READY is available in full-screen and line mode, to both users and group managers. Full-screen mode is
described here; for the line-mode format, see User and Manager Commands.

From the Fluent Main Menu, follow these steps:

1. Place the cursor on READY and press ENTER. The User Job Ready screen displays.
2. Enter the jobname or jobid you wish to start and press ENTER, and the job is readied.

If you are not sure of the jobname or jobid, leave all the fields blank and press ENTER. The Batch Job List screen
displays.

3. Type ready in the Command field next to the job you wish to start and press ENTER. The job is readied.

If VM:Schedule is Not Available

If VM:Schedule is not available (or is suspended) when you press PF11 on the review screen for the SCHEDULE
option, you will receive an error message. You can complete the full-screen SUBMIT without the scheduling options and
change the job later when VM:Schedule is available, or you can quit out of the full-screen SUBMIT and try it again when
VM:Schedule becomes available.

Using VM:Schedule Screens

When you access VM:Schedule screens through the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule, the screens will display at
the level of expertise you set on your VM:Schedule system. You must go through VM:Schedule to change your level of
expertise. For information about using VM:Schedule screens, refer to the VM:Schedule User Guide.

When VM:Schedule displays messages on the screen, only the last three numbers of the message and the severity code
display. If you need further clarification on these messages, refer to the VM:Schedule Message Guide.

Expert User Submit Screens
Contents

The Expert User Submit screen prompts you to fill in the fileids of the files you wish to submit:

 SUBUEC01                   Expert User Submit                         VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   Type the fileid of each file you want to include with this job:

 

       FILENAME FILETYPE FILEMODE

    1.
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    2.

    3.

    4.

    5.

    6.

    7.

    8.

 

    If you leave the screen blank and press ENTER, you will be taken to

    a screen that allows you to enter the CMS and CP commands to be

    executed as your job.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Submit

Fill in the fileids and press ENTER. You are prompted to review your options and enter a default file:

 SUBUEC03                   Expert User Submit                         VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   If you want to apply a file of default options to this job, type the

   name of the default file you want to use.

 

 

    DEFAULT :

 

 

 

   Do you want to review the options before submitting the job?  If so,

   type 'Y' and press ENTER.  If not, type 'N' and press ENTER.

   Otherwise, press ENTER or PF12 to use the DEFAULT REVIEW setting.

 

 

    REVIEW  : N  (Y | N)

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Submit

 

If you specify y in the REVIEW field, the Expert Job Option Review screen displays. The Expert Job Option Review
screen is shown in the following illustration. Only the first screen of options is shown; you can scroll forward with PF8
through several screens of options.

 OPTUEC01        Expert Job Option Review (Submitting job 2558)        VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Type changes to the option values.  Press ENTER to validate the entries.

 

 

 

ACCOUNT:  12730003

CLASS:

CLEANUP:

COMMAND:

 

COMMENT:

CPCLASS:  G

DEST:     USILDAVC

DUMP:     OFF

FILERETN: NORMAL

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Origin   3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Submit

 

Note: VM:Batch initiates the first EXEC you list on the screen first, unless you use the COMMAND option. If no command
line or command option is specified, the command line used to start your jobs defaults to EXEC filename STAR T, where
filename is the filename of the first EXEC file specified on the screen.

Submitting Scheduled Jobs

1. From the Expert User Main Menu, place the cursor on SUBMIT and press ENTER. The Expert User Submit screen
displays.

2. Type the fileid of the job you wish to submit in the fields provided, and press ENTER to continue to the next screen.
3. The next screen prompts you to indicate whether you want to review options. Type y in the REVIEW field and press

ENTER. The Expert Job Option Review screen displays, and now the third screen includes a new SCHEDULE option.
4. The SCHEDULE job option field will show OFF if the job currently does not have any scheduling options defined

on the third option screen or ON if the SCHEDULE option is in use. Press PF11 and the VM:Schedule Batch screen
displays at your VM:Schedule level of expertise:

                             BATCH Request Schedule                  VM:Schedule

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

    Request name: BAT2565     (Your logon password:          )

    Jobid:        2565

 

 

                               FIRST RUN OPTIONS

 

    START at: __:__:__ (hh:mm:ss)               From: 08/26/14 (mm/dd/yy)

 

                                REPEAT OPTIONS

 

   Run every          Hour, Day, Business Day, Week, Month,

                      Quarter    (H/D/B/W/M/Q): _
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                               FINAL RUN OPTIONS

 

  Run the request until: __/__/__ (mm/dd/yy date of last run)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  ...       5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  Save

185I Enter data and press 'ENTER'.

===>

5. When you are finished entering your scheduling options, leave the VM:Schedule screens and return to VM:Batch by
filling in the fields and pressing PF12 to save your scheduling options, or by pressing PF3 to quit out.

6. When you are back in VM:Batch, the SCHEDULE option on the Expert Option Review screen will show SCHEDULE:
ON. Finish other VM:Batch review options and press PF12 to submit the job.

Starting Additional Runs of a Job

The READY command allows an extra run of a scheduled job. The run is in addition to the scheduled runs, and has
no impact on the scheduled runs. You can use READY only with jobs that have been submitted with the SCHEDULE
job option. READY is available in full-screen and line mode, to both users and group managers. Full-screen mode is
described here; for the line-mode syntax, see Ready Command on page 118.

From the Expert Main Menu, follow these steps:

1. Place the cursor on READY and press ENTER. The User Job Ready screen displays.
2. Enter the jobname or jobid you wish to start and press ENTER.

If you are not sure of the jobname or jobid, leave all the fields blank and press ENTER. The Batch Job List screen
displays.

3. Type ready in the Command field next to the job you wish to start and press ENTER. The job is readied.

If VM:Schedule is Not Available

If VM:Schedule is not available (or is suspended) when you press PF11 on the third option review screen, you will
receive an error message. You can complete the full-screen SUBMIT without the scheduling options and change the job
later when VM:Schedule is available, or you can quit out of the full-screen SUBMIT and try it again when VM:Schedule
becomes available.

UsingVM:Schedule Screens

When you access VM:Schedule screens through the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule, the screens will display at
the level of expertise you set on your VM:Schedule system. You must go through VM:Schedule to change your level of
expertise. For information about using VM:Schedule screens, refer to the VM:Schedule User Guide.

When VM:Schedule displays messages on the screen, only the last three numbers of the message and the severity
code display (see Figure 17). If you need further clarification on these messages, or refer to VM:Schedule Messages and
Codes.

Obtaining Information On Jobs and Resources
You can use two VM:Batch commands, LIST and STATUS, to obtain information about your jobs or on one of your user’s
jobs, if you are a group manager.

You can use the QUERY command to obtain information about your system resources. For example, you can determine
the VM:Batch processing limits, classes, and shifts established for your userid, and you can identify your group manager
and the status of VM:Batch.
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Although the LIST, STATUS, and QUERY commands are available in full-screen and line modes, this section focuses on
the full-screen commands only. For line-mode format, see User and Manager Commands.

Listing VM:Batch Jobs
Contents

You can use LIST to obtain a list of jobs you own and review a brief status of each job. You own a job that you submit or
that is submitted on your behalf through remote job entry (RJE).

If you are authorized as a group manager, you also can list jobs owned by a user in your group.

User Job List Screen

From the Novice User Main Menu, place the cursor on LIST and press ENTER. The User Job List screen displays.

 LISUEC01                      User Job List                           VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   You can restrict the list of jobs displayed by typing information

   for one or more of the job attributes below.  To display a list of all

   your jobs, leave the fields blank and simply press ENTER.

 

     JOBNAME :             (Jobname or a jobname mask)

     STATUS  :             (WAITing/EXEcuting/ENDed/ALLDone)

     HOLD    :             (HOld/NOHold)

     CLASS   :

     SCHED   :             (SCHED/NOSCHED)

 

     FROM    : TESTCP9A    (Originating node-id)

     DEST    :             (Destination node-id)

     WAITSTAT:             Specify 'Y' to also display waiting status.

                           Specify 'N' to display the standard data.

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

To display a list of all the jobs you own, leave the fields on this screen blank and press ENTER.

To restrict the list of jobs displayed, specify values in one or more of the fields listed in the following table.

Field Specify Restricts List to:
JOBNAME jobname The particular job
 jobmask Jobs matching job mask
STATUS WAIT Jobs waiting to execute
 EXEc Jobs executing or initiating
 END Jobs completed one but not all initiations
 ALLDONE Jobs completed all initiations but not

removed from system
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HOLD HOld Jobs on hold
 NOHold Jobs not on hold
SCHED SCHED Jobs with scheduling options
 NOSCHED Jobs without scheduling options
CLASS class Jobs in a specific class

If your site has multiple VM:Batch systems running on different CPUs, you can specify a remote node-id in the FROM or
DEST fields, as shown in the following table.

Field Specify Restricts List to:
FROM node-id Jobs originating on specific node
DEST node-id Jobs residing on specific node

Use the QUERY NODES command to determine which nodes are running at your site. For more information, see
Obtaining Information on System Resources.

You can obtain additional status information for jobs meeting the attributes you specify by typing y in the WAITSTAT field.
VM:Batch then indicates the BLOCKED BY status for the job, if applicable. For more information, see Reviewing Job
Status. Select WAITSTAT only when listing a small number of jobs, as it will significantly slow the listing process.

After you have entered the values you want to use to restrict the job list, press ENTER. The Batch Job List screen
displays. Use PF8 (Forward) and PF7 (Backward) to scroll up and down the list.

Manager Job List Screen

As a group manager, you can obtain a list of jobs that you or any member of your group owns to VM:Batch. From the
Manager Main Menu, select LIST. The Manager Job List screen displays.

To list the jobs of all user IDs that you manage, plus your own jobs, leave the USERID field blank and press ENTER.

To list the jobs of a user ID you manage, specify the user ID in the USERID field and press ENTER. The default is your
user ID.

You can restrict the list of jobs VM:Batch displays for a particular user ID by specifying a value in one or more of the other
fields on the screen. Follow the instruction above for the User Job List screen. When you press ENTER, the Batch Job
List screen displays.

Batch Job List Screen

For each job displayed, the screen indicates:

• The jobname you assigned to the job or the default jobname VM:Batch provided
• The 4-digit job identifier (jobid) VM:Batch assigned to the job
• The userid that owns the job
• The class in which the job was submitted
• The status of the job, including both current and previous runs of scheduled jobs

The following screen shows a sample Batch Job List for user ID (owner) MCGPA06.

 LISXXC01                      Batch Job List                          VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Command  Jobname  Jobid   Owner   Class  -------- Status: CURRENT -------- PREV

         JOB0044  0044    MCGPA06   A    waiting position 0003 NOHOLD

         JOB0047  0047    MCGPA06   A    waiting position 0004 NOHOLD       END
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         JOB0056  0056    MCGPA06   A    completed; Return Code: 0          END

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  Joblog    6  Remove

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  ...      10  Print    11  Change   12  Status

 

Status Field

The Status field indicates whether the job is waiting, initiating, executing, or completed:

• If a job is waiting, the field displays the job’s position in the queue of waiting jobs and indicates whether the job is on
user and/or system hold.

• If a job is executing, the field displays the userid of the worker machine.
• If a job is completed, the field displays the return code.
• The Previous and Current fields display status for the current and previous runs of a job. Possible previous statuses

are the following:
• END

Last run ended normally
• FRC

Canceled during exec (FoRCe)
• CIN

Canceled during initiation
• CAN

Canceled before execution
• ABN

Abended
• UNK

Unknown job termination
• UNC

Unknown cleanup termination
• EXC

Executing cleanup
Possible current statuses are as follows:
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– Executing on worker workerid
– Executing cleanup on worker workerid
– Waiting position n HOLD | NOHOLD [ SYSHOLD ]
– Completed; return code: rc
– Canceled during exec
– Canceled before exec
– Abend
– Unknown job termination
– Unknown cleanup termination
– Unknown termination
– Initiating
The status also indicates if the job has been transferred to another node.

NOTE
Once a job has been removed from VM:Batch, it no longer appears on the Batch Job List screen.

Entering Commands From Batch Job List Screen

You can use the following VM:Batch commands directly from the Command  field on the Batch Job List screen:

• CANCEL
• CHANGE
• RELEASE
• REMOVE
• STATUS
• JOBLOG

Type the command in the Command field on the line listing the job and press ENTER. The command is executed for that
job.

Specify options in the following format:

command / (options

Using PF Keys

You can also perform certain commands on a job by using the PF keys available with the Batch Job List screen. The PF
key commands are:

• PF6 (Remove)
• PF11 (Change)
• PF12 (Status)

Position the cursor in the Command field next to the job and press the desired PF key. The command is executed for that
job.

Advantages of Using Commands on the Batch Job List Screen

Entering commands from the Batch Job List screen is efficient; you bypass the individual command screens. Also, instead
of identifying a specific job(s) on an initial command screen, you can choose to select from a list of jobs on which you can
perform the particular command.

If you leave all fields blank on the initial screen and press ENTER, VM:Batch displays a Batch Job List screen listing all
jobs you own. You can restrict the list to jobs meeting specific criteria, as discussed previously in this page.
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When you execute a command from the Batch Job List screen, you receive a VM:Batch system message at the bottom of
the screen indicating the outcome.

Reviewing Job Status
Contents

Use the STATUS command to obtain detailed status and resource consumption information about a job in the VM:Batch
system.

As a group manager, you also can obtain status information about any job owned by a user in your group.

User Job Status Screen

From the Fluent or Expert User Main Menu only, select STATUS and press ENTER. The User Job Status screen displays.

Type the jobname or jobid of the job for which you want to review the status, and press ENTER.

Manager Job Status Screen

From the Manager Main Menu, select STATUS. The Manager Job Status screen displays. To review the status of a single
job, specify either the jobname or jobid and the submitting userid, and press ENTER. The default submitting userid is your
userid.

Selecting From a List of Jobs

The following table shows how you can also select from a list of jobs meeting specific criteria.

To List Jobs Specify
You own Nothing for JOBNAME, JOBID, or USERID
Owned by a userid in your group (manager only) That userid in USERID field, leaving the JOBNAME and JOBID

fields blank
Originating on a remote node The remote node-id in the FROM field
Sent to a remote node The remote node-id in the DEST field

When you press ENTER, the Batch Job List screen displays. You can type status in the Command field on the line listing
the job you want to select for status review, and the press ENTER. For more information, see Entering Commands From
Batch Job List Screen.

Job Status Screen

When you specify a job for status review on either the User Job Status, Manager Job Status, or the Batch Job List screen
and press ENTER, the Job Status screen for the job displays.

 STAXXC01                          Job Status                         VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name(Id):   JOB0044(0044)         Owner:  MCGPA06

Submitted:  08/21/14 18:18:09     Status: WAIT

Comment:

Next run:   N/A

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous/Current Run Information |              Next Run Information

---------------------------------|---------------------------------------------
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Started:                         | Queued:      466:51:37

Ended:                           | Blocked By:  Previous Jobs

Return Code: NONE                | System Hold:  NONE

Step:                            | Waiting POST:

                                 | Previous:     03

                                 | Released:

Resource Consumption:            ----------------------------------------------

 

  Virtual Time   Total Time     SIO      Print    Punch    Reader

  none           none           none     none     none     none

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  Refresh  3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  When

 

Status Field

The Status field lets you know the status of the indicated job. The following are the possible statuses and their meanings:

ALLDONE
Job has ended and completed.

END
Job has ended one run, but has more runs scheduled. Press PF12 to display a list of future initiations.

END CLEAN
The job has ended and is running CLEANUP on the worker machine.

END CLEAN SUSP
Job has ended and cleanup has been suspended.

EXEC
Job is running on a worker machine.

EXEC SUSP
Execution suspended. The job has been suspended while running. The worker will remain logged on and inactive
until a RESUME is issued for the job.

INIT
Job execution initiated on a worker machine.

MOVE
Job is in the process of being transferred to a remote node in the multi-CPU network.

WAIT
Job is waiting to run. The Blocked By field will show what the job is waiting for.

Blocked By Field

The Blocked By field gives you information about what is preventing a job from running. The following is a list of all
potential BLOCKED BY statuses and their possible causes:

CLASS CONSTRAINT
The job’s class is drained.
The number of jobs in the class that are currently executing equals the maximum number of jobs in the class that
can execute at any one time.
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CLEANUP IN PROGRESS
A cleanup EXEC is currently running for a canceled job.

EVENT
The job was submitted using the WAIT option and is waiting for an event to be posted.

GLOBAL CLASS LIMIT
All classes are drained.
The total number of jobs executing is equal to the maximum number of jobs that can execute at any one time
(CLASS * MAXJOB).

HOLD
The job is on user or system hold.

INVALID CLASS
The job is in the process of being submitted. That is, the SUBMIT command was started by another user, but it
has not completed.
A job was submitted to a particular class, but before it started to run, the corresponding class record was removed
from the VM:Batch configuration file.
A job file was allocated for a job, but the process was interrupted before all of the job options were placed in the
job file.

INITIATING
The worker for the job was autologged and is currently setting up the worker machine environment before starting
the job. (Setting up the environment might include spooling the console, formatting the workdisk, or receiving the
files for the job.)

INSTALLATION POLICY
A job was rejected by the INITIATE user exit.

PREVIOUS JOBS
A job was submitted with the PREVIOUS option and has not been RELEASED enough times to bring the previous
count down to zero.

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY
The job requires a set of resources that are not provided by any worker machine on the node on which the job is
to run.

SCHEDULED TIME
The job is scheduled to run at a certain time. That time has not arrived yet.

SELECTED FOR INITIATION
VM:Batch has selected the job, and is attempting to initiate it. However, it has not completed all the checks or
autologged the worker to run it.

SHIFT shift
The job is to run on a shift other than the current one.

SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS
An END RESTART or END CHECKPT command has been issued to shut down VM:Batch, but VM:Batch is
waiting for at least one worker to finish running a job or VM:Batch is performing cleanup on a canceled job.

STAGING IN PROGRESS
The job is in the process of being staged to disk.

TRANSFER IN PROGRESS
This status occurs only with multi-CPU support. It will occur when a job has been marked for transfer to another
node, the job is currently being transferred to another node, or the job is waiting for the destination node to
confirm that it received the files comprising the job.

UPDATE IN PROGRESS
A job is in the process of being changed by another user.
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WAITING FOR WORKER
The job is waiting for the autolog of the worker to complete.

WORKDISK SIZE
There are no workers available with a 193 minidisk as large or larger than the requested size.

WORKER AVAILABILITY
There is at least one worker with a workdisk large enough to run the job; but every such worker already has
a job allocated to it, does not provide other required resources, cannot run the desired job class, or is tagged
unavailable due to an error preventing its use. An autolog error can cause this condition.

VM:Schedule WHEN Command

You can use the VM:Schedule WHEN command through the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule to display all the future
initiations of your VM:Batch scheduled jobs. WHEN appears in full-screen mode as a PF key option on the VM:Batch Job
Status screen.

You can also use WHEN from VM:Schedule and it will list the status of any BATCH request in the system. BATCH
requests will have a request name of BATnnnn, where nnnn is the VM:Batch jobid. For more information, see the
VM:Schedule User Guide.

Obtaining Information on System Resources
Use the QUERY command to obtain information about your system resources. You can determine the VM:Batch
processing limits, classes, and shifts established for the system, and identify your group manager and the status of
VM:Batch.

From the Fluent or Expert User Menu, select QUERY and press ENTER. The User Query Selection screen displays (see
the sample screen below).

Select one of the categories identified on the screen and press ENTER. A screen with the requested information displays.

 QUEUEC01                   User Query Selection                       VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

   Position the cursor on the type of information you want and press ENTER.

 

     CLASSES     Display job class definitions.

     LIMITS      Display your batch resource consumption limits.

     MANAGER     Display your primary manager or managers.

     NODES       Display the status and classes for other nodes.

     QUEUES      Display status and job queue information for each job class.

     RESOURCES   Display the resource definitions.

     SHIFTS      Display the current shift definitions.

     STATUS      Determine whether the server is enabled.

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...
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Working With Job History Files
The JOBLOG command allows you to examine or delete a job’s log (history) file without removing the job from the system.

To use the full-screen JOBLOG command, select JOBLOG from the Fluent or Expert User Main Menu and press ENTER.
The User Joblog screen displays.

 JOBUEC01                        User Joblog                           VM:Batch

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   A joblog file contains information about significant events in the history

   of a job.  You may review the contents of a joblog file or delete it from

   the system.

 

   If you know which job's joblog file you want to work with, type the job's

   jobname or jobid and the function you want to perform, and then press ENTER.

 

   To display a list of your jobs, leave the jobname and jobid fields blank,

   or specify a jobname pattern-matching mask, and press ENTER.  (In this

   case, the FUNCTION field is ignored.)

 

 

     JOBNAME  :            jobname (one job) or jobname mask (list of jobs)

     or JOBID :            jobid (one job)

 

     FUNCTION : BROWSE     (BRowse or DELete)

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  Print    11  ...      12  ...

Using the Joblog Screen

Use the following options to specify which job log you wish to review:

JOBNAME
Specifies the jobname of the single job whose log you wish to review or jobname mask to select from a list of jobs.

JOBID
Specifies the jobid of the job whose log you wish to review.

FUNCTION
Specifies the function you wish to perform on the log. Either DELETE, if you wish to delete the log, or BROWSE if
you wish to browse the log.

Canceling and Removing a Job
With VM:Batch, you can use the CANCEL command to cancel one or more jobs (or runs of a repetitive scheduled job) you
have submitted any time before job completion, or use the REMOVE command to remove a completed job from VM:Batch
and optionally return the job’s log file to your reader. Although CANCEL and REMOVE are available as full-screen and
line-mode commands, this chapter will focus on the full-screen commands only. For line-mode format, see User and
Manager Commands.
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Canceling Jobs
Contents

You can cancel one or more jobs you have submitted to VM:Batch any time prior to job completion. You can also cancel
one or more runs of a repetitive job.

If you are authorized as a group manager, you also can cancel jobs submitted by a userid in your group.

User Job Cancel Screen

From the User Main Menu, place the cursor on CANCEL and press ENTER. The User Job Cancel screen displays, and
prompts you for information about the job you wish to cancel. Type the jobname (or jobid) and status information in the
appropriate fields and press ENTER.

The TYPE field prompts you to choose from the following alternative, optional types of cancellation:

• If you specify RESTART, the identified executing jobs will be canceled immediately, but each job will be subject to
restart at its last completed jobstep if the value of its RESTART job option is YES.

• If you specify CHECKPT, each identified executing job will be canceled when it reaches the next jobstep and will be
subject to restart at that jobstep if its RESTART job option value is YES.
Use the INITS field to specify which runs of a scheduled job are canceled:

• To cancel one run, either the run currently executing, if there is one, or the next run, specify CURRENT. This is the
default.

• To cancel the next nn runs after the currently executing run of a job, specify
NEXT [ nn ].

NOTE
Specifying NEXT will not cancel the currently executing run of the job.

• To cancel all runs of the job, executing, waiting, and future, specify FINAL. This changes the status of the job to
ALLDONE.

NOTE
If you select CURRENT, FINAL, or NEXT, all jobs that have the attributes you have specified are canceled.
VM:Batch does not display a list of subset jobs from which you then select individual jobs to cancel.If you
cancel all runs of a job, you can use the REMOVE field to remove a job, and you can specify whether the job
log and remove messages will be sent to the submitter.

• To remove a job from VM:Batch after you cancel it, specify y in the REMOVE field. By default, you receive the job log
in your reader and a message indicating the job has been removed.

• To prevent the job log from being sent to your reader after VM:Batch removes the job, specify y in the REMOVE field
and y in the NOLOG field.

• To suppress the message VM:Batch sends indicating the job has been removed, specify y in the REMOVE field and y
in the NOMSG field.

If you specify a value in one or more of the JOBNAME, JOBID, STATUS, HOLD, and CLASS fields, the indicated job(s)
are canceled immediately after you press ENTER.

After you cancel a job from either the User Job Cancel screen or the Batch Job List screen, you receive a message
indicating the jobname and jobid of the canceled job and the userid who canceled it.

Manager Job Cancel Screen

From the Manager Main Menu, place the cursor on CANCEL and press ENTER. The Manager Job Cancel screen
displays. To cancel a job submitted by a userid in your group, specify the userid when you identify the job on the Manger
Job Cancel screen. The default for the submitting userid is your userid. Follow the instructions for the User Job Cancel
screen.
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Selecting From a List of Jobs

Table 9 shows how you can also select jobs to cancel from a list of jobs meeting specific criteria.

Table 9.Restricting Job Cancel List

To List Jobs Specify
You own Nothing for JOBNAME, JOBID, or USERID
Owned by a userid in your group (manager only) That userid in USERID field, leaving the JOBNAME and JOBID

fields blank
Originating on a remote node The remote node-id in the FROM field
Sent to a remote node The remote node-id in the DEST field

When you press ENTER, the Batch Job List screen displays. You can type cancel in the Command field on the line listing
the job you want to cancel, and press ENTER. For more information, see Entering Commands From Batch Job List.

Removing Jobs
Contents

You can remove a completed job from VM:Batch and optionally return the job’s log file to your reader. As a group
manager, you also can remove jobs for any userid in your group. The joblog file is returned to the userid that owns the job,
not to the manager.

User Job Remove Screen

From the Novice User Main Menu, place the cursor on REMOVE and press ENTER. The User Job Remove screen
displays.

To specify a job to be removed, specify values in all the fields that apply to your job:

JOBNAME JOBID
The jobname or jobid to remove a single job, or a jobname mask to review a list of jobs matching mask.

ALL
ALL to remove all jobs matching the specified criteria.

FROM
The node-id of the remote system that submitted a job to the local VM:Batch system from a remote VM:Batch
system.

DEST
The node-id of the remote system to remove a job transferred to another VM:Batch system or canceled before it
was transferred to another system.

NOLOG
N if you want to receive the job log in your reader after VM:Batch removes the job, or Y to prevent receiving the
job log. N is the default.

NOMSG
N if you want to receive the remove messages, or Y to suppress the messages. N is the default.

NOTE
VM:Batch automatically removes jobs from the system if the amount of time elapsed since the job ended equals
the time interval specified on the RETAIN record in the VM:Batch configuration file. If the NOLOG option is
specified on the RETAIN record and VM:Batch removes the job, the job log is not sent to the submitter’s reader.

After you have specified values in one or more fields, press ENTER to remove the job(s).
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Manager Job Remove Screen

From the Manager Main Menu, move the cursor to the REMOVE selection and press ENTER. The Remove screen
displays. To remove a job owned by a userid in your group, specify the userid in the USERID field. The default is your
userid. Follow the instructions above for the User Job Remove Screen.

Selecting From a List of Jobs

Table 11 shows how you can also select jobs to remove from a list of jobs meeting specific criteria.

Table 11.Restricting Job Remove List

To List Jobs Specify
You own Nothing for JOBNAME, JOBID, or USERID
Owned by a userid in your group (manager only) That userid in USERID field, leaving the JOBNAME and JOBID

fields blank
Originating on a remote node The remote node-id in the FROM field
Sent to a remote node The remote node-id in the DEST field

When you press ENTER, the Batch Job List screen displays. You can type remove in the Command field on the line
listing the job you want to remove, and press ENTER. For more information, see Entering Commands From Batch Job List
Screen.

Manipulating Job Options and Defaults
You can use the CHANGE command to review and change the options for a job anytime before the job executes. If you
are a group manager, you can change the options for any job submitted by a user in your group.

You can use the DEFAULT command to create, change, delete, or list job default files. If you are a group manager, you
can work with the defaults for your group.

Although CHANGE and DEFAULT are available in full-screen and line modes, this section focuses on the full-screen
commands only. For line-mode format, see User and Manager Commands.

Changing Job Options
Contents

You can review and change the options for a job any time before the job executes. You can change only waiting jobs.

As a group manager, you also can change the options for any job submitted by a member of your group.

User Job Change Screen

From the Fluent or Expert User Main Menu, select CHANGE and press ENTER. The User Job Change screen displays.

You can specify a single job whose options you want to change. To do so, type the jobname or jobid and press ENTER. If
applicable, specify the remote node-ids in the  FROM and DEST fields.

Manager Job Change Screen

From the Manager Main Menu, select CHANGE and press ENTER. The Manager Job Change screen appears. You can
specify a single job whose options you want to change. To do so, type the jobname or jobid and, optionally, the user ID
that owns the job. The default for the user ID is your own user ID. If applicable, specify the remote node-ids in the FROM
and DEST fields. Then press ENTER.
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Selecting From a List of Jobs

The following table shows how you can also select jobs to change from a list of jobs meeting specific criteria.

To List Jobs Specify
You own Nothing for JOBNAME, JOBID, or USERID
Owned by a user ID in your group (manager only) That user ID in USERID field, leaving the JOBNAME and JOBID

fields blank
In a specific class The job class
With a specific hold The hold status, HOLD or NOHOLD status
Originating on a remote node The remote node-id in the FROM field
Residing on a remote node The remote node-id in the DEST field

When you press ENTER, the Batch Job List screen displays. You can type change in the Command field on the line
listing the job whose options you want to select for option change and press ENTER. For more information, see Listing
VM:Batch Jobs.

Fluent Job Change Screen

When you specify a job whose options you want to change from either the User Job Change screen or the Batch Job List
screen, and then press ENTER, the Fluent Job Change screen for the specified job displays.

To review a job option, position the cursor on the option name and press ENTER. VM:Batch displays the screen for the
specified option (consult the sample screens for SUBMIT in Submitting a Job). On the screen for the option you have
selected, you can type a new value over the current option value displayed. Then press one of the following keys:

• PF12 to execute the change immediately for all options and return to the Job Change or Job List screen
• ENTER to return to the Fluent Option Review screen

After returning to the Fluent Job Change screen, you can execute the job option changes you have entered by pressing
PF12, or continue to select options to change, one at a time. Each time you type a new value on the screen displayed for
a specified option and press ENTER, VM:Batch returns you to the Fluent Job Change screen.

When you execute an option change, VM:Batch displays a message at the bottom of the screen indicating the jobname
and job ID of the changed job.

Working With Job Defaults
Contents

Use the DEFAULT command to create, change, delete, and list job default files. You can create default files for different
types of jobs and create a default file named DEFAULT to be used when no other default is specified at job submission.

As a group manager, you can create, change, delete, and list default files for yourself, for your group, and for individual
members of your group.

NOTE
You can manipulate user default files for the members of your group only if the system-maintained user default
facility is installed at your site.

User Default Screen

From the Fluent or Expert User Main Menu, select DEFAULT and press ENTER. The User Default screen displays.

The screen prompts you to specify these items:
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• Name of the default file you want to change, create, or delete
• Type of DEFAULT command you want to perform

If you specify list, leave the DEFAULT NAME field blank and press ENTER. VM:Batch displays a list of your default files.

If you specify delete and press ENTER, VM:Batch deletes the indicated default file.

If you specify create or change and press ENTER, the Fluent Default Review screen for the indicated default displays.

When creating a default file, if you specify a default name in the USING field, VM:Batch displays an Option Review screen
with option values as defined in the specified default file. You can use as a base file any default file that you can specify
on the DEFAULT job option.

Default files can be unnamed or named. An unnamed default file has the filename of DEFAULT and a named default file
has a filename other than DEFAULT. The difference between the two types of default files is in how your job selects them.
A job always uses the unnamed default file unless you specify a NAMED default file as a job option.

If you submit a job, and an unnamed default file that applies to your userid exists, the job options from that default file
will automatically be applied to your job. If you want to use a specific default file -- a default file created for XYZ jobs, for
example -- you must specify that specific default file on your job submit command. For example:

vmbatch submit xyztest exec (default xyz

Fluent Default Review Screen

To create or change the value for any job option in the default file you specified, select the desired group of options and
press ENTER. VM:Batch displays the screen for the specified option. On the screen for the option you have selected, you
can type a new default option value over the current option value displayed. Then press one of the following keys:

• PF12 to save all changes, update or create the default file immediately, and return to the User Default screen
• ENTER to return to the Fluent Default Review screen

After returning to the Fluent Default Review screen, you can execute all of the default options you have entered and save
the updated or created default file by pressing PF12, or continue to select options, one at a time. Each time you type a
new value on a screen displayed for a specified option and press ENTER, VM:Batch returns you to the Fluent Default
Review screen.

When you create, change, or delete a default file, VM:Batch displays a message at the bottom of the screen indicating the
action taken on the particular default.

Manager Default Screen

The screen prompts you to specify one of the following:

• Userid whose default file you want to change, create, or delete, and the name of the default file
• Name of the group whose default file you want to change, create, or delete, and the name of the default file
• Userid or group name for which you want to list defaults

If you specify list and either a userid or group name, and press ENTER, a list of defaults for the specified user or group
displays.

If you specify delete and either a userid or group name, and the name of the default, then press ENTER, VM:Batch
deletes the indicated default file.

If you specify create or change for a user or group default and press ENTER, the Manager Default Review screen for the
indicated default displays.

If you specify a default name in the USING field when you are creating a default file for a userid or group, VM:Batch
displays an Option Review screen with option values as defined in the specified default file. For a userid, you can use as
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a base file any default file that the indicated userid can specify on the DEFAULT job option. For a group, you can use any
system default, any default for that group, or any default for a group of which the indicated group is a subgroup.

System default files can be used to create group default files. These in turn can be used to create user default files. You
cannot use this hierarchy in reverse.

To manipulate a user or group default, follow the instructions in the previous section for using the Fluent Default Review
screen.

Location of Defaults

Your default files are stored on a VM:Batch minidisk (usually accessed mode U), or your own A-disk, depending on the
VM:Batch configuration at your site. If the files are stored on your minidisk, the filename is the same as the job default file
and the filetype is VMBATDEF.

Group level default files are stored on the VM:Batch system minidisk.

Defaults Across Nodes

Defaults are applied from the user’s local system. When a user on NODE1 submits a job to NODE2, for example, the
default values specified on NODE1 control the user’s job options.

Manipulating Job Selection
You can use three VM:Batch commands--ORDER, POST, and RELEASE--to work with the selection order of your jobs
and your user’s jobs, if you are a group manager. Although ORDER, POST, and RELEASE are available in full-screen and
line modes, this chapter will focus on the full-screen commands only. See each individual command for line-mode format.

Reordering Jobs
Contents

Use the REORDER command to change the selection order of jobs you submitted to VM:Batch any time before they
begin execution. Any group of jobs you reorder must all have the same job priority.

As a group manager, you can order any jobs owned by you or jobs owned by a member of your group.

User Order Screen

From the Fluent User Main Menu, select ORDER and press ENTER. The User Order screen displays.

You can order jobs on the local system or jobs residing on a remote node. If you sent jobs to a remote node, specify the
nodeid in the DEST field. When you press ENTER, the Job Order Menu displays.

Job Order Menu

The Job Order Menu identifies your waiting jobs and indicates the order in which VM:Batch selects them for execution in
the Current Position field.

To reorder jobs, follow these steps:

1. Place the cursor in the New Position field on the line listing a job you want to reorder.
2. Type the number (1, 2, 3, and so on) beside each job indicating the new position you want each to occupy in the job

selection order. You do not have to specify a new order for each job on the screen. However, if you order more than
one job, you must specify a valid sequence beginning with the number 1.

3. Press PF12 to reorder the jobs. The Job Order Menu now displays the jobs in the specified order.
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Manager Order Screen

You can reorder the jobs owned by any member of your group by specifying the userid in the USERID field. The default is
your userid. When you press ENTER, the Job Order Menu displays listing the jobs for the specified userid in the order in
which VM:Batch selects them for execution. Follow the instructions above for reordering jobs.

NOTE
Jobs can be reordered only in relation to other jobs submitted by a specific userid or in relation to jobs submitted
by other members of your group. Jobs can only be reordered if they have the same value in the job priority
option. If you need to reorder jobs in relation to jobs submitted by userids outside your group, consult your
VM:Batch system operator. The operator can reorder jobs on a system-wide basis.

Posting an Event
Contents

At job submission, you can specify an event that must occur before the job executes using the WAIT job option. Use the
POST command to signal the event for which the job is waiting. When you post the event the submitted job is awaiting,
VM:Batch releases the waiting job for execution.

As a group manager, you also can post an event for a job owned by a user in your group.

If you do not know the event specified at job submission, you can view the event name from the Job Status screen. For
more information, see Reviewing Job Status.

You can issue the POST command from full screen or line mode. For line mode format, see POST Command.

User Event Post Screen

From the Expert User Main Menu, select POST. The User Event Post screen displays.

Specify the name of the event you want to post and press ENTER. You can also specify that the event be posted on a
remote node. The default is the local node. Press ENTER to post the event.

When VM:Batch posts the event, a message appears at the bottom of the screen indicating the event and the number of
jobs released by your posting the event.

You can verify that the appropriate jobs were released by reviewing the status of the jobs.

Manager Event Post Screen

From the Manager Main Menu, select POST and press ENTER. The Manager Event Post screen displays. Specify the
event, and, if applicable, the userid for which you want to post the event, as well as the destination nodeid. The default
userid is your userid, and the default nodeid is that of the local node. Press ENTER to post the event.

Releasing Jobs
Contents

At job submission, you can specify, using the PREVIOUS job option, the number of jobs to be completed before the job
submitted with the PREVIOUS option executes. Use the RELEASE command to reduce the number of other jobs required
to complete. When you release a job, VM:Batch reduces the number specified on the PREVIOUS option by one. When
the number reaches zero, the job can be started.

For complete information about the PREVIOUS options, see Job Options.

As a group manager, you can release jobs for userids in your group.
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User Job Release Screen

From the Expert User Main Menu, select RELEASE and press ENTER. The User Job Release screen displays.

You can specify a particular job to be released. To release a single job, specify the job’s jobname or jobid. You can also
specify the node on which the job originated and the node to which it was routed. Then press ENTER.

Manager Job Release Screen

From the Manager Main Menu, select RELEASE and press ENTER. The Manager Job Release Screen displays. To
release a particular job submitted by you or a member of your group, specify the jobname or jobid and the submitting
userid, then press ENTER. If you submitted the job, you can leave the USERID field blank. You can also specify the node
on which the job originated and the node to which it was routed. Then, press ENTER.

Selecting From a List of Jobs

Table 13 shows how you can also select from a list of jobs meeting specific criteria.

Table 13.Restricting Job Release List

To List Jobs Specify
You own Nothing for JOBNAME, JOBID, or USERID
Owned by a userid in your group (manager only) That userid in USERID field, leaving the JOBNAME and JOBID

fields blank
Originating on a remote node The remote node-id in the FROM field
Sent to a remote node The remote node-id in the DEST field

When you press ENTER, the Batch Job List screen displays. You can type release in the Command field on the line
listing the job you want to release, and press ENTER. For more information, see Entering Commands From Batch Job List
Screen.

When you specify a job you want to release on either the User Job Release screen or the Batch Job List screen,
VM:Batch decrements the value of the PREVIOUS option by one. If the job’s PREVIOUS option value is 1, VM:Batch
releases the job when you press ENTER. A message displays at the bottom of the screen indicating VM:Batch released
the job. For complete information about the release job options (RELxxxx), see Job Options.

Setting Group and User Limits
Contents

Use the LIMIT command to create, change, and delete resource usage limits for your group and for individual members
of your group. This command is available to group managers only. Although the LIMIT command is available in full-screen
and line modes, this chapter will focus on the full-screen command only. See LIMIT Command for the line-mode format.

Defining Limits

From the Manager Main Menu, place the cursor on LIMIT and press ENTER. The Manager Limit screen displays.

Type in either the userid or the group for which you want to create, change, or delete limits. Then move the cursor to
either CREATE, CHANGE, or DELETE and press ENTER.

If you select DELETE and press ENTER, the limit file you indicated is deleted. If you select CREATE or CHANGE
specifying a userid or a group, and press ENTER, the Limit Definition screen displays.

Type the values for the limits you wish to create or change, and press ENTER or PF12 to save the limits and create or
update the specified limit file. If system limit files exist, no limit in your limit file can exceed the associated system limit.
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A VM:Batch system message appears at the bottom of the Manager Limit screen indicating the action taken on the
specified limit file.

NOTE
If you are creating limit definitions, default values of 00 in the Priority field and YES in the Restart field are
supplied when the Limit Definition screen displays. These values are supplied because these limit fields cannot
have null values. If you want a particular value to be unlimited, leave it blank.

Possible Limits

The following limits can be defined for a user or group:

Account
Account number associated with each job

Job Class
Execution class or classes that the user is allowed to request

CP Class
CP privilege class or classes that the user can request for a job
You can specify all CP privilege classes the user is authorized to use.

Destination
Node where the user’s jobs can be sent
The node you specify must be able to accept jobs of the classes you specify in the Class field.

Print
Maximum number of records that can be printed by a job

Priority
Highest (numerically lowest) priority a user is allowed to request

Punch
Maximum number of records that can be punched by a job

Reader
Maximum number of records that a job can read from the virtual reader

Resource
Special resources a job can use
The resources you specify must be available on the node you specify in the Destination field.

Restart
Value a user can specify on the RESTART job option for a job
Valid values are No and Yes.

Shift
Shift during which a job can run

Storage
Amount of virtual storage needed by a job. Valid values are 512K to 16M
16M can be specified as 16384K. For sites running VM/XA or VM/ESA (ESA feature), maximum virtual storage is
2047M.

Time
Maximum virtual execution time in CPU seconds
No matter how it is expressed, the maximum time you can limit in VM:Batch is (4G-1) seconds.

Workdisk
Size of the work minidisk needed for a job
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Remote Job Entry
The VM:Batch Remote Job Entry (RJE) facility accepts VM:Batch commands from other operating environments running
on remote CPUs, including those with non-VM operating systems.

You enter an RJE command by creating a specially formatted spool file called a command deck and sending it to
VM:Batch. VM:Batch will, in turn, process the command, returning to the remote CPU the same command responses and
messages that would be received by an interactive VM user issuing a line-mode command.

This chapter describes the VM:Batch RJE facility and outlines the creation of card decks for issuing commands from a
remote CPU to VM:Batch.

RJE Command Deck
Contents

An RJE command deck is a virtual card deck containing a single VM:Batch command. You create the deck on your own
userid and send it to the VM:Batch service virtual machine for processing.

At a minimum, the RJE command deck consists of one *RJECMD card and one or more command cards. You can follow
these with one *ENDCMD card, and in the case of the SUBMIT command, one or more files, which can be programs and/
or data files. In VM, you can create a command deck from several CMS files.

RJE Command Deck Format

To create an RJE command deck, you must first determine which format you want to use: card-image, DISK DUMP,
or NETDATA. Then, create the cards in a specific order, according to the format you choose. The three formats are
described in the following subsections.

Card-Image Format

The card-image format, sometimes called punched-card spool format, is a spool file format where each virtual card has a
fixed length, 80-byte data record.

In VM, you can create a deck in card-image format by using the CMS PUNCH or EXECIO commands. You can read such
a deck with the CMS READCARD command.

In MVS, you can create a deck in card-image format by submitting an IEBGENER job.

If you are using card-image format for a SUBMIT command deck that includes data files, all your files must have a logical
record length (LRECL) of 80 bytes or less. You must precede each file with a :READ control card, which is discussed later
in this chapter.

DISK DUMP Format

The DISK DUMP format is a spool file format that allows you to first punch fixed and variable record format (RECFM) files
with an LRECL greater than 80 into 80-column virtual cards, and then reassemble them onto disk with the original LRECL
and RECFM. The DISK DUMP format uses special control records and control bytes on each data record.

In VM, you can produce this format by using the CMS DISK DUMP command and read this format by using the CMS
DISK LOAD commands.

NETDATA Format

Similar to DISK DUMP format, the NETDATA format also allows you to first punch a fixed and variable record format
(RECFM) file with an LRECL greater than 80 onto 80-column virtual cards, and then reassemble it onto disk with the
original LRECL and RECFM. The NETDATA format also uses special control records and control bytes on each data
record.
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In VM, you can produce this format by using the CMS SENDFILE command and read this format by using the CMS
RECEIVE command.

In MVS/TSO, the TSO TRANSMIT command produces the NETDATA format; the TSO RECEIVE command reads it.

Constructing the RJE Deck
Contents

Every deck you construct must start with an *RJECMD card followed by one or more command cards and optionally
concluding with an *ENDCMD card.

The *RJECMD Card

The first card in an RJE command is the *RJECMD card. This card is required because it tells VM:Batch that this virtual
card deck (spool file) is a VM:Batch RJE command deck. The *RJECMD card also contains the identity and location of the
user issuing the command.

*RJECMD USER userid [{PSWD | PASSword} password] [NODE nodeid]

USER userid
Specifies the user issuing the command. If this is the same as the user ID of a virtual machine on the VM:Batch
node, then VM:Batch assumes the two user IDs belong to the same user.

password
Specifies userid’s logon password for VM:Batch.

NODE nodeid
Specifies the node from which the command is being sent. (If your site uses RSCS, this is not required.)

Command Card or Cards

The *RJECMD card in an RJE command deck is followed by one or more command cards. These cards specify the single
VM:Batch command that you want to execute. Specify the VM:Batch command in line-mode format. Although you can
only include a single VM:Batch command in a command deck, you can spread that command out over more than one
command card. The user ID of the VM:Batch service virtual machine can optionally precede the command.

[svmid] command-line

svmid
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Batch service virtual machine on the node to which the RJE command is to be
sent. This user ID is typically VMBATCH. (You may omit svmid.)

command-line
Specifies the single VM:Batch command, followed by parameters and options. Syntax is line mode. For this
reason, you can use any VM:Batch commands capable of being issued in line mode in an RJE command deck.
In most cases, you will find that command-line fits on a single card. If you need to use more than one card for
command-line, be sure not to split a word between two cards. (There is a 240 character limit. VM:Batch counts
only a single blank between words.)

Example

Here are two command cards that constitute a valid CHANGE command:

change name widget (hold print 1000 storage 3m

priority 30 punch 10000
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*ENDCMD Card

VM:Batch recognizes the end of the command cards when there are no more cards to process or when VM:Batch reaches
a card containing only the string "*ENDCMD". (You can enter this string in mixed case.)

If you are issuing an RJE SUBMIT command and if the files you are submitting are included in the deck, the command
card or cards must be followed by the *ENDCMD card. In this instance, the *ENDCMD card signifies the end of the
SUBMIT command and the beginning of the files being submitted to VM:Batch.

NOTE
If your deck is in NETDATA format, it can only contain one file. This one file must contain the RJE command
deck. If the command is SUBMIT, you cannot include any files with the job you are submitting.

READ Card (Optional)

The optional :READ card has the following format:

:READ filename filetype filemode [comments]

WARNING
For an RJE SUBMIT command, files that comprise the job you are submitting can be placed after the *ENDCMD
card in the deck. If these files are in punched-card format, then you must preface each file with a :READ card.

NOTE
A :READ card is automatically generated as a preface to a file when you punch that file using the CMS PUNCH
command without the NOHEADER option.

NOTE
A site’s RJE job generator may treat the *RJECMD, command, and *ENDCMD cards as a single file. As a result,
it may preface this "command file," like every other file, with a :READ card. If a deck begins with a :READ card,
VM:Batch skips that card, treating the next card as the first in the RJE command.

Files Comprising the Submitted Job

The last part of a SUBMIT command deck can consist of the files that comprise the job you are submitting. These files
follow the *ENDCMD card. If you are using card-image format, you must preface each of your files with a :READ card that
identifies the file.

Sample RJE Command Deck

The following are two examples of an RJE command deck.

Example Using QUERY Command

In the following sample deck, user CLARK, using password SUPERMAN, has entered the QUERY CLASSES command.
The TYPE option is assumed; command output will be sent to CLARK as messages.

*rjecmd user clark pass superman

query classes

*endcmd

Example Using Two Files

The following command deck is constructed by user CLARK, who is submitting a job consisting of two files: SORT EXEC
and INPUT FILE. This user default file must exist on the VM:Batch USER minidisk. This command deck is in card-image
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format. The next section describes what you need to do to send command decks such as these to the VM:Batch service
virtual machine.

 *RJECMD USER CLARK PASS SUPERMAN

 VMBATCH SUBMIT (CLASS A NAME SORT NOHOLD RESTART YES

 WORKDISK 1-3390 COMMAND /EXEC SORT INPUT FILE /

 *ENDCMD

 :READ SORT EXEC A

 /**/

 ARG FN FT FM

 IF (FM = '') THEN FM = '*'

 'PIPE <' FN FT FM ' | SORT | > OUTPUT FILE A'

 EXIT

 :READ INPUT FILE A

 QUIET EXIT

 DOWN SYSTEM

 ROOTER RHODA

 BRINKER HANS

 GIANT ANDRE

 HOGAN HULK

 NONSENSE FILES

 FINISH EXAMPLE

Sending the RJE Deck to the VM:Batch Service Machine
Contents

After you create an RJE command deck, send it to the VM:Batch service virtual machine for processing. Examples of how
to send an RJE command deck in each of the three formats, in VM and MVS to the VM:Batch service virtual machine, are
listed below.

NOTE
How you send a deck is directly dependent upon the type of system you use to create the deck. The command
deck must arrive in the VM:Batch service machine’s reader as a file with a class of A, B, C, D, E, F, or G.

Card-Image Examples (VM)

Assuming your deck is a file named QUERY VMBATCMD A, use the following commands in card-image format to send
the deck to the VM:Batch service machine (userid VMBATCH) on node VMSYSTEM:

cp spool punch class a to rscs

cp tag dev punch vmsystem vmbatch

punch query vmbatcmd a

If you have files SUBMIT VMBATCMD A, BSORT EXEC A, and CINPUT1 DATA A, and you want to include them all in
your VM command deck, use this sequence of commands:

cp spool punch class a cont to rscs

cp tag dev punch vmsystem vmbatch

punch submit vmbatcmd a

punch bsort exec a

punch cinput1 data a
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cp spool punch close

In this case, the :READ cards that are to precede each file in the job are automatically placed in the command deck. Note
that a :READ card also precedes the cards in the SUBMIT VMBATCMD A file. VM:Batch simply skips this initial :READ
card.

Card-Image Examples (MVS)

If your command deck is in a dataset named USERID.QUERY.VMBATCMD on an MVS system, you can use the following
JCL to send the command deck to user ID VMBATCH at node VMSYSTEM in card-image format:

//userida JOB acctinfo,NOTIFY=userid

/*OUTPUT VMBA DEST=vmsystem.vmbatch

// EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=userid.query.vmbatcmd

//SYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=(B,,VMBA)

The example assumes that print output should be class A and punch output class B, and that the dataset
USERID.VMBATCH.STATUS is RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, with a block size that is a multiple of 80 bytes.

You may want to submit a job to VM:Batch that includes one or more data files. These data files can exist as datasets or
members of partitioned datasets on MVS; each of these datasets or members will become a separate CMS disk file on
the VM system. Make sure that the first record of each dataset (or member) is a valid :READ card (see Figure 22, Sample
RJE Command Deck) that specifies the fileid that CMS should assign to the file when it is loaded on the VM system.

Next, use this JCL to punch the command deck followed by the datasets that are to be files for the VM:Batch job:

//userida JOB acctinfo,NOTIFY=userid

/*OUTPUT VMBA DEST=vmsystem.vmbatch

//PUNCMD EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=userid.query.vmbatcmd

//SYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=(B,,VMBA)

//PUNDATA1 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1 DD DUMMY

//SYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=(B,,VMBA)

//PUNDATA2 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1 D DISP=SHR,DSN=userid.input1.data

//SYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=(B,,VMBA)

DISK DUMP Example (VM Only)

The DISK DUMP format allows for files with an LRECL of over 80 bytes to be sent to remote nodes using RJE.

You can disk dump these files instead of punching them as in the following example. All files comprising a command deck
must be in the same spool file format. That is, they must all be punched, or they must all be disk dumped, but you cannot
punch some and disk dump others.
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cp spool punch class a cont to rscs

cp tag dev punch vmsystem vmbatch

disk dump submit vmbatcmd a

disk dump bsort exec a

disk dump cinput1 data a

cp spool punch close

NOTE
A command deck must arrive in the VM:Batch service machine’s reader as a file with a class of A, B, C, D, E, F,
or G.

NETDATA Example (VM)

The CMS SENDFILE command can be used to send a VM:Batch command deck to the VM:Batch service virtual machine
in NETDATA format. If all of the command deck cards are contained in the file QUERY VMBATCMD A, use the following
command to send the command deck to userid VMBATCH at node VMSYSTEM:

sendfile query vmbatcmd a to vmbatch at vmsystem

Because CMS does not support multiple CMS files in a single NETDATA format spool file, you cannot use SENDFILE
to send a SUBMIT command deck that contains EXECs or data files. Instead, use either the card-image or DISK DUMP
method.

NETDATA Example (MVS)

If your command deck is in a dataset named USERID.QUERY.VMBATCMD, you can send this command to user ID
VMBATCH at node VMSYSTEM from your TSO user ID by using the TSO TRANSMIT command:

TRANSMITvmsystem.vmbatch

DATASET(’userid.query.vmbatcmd’)

This will send the command deck to the VM:Batch virtual reader in NETDATA format.

In general, you cannot include any data files with a SUBMIT command sent in this format, because CMS does not support
multiple disk files in a single NETDATA spool file. However, you can send ONE dataset along with a SUBMIT command if
you use the MESSAGE operand of the TSO TRANSMIT command:

TRANSMITvmsystem.vmbatch

DATASET(’userid.input1.data’) MESSAGE

The message must contain the *RJECMD, command, and *ENDCMD cards that make up the VM:Batch command deck.
For example, you can type in the records shown in Sample RJE Command Deck for SUBMIT VMBATCMD. These cards
are followed by the dataset "USERID.INPUT1.DATA’. When the files are loaded to the worker’s disk on the VM system,
the command cards are written to the file ALL NOTEBOOK A, and the dataset loaded as a separated CMS file as INPUT1
DATA A. Only one dataset can be sent in this manner.

Options and Limitations
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• VM:Batch converts an RJE command into a line-mode command. If you attempt a command that ordinarily puts you
into full-screen display, you will receive an error message from VM:Batch.

• An RJE user does not have to specify the type option, because it is implicit on the RJE LIST, QUERY, and STATUS,
and DEFAULT LIST commands.

• With the exception of the LIFO, FIFO, and PRINT options, any options you can specify as part of the line-mode version
of a command can also be specified on a command card as part of the RJE version of that command.

User and Manager Commands
 

The following commands are available with USER or MANAGER authorization. In many cases MANAGER authorization
enables the command to apply to a user other than the submitter or to a user group.

Command Description MANAGER-Only Operands
CANCEL Cancel one or more jobs you have

submitted to VM:Batch any time before job
completion.

USER

CHANGE Cancel one or more jobs you have
submitted to VM:Batch any time before job
completion.

USER

DEFAULT Create, change, delete, or list job defaults. SYSTEM, GROUP, USER
JOBLOG Command (User and Manager) Examine or retrieve job history files without

removing the job from the system.
 

LIMIT Command (Manager) Create, change, and delete resource usage
limits for your group and for individual
members of your group.

Manager-only command

LIST Command (User and Manager) Create, change, and delete resource usage
limits for your group and for individual
members of your group.

USER

LOG Command (Operator) Enable an executing VM:Batch job to make
an entry in a job’s log file.

 

MANAGER Command Display a list of available group manager
commands.

Manager-only command

MENU Command (User and Manager) Display either the User Level Menu or a
particular command menu.

MANAGER

ORDER Command (User and Manager) Change the selection order of jobs you
submitted to VM:Batch any time before they
begin execution.

USER

OVERVIEW Access an online overview of VM:Batch. User-only command
POST Command Signal the event for which a job is waiting. USER
QUERY Command (User and Manager) Display information about VM:Batch.  
READY Execute an extra run of a scheduled job.  
RELEASE Reduce the number of other jobs required

to complete.
USER

REMOVE Remove one or more completed jobs from
VM:Batch and optionally return each job’s
log file to your reader.

USER
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SERVICE Enable any executing VM:Batch job to
obtain information about itself, such as its
job class, submitting user ID, or TIME limit.

 

SET Change your level of fluency with
VM:Batch.

User-only command

STATUS Provide you with status information for a
single job, or gives you a full screen list of
several jobs from which you may select the
job you want displayed.

USER

STEP Enable a job to associate a stepname with
a segment of its work.

 

SUBMIT Submit jobs to VM:Batch for execution,
specify job options that define a job’s
resource usage, and control the scheduling
and execution of a job.

User-only command

USER Display a list of available user commands. User-only command

Issuing Commands From Within Jobs
You can perform any command from a job that you can perform from your own user ID using a line-mode vmbatch
command. Simply include the line-mode command in your job. VM:Batch treats the command as if it had been issued
from your user ID, not from the worker running your job. All command responses, however, are sent to the worker.

For example, if you issue the SUBMIT command from one of your jobs, your user ID owns the new job submitted by the
command.

NOTE
A job runs on a disconnected worker machine, and VM:Batch cannot display a screen on a disconnected
machine. Therefore, any VM:Batch command issued from a job must include enough parameters and options
that VM:Batch can execute the command without presenting a screen. For example, if you issue the LIST
command, you must include an option on it, such as TYPE or LIFO.

There are three VM:Batch commands that can only be issued from within jobs: LOG, SERVICE, and STEP. The formats
for these commands appear in the sections that follow.

Job Options (User and Manager)
This section defines job options available with VM:Batch commands.

ACCount accountnum

Specifies the account number to which the job is charged. The default is the account number specified on the ACCOUNT
statement in the submitter’s directory entry. You cannot specify a different account number unless your site uses the
ACCOUNT user exit to verify the new number. ACCT is also a valid abbreviation for this option.

CLass class

Specifies the execution class in which the job is to run. A valid class value is any single letter or any single digit. The
default is the first class defined in the configuration file, excluding CLASS *, which defines attributes for all classes.

CLEanup filename

Specifies the filename of an EXEC that performs cleanup after a job, if the job abends or is canceled. The default is that
this option is uninitialized. The worker that ran the job must have access to the cleanup EXEC specified. The EXEC can
be included in the files comprising the job. Or, a cleanup EXEC can be on the submitting user ID’s 191 minidisk if the
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worker machine is on the same processing node as the user ID, and a value other than NO was specified for the job’s
USERMODE (USER191) option.

COMMAND /text/

Specifies a command line to be executed when the job is started. The default is that this option is uninitialized. The
command must be delimited by a character that is not part of the command, usually /. The command can include
imbedded blanks. The COMMAND option is limited to 80 characters. The command line specified in text overrides that
specified after the right parenthesis on the line-mode SUBMIT command. 

By specifying a command line, you can pass parameters to the EXEC or module that drives your job. You can also
minimize the overhead of submitting and running a job. If the EXEC or module that drives your job is on your A-disk, and
if you are not specifying USERMODE NO, then you do not have to identify the EXEC or module in the fileids parameter of
the SUBMIT command line. The file does not have to be sent to VM:Batch, because the worker that runs the job will gain
access to your A-disk. The command line specified in text overrides that specified after the right parenthesis on the line-
mode SUBMIT command.

NOTE
If you do not specify a command option or command line, the command line used to start you jobs defaults
to EXEC filename START, where  filename is the filename of the first EXEC file specified in the fileids you
submitted as part of your job.

 

COMMENT /text/

Specifies a comment associated with the job. The default is that this option is uninitialized. The comment must be
delimited by a character that is not part of the comment, usually /. The delimiting character is the first character specified
as part of text. The comment can include imbedded blanks. The COMMENT option is limited to 24 characters.

CPCLass classes

Specifies the CP privilege classes that the job requires. VM:Batch tailors workers, giving each the CP classes required by
the job it is about to run. The default is the list of CP privilege classes in your directory entry. Valid CPCLASS values are
A-Z and 1-6. Use of * is not permitted.

DEST nodeid

Specifies that jobs are to be routed to nodeid. The default is your local node.

DUMP [CP | OFF | VM]

Specifies the type of dump, if any, to be taken if the job abends. The default is OFF.

FILERetn [ABEND | ALWAYS | CANCEL | ERROR | NEVER | NORMAL]

Specifies that any files on the batch worker’s A-disk that are created or changed after job initiation are to be returned at
job termination to the submitting user ID’s reader.

•ABEND
Return files to the reader if an abend occurs

ALWAYS
Always return files to the reader

CANCEL
Return files to the reader if the job is canceled

ERROR
Return files to the reader if the job abends or is canceled

NEVER
Never return files
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NORMAL
Return files to the reader if the job ends normally. This value is the default

FNMask filename-mask

Specifies the filename mask (as used by LISTFILE) to identify files to be returned to the submitting user ID’s reader. The
default is an asterisk (*), indicating that all files are to be returned. An * can be used anywhere in the jobmask to represent
any number of characters. A percent sign (%) means any single character.

FTMask filetype-mask

Specifies the filetype mask (as used by LISTFILE) to identify files to be returned to the submitting user ID’s reader. The
default is an asterisk (*), indicating that all files are to be returned. An * can be used anywhere in the jobmask to represent
any number of characters. A percent sign (%) means any single character.

HOld | NOHold

Specifies whether the job is to enter the system in HOLD or NOHOLD status. The default is NOHOLD.

Name jobname

Specifies a 1- to 8-character name for the job. The default is the jobname VM:Batch assigns when you submit the job. Any
string that would be valid as a CMS filename can be used.

NOTIfy userid

Specifies a user ID other than the submitter that is to receive messages when the status of the job changes. The default is
that this option is uninitialized.

POST event

Specifies the name of an event to be signaled upon successful completion of the job. The default is that this option is
uninitialized.

PREVious nn

Specifies the number of previously executed jobs that must complete and release this job before this job can begin
execution. The default is zero. Each job that releases the job specifying the PREVIOUS job option causes the PREVIOUS
job count to be reduced by 1. When the count reaches zero, the job can be started. The PREVIOUS job count can also be
reduced by the submitter issuing the RELEASE command for the job.

PRinT count

Specifies the maximum number of records that can be printed before VM:Batch cancels the job. The default is the limit set
up by the default class; however, this value can also be affected by DEFAULTS and LIMIT files. The maximum value is
4096M-1. If no value is specified, there is no maximum. PRT is also a valid abbreviation for this option.
Specify count using one of the following formats:

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

PRIority nn

Specifies the order in which a user’s jobs are selected for execution. The highest priority jobs, priority 0, enter at the top of
the queue; priority 99 is the lowest priority and enters at the bottom of the queue. The default is 50.

PROJECT project

Specifies the VM:Account project name. The default is the limit set up by the default class.

PUNch count
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Specifies the maximum number of records that can be punched before VM:Batch cancels the job. The default is the limit
set up by the default class; however, this value can also be affected by DEFAULTS and LIMIT files. The maximum value is
4096M-1. If no value is specified, there is no maximum.
Specify count using one of the following formats:

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

ReaDeR count

Specifies the maximum number of records that can be read from the virtual reader before VM:Batch cancels the job. The
default is the limit set up by the default class; however, this value can also be affected by DEFAULTS and LIMIT files. The
maximum value is 4096M-1. If no value is specified, there is no maximum. RDR is also a valid abbreviation for this option.

• nnnnnn
• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

REL1Name jobname1 REL1Cond [A | C | D | N]REL2Name jobname2 REL2Cond [A | C | D | N] REL3Name
jobname3 REL3Cond [A | C | D | N]REL4Name jobname4 REL4Cond [A | C | D | N]

Specifies the names of up to four waiting jobs to be released when this job terminates and indicates the terminating
condition that will trigger each release. The default is that these option pairs are uninitialized. Releasing a job reduces its
PREVIOUS job count by 1. You can specify one of the following conditions under which the release can occur:

•A
(Abend)
Releases the specified job if this job abends or is canceled while it is executing.

C
(Complete)
Releases the specified job when this job completes, regardless of whether the job ends normally, abends, or is
canceled during execution. This is the default condition.

D
(Delete)
Removes the job name from the list of jobs to be released (should not be used with the SUBMIT command)

N
(Normal)
Releases the specified job if this job completes normally (this does not mean it must complete with a return code
of 0; It only means that it does not get canceled or abend)

RESOurce list

Specifies up to 32 resources that are required by the job. The default is that this option is uninitialized. Each entry in list is
a single letter (A-Z) or digit (0-5) designated by your site to represent an actual resource.

RESTart [NO  |  YES]

Specifies whether the job is to be restarted if it is executing and is canceled by a VM:Batch shutdown, a CANCEL
RESTART or a CANCEL CHECKPT command. The job logic must provide recovery from partial completion if YES is
specified. The default is NO.

REView | NOREView
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Specifies whether you want to review the job options before the job is submitted. The default is NOREVIEW. If you select
REVIEW, the option review screens display. The default is NOREVIEW.

SCHedule [ON | OFF]

Specifies whether you are using the VM:Schedule scheduling options through the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule.
The default is OFF. For complete information about the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule, see the VM:Batch User and
Group Manager Guide.

SHIFT shiftname

Specifies the shift during which a job can run. By default, the job is uninitialized. Use an asterisk (*) for shiftname to
specify that no shift restrictions are to be applied to the job.

SPool | NOSPool

Specifies whether the user is to receive a copy of the console generated by the job on the worker machine. SPOOL
spools a copy to the user’s virtual reader and is the default. NOSPOOL Specifies that console spooling is not performed.
The default is SPOOL.

STATus | NOSTATus

Specifies whether a message is to be sent to the submitting user ID or the NOTIFY user ID whenever a job’s status
changes. The default is STATUS.

STORage size

Specifies the virtual storage size of the worker machine that is to execute the job. The lower limit on storage is 512K. The
maximum value is 2047 megabytes, or the maximum virtual machine size in your system. The default is either the LIMIT
of the value of STORAGE in the CLASS that was selected above, or the value of STORAGE in the user’s directory entry if
that is lower than the LIMIT of the class.
Specify size using one of the following formats:

• nnnnnK
• nnnnM
• nG

NOTE
The largest storage size you can specify using the nG format is 1G. To specify a larger storage size (up to
2047M), you must use the K or M format.

 

TAPdrive {nn | N}

Specifies the nn and type of tape drives needed for the job. The TAPdrive options are used to manage workload, not tape
drives. Values for drive are:

TAP800
800 BPI tape drives

TAP1600
1600 BPI tape drives

TAP6250
6250 BPI tape drives

TAP38K
38K BPI tape drives

TAP38KXF
38KXF BPI tape drives
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TAPE
3490E cartridge drives at 38K

TAPEXF
IDRC-capable 3490E cartridge drives

TAPENH
Enhanced capacity 3490E cartridge drives at 38K

TAPEXF
IDRC-capable enhanced capacity 3490E cartridge drives

Values for {nn | N} are:

•nn = 0
Job does not need either VM:Tape or tape drives.

nn = 1 - 99
Reserves the specified number of tape drives for your job but does not allocate the drives. The drives are not
attached to the worker. Your VM:Batch job must issue all necessary tape mount requests.

N
While a job can issue VM:Tape commands, no tape drives of the specified density will be reserved for the job, so
the job cannot attach a drive of that density. VM:Batch will not start the job unless VM:Tape is available.

Time time

Specifies the maximum virtual CPU execution time (VTime) a job can use before VM:Batch cancels the job. The default is
the limit set up by the default class; however, this value can also be affected by DEFAULTS and LIMIT files. The maximum
time a job can consume is (4G-1) seconds. If no value is specified, there is no maximum.
Specify time in one of the following formats:

• ssssssss
• mmmm:ss
• hh:mm:ss
• sssssssK
• ssssM
• sG

USERMODE [filemode | NO]

Specifies whether the submitting user ID’s files should be accessed during the job. filemode causes the worker to access
the file area at the specified filemode as a read-only extension of the A-disk (you cannot specify A, R, or S). NO prevents
the worker from accessing the user’s files. The default is to access the user’s files as filemode B/A.
The file area may be either a 191 minidisk, or a Shared File System (SFS) root directory. If when you first log on, your
access mode A is a 191 minidisk, then the worker will link to your 191 minidisk at virtual address 194 and access it at the
specified mode. If your default A mode is an SFS directory, then the worker will access your root directory at the specified
mode.
The USERMODE option replaces the USER191 option. However, USER191 is supported as a synonym for USERMODE.

VMTAPE { (mountoptions) | NONE | AVAIL }

mountoptions Specifies tape mount options that VM:Batch passes to VM:Tape. You can specify the following options:

DEN density nn
Specifies that VM:Tape is to reserve nn tape drives of the requested density. You can specify any density that is
supported by your VM:Tape system. See the VM:Tape Command Reference for a list of supported densities. You
can specify DEN density nn up to two times on a command. For example, to request two 6250 drives and one
38K drive, specify DEN 6250 2 DEN 38K 1.
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UNIT unit nn
Specifies that VM:Tape is to reserve nn tape drives of the requested unit type. You can specify any unit type that
is supported by your VM:Tape system. See the VM:Tape Command Reference for a list of supported unit types.
You can specify UNIT unitnn up to two times on a command. For example, to request two 3480 drives and one
3490E drive, specify UNIT 3480 2 UNIT 3490E 1.

NONE Specifies that VM:Tape is not needed for this job. This is the default.
AVAIL Specifies that VM:Tape must be available, but that no drives are to be reserved for this job.

WAIT {event | userid.event}

Specifies that this job cannot be started until event occurs. The indicated event occurs when a user issues the POST
command or when the user’s job completes normally and the POST option was specified for that event. An event name is
arbitrarily chosen by the user. When a user issues the POST command, all of the user’s jobs waiting for the named event
become eligible for execution. The userid.event format Specifies that the job is to wait for an event posted by another user
ID.

WORKDisk size

Specifies the minimum size of the read/write A-disk (193 minidisk) that the worker machine must possess to run the job.
VM:Batch stores all WORKDISK values internally as a rounded up count of 1024-byte blocks.
Valid value ranges are 0 through (4G-1) blocks of 1024-byte blocks. (You can calculate the maximum number allowed for
a given format by dividing this number by the number of bytes in a block, kilobyte, or megabyte as appropriate, and then
subtracting one.)

NOTE
To lead to the most direct and least confusing interface, use one of the first set of formats, a raw byte count, and
allow VM:Batch to perform any necessary conversions it requires.

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a number of bytes:

•nnnnnnnnnn
4,294,967,295

nnnnnnnK
9999999K

nnnnM
4194303M

nnnnG
4095G

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a number of CMS disk blocks of the indicated size:

• nnnnnnn-512
• nnnnnnn-1K
• nnnnnnn-2K
• nnnnnnn-4K

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a byte count expressed as an equivalent count of FB-512 disk units (of
size 512 bytes each):

• – nnnnnnn-FBA
– nnnnnnn-9336

Use one of these formats for size when specifying a byte count expressed as an equivalent count of the numbered CMS
preferred disk blocks for the indicated cylinder-oriented device:

• – nnnn-3380
– nnnnn-3390
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When you specify the workdisk size in n-blocksize format, where blocksize is 512, 1K, 2K, or 4K, VM:Batch uses the
blocksize designator as the blocksize at which to format the workdisk. For all other formats, the default block size is
determined by the CMS FORMAT command’s default for the worker’s 193 disk device type.
A table similar to the one below is provided on a Fluent User Job Option Review Help screen to assist the submitter in
determining the n-blocksize format. The values in the table are the maximum number of blocks per cylinder that can be
specified for each device.

Blocksize/ Device 512 1K 2K 4K
3380 690 465 270 150*
3390 735 495 315 180*

 

*Default block size for CMS FORMAT command

To obtain the number of blocks, multiply the desired blocksize by the number of required cylinders. For example, three
cylinders formatted with a 4K blocksize on a 3390 device yield 540 blocks.

Node ID Keywords
Contents

The words FROM and DEST appear on many VM:Batch screens, and the parameters FROM nodeid and DEST nodeid
are supported on many VM:Batch line-mode commands. FROM and DEST are keywords that preface node IDs. A node
ID is an identifier for a node in a multiple-CPU network.

Each VM:Batch job has two attributes that are identified by node IDs. The job’s originating node ID (also called its
FROM node ID) identifies the job’s node of origin or submission. This is the node from which the SUBMIT command that
submitted the job was issued. The job’s destination node ID (sometimes called its DEST node ID) identifies the job’s node
of residence or destination. This is the node on which the job currently resides or, if the job is in the process of being
transferred, the node to which the job is being transferred.

Using FROM and DEST

You can use FROM and DEST when selecting which jobs should be affected by a VM:Batch command. By specifying a
DEST nodeid, you indicate that you are selecting one or more jobs that reside on or are being transferred to a particular
node. By specifying a FROM nodeid, you indicate that you are selecting one or more jobs that originated on a particular
node. FROM and DEST can be used together or individually. If you do not use either, VM:Batch will select jobs that
originated on the local node (the node from which the command is being issued) and reside on or are being transferred to
any node in the multiple-CPU network.

FROM and DEST do more than provide selection criteria, however. They also indicate to VM:Batch on which node or
nodes it should search for jobs. If you specify a DEST nodeid, VM:Batch will first search on that destination node. If a
FROM nodeid is also specified, VM:Batch will also search on the originating node for any jobs that are being transferred to
the destination node. VM:Batch performs this secondary FROM search only if you did not specify a jobid. If you specified
a FROM nodeid but no DEST nodeid, VM:Batch will search only on the originating node.

Examples

• You are authorized only as a user and are on node ONE. You want to list all of your jobs that are executing on node
TWO. Enter the following command:

vmbatch list exec dest two
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VM:Batch will search on node TWO for executing jobs that you own. It will display a screen to you on node ONE listing
the jobs that it finds.

• You are authorized only as a user and are on node ONE. You want to cancel all of your held jobs that originated on
node ONE and either were transferred to node TWO or are in the process of being transferred to node TWO. Enter the
following command:

vmbatch cancel hold from one dest two

VM:Batch will first search on node TWO for held jobs that originated on node ONE that you also own. VM:Batch will
then search on ONE for held jobs that are being transferred to TWO and are owned by you. It will cancel all jobs that
meet the criteria.

• You are authorized as a manager, and you manage a group of users who have user IDs on nodes ONE, TWO, and
THREE. You are currently on node ONE. One of the users you manage who has the userid GEORGE, has submitted
jobs on node TWO. These jobs are being transferred to node THREE, and you want to place them on user HOLD so
that they do not immediately run on THREE. Enter the following command:

vmbatch change user george all from two dest three (hold

VM:Batch will first search on node THREE for waiting jobs that originated on node TWO and are owned by GEORGE.
VM:Batch will then search on TWO for waiting jobs that are being transferred to THREE and are owned by GEORGE.
It will place all found jobs on user HOLD.

CANCEL Command (User and Manager)
Use the CANCEL command to cancel one or more executing or waiting jobs in the VM:Batch system. General users can
cancel only jobs that they have submitted themselves.

CANCEL {"Parms"} [REASon /text/] [ (["Options"]] 

Parms:

  Name {jobname | jobmask}

| ID jobid

| {"ParmC"} ["ParmC1"]

ParmC:

  DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

| CLass class

| {HOld | NOHOld}

| USER userid

ParmC1:

  ALL

| WAIT

| EXEc [CHECKpt | RESTART]

Options:

[CURRENT | NEXT nn | FINAL]

[REMOVE [NOLOG] [NOMSG]] 

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR, MANAGER, or USER authorization.
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Definition

 Name {jobname | jobmask} 

Specifies the job name of a job to cancel; jobname can be assigned either by the submitting user or by VM:Batch. You can
specify a jobname mask in jobmask using pattern matching characters.

 ID jobid  

Cancels the job with the specified job identifier; jobid  specifies the 4-character job identifier.

 DEST nodeid  

Cancels jobs awaiting transfer to nodeid.

 FROM nodeid  

Cancels jobs received from nodeid.

 CLass class  

Cancels jobs in the indicated class, whether executing, waiting, or in system hold status.

 HOld | NOHold 

Cancels only jobs that are on user HOLD status or user NOHOLD status. The default is NOHOLD.

 USER userid  

Cancels jobs owned by the specified user ID. Requires OPERATOR or MANAGER authorization.

 ALL 

Cancels all jobs, whether waiting or executing.

 WAIT 

Cancels jobs that are waiting to be executed.

 EXEc 

Cancels executing jobs.

 CHECKpt 

Cancels jobs when they reach the next jobstep and reschedules them for execution. This option works only if the jobs
were submitted with the RESTART YES option on the SUBMIT command.

 RESTART 

Cancels jobs immediately and reschedules them for execution. This option works only if the jobs were submitted with the
RESTART YES option on the SUBMIT command.

 REASon /text/ 

Allows you to include explanatory text in the job log of the jobs being canceled. The text must be enclosed by characters
that are not part of the message; the first and last characters in text are the delimiting characters.

 CURRENT | FINAL | NEXT nn  

Cancels the indicated run or runs. CURRENT cancels one run -- either the run currently executing, if there is one, or the
next run. CURRENT is the default. FINAL cancels all runs of a scheduled job (executing, waiting, and future) and makes
the job status ALLDONE. NEXT does not affect a run that is currently executing, but does cancel the next nn runs after
that. The default for nn is 1.

 REMOVE [ NOLOG ] [ NOMSG ] 
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Removes jobs after they are canceled. This option also removes the job log from your system and returns it to the owner.
NOLOG prevents the job log being sent to the submitter’s reader. NOMSG prevents the remove messages from being
sent to the submitter.

Combining Parameters

The EXEC, WAIT, CLASS, HOLD, NOHOLD, USER, DEST, and FROM parameters can be used in various combinations
to restrict which jobs are canceled. For example, to cancel all waiting jobs that are not on hold, issue the following
command:

vmbatch cancel wait nohold

Usage Notes

If you specify one or more of the following parameters, the jobs you specify are canceled immediately after you press
ENTER:

• JOBNAME
• JOBID
• STATUS
• HOLD
• CLASS

If you do not specify one of the above parameters, the Batch Job List screen displays. From this screen, you can enter the
CANCEL command in the Command field on the line that lists the job you want to cancel.

VM:Batch system operators cannot cancel a job after it has been sent to a remote node. You can use the DEST
parameter only to cancel jobs that have not yet been transferred.

You cannot issue the CANCEL CHECKPT command for a suspended job. Such a job cannot reach its next jobstep
because its execution has been suspended.

Examples

• Cancel all your class A jobs on hold:
vmbatch cancel class a hold

• Cancel and remove your job ACCTASK sent to node SYST5 and suppress the remove message:
vmbatch cancel name acctask dest syst5 (remove nomsg

• Cancel and remove the job with job ID 0390 owned by user ID PRODTN:
vmbatch cancel id 0390 user prodtn (remove

CHANGE Command
Contents

Use the CHANGE command to review and change the options for a job any time before the job executes.

You can change only waiting jobs. If you are a group manager, you can also change the options on any job submitted by a
member of your group.

CHANGE {"Parms"} [(["Job Options"]

 

Parms:

  Name {jobname | jobmask} [USER userid] 
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| ID jobid [USER userid]

| {"ParmC"} ...

 

ParmC:

  DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

| CLass classes

| HOLD | NOHOLD

| USER userid

 

Job Options:

 

  ACCount accountnum

| CLass class 

| CLEanup filename 

| COMMAND /text/ 

| COMMENT /text/ 

| CPCLass class 

| DEST nodeid 

| DUMP [CP | OFF | VM]

| FILERetn [ABEND | ALWAYS | CANCEL | ERROR | NEVER | NORMAL]

| FNMask filename-mask 

| FTMask filetype-mask 

| HOld | NOHold

| Name jobname 

| NOTIfy userid 

| POST event 

| PREVious nn 

| PRinT count 

| PRIority nn 

| PROJECT project 

| PUNch count 

| ReaDeR count 

| [RELnName jobname RELnCond [A | C | D | N]]  ...

| RESOurce list 

| RESTart [NO | YES]

| REView | NOREView 

| SCHedule { (vmd_sched_opts) | ON | OFF}

| SHIFT shiftname 

| SPool | NOSPool 

| STATus | NOSTATus 

| STORage size 

| TAPdrive {nn | N}
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| Time time 

| USERMODE {filemode | NO}

| VMTAPE { (mount_options) | NONE | AVAIL}

| WAIT {event | userid.event}

| WORKDisk size 

 

Authorization

This command requires USER or MANAGER authorization. MANAGER authorization enables options that affect jobs
belonging to other user IDs.

Definition
Name {jobname | jobmask}

Specifies the name of the job to be changed, or changes the job(s) matching the indicated name mask. You can
use pattern matching characters. For a group manager, an individual job not submitted by the group manager can
be changed by specifying NAME jobname and USER userid.

ID jobid
Changes the job options of the job identified with the 4-character jobid. For a group manager, an individual job not
submitted by the group manager can be changed by specifying ID jobid and USER userid.

DEST nodeid
Changes the options of jobs routed to nodeid. For a group manager, jobs not submitted by the group manager can
be changed by specifying DEST nodeid and USER userid.

FROM nodeid
Changes the options of jobs that originated on nodeid. For a group manager, jobs not submitted by the group
manager can be changed by specifying FROM nodeid and USER userid.

CLass class
Changes the options of jobs in the indicated class. For a group manager, jobs not submitted by the group
manager can be changed by specifying HOLD/NOHOLD and USER userid.

HOld | NOHold
Changes only jobs in user HOLD status or user NOHOLD status. The default is NOHOLD. For a group manager,
jobs not submitted by the group manager can be changed by specifying CLASS class and USER userid.

USER userid
Changes the options of jobs owned by the specified user ID. This is for group managers only. The default is the
group manager’s user ID.

Options

For a description of the available job options, see Job Options. If you do not specify any options, you will be taken to the
option review screen.

Combining Parameters

• You can use the DEST, FROM, CLASS, HOLD, and NOHOLD parameters in various combinations to restrict the list of
jobs whose options are to be changed. For example, change the SHIFT option to STANDARD for all the issuing user
ID’s jobs on hold matching the WORK* job name mask:

vmbatch change name work* class a hold (shift standard

If you are a group manager, you can also use these operands in combination with the USER operand to restrict the list
of jobs whose options are to be changed when the submitting user ID is other than your own. For a group manager,
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the default is the user ID of the group manager, if USER user ID is not specified regardless of the other operands
specified.

Examples

• Change the PRIORITY option to 10 for the job PAYROLL:

vmbatch change name payroll (priority 10

• Change the job class to G for the job with jobid 2467:

vmbatch change id 2467 (class g

• Remove the shift restrictions for the job ACCTASK:

vmbatch change name acctask (shift *

• Change the user HOLD status to NOHOLD for all jobs submitted from node ID ROME that are going to node ID
PARIS:

vmbatch change dest paris from rome (nohold

• As a manager, change user ID BOB’s shift to SECOND for jobs whose jobnames begin with TEST:

vmbatch change user bob test* class a hold ( shift second

DEFAULT Command (User and Manager)
Contents

Use the DEFAULT command to create, change, delete, or list job defaults. The format of the DEFAULT command is
different for users and group managers. The format for users is presented first, followed by the group manager format.

The command syntax for general users is as follows:

DEFAULT {"User parms"}

 

User parms:

  CReate NAme defname [USING defname] [ (["Job Options"]] 

| CHange NAme defname [ (["Job Options"]] 

| DELETE NAme defname

| LIST  (["List Options"]] 

The command syntax for group managers is as follows:

DEFAULT {"Mgr parms"} 

 

Mgr Parms:

  CReate {"For"} [NAme defname] [ USING defname] [ (["Job options"]] 

| CHange {"For"} [NAme defname] [ (["Job options"]] 

| DELETE {"For"} [NAme defname]

| LIST {"Forlist"} [ ("List options"]] 

 

For:

  GRoup grpname 
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| User userid

 

Forlist:

  SYSTEM

| GRoup grpname 

| User userid

 

Job options:

  ACCount accountnum

| CLass class 

| CLEanup filename 

| COMMAND /text/ 

| COMMENT /text/ 

| CPCLass class 

| DEST nodeid 

| DUMP [CP | OFF | VM]

| FILERetn [ABEND | ALWAYS | CANCEL | ERROR | NEVER | NORMAL]

| FNMask filename-mask 

| FTMask filetype-mask 

| HOld | NOHold

| Name jobname 

| NOTIfy userid 

| POST event 

| PREVious nn 

| PRinT count 

| PRIority nn 

| PROJECT nn 

| PUNch count 

| ReaDeR count 

| [RELnName jobname RELnCond [A | C | D | N]]  ...

| RESOurce list 

| RESTart [NO | YES]

| REView | NOREView 

| SHIFT shiftname 

| SPool | NOSPool 

| STATus | NOSTATus 

| STORage size 

| TAPdrive {nn | N}

| Time time 

| USERMODE {filemode | NO}

| VMTAPE { (mount_options) | NONE | AVAIL}

| WAIT {event | userid.event}

| WORKDisk size 

 

List options:

[LIFO | FIFO | PRINT | FILE filename | TYPE]
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Authorization

This command requires USER or MANAGER authorization. MANAGER authorization enables options that affect jobs
belonging to other user IDs.

General User Definitions
CReate NAme defname

Creates a job default file named defname.
CHange NAme defname

Allows you to change the options in the existing job default file defname.
DELETE NAme defname

Deletes the existing job default file defname.
LIST

Lists the names of your default files.

Group Manager Definitions
CReate

Creates a job default file.
CHange

Changes an existing job default file.
DELETE

Deletes an existing job default file.
LIST

Lists job default files.
SYSTEM

List system-maintained job default files
USER userid

Specifies that you are creating, changing, or deleting a user-level job default file for userid, or listing jobs for
userid.

GROUP grpname
Specifies the name of the group for which you are creating, changing, or deleting a default file, or for which you
are listing default files.

NAME defname
Specifies the name of the default file to be created, changed, or deleted.

USING defname
Specifies the name of the default file to be used as a base file.

Job Options

You can specify job options, which are stored in the default file, only with the CREATE and CHANGE parameters. For
a description of the available job options, see Job Options. If you do not specify any options, and you are creating or
changing a default file, you will be taken to the option review screen.

List Options
[ TYPE | LIFO | FIFO | FILE filename | PRINT ]

Indicates where to send output from the command. Only TYPE and FILE are supported for RJE commands.
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TYPE
Sends the output to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an RJE
user; the default displays the information in full screen.

LIFO
Places the output in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order.

FIFO
Places the output in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order.

FILE filename
Causes the output to be written to the file, filename, on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you are an
RJE user.

PRINT
Places the output in your virtual printer queue.

Examples

• Display all your valid default files:

vmbatch default list

• Create a default file for group TEST3 that you manage:

vmbatch default create group test3

JOBLOG Command (User and Manager)
Use the JOBLOG command to browse or delete a job’s history file without removing the job from the system.

JOBLOG {BROWSE | DELETE} {"Parms"} [ (["Options"]] 

Parms:

  ID jobid [USER userid]

| NAME jobname

Options:

  TYPE

| LIFO

| FIFO

| FILE filename

| PRINT

Authorization

This command requires OPERATOR, MANAGER, or USER authorization.

Definition
BROWSE

Allows the user to view the JOBLOG file for a job. By default, BROWSE puts the user into XEDIT of a copy of the
file but does not allow the user to change actual JOBLOG files maintained by VM:Batch.

DELETE
Deletes the JOBLOG file from the LOG minidisk by erasing it. If a job log is deleted, the event is audited in the
audit file on the VM:Batch AUDIT minidisk.
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ID jobid [USER userid]
Specifies the job ID and user ID of the job whose log you want to view or delete.

NAME jobname
Specifies the jobname of the job whose log you want to view or delete.

TYPE | LIFO | FIFO | FILE filename | PRINT
Indicates where to send the joblog. Only TYPE and FILE are supported for RJE commands.

•TYPE
Sends the joblog to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an RJE user;
TYPE is the default for RJE users.

LIFO
Places the joblog in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order.

FIFO
Places the joblog in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order.

FILE filename
Causes the joblog to be written to the file, filename, on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you are an RJE user.

PRINT
Places the joblog in your virtual printer queue.

LIMIT Command (Manager)
Contents

Use the LIMIT command to create, change, and delete resource usage limits for your group and for individual members of
your group.

LIMIT {{"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  CReate {GRoup grpname | USER userid} [ (["Limits"] ...]

| CHange {GRoup grpname | USER userid} [ (["Limits"] ...]

| DELETE {GRoup grpname | USER userid}

 

Limits:

  ACCount accountnum

| CLass class

| CPCLass classes

| DEST nodeid

| PRinT count

| PRIOrity nn

| PUNch count

| ReaDeR count
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| RESOurce list

| RESTart [NO | YES]

| SHIFT shiftname

| STORage size

| Time time

| WORKDisk size

Authorization

This command requires MANAGER authorization.

Definition

 

CReate
Creates a new limit file.

CHange
Changes an existing limit file.

DELETE
Deletes an existing limit file.

GRoup grpname
Specifies the name of the group for which a limit file is to be created, changed, or deleted.

User userid
Specifies the user ID in your group for which a limit file is to be created, changed, or deleted.

"Limits"
Specifies a list of job limits. Limits can be specified only with CREATE and CHANGE. Because limits serve to limit
the values of job options, the descriptions of limits are the same as the descriptions of the corresponding options.
See Job Options. If you do not specify any limits and you are creating or changing a limit file, you will be taken to
a limit definition screen.

Enforcing Limits on Local Node

Limits are enforced on the user’s local system. When a user on NODE1 submits a job to NODE2 or attempts to change
the options of a job on NODE2, the LIMIT values specified on NODE1 are applied to the user’s job.

Examples

Create a limit file for userid STATION4 that you manage, limiting the user’s jobs to CP privilege classes G and T:

vmbatch limit create user station4 (cpclass gt

LIST Command (User and Manager)
Contents

Use the LIST command to list the jobs in the system.
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If the list is displayed on a VM:Batch screen, you can scroll from the beginning to the end of the list by using PF8 to scroll
forward and PF7 to scroll backward.

List [ALL | ID jobid | {"Parms"} ...][ (["Output options"]  [WAITSTAT]] 

 

Parms:

  NAME {jobname | jobmask}

| DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

| [ALLDONE | WAIT | END | EXEC]

| CLass class

| [HOld | NOHold]

| [SCHED | NOSCHED]

| USER userid

 

Output options: 

  TYPE

| LIFO 

| FIFO 

| FILE filename 

| Print

Authorization

This command requires MANAGER or USER authorization.

Definition
ALL

Lists all jobs, whether waiting, executing, or complete.
ID jobid

Specifies the job identifier of the job to be listed
ALLDONE

Lists jobs that have completed all scheduled runs, but have not been removed from the system.
WAIT

Lists jobs waiting for selection.
EXEcuting

Lists executing jobs.
END

Lists jobs that have completed the only run or the current run, if the job is scheduled.
CLass class

Lists jobs in the indicated class.
DEST nodeid

Lists jobs residing on nodeid.
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FROM nodeid
Lists jobs that originated from nodeid.

HOld | NOhold
Lists only jobs that are in user HOLD status or user NOHOLD status.

SCHED | NOSCHED
Lists jobs that are scheduled or jobs that are not scheduled.

USER userid
Lists jobs owned by userid. Requires MANAGER authorization.

TYPE | LIFO | FIFO | FILE filename | PRINT
Indicates where to send output from the command. Only TYPE and FILE are supported for RJE commands.
TYPE

Sends the output to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an RJE
user; TYPE is the default for RJE users.

LIFO
Places the output in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order.

FIFO
Places the output in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order.

FILE filename
Causes the output to be written to the file, filename, on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you are an
RJE user.

PRINT
Places the output in your virtual printer queue.

If you do not specify a destination, VM:Batch displays the requested LIST information in full-screen mode.

WAITSTAT
Displays why a job is waiting in the status information for the job. Using WAITSTAT increases the time it takes
VM:Batch to obtain status information for each job; if you specify this option you should restrict the job list to as
few jobs as possible.

Usage Notes

• You can use the CLASS, END, EXEC, HOLD, NOHOLD, WAIT, and USER parameters in various combinations to limit
the jobs included in the list. For example, to list at your terminal all your class A jobs that are on hold in the
VM:Batch system, enter the following command:
 

vmbatch list class a hold (type

• When a job is transferred to another node, VM:Batch assigns a new job ID to the job. You can use the DEST and
FROM parameters to help reference a job if you do not know the job ID.

Examples

 

• List on the Batch Job List screen all your executing jobs residing on remote node SYSTEM3:
 
vmbatch list exec dest system3

• List at your terminal the completed jobs matching the TASK* jobmask owned by the user ID SECT5 that you manage:
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vmbatch list name task* end user sect5 (type

• List your waiting jobs with job names that start with DATA and review why they are waiting:
 
vmbatch list wait name data* (waitstat

• List all your executing scheduled jobs:
 
vmbatch list exec sched

 

LOG Command (User)
Contents

Use the LOG command to make an entry in the log of a currently executing batch job. The LOG command must be issued
from within the job.

LOG / message /

Authorization

This command requires USER authorization.

Definition

• / message /
Specifies the text of the entry. The message text string must be delimited by a pair of characters such as slashes (/ /)
that are not part of the text itself.

Restrictions

You must issue the LOG command from within a job.

MANAGER Command
Contents

Use the MANAGER command to display a list of available group manager commands.

MANAGER

Authorization

This command requires MANAGER authorization.

MENU Command (User and Manager)
Use the MENU command to display a menu of all the VM:Batch user levels you are authorized to use.

MENU [Admin | MANager | Operator | User]
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Authorization

VM:Batch provides different levels of authorization. If you are authorized only as an operator, and you issue the MENU
command without specifying a parameter, VM:Batch sends you directly to the Operator Main Menu. If you have any other
authorizations and you issue the MENU command with no parameters, VM:Batch displays the User Level Menu. This
menu lists all of the main menus you are authorized to view.

Definition

Admin | MANager | Operator | User

Indicates which menu to display. You must be authorized to use a particular menu in order to display it.

ADMIN Administrator Main Menu
MANAGER Manager Main Menu
OPERATOR Operator Main Menu
USER User Main Menu

ORDER Command (User and Manager)
Contents

Use the ORDER command to change the selection order of jobs you submitted to VM:Batch any time before they begin
execution. Jobs you reorder must have the same job priority.

If you are a group manager, you can order any jobs owned by you or a member of your group.

ORDER [USER user] [DEST nodeid] ID jobid ... [AFTER [ID] jobid ...]

Authorization

This command requires USER or MANAGER authorization. MANAGER authorization enables options that affect jobs
belonging to other user IDs.

NOTE
An operator can run ORDER and change the job selection order on a system-wide basis.

Definition

 

USER user
Orders jobs owned by a specific user ID. You must use the USER parameter when ordering jobs that belong to a
user in your group. This is for group managers only. The default is your user ID.

DEST nodeid
Reorders jobs that reside on nodeid. If this parameter is omitted, the default is the node from which the command
is issued.

ID jobid ...
Specifies a list of jobs, identified by the job ID of each job, in the order in which you want the jobs selected for
execution. The jobs are ordered as specified unless you specify a value for the AFTER ID jobid parameter.
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AFTER [ID] jobid
Specifies that all jobs listed on the ORDER command are to follow job jobid. For example, if jobid is the sixth
job in the system queue, jobid1 becomes the seventh job in the system queue. If you do not specify the AFTER
parameter, jobid1 becomes the first job in the queue. If you specify AFTER, it must be the last parameter.

Examples

Issue the LIST WAIT (TYPE command to display your waiting jobs and their current order of execution. If you have four
jobs with jobids 0701, 0702, 0703, 0704 in waiting positions 0001 through 0004, respectively, and you want to reorder jobs
0703 and 0704 to be the first and second, enter:

vmbatch order id 0703 0704

To verify the execution order changed, reenter the LIST command.

OVERVIEW Command
Contents

Use the OVERVIEW command to access an online overview of VM:Batch. You must be authorized as a user to use this
command.

OVERVIEW

Authorization

This command is available with USER authorization.

POST Command
Contents

At job submission, you can specify an event that must occur before the job executes. Use the POST command to signal
the event for which the job is waiting. Doing so releases the waiting job for execution.

POST event [USER userid] [DEST nodeid]

Authorization

This command is available with USER authorization.

Definition

event
Specifies the name of the event to be signaled in order to start a job. The event is originally specified on the WAIT
option of the SUBMIT command.

USER userid
Posts the event for the specified user ID. You must specify the USER parameter when posting an event for a user
in your group. This is for group managers only. The default is your user ID.

DEST nodeid
Posts the event for all jobs residing on nodeid. If you omit this parameter, the default is the node from which you
issue the POST command.
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Examples

• To release a job submitted with a WAIT option specifying an event named SORTCOMP, enter the following:

vmbatch post sortcomp

• To release a job submitted with a WAIT option specifying the user ID/event pair ASTRO.SORTDATA, enter the
following:

vmbatch post sortdata user astro

To issue this command, you must be manager of a group that includes user ID ASTRO.

QUERY Command (User and Manager)
Contents

Use the QUERY command to display information about VM:Batch. The information is displayed on a full screen unless an
option is specified.

QUERY {"Parms"} [ ("Options"]

Parms:

  Classes

| LIMits

| MANAGER [ALL | PRIMary]

| NODes

| Queues

| RESources

| SHIFts

| STATus

Options:

  TYPE 

| LIFO 

| FIFO 

| FILE filename 

| PRINT

Authorization

This command requires USER or MANAGER authorization. MANAGER authorization enables options that affect jobs
belonging to other user IDs.

Definition

CLasses
Displays the classes defined at your site.

LIMits
Displays the VM:Batch processing limits for your user ID.

MANAGER [ALL | PRIMary]
Displays a screen that lists the VM:Batch group managers for your user ID. ALL displays all managers for your
user ID. PRIMARY displays only your primary managers.
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NODes
Displays the status and classes for other nodes. All the nodes available to your local node are displayed.

Queues
Displays the number of jobs waiting in each job class.

RESources
Displays the resource definitions at your site.

SHIFts
Displays the current processing shifts at your site.

STATus
Displays the status of VM:Batch, enabled or disabled. If VM:Batch is enabled, you can submit jobs to it. If it is
disabled, you cannot submit jobs to it.

[TYPE | LIFO | FIFO | FILE filename | PRINT]
Indicates where to send output from the command. Only TYPE and FILE are supported for RJE commands.
TYPE

Sends the output to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an RJE
user; the default displays the information in full screen.

LIFO
Places the output in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order.

FIFO
Places the output in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order.

FILE filename
Causes the output to be written to the file filename VMHOUT on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you
are an RJE user.

PRINT
Places the output in your virtual printer queue.

Examples

• Display at your terminal the user ID of your VM:Batch primary group manager:

vmbatch query manager (type

• Display information about the number of jobs waiting and executing in each job class:

vmbatch query queues

• Display the job classes defined at your site:

vmbatch query classes

• Query the CPU running VM:Batch systems at your site that are available to your local node:

vmbatch query nodes

READY Command
Contents

Use the READY command to cause VM:Batch to execute an extra run of a scheduled job.
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The run is in addition to the scheduled runs, and has no impact on the scheduled runs. You can use READY only with jobs
that have been submitted with the SCHEDULE job option. READY is available in full-screen and line mode, to both users
and group managers.

To use the READY command in line mode or in an RJE deck, use the following format.

READY {ID jobid | NAME jobname} [USER userid]  [([FINAL | NOTFINAL]] 

Authorization

This command requires USER or MANAGER authorization. MANAGER authorization enables options that affect jobs
belonging to other user IDs.

Definition

ID jobid | NAME jobname
Specifies the VM:Batch job ID or jobname of the job to run.

USER userid ]
Specifies the user ID that owns the batch job.

FINAL | NOTFINAL
Specifies whether this is the last run of the job. If it is FINAL, the status of the job after it runs will be set to
ALLDONE. The job is eligible to be removed from the system. If it is NOTFINAL, the job will wait for its next
scheduled time. The default is NOTFINAL.

NOTE
Do not use FINAL if you have a VM:Schedule request that needs to start more initiations.

Return Codes

The READY command supports the following return codes:

0
Ready successful -- the job was waiting for scheduled time, and a new initiation is cleared of that wait condition.

4
Ready not successful -- the job is executing, or is already waiting eligible to run.

8
Ready not successful -- the specified job is not using the SCHEDULE job option.

28
The specified job was not found.

RELEASE Command
Contents

When you submit a job, you can use the PREVIOUS nn option to specify the number of other jobs that must complete and
release this job before it executes. To reduce this number of jobs, use the RELEASE command.

RELEASE ["Parms"] ...

 

Parms:

  [NAME jobname | ID jobid]
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| USER userid

| DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

Authorization

This command requires USER or MANAGER authorization. MANAGER authorization enables options that affect jobs
belonging to other user IDs.

Definition
ID jobid | NAME jobname

Specifies the VM:Batch job ID or jobname of the job to release. If you do not specify a job, the relevant job release
screen opens, as described in Releasing Jobs.

USER userid
Specifies the user ID for which the job is to be released. You must specify the USER parameter to release jobs for
a user in your group. This is for group managers only. The default is your user ID.

DEST nodeid
Releases a job routed to nodeid.

FROM nodeid
Releases a job originating on nodeid. If you omit both FROM and DEST, the default for FROM is the node from
which you issue the RELEASE command.

Description

When you release a job, VM:Batch reduces the number specified on the PREVIOUS option by one. When the number
reaches zero, the job can execute.

A group manager can release a job for a user ID in his or her group.

When you issue a RELEASE command with no parameters, either the User or the Manager Job Release Screen opens,
depending on your authorization. For more information, see Releasing Jobs.

The interrelationship between RELEASE and PREVIOUS is described under Job Options.

Examples

• Release the job CASPER residing on node SYSTEM3:

vmbatch release name casper dest system3

• Release the job with jobid 4298 for user TERM4 who you manage:

vmbatch release id 4298 user term4

REMOVE Command
Contents

Use the REMOVE command to remove one or more completed jobs from VM:Batch. Optionally, you can return each job’s
log file to your reader.
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REMOVE {["Parms"] ... | ALL} [ ([NOLOG | NOMSG]] 

Parms:

  [NAME jobname | ID jobid]

| DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

| USER userid

Authorization

This command requires USER or MANAGER authorization. MANAGER authorization enables options that affect jobs
belonging to other user IDs.

Definition

NAME jobname
Specifies the name of the job to be removed from the system and the log to be received.

ID jobid
Specifies the system job identifier of the job to be removed.

DEST nodeid
Removes a job routed to nodeid. If this parameter is omitted, the default is the node from which this command is
issued.

FROM nodeid
Removes a job routed from nodeid. If this parameter is omitted, the default is the node from which this command
is issued.

USER userid
Removes all jobs owned by a specific user ID. This is for group managers only. The default is the group
manager’s user ID.

ALL
Removes all completed jobs.

NOLOG
Specifies that no job log is to be sent to the submitter when the job is removed from the system.

NOMSG
Specifies that no remove messages are to be sent to the submitter when the job is removed from the system.

Examples

• Remove the job CLIENTS and obtain the log file:

vmbatch remove name clients

• Remove all your jobs and specify you do not want to obtain the log files or system messages:

vmbatch remove all (nolog nomsg

• Remove the job with jobid 7075 owned by the userid GILLIGAN that you manage:

vmbatch remove id 7075 user GILLIGAN
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SERVICE Command
Contents

Use the SERVICE command to enable any executing VM:Batch job to obtain information about itself, such as its job class,
submitting userid, or TIME limit.

SERVICE STACK option_string

The SERVICE command can only be issued by a worker machine that is currently running a job.

The information is returned as a single line stacked LIFO on the program stack. The line contains all the requested option
values. The resulting line may not exceed 255 characters. The option values are separated by one or more blanks.
Uninitialized options return a value of one or more binary zeros.

Authorization

This command is available with USER authorization.

Definition

STACK
Indicates that job option values for the currently executing job are to be stacked. A single line is stacked
containing the values of all requested options.

option_string
Specifies the name of any valid job option or options supported by the SUBMIT command, or one of the additional
options below.
$ID

Obtain the VM:Batch job ID of the job
$USER

Obtain the userid that submitted the job
$STEP

Obtain the most recently established job step name
$SFID

Obtain the number of the spool file in the VM:Batch service virtual machine’s reader that contains the files
comprising the job. (Returns ‘STAG’ if the optional staging facility is installed.)

EXEC
Obtain the filename of the primary exec for the job (that is, the first exec file specified during submission,
if any).

Return Codes

The SERVICE command supports the following return codes:

0
One line stacked LIFO on program stack.

8
The string of option values is longer than 255 characters. Nothing is stacked.

24
Invalid or missing option name. Nothing is stacked.
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Examples

• If your program must do special processing depending on the userid that submitted the job and the VM:Batch job
class, enter the following command:

vmbatch service stack $user class

• To obtain the current job’s jobid, virtual CPU time limit, punch limit, jobname, and comment, enter:

vmbatch service stack $id time punch name comment

SET Command
Contents

Use the SET command to change your fluency level with VM:Batch User screens.

SET DISPLAY {NOVICE | FLUENT | EXPERT}

Authorization

This command requires USER authorization.

Definition

DISPLAY
Specifies that you want to control the VM:Batch screen displays.

NOVICE
Little or no familiarity with VM:Batch and anticipate making simple requests

FLUENT
Moderately familiar with VM:Batch, but need some help in making decisions about how to run your job

EXPERT
Detailed knowledge of VM:Batch and do not need assistance

Examples

Set the fluency level of screen displays to Fluent:

vmbatch set display fluent

STATUS Command (Users and Managers)
Contents

Use the STATUS command to obtain and present detailed status information for a job.

STatus ["Parms"] [ (["Output options"] [WHEN nnn]] 

 

Parms:

 {NAME {jobname | jobmask} | ID jobid}
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| DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

| USER userid

 

Output options:

  TYPE 

| LIFO

| FIFO

| FILE  filename

| PRINT

Authorization

This command is available with USER or MANAGER authorization.

Definition
NAME jobname | jobmask

Specifies the name of the job for which you want status information. You can only use jobmask (a jobname mask
containing pattern matching characters ) to display a full screen list of those jobs from which you can select the
individual job you want processed.

ID jobid
Specifies the job identifier of the job for which you want status information.

DEST nodeid
Specifies the node, nodeid, to which the job is routed.

FROM nodeid
Specifies the node, nodeid, from which the job was submitted. If both FROM and DEST are omitted, the default
for FROM is the node from which the command is issued.

USER userid
Specifies the user ID that owns the job. This is available only to group managers. The default is the group
manager’s user ID.

TYPE | LIFO | FIFO | FILE filename | PRINT
Indicates where to send output from the command. Only TYPE and FILE are supported for RJE users.
TYPE

Sends the output to you as a series of lines on your terminal or a series of messages if you are an RJE
user; TYPE is the default for RJE users.

LIFO
Places the output in the program stack in last in, first out (LIFO) order.

FIFO
Places the output in the program stack in first in, last out (FIFO) order.

FILE filename
Causes the output to be written to the file, filename, on your A-disk, or sent to you as a file if you are an
RJE user.

PRINT
Places the output in your virtual printer queue
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If you do not specify a destination, VM:Batch displays the requested QUERY information in full-screen mode.

These options execute as indicated only if one job is specified. If more than one job fits the criteria, VM:Batch goes into
full-screen mode and provides a list of jobs.

WHEN nnn
Displays the date and time of future scheduled runs; nnn indicates the number of runs to be displayed, up to 999.
This option is only available for jobs scheduled with the VM:Batch interface to VM:Schedule.

Examples

To view detailed status information about a job with the jobid 0360, enter:

vmbatch status id 0360 (type

VM:Batch displays:

Name       : TEST2

Id         : 0360

Status     : WAIT

Submitted  : 08/06/14 07:29:16

By Userid  : VMANAGER

Started    :

Ended      :

Return Code: NONE

Queue Time : 27:54:29

Step       :

Blocked By : Global Class Limit

Next Run   : N/A

System Hold: NONE

Previous   : 0

Released   :

Waiting For:

Vtime      :

Ttime      :

SIO        :

Reader     :

The BLOCKED BY status gives you information about what is preventing a job from running. The following table lists all
potential BLOCKED BY statuses and their possible causes.

Status Possible Causes
CLASS CONSTRAINT The job’s class is drained.

The number of jobs in the class that are currently executing equal
the maximum number of jobs in the class that can execute at any
one time.

CLEANUP IN PROGRESS A cleanup EXEC is currently running for a restartable job.
EVENT The job was submitted using the WAIT option and is waiting for an

event to be posted.
GLOBAL CLASS LIMIT All classes are drained.

The total number of jobs executing is equal to the maximum
number of jobs that can execute at any one time (CLASS *
maxjob).
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HOLD The job is on user or system hold.
INVALID CLASS The job is in the process of being submitted. That is, the SUBMIT

command was started by another user, but it has not completed.
A job was submitted to a particular class, but before it started
to run, the corresponding class record was removed from the
VM:Batch configuration file.

INITIATING The worker for the job was autologged and is currently setting
up the worker machine environment prior to starting the job.
(For example, such tasks might include spooling the console,
formatting the workdisk, or receiving the files for the job.)

INSTALLATION POLICY A job was rejected by the INITIATE user exit.
PREVIOUS JOBS A job was submitted with the PREVIOUS option and has not been

RELEASED enough times to bring the previous count down to
zero.

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY The job requires a set of resources that are not provided by any
worker machine on the node on which the job is to run.

SCHEDULED TIME The job has been scheduled to run at a particular time. That time
has not arrived yet.

SELECTED FOR INITIATION VM:Batch has selected the job and is attempting to initiate it.
However, it has not completed all the checks or autologged the
worker to run it.

SHIFT shift The job is to run on a shift other than the one currently active.
SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS An END RESTART or END CHECKPT command has been issued

to shut VM:Batch down, but VM:Batch is still waiting for at least
one worker to finish running a job or performing cleanup after a
canceled job.

STAGING IN PROGRESS The job is in the process of being staged to disk.
TRANSFER IN PROGRESS This status occurs only with multi-CPU support. This will occur

when a job has been marked for transfer to another node, the
job is currently being transferred to another node, or the job is
waiting for the destination node to confirm that it received the files
comprising the job.

UPDATE IN PROGRESS A job in the process of being changed by another user.
WORKDISK SIZE There are no workers available with a 193 minidisk as large or

larger than the requested size.
WORKER AVAILABILITY There is at least one worker with a workdisk large enough to run

the job, but every such worker already has a job allocated to it,
does not provide other required resources, cannot run the desired
job class, or is tagged unavailable due to an error preventing its
use. (An autolog error can cause this condition.)

STEP Command
Contents

Use the STEP command to enable a job to associate a stepname with a segment of its work.

STEP stepname [( COMMENT /text/]
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Authorization

This command is available with USER authorization.

Definition

stepname
Specifies the name of the step to be associated with the segment of the job.

[ COMMENT / text / ]
Specifies the comment to be entered in the job log. The comment string must be delimited with any unique
character. The comment string may consist of up to 90 characters. Any characters exceeding this limit are
dropped.

Description

Stepnames are points at which the job can be restarted in the event of a VM:Batch shutdown or the issuance of CANCEL
RESTART or CANCEL CHECKPT. The STEP command must be issued from within a job.

A job is not eligible to be restarted unless its RESTART job option is YES. When the job restarts, VM:Batch passes
additional parameters to the job. These parameters are RESTART stepname, where stepname is the stepname specified
in the last STEP command issued by the job.

You also can specify a COMMENT to be written to the job log when VM:Batch issues the STEP command.

NOTE
VM:Batch makes no attempt to preserve the worker machine status or intermediate data files. You must provide
restart capability in the job, and your program must be able to jump to the correct STEP name. If a job identifies
no steps, that job will restart at its beginning.

Examples

Specify in your job a comment string to be entered in the job log when step SAMPLE executes:

vmbatch step sample (comment / segment complete /

SUBMIT Command
Contents

Use the SUBMIT command to submit jobs to VM:Batch for execution, and specify job options that define a job’s resource
usage and control the scheduling and execution of a job. SUBMIT can also be used in full-screen mode. For more
information, see Submitting a Job.

NOTE
The SUBMIT command line cannot contain more than 256 characters.

SUBmit [fileids] ... [ (["Options"] [) command_line]] 

 

Options:

  ACCount accountnum

| CLass class 

| CLEanup filename 
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| COMMAND /text/ 

| COMMENT /text/ 

| CPCLass class 

| DEFAult defname

| DEST nodeid 

| DUMP [CP | OFF | VM]

| FILERetn [ABEND | ALWAYS | CANCEL | ERROR | NEVER | NORMAL]

| FNMask filename-mask 

| FTMask filetype-mask 

| HOld | NOHold

| Name jobname 

| NOTIfy userid 

| POST event 

| PREVious nn 

| PRinT count 

| PRIority nn 

| PROJECT nn 

| PUNch count 

| ReaDeR count 

| [RELnName jobname RELnCond [A | C | D | N]]  ...

| RESOurce list 

| RESTart [NO | YES]

| REView | NOREView 

| SCHedule { (vmd_sched_opts) | ON | OFF}

| SHIFT shiftname 

| SPool | NOSPool 

| STATus | NOSTATus 

| STORage size 

| TAPdrive {nn | N}

| Time time 

| USERMODE {filemode | NO}

| VMTAPE { (mount_options) | NONE | AVAIL}

| WAIT {event | userid.event}

| WORKDisk size 

One or more of the following are required:

• An EXEC file specified in fileids
• A COMMAND option within the options parenthesis
• The command-line parameter following the options parenthesis.

If no parameters are specified, the relevant User Submit screen opens, as described in Submitting a Job.

Authorization

This command is available with USER authorization.
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Definition

 

fileids
Specifies an optional list of CMS file IDs (filename filetype filemode), separated by blanks, to be submitted as
part of the job. These can be programs or data files. If you do not specify an EXEC file, then you must specify a
command in order for your job to execute.

"Options"
Specifies a list of options that control job execution. You can establish sets of job default options by using a job
default file. See Job Options for a complete description of the available job options.

command_line
Specifies a command line used to start job execution. The command line is limited to 80 characters, and can
specify an EXEC, MODULE, or CP/CMS command along with any parameters to be passed to the program.
Note that the command-line is simply an alternate way to specify the COMMAND job option. If you specify the
command here rather than as an option (within the options parentheses), it allows your command itself to contain
parentheses, as in this example:
vmbatch submit () listfile * * * (date

This may also be more convenient, because you do not need to use delimiter characters when you make this
choice.

• If no command line or command option is specified, the command line used to start your jobs defaults to EXEC
filename START, where filename is the filename of the first EXEC file specified in fileids.

• If the job is being restarted after a system abend or after a user did a checkpoint cancel, the command line is
EXEC filename RESTART stepname where stepname is the last stepname set by the STEP command.

• If you specify the command-line parameter, the fileids parameter is optional.
• Suppose the command line that starts a job begins with EXEC filename. The worker machine that runs the job

will first attempt to execute the file filename  EXEC sent with the job. If that file was not sent with the job, the
worker will use the first filename EXEC that it finds. If the worker cannot locate filename  EXEC, the job will fail.

• A command specified in the COMMAND option overrides any command specified in the command_line
parameter.

• By specifying a command line, you can pass parameters to the EXEC or module that drives your job. You can
also minimize the overhead of submitting and running a job.

VM:Batch Interface to VM:Tape

 

• When you submit a job to VM:Batch that will interface with VM:Tape by issuing the VM:Tape MOUNT command, use
the WAIT option on the VM:Tape MOUNT command.

• The TAPdrive and VMTAPE options on the SUBMIT command are critical to the VM:Batch interface to VM:Tape. If
VM:Tape becomes unavailable, VM:Batch uses the values specified in these options to determine whether the job
is to execute. For example, if VM:Tape becomes unavailable and the TAPdrive option specifies a value other than 0,
VM:Batch prevents the job from executing. VM:Batch does not release the job for execution until VM:Tape becomes
available and the specified number of tape drives are reserved.

• You need to state explicitly the density for all VM:Tape MOUNT commands that are within an EXEC that you will submit
to VM:Batch.

Examples

 

• Submit the EXEC JOBTEST:
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vmbatch submit jobtest exec a

• Submit the EXEC ACCTASK with no shift restrictions:

vmbatch submit acctask exec a (shift *

• Submit the EXEC BART using the WAIT option and specify that the job must not execute until the event INPUT has
occurred:

vmbatch submit bart exec a (wait input

• Submit the EXEC REPORT1 with a job name of SORT, as a class A job, executing during the PRIME shift, and
requiring one tape drive set at 1600 BPI:

vmbatch submit report1 exec a (name sort class a shift prime tap1600 1

• Submit a VM:Batch job, TESTJOB, to run once, on December 25, after 5:30 p.m. but before midnight, in VM:Batch job
class B:

vmbatch submit testjob (class b sched (from 12/25/97 at 17:30 within 06:30))

• Submit a VM:Batch job, NOONJOB, to run at noon every business day from January 1 through March 31:

vmbatch submit noonjob (class b sched (at 12:00 from 1/1/97 again bdaily until

03/31/97))

• To submit the TELLTIME EXEC, use the following syntax:

vmbatch submit () exec telltime parm1 parm2 parm3

In this example, parm1, parm2, and parm3 are parameters that the TELLTIME EXEC needs.

USER Command
Contents

Use the USER command to display a list of available user commands.

USER

Authorization

This command is available with USER authorization.
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Messages
This section lists all messages issued by VM:Batch, divided into the following subsections:

• System Messages
• LMP Messages
• VM:Batch Abends
• Message Cross-Reference

INLINEMessage GuideWhile using VM:Batch you will receive messages that do one of the following:

• Inform you of the procedure’s status and progress
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

System Messages
This section lists all VM:Secure system messages in numerical order. The Reason explains what the message means and
what VM:Secure does after issuing the message. The Action describes what, if anything, you need to do in response to
the message. To get online help for VM:Secure messages, you can use the CMS HELP command, which is described in
the Getting Started section.

System messages have the following format:

Severity Codes

You can tell the severity of a message by its last letter, which is its severity code. The severity code can be one of the
following:
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A
Action message
You need to perform an action, for example, move the cursor or enter information.

E
Error message
The function or task can continue normally if you correct the error. The function or task may end.

I
Information message
VM:Batch initialization has completed or a task that VM:Batch is executing has completed. When an informational
message appears immediately after a severe error message (severity code S), it tells you how to correct the
problem the severe error message identified.

R
Response message
VM:Batch requests information. The function or task continues after you supply the required information.

S
Severe error message
An error preventing the function or task from continuing has occurred. You are returned to CMS and must restart
the procedure after correcting the error.

T
Terminal error message
A serious internal error has occurred, preventing the VM:Batch service virtual machine from continuing execution.

W
Warning message
An abnormal condition has occurred. The function or task continues, although the results may be affected by the
abnormal condition.

001I
VM:BATCH release Ggenlevel SPservicepack, COPYRIGHT year CA

Reason:

The current VM:Batch release is identified and VM:Batch begins initialization. The VM:Batch configuration file is
processed. The directory entries for the worker machines are verified and the CP object directory is scanned to determine
group membership.

Action:

None.

002I
VM:BATCH INITIALIZING: number DYNAMIC PAGES

Reason:

Initialization continues normally. The number of available pages of memory is indicated. Dynamic pages are used by
processes executing commands during normal operation. Processes use three to four pages on the average.

Action:

None.
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003T
vmbatch REQUIRES OPTION ECMODE IN CP DIRECTORY

Reason:

The VM:Batch service virtual machine vmbatch does not have the ECMODE directory option enabled. Initialization
terminates with return code 40.

Action:

The ECMODE option can be enabled with the CP SET command. The directory should be updated to correct the problem
permanently.

004E
INVALID COMMAND command

Reason:

You entered an invalid or misspelled VM:Batch command. VM:Batch ignores the attempted command. The command
terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Consult the appropriate VM:Batch book for the correct spelling of commands. Reenter the command.

005I
ERROR(code);

Reason:

A command was issued on the VM:Batch system console that resulted in the indicated return code. One or more error
messages precede this message. The command terminates.

Action:

Read the preceding error messages and consult the appropriate VM:Batch book to determine the cause of the error and
the correct procedure for entering the command.

006I
READY;

Reason:

A VM:Batch command specified on the system console was successfully executed.

Action:

None.

007E
INSUFFICIENT CP PRIVILEGE CLASS TO ISSUE CP COMMAND command

Reason:

The VM:Batch service virtual machine attempted to issue a CP command command but did not have the appropriate CP
privilege class. VM:Batch displays a message on the system console log. VM:Batch execution terminates.
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Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator give the VM:Batch service virtual machine the CP privilege class required to
issue command.

008I
COMMAND command COMPLETED AFTER SMSG OR RESET; RETURN CODE: code

Reason:

A VM:Batch command completed with the indicated return code because the command was issued via the CP SMSG
command, or the user HXed or re-IPLed while the command was being processed by the VM:Batch service virtual
machine.

Action:

None.

009E
[ VMCF | IUCV ] ERROR code ON REPLY TO userid

Reason:

An VMCF or IUCV error occurred while VM:Batch was attempting to reply to userid. The error code code is generated by
the DIAGNOSE X’68’ RETURN function. VM:Batch execution continues.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator determine the cause of the VMCF or IUCV error.

010E
[ VMCF | IUCV ] ERROR code ON SEND/RECEIVE TO userid

Reason:

A VMCF or IUCV error occurred while attempting to transmit an execution request to userid. The user probably HXed
or re-IPLed while VM:Batch was processing a command. The indicated error code is generated by the DIAGNOSE X’68’
SEND/RECEIVE function. VM:Batch execution continues.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator determine the cause of the VMCF or IUCV error.

011E
 USERID userid HAS NO VMCF BUFFER 

 Reason: 

VM:Batch detected an internal error condition that should not occur during normal use. VM:Batch execution continues, but
the command terminates with an error condition.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.
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012E
[ VMCF | IUCV ] ERROR code ON RECEIVE FROM userid

Reason:

A VMCF or IUCV error was detected while trying to receive data from userid. The indicated error code is generated by the
DIAGNOSE X’68’ RECEIVE function. If the data was an original request, it is ignored. If it was a reply from an execution
request, the command terminates with an error condition.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator determine the cause of the VMCF or IUCV error.

013T
vmbatch SYSTEM ABEND AT LOCATION hexloc; ABEND CODE: code

Reason:

An unrecoverable error was detected while executing the program at location hexloc in the VM:Batch service virtual
machine (vmbatch). Continued execution is impossible. Depending on the DUMP record in the configuration file,
VM:Batch performs a CP DUMP or VMDUMP (or no dump at all). The VM:Batch system terminates with return code 200.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator review the printed system log and dump file (if any), and refer to VM:Batch
Abends in the VM:Batch Messages and Codes book for possible causes of the abend, as indicated by the abend code
code.

014E
INVALID CP OR CMS SUBSET COMMAND command

Reason:

An unauthorized userid attempted to enter the indicated CP or CMS command, or the invalid CP or CMS command was
issued on the VM:Batch system console. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Consult the appropriate IBM books to determine the valid CP commands or the CMS commands that can be issued in
CMS subset mode.

015T
COMMAND REJECTED, vmbatch MODULE INCOMPATIBLE WITH VM:BATCH MACHINE

Reason:

A VM:Batch command was issued using the vmbatch MODULE that was not at a version level compatible with the
VM:Batch service virtual machine. The command terminates with return code 100.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator erase or rename the incompatible VMBATCH MODULE file.

016I
SHIFT CHANGING FROM shift1 TO shift2
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Reason:

The VM:Batch shift shift2 being started is different from the current shift shift1. The shift is changed from shift1 to shift2.

Action:

None.

017I
TYPE END TO SHUTDOWN OR DISC TO DISCONNECT

Reason:

Initialization has completed and VM:Batch is running normally.

Action:

Enter either the END or DISC command; otherwise, VM:Batch will run normally with the console connected.

018E
INVALID OPTION option

Reason:

An invalid option option was specified on a line-mode or full-screen command request. The command fails.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate VM:Batch book for information on command options. Specify the option correctly and reenter the
command.

019R
COMMAND ENTERED: command

Reason:

The command command was entered on the VM:Batch system console while VM:Batch was running connected. The
command is executed.

Action:

None.

020S
ERROR code [ READING | WRITING | CLOSING | OPENING ] FILE fileid

Reason:

During processing of a command or system initialization, a permanent I/O error was detected while reading, writing,
closing, or opening the indicated CMS file on the VM:Batch service virtual machine. The error code code is generated by
the CMS RDBUF, WRBUF, or FINIS function. The error may be the result of a hardware failure. The command or system
initialization terminates with an error condition.

Action:

Inform your VM:Batch system administrator of the error. For an explanation of the error code, refer to the CMS USER
MACRO reference under FSREAD, FSWRITE, FSCLOSE, or FSOPEN in IBM’s documentation on CMS commands and
macros.
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021E
FILE fileid NOT FOUND

Reason:

VM:Batch could not locate the indicated CMS file fileid. VM:Batch may have been looking for the file on a user’s minidisk
or on a minidisk belonging to the VM:Batch service virtual machine, depending on the command being executed. The
command terminates with return code 28.

Action:

None.

022T
vmbatch INITIALIZATION FAILED

Reason:

The VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, failed to initialize normally. Preceding messages on the console indicate
the cause of the problem. VM:Batch terminates execution with return code 88.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator review the printed console log. The console log contains specific messages
relating to the cause of the failure. The problem is probably in the VMBATCH CONFIG file or the directory entry for the
VM:Batch service virtual machine.

023I
vmbatch INITIALIZATION COMPLETE ON mm/dd/yy

Reason:

VM:Batch (vmbatch) has completed normal initialization on the date mm/dd/yy and is ready to accept commands.
Normal execution begins.

Action:

None.

024E
INVALID PARAMETER parameter ON record RECORD IN CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:

An invalid parameter parameter exists on a record record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. The erroneous record displays
after this message. If VM:Batch detects the error during system initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If
VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Correct the record in error and restart VM:Batch.

025E
INVALID RECORD TYPE rectype IN CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:
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VM:Batch encountered an invalid rectype record while processing the VM:Batch configuration file. The erroneous record
displays after this message. If VM:Batch detects the error during system initialization, initialization fails with a return code
of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the
error.

Action:

Correct the record in error and restart VM:Batch.

026E
MISSING PARAMETER(S) ON record RECORD IN CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:

An insufficient number of parameters are specified on the record record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. The erroneous
record displays after this message. If VM:Batch detects the error during system initialization, initialization fails with a return
code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the
error.

Action:

Correct the record in error and restart VM:Batch.

027E
 ERROR code EXECUTING DIRECTORY READER DIAGNOSE SUBFUNCTION CODE code 

 Reason: 

The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error executing the directory reader diagnose to collect information
to initialize VM:Batch, or submit and run a VM:Batch job. The message contains the return code from the diagnose as well
as the diagnose subfunction that was being executed. 

 Action: 

Contact your system administrator to make sure the diagnose was installed on the system and that the VM:Batch service
virtual machine has CP privilege class E. If the diagnose is installed and the VM:Batch service virtual machine has the
appropriate privilege class, contact Broadcom technical support for further assistance.

028E
ERROR code EXECUTING COMMAND TO GATHER DIRECTORY READER DIAGNOSE INFORMATION

Reason:

VM:Batch operation requires that a diagnose code exit routine be installed on your VM system by your system
administrator. VM:Batch could not find this required routine, and cannot initialize successfully.

Action:

Check that the diagnose code exit was installed and that the VM:Batch service virtual machine has CP privilege class E.
If the diagnose is installed and the VM:Batch service virtual machine has CP privilege class E, contact Broadcom Support
for further assistance.

029I
vmbatch SYSTEM TERMINATION COMPLETE ON mm/dd/yy

Reason:
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VM:Batch operation terminated on the indicated date. Control is returned to CMS.

Action:

None.

030T
SHUTDOWN OF vmbatch, COMMAND command CANCELED

Reason:

A forced shutdown of the VM:Batch service virtual machine vmbatch is in progress. The command command being
processed by the user is canceled. The command terminates with return code 100, and VM:Batch system termination
completes immediately.

Action:

Reenter the command when the VM:Batch service virtual machine is available.

031T
COMMAND REJECTED BECAUSE USER VIRTUAL MACHINE HAS BEEN RESET

Reason:

You entered a command, but the IUCV connection was severed before the VM:Batch service virtual machine could
process the command. This usually means that you HXed, IPLed, or reset your CMS system.

Action:

Reenter the command.

033E
INVALID FILEMODE filemode

Reason:

The indicated filemode is invalid. The command is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which the invalid
filemode was entered, or the command terminates with return code 24 if the invalid filemode was specified on a line-mode
command.

Action:

Make sure the filemode is a valid CMS filemode.

034E
INVALID [ CHARACTER char | BLANK ] IN [ FILENAME | FILETYPE ]

Reason:

The filename or filetype of the fileid you entered contains the invalid character char. The command is not performed.
Control returns to the screen from which the invalid character was specified, or the command terminates with return code
20 if the invalid character was specified on a line-mode command.

Action:

Make sure the filename and filetype are valid.
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035E
DISK minidisk NOT ACCESSED BY SUBMITTER

Reason:

The CMS file whose fileid you entered could not be accessed because the worker machine was unable to access the disk
minidisk on which the file is located. The function is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which the invalid
disk mode was entered. The command terminates with return code 36 if the disk mode was specified on a line-mode
command.

Action:

Make sure the filemode specifies the disk on which the file is located. If it does, make sure you and the worker machine
access that disk before issuing the command. If the disk can be accessed only by the worker machine, specify the fileid of
the CMS file on the command line parameter when you submit the job.

036E
INCOMPLETE FILEID SPECIFIED

Reason:

A command was executing that required you to specify both the filename and filetype of the CMS file to be manipulated.
You specified neither the filename nor the filetype, or else specified only the filename. The command is not completed.
Control returns to the screen on which you entered the incomplete fileid. The command terminates with return code 24 if
the fileid was specified on a line-mode command.

Action:

Specify the filename and filetype of the CMS file.

037W
WORKER MACHINE workerid HAS BEEN TEMPORARILY MARKED AS INVALID

Reason:

An error occurred on the indicated worker machine as a job was being initiated. This message is preceded by another
message identifying the error that occurred on the worker machine. The worker machine has been temporarily marked
as invalid so that VM:Batch cannot select it to run another job. The job that was being initiated on the worker machine is
requeued for execution when an available worker is found.

Invalid flags are reset at the beginning of every scheduler cycle. If there is no other worker machine on which this job will
run, the scheduler will continue trying to initiate the job on this worker machine until the job is held, the worker machine is
configured out, or the problem causing the worker machine to be marked invalid goes away.

Action:

Refer to the preceding message for more information. Use the TRACE command to determine what is happening on the
worker machine.

038E
MISSING PARAMETER

Reason:

A command or macro primitive was specified without the correct number of parameters. The command terminates with
return code 24, or the process terminates if a macro primitive was incorrectly specified.
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Action:

If the error occurred because a command was specified incorrectly, reenter the command, supplying the correct
parameters. If the error occurred in a macro primitive, contact your VM:Batch system administrator.

039E
INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Reason:

The command or macro primitive parameter parameter was specified incorrectly. The command terminates with return
code 24, or the process terminates if a macro primitive was specified incorrectly.

Action:

If the error occurred because a command was specified incorrectly, reenter the command with the correct parameter. If
the error occurred in a macro primitive, contact your VM:Batch system administrator.

040E
PARAMETER parameter CONFLICTS WITH PREVIOUS PARAMETERS

Reason:

The parameter parameter on the command conflicted with another parameter that preceded it in the parameter list.
The command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the conflicting parameter was entered. The
command terminates with return code 24 if the conflicting parameter was specified on a line-mode command.

Action:

Consult the VM:Batch User’s and Group Manager’s Guide to determine which parameter conflicted with the indicated
parameter. Reenter the command with compatible parameters.

041E
USERID userid DOES NOT MANAGE GROUP group

Reason:

The group manager userid attempted to execute a command specifying a group group that the manager does not
manage. The command is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which the group name was entered. The
command terminates with return code 40 if the grpname was specified on a line-mode command.

Action:

Recheck the names of the groups you manage and reenter the command with a valid group name.

042E
NO JOB(S) WITH SPECIFIED ATTRIBUTES FOUND

Reason:

VM:Batch was unable to find any jobs with the attributes you specified. The command is not completed. Control returns
to the screen from which the attributes were entered. The command terminates with return code 40 if the attributes were
specified on a line-mode command.

Action:

Check the status of your jobs to find out which attributes they have, so you can specify them correctly.
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043E
INVALID VALUE value SPECIFIED FOR PARAMETER parameter

Reason:

The parameter parameter on a record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file has an invalid value. The erroneous record is
displayed after this message. If VM:Batch detects the error during system initialization, then initialization fails with a return
code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, then VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to
correct the error.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to correct the record in error and restart VM:Batch.

044E
USERID userid DOES NOT MANAGE USERID userid

Reason:

You tried to execute a group manager command for userid userid, but you do not manage that userid. The command is
not completed. Control returns to the screen on which you entered the invalid userid, or the command terminates with
return code 40 if the userid was specified on a line-mode command.

Action:

Check the userids you manage and specify a valid userid when you reenter the command.

045E
 VM:BATCH LOGIC ERROR - TOO MANY PARAMETERS PASSED TO VM:BATCH PRIMITIVE 

 Reason: 

More than the maximum number of parameters were passed to an internal routine. This message indicates a logic error in
the command. The process terminates, but VM:Batch execution continues normally.

 Action: 

Have your VM:Batch system administrator contact Broadcom Technical Support.

046E
INVALID CLASS class

Reason:

Either the user issued a command specifying a class that was not a letter, a number, or an asterisk, or the VMBATCH
CONFIG file contains a CLASS record specifying an invalid class. If the error was caused by a user command, the
command is not performed. If the error occurred at system initialization, initialization fails. If the error occurred during
reconfiguration, reconfiguration is not completed. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Either reenter the command specifying a valid class, or correct the record in error and restart VM:Batch.

047E
USERID userid NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE VM:BATCH
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Reason:

You are not authorized to use the VM:Batch system. The command is not performed. Control returns to the screen from
which it was issued with return code 20.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator for authorization.

048E
ERROR LOADING FILES FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid; RC = code FROM command

Reason:

An error occurred when the worker machine workerid tried to load the files that make up the indicated job from its reader
to its workdisk. The worker machine logs off and the job is canceled. VM:Batch returns the return code code from the
command that the worker machine attempted.

The error may have occurred because the combined size of the files exceeds the size of the worker machine’s workdisk.
The job was assigned to this worker machine by VM:Batch because the worker machine’s workdisk is greater than or
equal to the value of the job’s WORKDISK option. If you did not specify a value for the WORKDISK option when you
submitted the job, and if no default or limit is applied to this option, the size of your A-disk is used for the value of the
WORKDISK option.

Action:

Look up the return code in CMS command reference documentation to determine the cause of the error. If the job failed
because the worker machine’s workdisk was too small, resubmit the job, specifying a WORKDISK option size that is
larger than the combined size of the files that make up the job. A trace of SERVICE and VMHWKI will provide more
information. See TRACE Command in the VM:Batch Administration Guide.

049S
 UNEXPECTED IUCV INTERRUPT CODE code FROM userid 

 Reason: 

VM:Batch displays this message if an IUCV interrupt (other than sever) is unexpectedly received during a VM:Batch
process. The IUCV path is severed and the process is canceled.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadocm Technical Support.

050S
VM:BATCH MACHINE vmbatch REQUIRES CP PRIVILEGE CLASS E

Reason:

The initialization process determined that the VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, does not have CP privilege
class E or equivalent. Initialization terminates with return code 48.

Action:

Before VM:Batch is restarted, update the CP object directory to give the VM:Batch service virtual machine class E or
equivalent.
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051S
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO INITIALIZE VM:BATCH MACHINE vmbatch

Reason:

The VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, was defined with an insufficient virtual memory size to support the data
structure for the directory contents. Initialization fails with return code 40.

Action:

Give the VM:Batch service virtual machine more virtual memory before restarting VM:Batch. Consult the VM:Manager
Reference Manual for information about estimating virtual storage for the VM:Batch service virtual machine.

052S
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS VM:BATCH CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:

VM:Batch was unable to access enough free main storage to add a record to the VMBATCH CONFIG file. VM:Batch
terminates processing of the configuration file with a return code of 96.

Action:

Edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file to remove any extraneous information, or free more main storage by IPLing CMS on the
userid requesting reconfiguration. If the error persists, define or use a larger requesting service virtual machine.

053W
SYSTEM-MAINTAINED USER DEFAULT FACILITY NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

The system-maintained user default facility (the USER minidisk) that allows a manager or a system administrator to
manipulate a default for another user has not been installed in VM:Batch. The DEFAULT command is not completed.
Control returns to the screen from which the command was entered. Return code 8 displays.

Action:

None. Consult the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide for more information on the system-maintained user default
facility.

054E
INVALID JOBID jobid

Reason:

A command was executed specifying a jobid that was not a positive integer less than 10000. The command is not
completed. Control returns to the screen from which the jobid was entered. Return code 24 displays.

Action:

Reenter the command specifying a valid jobid.

055I
MESSAGE TEXT LOGGED FOR log-recipients

Reason:
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You entered the LOG command with the TEXT text parameter and one of the following other parameters: ID jobid,
WORKER userid, or ALL. If you used the ID jobid parameter, log-recipients identifies the job for which the text was
logged. If you used the WORKER userid parameter, the text was logged for the job executing on the userid identified by
log-recipients. If you used the ALL parameter, log-recipients indicates the number of worker machines running jobs
for which the text was logged. The specified text is placed in the job log for the job or jobs described above. The text is
preceded in the log by message 310I.

Action:

None.

056E
USERID userid IS NOT A VM:BATCH WORKER MACHINE

Reason:

You entered a command whose execution requires a VM:Batch worker machine. However, the specified userid was not
the userid of a VM:Batch worker machine. The command is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which the
userid was specified with return code 38.

Action:

Reenter the command specifying the userid of a VM:Batch worker machine.

057E
VALUE SPECIFIED FOR PARAMETER parameter IS TOO LONG ON THIS RECORD:

Reason:

On the configuration file record that displays after this message, the value specified for the indicated parameter contains
more characters than the allowable maximum. If VM:Batch detects the error during system initialization, initialization fails
with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator
to correct the error.

Action:

Refer to the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide to determine the maximum length for the indicated parameter.
Change the parameter value to make its length less than or equal to the allowable maximum.

058W
LOCAL NODE LIMITS ENFORCED ON JOB TRANSFERRED FROM REMOTE NODE

Reason:

You used the CHANGE command to change the options of a job on the local node. This job was transferred to the local
node from a remote node. Limits applied to the job when it was submitted on the remote node may differ from the limits on
the local node. When the local limits are applied, you may be required to change various option values that conflict with
the corresponding local limit values.

Action:

You can quit from the current CHANGE command and enter the QUERY LIMITS command to view the job limits that
will be applied to your job. You can also enter the QUERY CLASSES command to view the class limits for the class
associated with your job. Remember that the account number specified as a job option may have to be changed if it differs
from the account number in your directory entry.
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059I
BEGINNING CONFIGURATION FILE PROCESSING

Reason:

The configuration file is being processed during initialization or during reconfiguration to determine whether the records
are valid. The configuration file records are processed. A subsequent message will indicate any invalid records.

Action:

None.

060I
ENDING CONFIGURATION FILE PROCESSING

Reason:

The configuration file has been processed and no errors have been found. VM:Batch execution continues.

Action:

None.

061E
[ SYSTEM DEFAULT default | DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group | DEFAULT default FOR USERID userid ] DOES
NOT EXIST

Reason:

You tried to change or delete a file of default options that did not exist. The DEFAULT command is not completed. Control
returns to the screen from which the command was issued. Return code 8 displays.

Action:

Reenter the DEFAULT command with a valid file of options.

062E
[ SYSTEM DEFAULT default | DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group | DEFAULT default FOR USERID userid ]
ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

You tried to create a file of default options, but another file with that name already exists. The DEFAULT command is not
completed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was entered. Return code 8 displays.

Action:

Erase the file that currently exists and create a new default file, or change the current file so that it contains the desired
options.

063I
[ SYSTEM DEFAULT default | DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group | DEFAULT default FOR USERID userid ] NOT
CREATED

Reason:
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You left the default option review screen without pressing PF12 or PF24, or the default file could not be written to the
appropriate disk. The DEFAULT command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was
entered. Return code 8 displays if the file could not be written. Return code 12 or 16 displays if you left the default option
review screen.

Action:

If the default file could not be written to the appropriate disk, check for proper access to the disk or a disk-full condition.

064W
 EXTENDING A PAGE FROM DYNAMIC STORAGE 

 Reason: 

GETMAIN storage was exhausted during system operation. To continue operation, a page of dynamic storage was
returned to the system for GETMAIN use. The required storage is allocated and system operation continues.

 Action: 

GETMAIN storage should not normally be exhausted. Have your VM:Batch system administrator increase the VM:Batch
service virtual machine memory size. If you continue to receive the message, ask your VM:Batch system administrator to
contact Broadcom Technical Support.

065S
vmbatch REQUIRES CP DIRECTORY OPTION ACCT FOR VMACCOUNT INTERFACE

Reason:

The initialization process determined that the VM:Batch service virtual machine vmbatch does not have the appropriate
ACCT directory option statement for the VM:Account interface. Initialization terminates with return code 48.

Action:

The CP object directory must be updated to give the VM:Batch service virtual machine the ACCT option before VM:Batch
is restarted.

066I
PF KEY pfkey UNDEFINED FOR THIS SCREEN

Reason:

You pressed the indicated PF key, but the key is undefined for this screen. The current screen redisplays.

Action:

Review the bottom of the screen to see which PF keys are defined for the screen. Press a defined PF key or press
ENTER to cause VM:Batch to take action.

067E
FILE filename HAS INVALID RECORD FORMAT 

Reason: 

A file being processed has a record length greater than 255 or, if a macro is being processed, the record format is not
variable. The command terminates.

Action: 
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Have your VM:Batch system administrator check the indicated file to make sure its records are in variable-length format. If
the format is correct ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

068I
[ SYSTEM DEFAULT default | DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group | DEFAULT default FOR USERID userid ]
CREATED

Reason:

You created a file containing valid default options. The options can now be applied to jobs as they are submitted.
VM:Batch places the file containing the specified default options on the appropriate disk.

Action:

None.

069I
[ SYSTEM DEFAULT default | DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group | DEFAULT default FOR USERID userid ] NOT
CHANGED

Reason:

You left the default option review without pressing PF12 or PF24, or the default file could not be written to the appropriate
disk. The DEFAULT command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was entered.
Return code 8 displays if the file could not be written. Return code 12 or 16 displays if you left the default option review
screen.

Action:

If the default file could not be written to the appropriate disk, check for proper access to the disk or a disk-full condition.

070E
[ SYSTEM LIMIT | LIMIT FOR GROUP group | LIMIT FOR USERID userid ] DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

You tried to change or delete a limit file that does not exist. The LIMIT command is not completed. Control returns to the
screen from which the command was entered. Return code 8 displays.

Action:

Check to make sure you have specified the name of the limit file correctly.

071E
[ SYSTEM LIMIT | LIMIT FOR GROUP group | LIMIT FOR USERID userid ] ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

You attempted to create a limit file when one already existed. The LIMIT command is not completed. Control returns to the
screen from which the command was issued. Return code 8 displays.

Action:

To have a limit file contain the desired limits, erase the file that currently exists and create a new limit file, or change the
current file so that it contains the desired limits.
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072I
[ SYSTEM LIMIT | LIMIT FOR GROUP group | LIMIT FOR USERID userid ] NOT CREATED

Reason:

You left the limit review screen without pressing PF12 or PF24, or the limit file created could not be written to the
appropriate disk. The LIMIT command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was
entered. Return code 8 displays if the file could not be written. Return code 12 or 16 displays if you left the limit review
screen.

Action:

If the default file could not be written to the appropriate disk, check for proper access to the disk or a disk-full condition.

073I
[ SYSTEM LIMIT | LIMIT FOR GROUP group | LIMIT FOR USERID userid ] CREATED

Reason:

You created a file containing valid limits. The limits can now be used to test the validity of options specified for jobs.
VM:Batch places the file containing the specified limit values on the appropriate disk.

Action:

None.

074I
[ SYSTEM LIMIT | LIMIT FOR GROUP group | LIMIT FOR USERID userid ] NOT CHANGED

Reason:

You left the limit review screen without pressing PF12 or PF24, or the changed limit file could not be written to the
appropriate disk. The LIMIT command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was
entered. Return code 8 displays if the file could not be written. Return code 12 or 16 displays if you left the limit review
screen.

Action:

If the default file could not be written to the appropriate disk, check for proper access to the disk or a disk-full condition.

075I
[ SYSTEM LIMIT | LIMIT FOR GROUP group | LIMIT FOR USERID userid ] DELETED

Reason:

VM:Batch removed the specified limit file from the disk on which it resided. Control returns to the screen from which the
LIMIT command was entered.

Action:

None.

076S
USER ERROR code COPYING FILE fileid

Reason:
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A command macro received an unexpected error code code copying the indicated file to the user’s minidisk. The
indicated error code is generated by the CMS WRBUF function. The command terminates with an error or a process
abend.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator refer to the CMS macros and functions documentation on FSREAD or
FSWRITE for an explanation of the error code.

077E
 DIAGNOSE D4 FAILED FOR WORKER workerid AND USERID userid; RC = code 

Reason: 

VM:Batch was running under CP release 5.0 or higher and tried to issue a DIAGNOSE X’D4’ to specify an alternate
userid. VM:Batch received the error code code. Job initiation terminates.

Action: 

If RC=12, verify the VM:Batch service virtual machine has been authorized by the security facility to issue a DIAGNOSE
X’D4’ for the indicated worker machine. For other errors, have your VM:Batch system administrator call Broadcom
Technical Support.

078W
USERID userid NOT DEFINED ON A PRODUCT RECORD IN CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:

VM:Batch received a command from another Broadcom product on the specified userid, but VM:Batch does not have a
PRODUCT record for that userid. The command is ignored.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator add a PRODUCT record for the other product to the VMBATCH CONFIG file.
For example, if the specified userid is the VM:Account service virtual machine, add PRODUCT VMACCOUNT userid.

079S
 UNEXPECTED PROCESS TERMINATION error-information 

 Reason: 

VM:Batch encountered an unexpected error condition while processing a command. The command terminates
immediately. VM:Batch system execution continues normally.

 Action: 

Have your VM:Batch system administrator call Broadcom Technical Support.

080W
USERID userid NOT DEFINED ON A PRODUCT VMBATCH RECORD ON vmjuserid

Reason:

The indicated VM:Batch service virtual machine, userid, is not defined in the VMACCT CONFIG file. The system
continues operating.

Action:
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Have your VM:Account system administrator add a PRODUCT VMBATCH vmbatch record to the VMACCT CONFIG file
and reinitialize VM:Account.

081I
[ SYSTEM DEFAULT default NOT DELETED | DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group NOT DELETED | DEFAULT
default FOR USERID userid NOT DELETED ]

Reason:

The file of default options named default has not been deleted. The system continues operating.

Action:

None.

082E
 VM:BATCH LOGIC ERROR - NO SCREEN OPENED; NOTIFY SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR 

 Reason: 

A screen manipulation primitive was issued by a command macro while no screen file was open. The command process
terminates. VM:Batch execution continues.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

083W
FIELD CANNOT BE NAMED: FIELD NAME TABLE IS FULL, LIMITED TO 21 FIELD NAMES

Reason:

You attempted to name a field while painting a screen. However, the field name table was full. Each screen is limited to 21
named fields. The process continues but the field name, if any, is not recorded.

Action:

Determine the 21 field names you want to use.

084E
USER VIRTUAL MACHINE HAS BEEN RESET

Reason:

The user reset his virtual machine by re-IPLing or logging off during an active VM:Batch process. Using the SMSG
command also may cause the user virtual machine to be reset. The command terminates or the process abends.
VM:Batch execution continues normally.

Action:

None.

085E
 FIELD name UNDEFINED ON CURRENT SCREEN; NOTIFY SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR 

 Reason: 
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The user specified a field name that is not defined on the current screen. This message indicates a logic error in the
command macro. The command terminates or the process abends. VM:Batch execution continues normally.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

086R
ENTER FIELD NAME:

Reason:

You pressed the name field PF key while painting a screen. The system prompts for the field name to be entered.
VM:Batch assigns the name entered to the field. VM:Batch execution continues normally.

Action:

Enter the requested field name.

087I
BEGINNING [ COMMAND | MACRO ] command-parameters; VIA [ IUCV | VMCF ]

Reason:

The execution of a macro or user-entered command with the parameters command-parameters is beginning.

Action:

None.

088I
ENDING command [ MACRO | COMMAND ]; RETURN CODE: code

Reason:

The indicated macro or command has completed. VM:Batch sends the return code code to the requesting userid. The
completed process is removed from the system.

Action:

None.

089I
USERID userid [ LEFT | HAS ] A [ SHARED | PRIVATE ] lock LOCK

Reason:

This message displays in response to a QLOCK command or during cleanup after a process termination. If this message
displays after a process termination, it indicates the userid left a shared or private lock on the indicated lock. If this
message displays in response to a QLOCK command, it indicates the userid has a shared or private lock on the indicated
lock.

Action:

Refer to QLOCK Command in the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide for an explanation of locks.
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090S
PROCESS LEFT number SCREEN BUFFER(S) ALLOCATED 

Reason: 

This message signals a problem with a macro. It can occur after a process termination or the improper completion of a
command that was using 3270 screen display. VM:Batch clears the screen buffers.

Action: 

Inform your VM:Batch system administrator of the apparent improper command functioning or process termination, and
have your system administrator call Broadcom Technical Support.

091E
lock LOCK NOT FOUND

Reason:

This message indicates that a command executed improperly. VM:Batch attempted to unlock the lock lock that was not
set. The command may terminate with a process abend.

Action:

Inform your VM:Batch system administrator of the apparent improper command functioning or process termination. Refer
to QLOCK Command in the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide for an explanation of locks.

092I
WAITING FOR userid [ SHARED | PRIVATE ] lock LOCK

Reason:

A command attempted to gain an unconditional resource lock but was blocked by the existing shared or private lock lock
currently set for userid userid. The command waits for you to clear the lock. After you do so, the command automatically
resumes execution.

Action:

Clear the lock. Refer to QLOCK Command in the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide for an explanation of locks.

093I
USERID userid IS NOT ON THE PENDING LOCK QUEUE

Reason:

This response to a QLOCK command occurs when the specified userid userid is not on the pending lock queue.

Action:

None.

094E
 ERROR INTERFACING TO VM:ACCOUNT USERID userid; RC = code 

 Reason: 
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VM:Batch received return code code when attempting to interface to the VM:Account service virtual machine on the
indicated userid. The system continues operating.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch System Administrator to contact Broadcom Technical Support for assistance.

095I
USERID userid PENDING [ SHARED | PRIVATE ] lock LOCK

Reason:

This is the normal response to a QLOCK command. The indicated userid has a pending shared or private lock being
blocked by the userid indicated in the subsequent message 096I.

Action:

Refer to QLOCK Command in the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide for an explanation of locks.

096I
BLOCKED BY userid [ SHARED | PRIVATE ] lock LOCK

Reason:

This message follows message 095I and indicates the userid userid has a shared or private lock lock currently blocking
the requested lock.

Action:

Refer to QLOCK Command in the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide for an explanation of locks.

097E
SPECIFIED TRACE IS NOT CURRENTLY ACTIVE

Reason:

You entered a TRACE STOP or TRACE CLOSE command, but a macro was not being traced. The TRACE command
terminates with return code 24.

Action:

None.

098E
ENDING TIME NOT GREATER THAN STARTING TIME ON SHIFT RECORD

Reason:

The VMBATCH CONFIG file contains a SHIFT record that specifies an ending time for the shift that is either the same
as or prior to the starting time for the shift. The erroneous record is displayed after this message. If VM:Batch detects
the error during system initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during
reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:
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Correct the record in error. Ensure the ending time on every SHIFT record is greater than the starting time. If you want
a shift to span midnight, you must define the shift with two SHIFT records with the same name, the first of which has an
ending time of 24:00:00 and the second of which specifies the following day with a starting time of 00:00:00.

099I
USER VIRTUAL MACHINE HAS BEEN RESET; COMMAND command CANCELED

Reason:

The indicated command was canceled, possibly because you pressed the PA1 key, re-IPLed, or HXed. The command
terminates with return code 100.

Action:

None.

100E
JOB jobname(jobid) LACKS CP CLASS TO ISSUE CP COMMAND command NEEDED IN WORKER SETUP

Reason:

In order to set up the proper environment to execute a job, a VM:Batch worker machine must issue various CP
commands. These are general user commands that are normally available to all users whose virtual machines have CP
privilege class G. CP classes may have been reconfigured at your site so that different general user commands are in
different CP classes.

When a worker prepares to run a job, the worker is assigned the CP CLASS specified on the CPCLASS option of the
job. The CP class option of the job specified in the message text did not include the CP class needed to execute the CP
command specified in the message text. Job initialization fails, and the job is canceled.

Action:

Determine what CP class you need to issue the specified CP command. If your virtual machine has this CP class, then
resubmit the job, specifying the required CP class on the CPCLASS job option. If your virtual machine does not have the
required CP class, consult your system administrator.

101W
USERID userid SPECIFIED ON rectype record RECORD DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The VM:Batch configuration file was found to contain a rectype record record specifying an invalid userid userid. The
system initialization or configuration file update continues normally.

Action:

Remove invalid userids from the indicated record to promote sound security practices.

102I
LOCAL NODE DISABLED FOR LOCAL USERS

Reason:

The DISABLE command was previously issued for the local node in either the DEST or the FROM direction. Users on the
local node are now prohibited from submitting jobs for which the value specified for the DEST option is equal to the local
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node. If any jobs were previously submitted from the local node with a DEST value of some other node, the DEST value of
these jobs cannot be changed to the local node.

Action:

None.

103I
LOCAL NODE ENABLED FOR LOCAL USERS

Reason:

The ENABLE command was just issued for the local node in either the DEST or the FROM direction. Users on the local
node are now permitted to submit jobs for which the value specified for the DEST option is equal to the local node. They
are also permitted to change previously submitted jobs so that the jobs’ DEST values are equal to the local node.

Action:

None.

104E
VM:BATCH DISABLED; JOB CANNOT BE SUBMITTED

Reason:

The VM:Batch operator has disabled all nodes in the DEST direction. VM:Batch is completely disabled and no jobs can be
submitted. The SUBMIT command is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which it was entered. Return code
50 displays.

Action:

If you want to submit a job, you must wait until the operator enters the ENABLE command. Query the status of VM:Batch
periodically by issuing the QUERY STATUS command, and resubmit the job when VM:Batch is enabled.

105I
VM:BATCH DISABLED; NO SUBMISSIONS ALLOWED

Reason:

You queried the status of VM:Batch after the VM:Batch operator had disabled all nodes in the DEST direction. Because
VM:Batch is disabled, local users cannot submit any jobs. The QUERY STATUS command is performed.

Action:

None.

106I
VM:BATCH ENABLED; SUBMISSIONS ALLOWED

Reason:

You entered the QUERY STATUS command and determined that VM:Batch is enabled. Local users are permitted to
submit jobs.

Action:

None.
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1071E

108E
LOCAL NODE IS ALREADY ENABLED FOR LOCAL USERS

Reason:

You entered the ENABLE command for the local node in either the DEST or the FROM direction, but the local node was
already enabled in those directions (which are essentially the same with reference to the local node). VM:Batch does not
perform the ENABLE command. Control returns to the screen from which the ENABLE command was entered. Return
code 4 displays.

Action:

None.

109E
LOCAL NODE IS ALREADY DISABLED FOR LOCAL USERS

Reason:

You entered the DISABLE command for the local node in either the DEST or the FROM direction, but the local node was
already disabled in those directions (which are essentially the same with reference to the local node). VM:Batch does not
perform the DISABLE command. Control returns to the screen from which it was entered. Return code 4 displays.

Action:

None.

110E
INCONSISTENCY IN LIMITS RESULTS IN LACK OF CPCLASS LIMIT

Reason:

As part the creation or changing of a limit file or the submission of a job, VM:Batch merges together CPCLASS limits
taken from system, group, and user limits, and, for submission, the user’s directory entry. In this case, the merged
CPCLASS limit is null, which means that there is no limit for the CPCLASS option, which is not allowed. The SUBMIT or
LIMIT command terminates.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch group manager or VM:Batch system administrator to correct the limit file that contains the most
restrictive CPCLASS limit.

111E
COMMAND command REQUIRES THE USE OF A DISPLAY TERMINAL

Reason:

The indicated VM:Batch command requires the use of a display terminal because it functions only in full-screen mode,
requiring the use of 24 lines. The command terminates with return code 100.

Action:

Enter a command appropriate for use with line-mode terminals.
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112E
COMMAND command REQUIRES USE OF vmbatch COMMAND

Reason:

The indicated VM:Batch command command requires the VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, command
module because its execution requires the sending of commands and responses back and forth between the VM:Batch
service virtual machine and the user issuing the command. The command terminates with return code 100.

Action:

Reenter the command in the CMS environment using the vmbatch command instead of SMSG.

113E
ERROR code ACCESSING label MINIDISK

Reason:

VM:Batch detects an unexpected error code code when accessing the label minidisk during system initialization, as
defined by the ACCESS record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. The indicated error code is generated by the CMS
ACCESS command. Initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the cause of the ACCESS error and restart VM:Batch.

114E
USER EXIT fileid NOT FOUND

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, the specified user exit routine fileid was not found
on the VM:Batch service virtual machine’s A-disk. System initialization or configuration file update fails.

Action:

Place the missing user exit routine (with a filetype of VMBATCH) on the VM:Batch A-disk, and restart VM:Batch or retry
the update.

115E
ERROR COPYING CONFIGURATION FILE TO vmbatch’S A-DISK; RC=rc 

Reason: 

You entered the CONFIGUR command in order to edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file. VM:Batch wasn’t able to copy the
changed file to your A-disk. Your A-disk may be full or may be improperly formatted.

Action: 

If the A-disk is full or improperly formatted, either clear some space on the disk, or format it properly. Otherwise,
reenter the CONFIGUR command. If the command fails again, ask your VM:Batch System Administrator to
call Broadcom Technical Support.

116E
MACRO filename NOT FOUND
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Reason:

A MACLOAD record in the VM:Batch configuration file specified macro filename that could not be located during
initialization processing. Command macro filetypes must be VMBATCH. The MACLOAD record displays immediately after
the message. Initialization fails.

Action:

Supply the specified macro or correct the filetype before restarting VM:Batch.

117I
THERE ARE number DYNAMIC PAGES LEFT

Reason:

The message indicates that number dynamic pages are left after completing system initialization. Dynamic pages are
used by processes executing commands during normal operation. Processes use three to four pages on the average. If
no pages are available, the process waits.

Action:

None.

118I
Contents

NORMAL COMPLETION

Reason:

The requested command completed normally without issuing any other messages.

Action:

None.

119I

BEGINNING command COMMAND FROM menu-name MENU

Reason:

This message indicates the command that was called from the named menu has started processing.

Action:

None.

120I

ENDING command COMMAND FROM menu-name MENU

Reason:

This message indicates the command that was called from the named menu has completed processing.

Action:

None.
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123E
COMMAND command REJECTED BY EXIT

Reason:

The indicated command command was canceled by a site-supplied COMMAND user exit. The reason for canceling the
command is supplied by the user exit routine. VM:Batch ignores the command.

Action:

None.

124E
COMMAND command REJECTED BY EXIT; reason

Reason:

The indicated command command was canceled by a site-supplied COMMAND user exit. The reason for canceling the
command is supplied by the user exit routine. VM:Batch ignores the command. Message 004I displays.

Action:

None.

125E
LABEL label FOR DISK mode(vaddr) INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED ON ACCESS RECORD

Reason:

The vaddr minidisk was accessed at the indicated disk mode, but the disk label did not match the label specified on the
ACCESS record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. Initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the ACCESS record and restart VM:Batch.

126E
MODE mode ALREADY IN USE FOR label DISK

Reason:

The VMBATCH CONFIG file contains a record in the format ACCESS name vaddr mode where the specified mode is
already used on another ACCESS record. VM:Batch terminates processing of the configuration file with return code 24.

Action:

Edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file and change the ACCESS record with mode so it has a mode not used on any ACCESS
record.

127E
ADDRESS vaddr ALREADY IN USE FOR label DISK

Reason:
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The VMBATCH CONFIG file contains a record in the format ACCESS name vaddr mode where the specified virtual
address vaddr is already used on another ACCESS record. VM:Batch terminates processing of the configuration file with
return code 24.

Action:

Edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file and change the ACCESS record with vaddr so it has a vaddr not used on any ACCESS
records.

129E
label DISK IS ALREADY ACCESSED

Reason:

VM:Batch determined that the requested label minidisk was previously accessed by another ACCESS record. Initialization
fails.

Action:

Edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file so that each database minidisk is specified on one ACCESS record.

130E
NO label DISK ACCESSED; DISK MUST BE SPECIFIED ON ACCESS RECORD

Reason:

The required label database minidisk was not specified on an ACCESS record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file.
Initialization fails.

Action:

Specify all four required database minidisks, COMMON, JOB, LOG, and SYSTEM, on ACCESS records in the VMBATCH
CONFIG file.

131I
USERID userid PROCESSING: command

Reason:

This message is a normal response to the QPCB command and lists the currently active VM:Batch processes. Each
message represents one executing process and indicates the userid userid that invoked the command command.

Action:

None.

132E
NO ACTIVE PROCESSES FOUND

Reason:

This is a response to the QPCB command that indicates there are no active VM:Batch processes.

Action:

None.
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133I
JOB job-name(jobid) SUBMITTED

Reason:

The indicated job has been submitted to the VM:Batch system. Control returns to the screen from which the SUBMIT
command was entered.

Action:

None.

134I
USERID userid HAS NO LOCKS

Reason:

A QLOCK command was entered specifying a user who is not currently executing a VM:Batch command and therefore
has no locks. The command terminates with return code 28.

Action:

None.

135E
CLASS class IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

The command specified a job class that is not defined to VM:Batch. The command is not completed. Control returns to the
screen from which the command was entered. Return code 24 displays.

Action:

Check the class you specified and reenter the command. Use the VM:Batch QUERY CLASS command to determine what
classes are valid and what their limits are.

136I
JOB jobname(jobid) SUBMITTED FROM NODE nodeid VIA RJE

Reason:

The indicated job was successfully submitted from the indicated node, using the RJE facility.

Action:

None.

140E
PARAMETER parameter ON record RECORD CANNOT BE DYNAMICALLY CHANGED

Reason:

You attempted to dynamically change the indicated parameter parameter on the VMBATCH CONFIG file record record
using the CONFIGUR command. The parameter cannot be dynamically changed. The VMBATCH CONFIG file record is
not changed. VM:Batch asks if you want to correct the request.
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Action:

Correct the request. If you do not, the VMBATCH CONFIG file is restored to its initial state. Consult the VM:Batch System
Administrator’s Guide for a description of VMBATCH CONFIG file records that can be changed with the CONFIGUR
command.

144W
INVALID RETURN FROM USER EXIT exit; RETURN CODE: code

Reason:

The site-supplied user exit routine exit issued a non-supported return code code. The system behaves as if the user exit
had not been defined.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to rewrite the user exit so that it exits with only supported return codes.

145E
record RECORD CANNOT BE DYNAMICALLY [ ADDED | REMOVED ]

Reason:

While dynamically updating the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch detected an attempt to add or remove a record record
that cannot be added or removed using the CONFIGUR command. The VMBATCH CONFIG file is not updated. VM:Batch
asks if you want to correct the request.

Action:

Correct the request. If you do not, the VMBATCH CONFIG file is restored to its initial state. Consult the VM:Batch System
Administrator’s Guide for a description of VMBATCH CONFIG file records that can be changed with the CONFIGUR
command.

146E
THE SUM OF ALL CLASS [ MINJOB | MINJLIM ] CANNOT EXCEED CLASS * MAXJOB

Reason:

The MAXJOB value specified for class * is less than the sum of either the MINJLIM values for all other classes or the
MINJOB value for all other classes. If VM:Batch detects the error during system initialization, initialization fails with a
return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to
correct the error. If VM:Batch detects the error while processing the CLASS command, the command is not completed.
Control returns to the screen from which the command was entered. Return code 30 displays.

Action:

Change the appropriate records in the VMBATCH CONFIG file to make the sum of the MINJOB or MINJLIM values for all
classes less than or equal to the MAXJOB values for class *, or reenter the CLASS command specifying a lower MINJOB
value.

147E
SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE vmbatch NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:
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The service virtual machine vmbatch with which VM:Batch was attempting to interact is unavailable. The interaction is not
performed, and the command functions as if the service virtual machine were not installed.

Action:

Contact the appropriate system administrator to determine why the service virtual machine is not available.

148E
INVALID ORDER code RECEIVED FROM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE vmbatch

Reason:

The service virtual machine vmbatch with which VM:Batch was interacting returned an invalid order code code. The
transaction is rejected, and an error condition is returned to the command macro indicating the service virtual machine is
not available.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator determine why the service virtual machine is not available.

149E
SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE product IS UNDEFINED IN CP DIRECTORY 

Reason: 

A command macro attempted to communicate with another Broadcom product service virtual machine without checking to
see if it was defined in the CP Directory. The command may terminate with an error or process abend.

Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch System Administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

150E
 vmbatch REJECTED command 

 Reason: 

The service virtual machine vmbatch rejected the command command issued by VM:Batch. The VM:Batch command
that the user was executing continues as if the other service virtual machine were not defined.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

151S
 REJECTING ORDERS FROM vmbatch 

 Reason: 

Due to unexpected errors interacting with service virtual machine vmbatch, VM:Batch is rejecting orders it receives from
that system. The orders are ignored.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.
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152E
SYSTEM label DISK IS READ-ONLY; MUST BE ACCESSED READ/WRITE

Reason:

While processing an ACCESS record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch determined the label minidisk is accessed
in read-only mode. Initialization fails.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to ensure that minidisks specified on ACCESS records in the VMBATCH
CONFIG file are accessed in read/write mode.

153W
UNABLE TO SET LIMITS FOR CLEANUP AFTER JOB jobname(jobid); CLASS class NOT FOUND

Reason:

The specified job abended or was canceled. Before performing cleanup, VM:Batch attempted to set cleanup limits. These
limits are supposed to be specified on the configuration file record or records for the class to which the job was assigned.
VM:Batch could not find a configuration file record for the class, however, and was thus unable to set cleanup limits. The
CLASS records were probably removed from the configuration file with the CONFIGUR command.

Action:

If any more jobs are assigned to the specified class, use the CONFIGUR command to restore records for the missing
class to the configuration file.

154E
INCORRECT FORMAT OF AUDIT FILE; MUST BE FORMAT = F, LRECL = 72

Reason:

At system initialization, the VM:Batch audit file found on the AUDIT minidisk is not properly formatted. Initialization fails.

Action:

The audit file must be a fixed-format file with a 72-byte record length. Consult the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide
for a description of the audit file format.

155I
AUDIT DISK nn% FULL; AUDIT FILE CONTAINS number DATA RECORDS

Reason:

The AUDIT minidisk initialization determined that the minidisk is nn% full with the VM:Batch audit file containing number
records. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

156W
AUDIT DISK FULL; number USERS WAITING FOR AUDIT EXTRACT (AUDITEXT)

Reason:
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The AUDIT minidisk is full. There are number users waiting for it to be emptied. Message 157I is sent subsequently to
waiting users. All processes attempting to record audit information will wait until the audit file is extracted and there is
sufficient room on the AUDIT minidisk to record additional audit data.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator execute the AUDITEXT command to create a file of existing audit information
and thus create room for more audit data. After the AUDITEXT command completes, all waiting processes will continue
automatically.

157I
AUDIT DISK FULL; WAITING FOR AUDIT EXTRACT; NOTIFY SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

Reason:

VM:Batch attempted to audit the invocation of the current command being processed but found that the AUDIT minidisk
is full. Your process waits until the audit information is removed from the AUDIT minidisk, then your command execution
continues. Message 156W is sent simultaneously to the VM:Batch operator.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to execute the AUDITEXT command to create a file of existing audit information
and thus create room for more audit data. After the AUDITEXT command completes, all waiting processes will continue
automatically.

158E
JOB jobname(jobid) EXCEEDED limit LIMIT

Reason:

The identified executing job exceeded the indicated limit. Execution of the job stops. VM:Batch changes the job’s status to
indicate it was canceled and ended, and frees the worker machine on which the job was executing, along with the worker
machine’s class.

Action:

Review the limits set for the job.

159E
CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) EXCEEDED limit LIMIT; CLEANUP TERMINATES

Reason:

The program performing cleanup after the identified job exceeded the indicated limit. Execution of the cleanup program
stops. The worker machine on which the cleanup program was running is logged off, and the worker is freed so that it can
run another job.

Action:

None.

160I
SHUTDOWN OF vmbatch; CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) TERMINATES

Reason:
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A forced shutdown of VM:Batch (vmbatch) is in progress. Such a shutdown inhibits cleanup after jobs. If cleanup has
already started on the worker machine on which the identified job ran, the worker machine is logged off. If cleanup has not
started, VM:Batch will prevent the worker from being logged on to start cleanup.

Action:

None.

161E
A-DISK OF SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE vmbatch IS FULL

Reason:

During system initialization, the VM:Batch service virtual machine’s A-disk became full. Initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the disk space problem and restart VM:Batch.

162E
UNABLE TO PERFORM CANCEL CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid)

Reason:

After the identified job was canceled, VM:Batch attempted to AUTOLOG the worker machine on which the job had run so
that cleanup could be performed. The worker could not be autologged and cleanup could not be performed. The worker
machine is marked as free to run another job.

Before issuing this message, VM:Batch sent message 168E to the console of the system operator. Message 168E
indicates the return code from the DIAGNOSE X’08’ instruction used to issue the CP AUTOLOG command.

Action:

Contact your VM:Batch system administrator to determine why the worker machine could not be autologged.

163E
JOB jobname(jobid) TERMINATED BY LOGOFF OR FORCE OF WORKER MACHINE

Reason:

The worker machine on which the identified job was executing was forced or logged off. Execution of the job stops.
VM:Batch changes the job’s status to indicate it was canceled and ended, and frees the worker machine on which the job
was executing, along with the worker machine’s class.

Action:

None.

164E
REQUIRED record RECORD(S) MISSING IN CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:

During system initialization or while updating the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch detected that a required configuration
file record record was missing. The system initialization or configuration file update fails.

Action:
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Add the appropriate VMBATCH CONFIG file records and restart VM:Batch or retry the update.

165S
WARNING !!! JOB MONITORING IS DISABLED

Reason:

Due to local modifications, VM:Batch is unable to monitor its worker machines. Jobs that exceed limits will not be
canceled by VM:Batch. A return code of 0 results.

Action:

The disabling of VM:Batch job monitoring by local modifications can lead to serious problems. If you want to use the
VM:Batch monitoring facilities, take steps to enable them. Refer to the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide.

166W
WORKDISK (193) OF WORKER MACHINE workerid IS T-DISK; NO FILERETN POSSIBLE

Reason:

The workdisk of the identified worker machine is temporary. When the job running on the worker machine was canceled,
the worker machine was logged off, and all files on the temporary disk were lost. VM:Batch logged on the worker machine
to attempt to return files created or changed on the worker machine’s workdisk to the submitter. No files can be returned,
and initialization of the worker machine continues.

Cleanup can be performed as long as the EXEC which drives cleanup is on a minidisk to which the worker machine has
access. This minidisk, of course, cannot be the worker machine’s workdisk, because all files on that minidisk were lost.

Action:

None.

167E
COMMAND command CANNOT BE ISSUED THROUGH RJE

Reason:

The indicated command cannot be issued through the RJE facility.

Action:

Check VM:Batch documentation for commands acceptable for use with RJE.

168E
AUTOLOG OF WORKER MACHINE workerid FAILED; RETURN CODE: code

Reason:

VM:Batch was unable to autolog the worker machine to which the submitted job had been assigned. Thus, VM:Batch was
unable to start the job on the worker machine. The worker machine is marked as invalid and the submitted job is no longer
assigned to it. VM:Batch continues to search for a worker machine on which the job can be run. The return code in the
message is that which is returned by DIAGNOSE X’08’.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator consult the appropriate IBM system programmer’s guide for assistance in
determining why VM:Batch could not autolog the machine.
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169E
SPOOL FILE file IS NOT A VALID RJE COMMAND DECK

Reason:

The message preceding this one describes the problem.

Action:

Correct the problem diagnosed in the previous message and resubmit the deck.

170E
SPOOL FILE file REJECTED: reason

Reason:

The spool file was rejected as a possible RJE communication, for the specified reason.

Action:

If you intended the spool file to be an RJE command deck, check the format of the spool file for errors. If you cannot find
any format errors, consult your VM:Batch system administrator. An RJE user exit may be required, or VM:Batch may need
a PRODUCT VMSECURE record in its configuration file.

171E
NO COMMAND SPECIFIED

Reason:

The RJE command was rejected due to a syntax error.

Action:

Check the appropriate VM:Batch manual to ensure you are using the correct command syntax.

172E
*ENDCMD CARD MISSING, OR COMMAND IS MORE THAN 240 CHARACTERS LONG

Reason:

This limit indicates that the RJE command deck is missing a required *ENDCMD card, or that your command length
exceeds 240 characters, which is not permitted.

Action:

Make sure that your command deck contains an *ENDCMD card and/or your command does not exceed 240 characters
(including spaces) in length.

178E
USERID userid ALREADY SPECIFIED ON PRODUCT product RECORD

Reason:

The indicated userid has already been specified as the userid for another Broadcom product service virtual machine in
the VMBATCH CONFIG file. Initialization fails. Control returns to CMS with return code 88.

Action:
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Replace product with the appropriate service virtual machine userid and restart VM:Batch.

179E
NO MASTER USERID SPECIFIED ON product PRODUCT RECORDS

Reason:

In the VM:Batch configuration file, more than one userid was specified for the indicated Broadcom product service virtual
machine without one of them being specified with the MASTER parameter. If VM:Batch detects the error during system
initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch
prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Add the MASTER parameter to the service virtual machine you want to be the main interface and restart VM:Batch.

180E
MULTIPLE MASTER USERIDS SPECIFIED FOR PRODUCT product

Reason:

In the VM:Batch configuration file, more than one userid was specified for the indicated Broadcom product service virtual
machine with the MASTER parameter. If VM:Batch detects the error during system initialization, initialization fails with a
return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to
correct the error.

Action:

Remove the MASTER parameter from all but one service virtual machine userid and restart VM:Batch.

182E
FORCE OF WORKER MACHINE workerid FAILED; RETURN CODE: code

Reason:

VM:Batch was unable to force a worker machine to make it available to run jobs, and issues return code code.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator review the return code and refer to CP FORCE in IBM’s CP command
documentation to determine why the force failed.

184I
JOB jobname(jobid) STARTED ON WORKER MACHINE workerid

Reason:

The identified job has begun to execute on the indicated worker machine. The status of the job is changed to indicate that
it is executing.

Action:

None.
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185E
SPECIFY ONLY JOBS OF SAME PRIORITY WHEN CHANGING SEQUENCE ORDER

Reason:

You attempted to change the order of jobs in the waiting queue, but the jobs did not have the same priority. The ORDER
command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the ordering sequence was specified. If that screen
is the main screen, return code 24 displays.

Action:

List your waiting jobs to see their priorities. Reissue the ORDER command specifying only jobs that have the same
priority.

186E
SEQUENCE NUMBER number OMITTED; SPECIFY A COMPLETE ORDERED LIST

Reason:

The sequence numbers you specified while reordering jobs in the waiting queue did not comprise an ordered list because
the number number was omitted. The ORDER command is not performed. Control returns to the full-screen list of waiting
jobs.

Action:

Reenter the ORDER command making sure the sequence numbers you specify comprise an ordered list.

187I
JOB jobname(jobid) ENDED; RETURN CODE: code

Reason:

The indicated job, which had been executing on a worker machine, terminated normally. The status of the job is changed
to reflect normal termination.

Action:

None.

188I
JOB jobname(jobid) ABENDED

Reason:

The indicated job, which had been executing on a worker machine, terminated abnormally. The status of the job is
changed to reflect abnormal termination.

Action:

None.

189I
JOB jobname(jobid) CANCELED BY USERID userid

Reason:
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The indicated job, which was either waiting to execute or executing, was canceled by the userid userid. The status of the
job is changed to reflect cancellation.

Action:

None.

190E
JOB jobname(jobid) NOT WAITING

Reason:

The command you entered operates only on jobs that are waiting to execute, but the command specified a job that was
not waiting. The command is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was issued. Return
code 28 displays.

Action:

Specify only waiting jobs. To determine which jobs are waiting, enter the LIST WAIT command.

191E
JOB jobname(jobid) HAS NOT ENDED

Reason:

The command you entered operates only on jobs that have completed executing, but the command specified a job that
was waiting or executing. The command is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was
entered Return code 28 displays.

Action:

Specify only jobs that have completed executing, or ended. To determine which jobs have ended, enter the LIST END
command.

192I
JOB jobname(jobid) REMOVED BY [ SYSTEM | USERID userid ]

Reason:

The indicated job was removed from the system. If a USERID was indicated, that userid entered the REMOVE command
or the CANCEL command with the REMOVE option to remove the job. If SYSTEM was specified, the job was removed
by VM:Batch because the time elapsed since the job ended exceeded the time specified on the RETAIN record in the
VMBATCH CONFIG file.

Action:

None.

193E
JOB jobname(jobid) REMOVED, LOG NOT OBTAINED; RETURN CODE: code

Reason:

The indicated job was removed from the system because the requesting userid entered the REMOVE command or the
CANCEL command with the REMOVE option. VM:Batch was unable send the job’s log file to the userid that submitted the
job. The return code code is from the operation that failed to send the log.
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Action:

Review the return code to determine why VM:Batch was unable to send the log to the submitter.

194E
JOB jobname(jobid) NOT EXECUTING; MESSAGE NOT LOGGED

Reason:

You entered a command that attempted to enter a message into a job log. The job was not executing, so the message
could not be logged. The command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was entered.
Return code 38 displays.

Action:

None.

195E
WORKER MACHINE workerid IS NOT EXECUTING; MESSAGE NOT LOGGED

Reason:

You entered a command that attempted to enter a message into the log of any job executing on worker machine
workerid, but the worker machine was not executing. The command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from
which the command was entered. Return code 38 displays.

Action:

None.

196I
JOB jobname(jobid) REMOVED; LOG NOT SENT TO SUBMITTER’S READER

Reason:

The identified job was removed from the system because the requesting userid entered the REMOVE command or the
CANCEL command with the REMOVE option. The job’s log file was not sent to the userid that submitted the job because
the requesting userid specified the NOLOG option when removing the job.

Action:

None.

197I
number JOB(S) REMOVED

Reason:

The ALL option was specified on the REMOVE command or with the REMOVE option on the CANCEL command.
VM:Batch removed the indicated number of job(s).

Action:

None.
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198I
CLEANUP AFTER JOB jobname(jobid) ABENDED

Reason:

A program was performing cleanup after the identified job, but the cleanup program terminated abnormally. The worker
machine on which the cleanup program was running is logged off, and the worker machine is freed so that it can run
another job.

Action:

Examine the console file returned from the cleanup program to determine what the problem was.

199E
UNABLE TO CANCEL JOB jobname(jobid); UPDATE OR TRANSFER IN PROGRESS

Reason:

You attempted to cancel a job that is currently locked privately by another process. For example, another user may be
in the process of submitting the job or changing the job’s options; or VM:Batch may be updating the status of the job or
transferring the job to a remote node in a VM:Batch network. VM:Batch cannot cancel the job until the update of the job
currently in progress completes.

Action:

Wait for the blocking process to complete, and reenter the CANCEL command. The blocking process will usually complete
in approximately the same amount of time it takes VM:Batch to process a command. If the condition persists, ask your
VM:Batch system administrator to use the QPCB and QLOCK commands to determine what processes are active and
what locks are outstanding.

200E
JOB [ jobname | jobid ] TAPE DRIVE REQUIREMENTS CAN NEVER BE SATISFIED BY vmtapeid

Reason:

The indicated job requires more tape drives than are configured in the VM:Tape system (vmtapeid). Because the job
requirements cannot be met and the job will never execute, it is canceled by VM:Batch. The job’s tape requirements are
specified by the TAPxxxx or VMTAPE job options.

Action:

Modify the job, specifying TAPxxxx or VMTAPE options that do not exceed the number of drives configured in the
VM:Tape system, and resubmit.

201E
vmtape RELEASE DOES NOT SUPPORT XF FEATURE REQUIRED BY JOB [ jobname | jobid ]

Reason:

The indicated job requires one or more tape drives with the extended format (XF) data recording feature, as specified by
the TAP38KXF, TAPEXF, or TAPENHXF, or VMTAPE job option. The installed release of the indicated VM:Tape system
does not support tape drives with the XF improved data recording capability. Because the job requirements cannot be met
and it will never execute, it is canceled by VM:Batch.

Action:
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Either resubmit the job using one of the other TAPxxxx options or the VMTAPE option, or have the VM:Tape system
upgraded to the most current release level.

203I
CLASS class STARTED

Reason:

The class class has been started. Jobs in the class can be initiated. Return code 0 displays.

Action:

None.

204I
CLASS class DRAINED

Reason:

The class class has been drained. No jobs in the class will be initiated until the command CLASS START is entered.
Return code 0 displays.

Action:

None.

205E
USER EXIT exit ALREADY SPECIFIED ON ANOTHER USEREXIT RECORD

Reason:

Two or more USEREXIT records in the VMBATCH CONFIG file specify the same VM:Batch user exit. If VM:Batch
detects the error during system initialization, initialization fails with return code 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during
reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Correct or remove the duplicate record.

206S
 SPOOL FILE spoolid FOR JOB jobid DOES NOT EXIST 

 Reason: 

VM:Batch attempted to transfer the spool file containing the files submitted with the job, but the spool file could not be
found. The job is canceled because it cannot be run, and the worker machine is logged off.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

208I
JOB jobname(jobid) PLACED ON USER HOLD

Reason:
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You submitted a job with the option RESTART YES. Before the job completed it was canceled, but the RESTART
parameter was specified. VM:Batch places the job on user HOLD.

Action:

Change the job option to NOHOLD if you want to restart the job.

210E
JOB OR CLEANUP PROGRAM FOR JOB jobname(jobid) IS NOT EXECUTING

Reason:

The indicated job is not executing, so it cannot be suspended or resumed.

Action:

None.

211E
WORKER workerid IS NOT EXECUTING

Reason:

The indicated worker is not executing, and the SUSPEND or RESUME command cannot be issued for it.

Action:

None.

212E
JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid IS NOT SUSPENDED

Reason:

The indicated job has not been suspended, so it cannot be resumed.

Action:

None.

213E
JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid IS ALREADY SUSPENDED

Reason:

You attempted to suspend the indicated job, but it has already been suspended.

Action:

None.

214E
UNABLE TO COMPLETE IUCV CONNECTION WITH WORKER workerid

Reason:
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VM:Batch attempted to execute a SUSPEND or RESUME command on the indicated worker, was unable to complete an
IUCV connection, and the command failed.

Action:

Reenter the command.

215E
ERROR code FROM [ IUCV | CMSIUCV ] command INSTRUCTION

Reason:

Follows message 214E. In this case, an error code is provided. As part of a SUSPEND or RESUME command, VM:Batch
attempted to perform the indicated command. The attempt failed with error code code.

Action:

Reenter the command. For more information on the error code, consult the appropriate IBM programming documentation.

216E
WORKER workerid DID NOT ACCEPT vmbatch AS A VALID IUCV COMMUNICATOR 

Reason: 

When executing a SUSPEND or RESUME command, the VM:Batch service virtual machine (vmbatch) sends messages
to the worker machine via IUCV. The worker is supposed to accept these messages. If you receive this message, the
VMHSLV MODULE included with the product may be incorrect.

Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

217E
FILL IN NO MORE THAN ONE FIELD ON THE SCREEN

Reason:

You tried to fill in more than one field on the screen.

Action:

Make sure you only fill in one field on the screen.

218E
[ MINJOB | MAXJOB ] EXCEEDS [ MINJLIM | MAXJOB | MAXJLIM ] FOR CLASS class

Reason:

You tried to change the MINJOB or the MAXJOB value for class class. The attempted change caused the MINJOB value
to exceed the MINJLIM or MAXJOB value for the class, or caused the MAXJOB value to exceed the MAXJLIM value for
the class. The command is not completed. Control remains on the screen from which the change to a class value was
attempted. If the change caused a MINJOB value to exceed a MAXJOB value, return code 32 displays; otherwise, return
code 30 displays.

Action:
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If you are changing the MINJOB value for the class, specify a lower value. If you are changing the MAXJOB value, specify
a value less than the MAXJLIM value but greater than the MINJOB value.

219E
INVALID VALUE FOR FIELD field

Reason:

You specified an invalid value in the screen field preceded by field. Control remains on the screen from which you entered
the invalid value.

Action:

Specify an acceptable value. Refer to the appropriate VM:Batch documentation for the correct command syntax.

220E
INVALID PARAMETER parameter FOR OPTION option

Reason:

You specified an invalid parameter on the option option. The command fails.

Action:

Reenter the command, specifying a valid option parameter. Refer to the appropriate VM:Batch documentation for
information on options.

221E
PARAMETER MISSING FOR OPTION keyword

Reason:

You did not specify a required command keyword option. The command fails.

Action:

Reenter the command specifying a valid keyword option parameter. Refer to the appropriate VM:Batch documentation for
information on options.

222E
UNABLE TO SUSPEND JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid; WAIT BIT ON

Reason:

VM:Batch suspends a worker running a job by turning on that worker’s wait bit. If the worker’s wait bit is already on, then
that worker cannot be suspended. A worker’s wait bit may be on because the job running on the worker has issued a
VM:Tape command with the WAIT option.

Action:

Retry the SUSPEND command.

224E
SCREEN NAME filename MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME

Reason:
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You attempted to paint a screen with the PAINT command specifying an invalid filename filename. The PAINT command
terminates with an error code.

Action:

Reenter the PAINT command specifying a valid CMS filename.

225I
JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid SUSPENDED BY USERID userid

Reason:

The job jobname on workerid has been suspended by userid.

Action:

None.

226I
JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid RESUMED BY USERID userid

Reason:

The job jobname on workerid has been resumed by userid.

Action:

None.

227W
 JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid CANNOT BE SUSPENDED 

 Reason: 

When the worker machine comes up, it runs the VMHSLV MODULE to establish the environment necessary for the
SUSPEND command to be applicable to that worker. The VMHSLV MODULE is missing or invalid.

 Action: 

If the VMHSLV MODULE is on the COMMON disk, ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical
Support.

228W
CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid CANNOT BE SUSPENDED 

Reason: 

When the worker machine comes up, it runs the VMHSLV MODULE to establish the environment necessary for the
SUSPEND command to be applicable to that worker. The VMHSLV MODULE is missing or invalid, and so the CLEANUP
cannot be suspended.

Action: 

If the VMHSLV MODULE is on the COMMON disk, ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical
Support.
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229I
JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid SUSPENDED

Reason:

The indicated job has been suspended.

Action:

None.

230I
JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid RESUMED

Reason:

The indicated job has been resumed.

Action:

None.

231I
CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid SUSPENDED BY USERID userid

Reason:

Cleanup for the job jobname has been suspended by userid.

Action:

None.

232I
CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid RESUMED BY USERID userid

Reason:

Cleanup for the indicated job has been resumed.

Action:

None.

233I
CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid SUSPENDED

Reason:

Cleanup for the job jobname has been suspended by userid.

Action:

None.
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234I
CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid RESUMED

Reason:

Cleanup for the indicated job has been resumed.

Action:

None.

235W
JOB jobname(jobid) IS SUSPENDED AND CANNOT BE CHECKPOINT CANCELED

Reason:

When a job is checkpoint canceled, it will be canceled when it reaches its next job step. A suspended job cannot reach its
next job step until it is resumed.

Action:

Resume the job, and then enter the CANCEL CHECKPT command to cancel the job at its next job step.

238W
NOTICE! NO CURRENT VM:BATCH LMP KEY FOUND FOR THIS CPU

Reason:

VM:Batch is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Batch operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support to get a VM:Batch LMP key for this CPU.

239W
VM:BATCH MUST BE LICENSED WITH A LMP KEY FOR LAWFUL OPERATION

Reason:

VM:Batch is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Batch operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support to get a VM:Batch LMP key for this CPU.

240W
THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS THE PROPERTY OF CA, INC. AND IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT

Reason:

VM:Batch is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Batch operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:
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Call Broadcom Support to get a VM:Batch LMP key for this CPU.

241W
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS UNLAWFUL, AND SUBJECT TO PROSECUTION

Reason:

VM:Batch is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Batch operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support to get a VM:Batch LMP key for this CPU.

247W
THE DUMP CONFIGURATION RECORD SPECIFIES NO DUMP WILL BE TAKEN

Reason:

During VM:Batch initialization, VM:Batch encountered the DUMP NONE record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. Broadcom
strongly discourages use of this option, because it prevents the creation of a dump file. If VM:Batch should abend,
problem diagnosis would be difficult or impossible without this file. VM:Batch initialization continues.

Action:

Unless you have specific reasons for using DUMP NONE, modify the VMBATCH CONFIG file to specify DUMP VMDUMP
(the default) or DUMP CP.

248I
JOB jobname(jobid) REMOVED; LOG SENT TO READER AS jobname jobidLOG

Reason:

The indicated job was removed from the system as a result of the requesting userid issuing the REMOVE command or the
CANCEL command with the REMOVE option. The job’s log file was returned to the submitting userid’s reader.

Action:

None.

249I
LOG FOR JOB jobname(jobid) [ SENT | NOT SENT ] [ TO READER | AS jobname jobid ] LOG

Reason:

The indicated job was removed from the system. Message 192I accompanies this message and indicates who removed
the job. If the job’s log file was sent to the submitter’s reader, the NOLOG option was not specified on the command
issued to remove the job, or was not specified on the RETAIN configuration file record if VM:Batch removed the job. If the
log was not sent to the submitter’s reader, the NOLOG option was specified.

Action:

None.
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250I
EVENT event POSTED FOR number JOB(S)

Reason:

The event event was posted for the specified number of jobs. Jobs that were waiting for the event are now released for
execution.

Action:

None.

251E
OPTION option LIMITED TO limit

Reason:

When specifying options for a job, you specified one option value that exceeds the limit for that option. The option is not
assigned to the job. Control returns to the screen from which the option was specified.

Action:

Respecify the option, keeping the value within the limit specified in the message.

252E
OPTION option CANNOT EXCEED limit FOR CLASS class JOBS

Reason:

Your job is a class class job. When specifying options for the job, you specified one option value limit that exceeds the
limit for that option for all jobs in class class. The option is not assigned to the job. Control returns to the screen from
which the option was specified.

Action:

Respecify the option, keeping it within the limit indicated in the message, or resubmit your job, assigning it a class that
permits you to specify the option value that caused this error. Use the VM:Batch QUERY CLASS command to determine
the valid class limits for your job.

253E
JOB CANNOT BE ASSIGNED TO ANY CLASS; OPTIONS EXCEED CLASS LIMITS

Reason:

You tried to submit a job that was not assigned to any class. VM:Batch was unable to assign the job to a class because no
class could be found whose limits exceeded the option values you assigned to the job. The job is not submitted. Control
returns to the last screen from which job options were specified.

Action:

Use the VM:Batch QUERY CLASS command to determine the most appropriate class for the job, then resubmit the job
under that class.

254E
AN EXEC FILE OR A COMMAND LINE MUST BE SPECIFIED TO SUBMIT JOB
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Reason:

You tried to submit a job without entering the name of an EXEC file containing the job, or you entered a command line
that could not be used to start execution of the job. The job is not submitted. Control returns to the screen from which the
submit was attempted. Return code 24 displays.

Action:

Resubmit the job, specifying the name of an EXEC file or providing a command to start execution of the job.

255E
UNABLE TO SPOOL PUNCH FILES TO VM:BATCH

Reason:

Your virtual punch cannot be spooled to the VM:Batch system’s reader, making it impossible for VM:Batch to obtain the
job being submitted. The job is not submitted. Control returns to the screen from which the submit was attempted with
return code 40.

Action:

Query the status of your virtual punch to determine why it cannot be spooled to the VM:Batch system reader. Contact your
VM:Batch system administrator for further assistance.

256E
UNABLE TO PUNCH JOB FILE fileid; RETURN CODE: code

Reason:

One of the files submitted with a job could not be punched, so VM:Batch was unable to receive the submitted job. The
job is not submitted. Any files sent with the job that remain in your virtual punch are purged. Control returns to the screen
from which the submit was attempted. VM:Batch returns the return code code from the CMS DISK DUMP operation that
VM:Batch instructed your virtual machine to perform.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator review the return code and consult the appropriate IBM documentation on
commands to determine why your userid cannot punch files.

257I
[ SYSTEM DEFAULT default | DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group | DEFAULT default FOR USERID userid ]
DELETED

Reason:

The file of default job options named default has been deleted. Control returns to the screen from which you entered the
DEFAULT command.

Action:

None.

258E
USERID userid EITHER NOT DEFINED OR NOT AUTHORIZED FOR VM:BATCH

Reason:
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A manager, operator, or system administrator entered command for a userid that is either not defined or not authorized to
use VM:Batch on the node from which the command was issued. The command is not completed. Control returns to the
screen from which the command was issued.

Action:

If you specified a userid when entering the command, reenter the command specifying a valid userid. If you issued the
command from a full-screen list of jobs, you cannot issue that command for the specified userid.

259I
JOB jobid FREED FROM SYSTEM HOLD

Reason:

A job that previously had been in system hold status is now freed and can be selected for execution. The job’s system
hold status is changed from HOLD to NOHOLD.

Action:

None.

260I
JOB jobid PLACED IN SYSTEM HOLD

Reason:

A job is placed in system hold status. The job cannot be selected for execution until it is freed. The job’s system hold
status is changed from NOHOLD to HOLD.

Action:

None.

261E
JOB jobid NOT IN SYSTEM HOLD

Reason:

The operator attempted to free a job that was not in system hold status. Control returns to the screen from which the
FREE command was issued with a return code of 28.

Action:

None.

262E
JOB jobid ALREADY IN SYSTEM HOLD

Reason:

The operator attempted to place a job in system hold status, but the job was already in system hold status. Control returns
to the screen from which the HOLD command was entered. Return code 28 displays.

Action:

None.
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263I
NEW JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) WILL BE PLACED IN SYSTEM HOLD

Reason:

Because the operator entered the HOLD command, all new jobs submitted by userids will be placed in system hold
status. These jobs will not be selected for execution until the FREE command is issued for them. A global flag is set to
indicate that any new jobs submitted by userid(s) are to be held.

Action:

None.

264I
WAITING JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) PLACED IN SYSTEM HOLD

Reason:

Because the operator entered the HOLD command, all waiting jobs submitted by userids have been placed in system
hold status. These jobs will not be selected for execution until the FREE command is issued for them. The system hold
status of each waiting job submitted by userids is set to HOLD.

Action:

None.

265I
ALL JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) PLACED IN SYSTEM HOLD

Reason:

Because the operator entered the HOLD command, all jobs previously submitted by userids have been placed in system
hold status, and all jobs newly submitted by userids will be placed in system hold status. These jobs will not be selected
for execution until the FREE command is issued for them. A global flag is set to indicate that all new jobs submitted by
userids are to be held, and the system hold status of every job that was submitted by userids is set to HOLD.

Action:

None.

266I
NEW JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) WILL NOT BE PLACED IN SYSTEM HOLD

Reason:

Because the operator entered the FREE command, all new jobs submitted by userids will not be placed in system hold
status. A global flag is set to indicate that any new jobs submitted by userids are not to be placed in system hold status.

Action:

None.

267I
WAITING JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) FREED FROM SYSTEM HOLD

Reason:
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Because the operator issued the FREE command, all waiting jobs that were submitted by userids are no longer in system
hold status. The system hold status of each waiting job that was submitted by userids is set to NOHOLD.

Action:

None.

268I
ALL JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) FREED FROM SYSTEM HOLD

Reason:

Because the operator entered the FREE command, all jobs that were submitted by userids are no longer in system hold
status. The system hold status of each job that was submitted by userids is set to NOHOLD.

Action:

None.

269I
JOB NOT SUBMITTED

Reason:

While submitting a job, you left a screen by pressing PF3, PF4, PF15, or PF16, instead of PF12 or PF24. The job is not
submitted. Control returns to the screen from which the SUBMIT command was entered. Return code 16 displays.

Action:

To submit a job from a screen on which you have specified the job file names or have reviewed the job’s options, press
PF12 or PF24.

270I
JOB jobname(jobid) NOT CHANGED

Reason:

If you specified options on the CHANGE command line, this message indicates that one of the specified options exceeds
a limit established for the job or its class. If you specified options from an option review screen after entering the CHANGE
command, this message indicates that you left the screen without pressing PF12 or PF24. The job is not changed. One or
more error messages may precede this message. Control returns to the screen from which the CHANGE command was
entered, or to the screen from which the job to be changed was selected.

Action:

If you specify options on the CHANGE command line, make sure the options do not exceed a limit for the job or its class.
If you specify options from an option review screen, make sure you press PF12 or PF24 to save your options.

271S
JOB DISK IS FULL; VM:BATCH DISABLED

Reason:

VM:Batch was unable to allocate a new job file block because the disk on which the job file blocks reside (the JOB disk) is
full. The VM:Batch system is disabled. Return code 13 displays.

Action:
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Free some space on the job disk by having the operator remove finished jobs by adjusting the RETAIN record in the
configuration file to a small interval or by increasing the size of the JOB disk. Then enable VM:Batch. Do not make any
alterations to the JOB files on the JOB DISK.

272I
INITIATING JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER MACHINE workerid

Reason:

The identified job is ready to run on the indicated worker machine. VM:Batch tries to autolog the worker machine. If it
succeeds, the job starts executing on the worker machine. If it fails, an error is generated.

Action:

None.

273I
THERE ARE number JOBS IN THE SYSTEM

Reason:

At the end of system initialization, this message is issued to indicate how many jobs are in the VM:Batch system.

Action:

None.

274E
JOBNAME MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME

Reason:

You entered a command specifying a job name that is not a valid CMS filename. The command is not completed. Control
returns to the screen from which the invalid job name was specified. If the job name was specified on the command line,
return code 24 displays.

Action:

Make sure the job name is a valid CMS filename. For information on valid CMS filenames, consult the appropriate IBM
CMS documentation.

275E
USERID userid DOES NOT OWN JOB [ jobname | jobid ]

Reason:

The indicated user did not submit the job identified in the message and cannot perform the command on the job. Control
returns to the screen from which the job was specified. Return code 28 displays.

Action:

Check the jobname or jobid that you specified to ensure it is one that you own.

276I
number JOB(S) CANCELED
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Reason:

Because the CANCEL command was entered, VM:Batch canceled number jobs.

Action:

None.

277E
USERID MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME

Reason:

You entered a command specifying a userid that was not a valid CMS filename. The command is not completed. Control
returns to the screen from which the invalid userid was specified. Return code 24 displays.

Action:

Make sure the userid is a valid CMS filename. For information on valid CMS filenames, consult the appropriate IBM CMS
documentation.

278W
USERID [ workerid | systemid ] IS NOT AUTHORIZED AS A SURROGATE FOR workerid

Reason:

While attempting to initialize or autolog a worker machine, VM:Batch could not get surrogate authorization from the
security package installed at your site, or the worker machine could not get surrogate authorization for the submitter. If the
warning was issued during worker machine initialization, the machine is removed from the list of possible workers. If the
warning was issued during an attempt to autolog a worker machine, the autolog fails and return code 28 displays.

Action:

Verify VM:Batch has surrogate authorization.

279E
GROUP DEFINITION CANNOT [ INCLUDE | EXCLUDE ] ITSELF ON THIS RECORD: record

Reason:

The VMBATCH CONFIG file contained a GROUP record in which a group was included in or excluded from itself. The
erroneous record is displayed after this message. If VM:Batch detects the error during initialization, initialization fails
with return code 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to
correct the error.

Action:

Edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file and correct the incorrect group definition.

280W
MORE THAN ONE JOB HAS SPECIFIED ATTRIBUTE(S); SPECIFY JOBID INSTEAD

Reason:

You specified a jobname to identify a job on which a command is to act. However, more than one job has the specified
name. The command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the job name was specified.
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Action:

To identify the particular job on which the command is to act, specify a jobid instead of a jobname.

281I
CONFIGURATION FILE UPDATE ALREADY IN PROGRESS

Reason:

You tried to reconfigure VM:Batch while the configuration file was being updated. The second reconfiguration is not
performed. Control returns to the screen from which the CONFIGUR command was issued. Return code 4 displays.

Action:

Wait until the current configuration file update is completed before attempting a reconfiguration.

282E
JOBNAME MASK MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME MASK

Reason:

You entered a command specifying a job name mask that was not a valid CMS filename mask. The command is not
completed. Control returns to the screen from which the invalid job name mask was specified. Return code 24 displays.

Action:

Make sure the job name is a valid CMS filename mask. For information on valid CMS filename masks, consult the
appropriate IBM CMS documentation.

283E
JOB jobname(jobid) REMOVED; LOG DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The indicated job was removed from the system because the requesting userid entered the REMOVE command or the
CANCEL command with the REMOVE option. The job’s log file was to be returned to the userid that submitted the job, but
VM:Batch could not locate the log file.

Action:

None.

284E
GROUP group NOT SPECIFIED ON GROUP RECORD IN CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:

The manager or system administrator who issued the command specified a group name that is not on a GROUP record
in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. The command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the group name
was specified.

Action:

If the group name should be on a GROUP record, edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file to include the necessary record. If not,
change the name of the group before reentering the command.
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285I
[ SYSTEM DEFAULT default UPDATED | DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group | DEFAULT default FOR USERID
userid ] UPDATED

Reason:

A DEFAULT CHANGE command was performed, and the specified file of default options was changed.

Action:

None.

286I
[ SYSTEM LIMIT UPDATED | LIMIT FOR GROUP group | LIMIT FOR USERID userid ] UPDATED

Reason:

The LIMIT CHANGE command has been performed, and the changed limit file has been written to the appropriate disk.

Action:

None.

287I
VM:BATCH RECONFIGURATION COMPLETE

Reason:

The CONFIGUR command has been performed, and the VMBATCH CONFIG file was updated.

Action:

None.

288W
VM:BATCH CONFIGURATION IS UNCHANGED

Reason:

After editing the VMBATCH CONFIG file, you left the file unchanged. If you were in XEDIT, you may have pressed a
key defined as QUIT or entered the QQUIT command to terminate the editing session. Or, you may have tried to file an
updated version of the configuration file that contained an error. In this case, you received an error message and the
prompt DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT? (YES | NO), to which you answered NO.

The VMBATCH CONFIG file does not change. Control returns to the screen from which you entered the CONFIGUR
command. Return code 8 displays if you terminated the XEDIT session; return code 100 displays if you chose NO as the
response to the prompt message.

Action:

If you introduced an error to the configuration file and chose not to correct it, reexamine the error message that describes
the error, and correct it.

289E
JOB(S) NOT FOUND OR NOT WAITING
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Reason:

You specified one or more jobs on the CHANGE command. The specified jobs do not have a status of WAIT, or do not
exist. The CHANGE command is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was entered.
Return code 28 displays.

Action:

You can change only waiting jobs. Check the jobs you specified; if the jobs exist, they no longer have a status of WAIT.

290E
SPECIFY JOB OPTIONS TO CHANGE MORE THAN ONE JOB, OR SPECIFY A UNIQUE JOB

Reason:

You specified two or more jobs to which the CHANGE command was to be applied, but did not specify the options to be
changed. The CHANGE command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was entered.
Return code 24 displays.

Action:

If you want to change the same options for all the jobs, reenter the CHANGE command and specify the options to be
changed. If you want to change different options for each job, you must enter the CHANGE command for each job.

291E
OPTIONS FOR JOB jobid NOT CHANGED; UPDATE ALREADY IN PROGRESS

Reason:

You entered the CHANGE command to change the options of the job jobid when another user was already changing the
job’s options. The CHANGE command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the job was identified. If
that is the same screen as the one from which the CHANGE command was issued, return code 30 displays.

Action:

Wait until the current update concludes before reentering the CHANGE command for this job.

292I
JOB jobname(jobid) CHANGED

Reason:

The CHANGE command was completed successfully, changing the options of the indicated job.

Action:

None.

293I
number JOB(S) CHANGED

Reason:

The CHANGE command was performed, changing the options of number jobs.

Action:

None.
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294S
AT LEAST ONE JOB CLASS MUST BE DEFINED IN CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:

The VMBATCH CONFIG file contains no records defining job classes. The erroneous record is displayed after this
message. If VM:Batch detects the error during initialization, initialization fails with return code 88. If VM:Batch detects the
error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file and insert a record defining a job class.

295I
JOB jobname(jobid) RELEASED BY USERID userid

Reason:

The RELEASE command has completed successfully on the identified job. The number specified on the PREVIOUS
option of the SUBMIT command for the job is reduced by one. If that number is now zero, the job can be started.

Action:

None.

296I
JOB jobname(jobid) EXPEDITED

Reason:

The EXPEDITE command has successfully completed on the identified job. The job is selected for immediate execution.
Normal system constraints for job selection are bypassed.

Action:

None.

297E
EVENT NAME MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME

Reason:

You entered the POST command and specified an event name that was not a valid CMS filename. The POST command
is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the event was specified. If that screen is the same as the one
from which the POST command was entered, return code 24 displays.

Action:

Make the event name a valid CMS filename. For information on valid CMS filenames, consult the appropriate IBM CMS
documentation.

298E
DEFAULT NAME MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME

Reason:
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You entered the DEFAULT command and specified a default name that was not a valid CMS filename. The DEFAULT
command is not completed. Control returns to the screen from which the default name was specified.

Action:

Make the default name a valid CMS filename. For information on valid CMS filenames, consult the appropriate IBM CMS
documentation.

299E
DIRECT ENTRY OF COMMANDS REQUIRES A READ/WRITE A-DISK

Reason:

You submitted a job, without identifying any files that contain the job, but tried instead to enter a screen where you could
enter the commands for your job directly. Because you do not have a read/write A-disk, VM:Batch does not allow you to
enter commands directly. Control remains on the screen, allowing you to identify the files that contain your job.

Action:

Identify the names of the files containing your job. If you have not created the files, exit from the SUBMIT command and
create the files. To enter the commands for your jobs directly, have your VM:Batch system administrator give you a read/
write A-disk.

300E
YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO SUBMIT CLASS class JOBS

Reason:

You have tried to submit a class class job, but you are not authorized to submit jobs under that class. The job is not
submitted. Control returns to the screen from which the SUBMIT command was entered. Return code 40 displayed.

Action:

Resubmit the job under a class you are allowed to use.

301I
JOBS REORDERED AS SPECIFIED

Reason:

The ORDER command you issued was executed successfully and the desired jobs were placed in the specified order in
the waiting queue.

Action:

None.

302E
GROUP NAME MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME

Reason:

You entered a command and specified a group name that was not a valid CMS filename. The command is not completed.
Control returns to the screen from which the group name was specified.

Action:
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Specify a group name that is a valid CMS filename. If you are unsure of what is a valid CMS filename, consult the
appropriate IBM CMS documentation.

303E
INVALID CLASS class ON rectype record-name RECORD

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VM:Batch configuration file, VM:Batch detected the class class specified on
the indicated record in the configuration file is invalid. The erroneous record is displayed after this message. If VM:Batch
detects the error during initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during
reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Correct the indicated record and restart VM:Batch or retry the update.

304E
LOG FOR jobname(jobid) [ DOES NOT EXIST | NOT OBTAINED ]; RC = code

Reason:

The identified job was removed from the system. Message 192I accompanies this message and indicates who removed
the job. The job’s log file was to be returned to the userid that submitted the job, but VM:Batch either could not find the log
file or could not send it to the submitter. The return code code is from the operation that failed to send the log.

Action:

Review the specified return code to determine why VM:Batch was unable to send the log file to the submitter.

305W
INVALID SEQUENCE OF JOBS DETECTED; JOBS BEING REORDERED

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Batch found the job chain to be corrupted. VM:Batch repairs the corrupted job chain by reordering
the sequence of jobs.

Action:

None.

306I
REASON: text

Reason:

The job in whose log this message is placed was canceled by a CANCEL command. The user who entered the command
specified the reason text to indicate why the job was canceled.

Action:

None.
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307W
JOB jobname(jobid) TO BE CHECKPOINT CANCELED AT NEXT JOBSTEP

Reason:

The CANCEL CHECKPT command was issued for the identified job. A flag is set in the job file block so that the job will be
canceled when it reaches the next restart step.

Action:

None.

308I
JOB jobname(jobid) CANCELED BY USERID userid SUBJECT TO RESTART

Reason:

Userid userid issued the CANCEL RESTART command for the identified job. The job was submitted with the RESTART
option set to YES. Flags are set in the job file block to indicate the job is no longer executing and needs to restart. The
worker machine on which the job was executing is forced.

Action:

None.

309I
JOB jobname1(jobid1) RELEASED BY JOB jobname2(jobid2)

Reason:

The second job identified in the message has terminated and released the first job. The number specified on the
PREVIOUS option of the released job is reduced by one. If this number has reached zero, VM:Batch can start the job.

Action:

None.

310I
LOG NOTE FROM VM:BATCH OPERATOR userid:

Reason:

The VM:Batch operator userid entered the LOG command to place an entry in the log for a job. The log entry follows this
message. If the operator chooses, the userid that submitted the job receives both this message and the note that follows
it.

Action:

None.

311W
WORKER MACHINE workerid IS NOT DEFINED IN CP OBJECT DIRECTORY

Reason:
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There is no entry in the CP object directory for the indicated worker machine. The file block for the worker machine is
freed. VM:Batch continues to process the VMBATCH CONFIG file.

Action:

Verify that the workerid is spelled correctly. Reinitialize VM:Batch with the correct spelling.

312W
WORKER MACHINE workerid DOES NOT HAVE A REQUIRED vaddr MINIDISK

Reason:

The indicated worker machine does not have a necessary vaddr disk. The file block for the worker is freed. VM:Batch
continues to process the VMBATCH CONFIG file.

Action:

If vaddr is 191, define a link in the worker machine’s directory entry to the VM:Batch service virtual machine’s 194
(COMMON) disk. If vaddr is 193, define a 193 minidisk for this worker machine in the worker machine’s directory entry.

313S
DIAGNOSE 84 FUNCTION operation FAILED FOR WORKER workerid; RC = code

Reason:

VM:Batch was unable to reset the directory entry for a worker machine because an error was detected during the
execution of a DIAGNOSE X'84' instruction. This instruction was to reset the data field identified by operation in the
message. Since the directory entry for the worker machine could not be reset, the worker is not available to VM:Batch.

Action:

Check to make sure the VM:Batch service virtual machine has OPTION D84NOPAS in its directory entry. If that directory
option is in place, consult the IBM z/VM CP Programming Services documentation for return code specifics for Diagnose
X'84'.

314S
INVALID MODIFICATION OF CONFIGURATION FILE DETECTED

Reason:

You edited the VMBATCH CONFIG file directly while VM:Batch was running, without using the CONFIGUR command.
At reconfiguration, VM:Batch detected an error made during this edit. The system is partially configured. If possible,
VM:Batch continues to operate using standard defaults, plus any configuration file records that precede the error.

Action:

Enter the END command to terminate VM:Batch, correct the error in the configuration file, and enter vmhsys to
reinitialize.

315I
JOB jobname(jobid) CANCELED AT JOBSTEP stepname

Reason:

A CANCEL CHECKPT command was previously issued for the identified job, marking the job for cancellation when it
reached a step. The job reached the indicated step stepname. Since the job’s RESTART option was set to NO, the job
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was canceled. Flags are set in the job file block for the job to indicate the job is ended and was canceled while executing.
The worker machine on which the job was executing is marked as pending logoff.

Action:

None.

316I
JOB jobname(jobid) REQUEUED FOR EXECUTION AT JOBSTEP stepname

Reason:

A CANCEL CHECKPT command was previously issued for the identified job, marking the job for cancellation when it
reached the indicated step stepname. However, because the job’s RESTART option was set to YES, the job was not
canceled. Instead, the job was requeued for execution at the step. Flags are set in the job file block to indicate the job is
waiting and held.

Action:

None.

317S
USERID userid IS NOT IN THE GROUP MAP FILE 

Reason: 

Each time VM:Batch initializes, it builds a group map file based on the userids listed in the CP directory. When VM:Batch
tried to issue your command, it was unable to find your userid in the group map file, possibly because your userid was
added to the CP directory after VM:Batch initialized. The command is not completed.

VM:Batch automatically rebuilds the group map file when a userid is not found in the current group map file. If VM:Batch
issues this message, the userid does not exist.

Action: 

If the message persists, have your VM:Batch system administrator call Broadcom Technical Support.

318E
INVALID VALUE value SPECIFIED FOR CLASS class command

Reason:

You tried to specify the maximum number or minimum number of jobs that can be started in class class by entering the
CLASS MAXJOB or CLASS MINJOB command. The value you specified, however, is restricted by the MINJLIM and
MAXJLIM values for this class in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. The command is not completed. Control remains on the
current screen and return code 24 displays.

Action:

Reenter the command, specifying a valid MINJOB or MAXJOB value.

319E
YOU CANNOT SPECIFY MINJOB or MAXJOB PARAMETER FOR CLASS *

Reason:
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You tried to specify the maximum number or minimum number of jobs that can be started in all classes by entering the
CLASS MAXJOB or CLASS MINJOB command and specifying class *. This is not allowed by VM:Batch. The command is
not performed. Control remains on the current screen with return code 24.

Action:

When you enter the CLASS MAXJOB or CLASS MINJOB command, specify a single valid class.

320I
REORDERING OF JOBS COMPLETED

Reason:

VM:Batch has successfully reordered the corrupted job chain. VM:Batch issues this message after message 305W.

Action:

None.

321E
OPTION option CANNOT BE LONGER THAN number CHARACTERS

Reason:

You submitted a job with a COMMENT option longer than 24 characters or a COMMAND option longer than 80
characters. The SUBMIT command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Resubmit the job, specifying a COMMAND or COMMENT option within the indicated limit.

322E
ERROR code COPYING FILE fileid [ TO | FROM ] THE USER’S DISK

Reason:

An unexpected error code code was received while copying the indicated file to or from your virtual machine. This error
code is generated by the CMS WRBUF function. The command terminates with an error, or the process terminates
abnormally.

Action:

Inform your VM:Batch system administrator of the error. For an explanation of the error code, refer to the CMS user macro
reference documentation on FSREAD or FSWRITE.

323E
 ERROR code EXECUTING macroname 

 Reason: 

An unexpected error code code received from macroname could indicate a macro coding error. The command
terminates with an error, or the process terminates abnormally.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to trace the macro and then call Broadcom Technical Support.
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324E
USERID MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME MASK

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch found an invalid userid mask on a
GROUP record. The erroneous record is displayed after this message. If VM:Batch detects the error during initialization,
initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the
system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Correct the invalid userid mask on the GROUP record, and restart VM:Batch or retry the update. For information on valid
CMS filename masks, consult the appropriate IBM CMS documentation.

325E
GROUP NAME MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME MASK

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch found an invalid group mask on a
GROUP record. The erroneous record is displayed after this message. If VM:Batch detects the error during initialization,
initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the
system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Correct the invalid group mask on the GROUP record, and restart VM:Batch or retry the update. For information on valid
CMS filename masks, consult the IBM documentation on CMS programming.

326W
 EXTRA STACKED LINE: data 

 Reason: 

A submacro left more than one line of data in the program stack. The extra line data is displayed. This is not a normal
condition. The command continues after displaying the data.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to trace the macro and call Broadcom Technical Support.

327S
 CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) STALLED BY condition 

 Reason: 

The indicated condition is preventing a worker machine from continuing to execute the program performing cleanup after
the identified job has run. Since the condition will remain in effect indefinitely, VM:Batch must log off the worker machine.
Execution of the cleanup program stops. The worker machine on which the cleanup program was running is logged off,
and the worker machine is freed so that it can run another job.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.
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328E
CLEANUP ALLOWED FOR CLASS class BUT PROHIBITED FOR CLASS *

Reason:

The CLASS * record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file either includes the parameter CLEANUP NO or does not include any
limits related to cleanup. Therefore, cleanup is not permitted for any class. However, the CLASS configuration file record
for the indicated class includes at least one cleanup limit and does not include the CLEANUP NO parameter, which means
that cleanup is allowed for this class. This conflicts with the CLASS * parameters or limits.

If VM:Batch detects the error during system initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If the error is detected
during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Change the CLASS * record to allow cleanup, or change the record for the class identified in the message so that cleanup
is not allowed for that class.

330S
ERROR ON VIRTUAL READER READING JOBFILE; DIAGNOSE x’14’ CC=x, ERROR=...

Reason:

While attempting to stage the submitted job, VM:Batch encountered an error with the service virtual machine’s virtual
reader. The error is returned by DIAGNOSE X’14’ with subcode X’000C’. Staging is suspended, and message 332W is
issued.

Action:

Consult the IBM documentation on DIAGNOSE codes for assistance in determining the problem with the service virtual
machine’s virtual reader.

331S
STAGING DISK IS FULL

Reason:

VM:Batch could not save the files you submitted because the staging disk is full. Staging is suspended, and message
332W displays.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to enlarge the staging disk.

332W
STAGING HAS BEEN SUSPENDED

Reason:

VM:Batch has suspended staging because the staging disk is full, or because an error occurred with the VM:Batch virtual
reader while VM:Batch was trying to stage a submitted job.

Action:

Examine the error message that preceded this warning message to see what caused staging to be suspended.
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333S
VIRTUAL PUNCH NOT READY

Reason:

VM:Batch attempted to punch a staged job to the virtual reader of a worker machine so the job could be started, but the
service virtual machine’s punch was not ready to perform the punching. Error message 334S is placed in the job’s log.
The job is canceled, and the worker machine to which it was assigned is logged off.

Action:

Examine the status of the service virtual machine’s virtual punch to determine why it is not ready.

334S
 STAGE FILE FOR JOB jobid DOES NOT EXIST 

 Reason: 

While trying to punch a staged job to the virtual reader of the worker machine to which the job jobid was assigned,
VM:Batch could not locate the stage file for the job. The job is canceled. The worker machine is logged off.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

335S
JOB jobname(jobid) STALLED BY condition 

Reason: 

The worker machine on which the identified job is running cannot continue to execute the job because of the indicated
condition. The variable condition can be one of the following:

CP READ
The machine is in a CP READ state.

DISABLED WAIT
The machine is in a wait state and disabled for all I/O and external interrupts.

CP WAIT
The machine is in a VM READ state or has assumed some other console function wait. Since this condition will
remain in effect indefinitely, VM:Batch must cancel the job and free the worker machine. The job is canceled, the
worker machine on which it was running is freed, and the worker machine’s class is freed.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to trace the SERVICE and VMHWKI macros, to trace your EXEC, and to
call Broadcom Technical Support.

336E
AUDIT DISK NOT FORMATTED

Reason:

The AUDITEXT command failed because the audit disk was not formatted. Execution of the AUDITEXT command
terminates.
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Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator shut down VM:Batch, format the audit disk, and reinitialize VM:Batch.

337I
NO JOB(S) WAITING ON EVENT event

Reason:

You tried to use the POST command to post an event for which none of your jobs were waiting. The POST command
terminates.

Action:

Specify the correct event for which your jobs are waiting.

338E
RESOURCE resource NOT SUPPORTED BY CLASSES ON WORKER workerid RECORD

Reason:

Every resource specified on a WORKER record must be supported by one or more of the classes specified on that record.
During processing of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch discovered a WORKER record on which a resource was
specified that was not supported by any of the classes specified on that record. If VM:Batch detects the error during
system initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration,
VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Change the appropriate record or records in the VMBATCH CONFIG file to ensure that every resource specified on the
identified WORKER record is supported by at least one of the classes specified on that record.

339A
SPECIFY command IN COMMAND FIELD NEXT TO A JOB AND PRESS ENTER

Reason:

You entered the command command before entering the Batch Job List screen. VM:Batch waits for you to reenter the
command.

Action:

Reenter the command.

340A
SPECIFY A JOBNAME MASK OR A JOBID, BUT NOT BOTH

Reason:

You specified values in both the JOBNAME and JOBID fields, but you can only enter values in one of these fields.
VM:Batch waits for you to delete one of the values.

Action:

Delete either the jobname mask or the jobid.
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341A
POSITION THE CURSOR ON ONE OF THE FUNCTIONS AND PRESS ENTER

Reason:

You did not select a CREATE, CHANGE, or DELETE option on a Default or Limit screen. VM:Batch waits for you to select
a option.

Action:

Position the cursor on the line containing the desired option and press ENTER.

342A
POSITION THE CURSOR ON ONE OF THE JOB TYPES AND PRESS ENTER

Reason:

You did not select the type of job (ALL, OLD, or NEW) to free or place on system hold. VM:Batch waits for you to select a
job type.

Action:

Position the cursor on one of the job types and press ENTER.

343A
SPECIFY A DEFAULT NAME AND EITHER A USERID OR A GROUP NAME

Reason:

The default name and userid or the default name and group name have not been identified. VM:Batch waits for you to
specify the desired default.

Action:

Specify the default name and userid if a user default is desired, or the default name and group name if a group default is
desired.

344A
CLEAR THE DEFAULT NAME FIELD AND SPECIFY A USERID OR A GROUP NAME

Reason:

You specified a default name and either a userid and a group name or neither one. VM:Batch waits for you to clear the
Default Name field and specify the desired value.

Action:

Clear the Default Name field and specify a userid or a group name.

345A
SPECIFY AN EXEC FILE OR A VALUE IN COMMAND FIELD ON REVIEW SCREEN

Reason:

You tried to submit a job from an EXPERT screen without specifying an EXEC file or a command option. VM:Batch waits
for you to quit or request the job option review.
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Action:

Review the job options and enter an appropriate command line, or quit by pressing PF3.

346A
SPECIFY A USERID OR A GROUP NAME BEFORE SELECTING A FUNCTION

Reason:

You did not specify the name of the user or group limit file to be created, changed, or deleted. VM:Batch waits for you to
specify a user or group limit name.

Action:

Specify the name of the desired limit.

347A
SPECIFY A USERID OR A GROUP NAME, BUT NOT BOTH

Reason:

You specified values in both the USERID and GROUP fields, but values can be entered in only one of these fields.
VM:Batch waits for you to delete one of the values.

Action:

Delete either the user or the group limit name.

348A
SPECIFY A VALUE IN ONLY ONE FIELD

Reason:

You specified values in two or more of the JOBID, USERID, and GROUP fields on the Job Free or Job Hold screen.
VM:Batch waits for you to clear all but one of the fields.

Action:

Delete a value in all but one of the three fields.

349A
SPECIFY A JOBID OR A WORKER MACHINE’S USERID, BUT NOT BOTH

Reason:

You specified both a jobid and a workerid for a LOG command. VM:Batch waits for you to delete one of the fields.

Action:

Delete the value in either the ID field or WORKER field.

350A
SPECIFY A MESSAGE TEXT

Reason:
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You requested that a message be logged for one or more jobs, but did not specify any message text. VM:Batch waits for
you to specify a message text.

Action:

Specify the desired message text.

351E
REPLY TO MESSAGE MUST BE YES OR NO

Reason:

You specified something other than YES or NO in the field where you were asked if the affected userid is to receive a copy
of the job log. Control remains on the Operator Job Log screen.

Action:

Specify YES or NO in the field where you were asked if the affected userid is to receive a copy of the job log.

352A
SPECIFY NEW POSITION NUMBERS NEXT TO JOBS; PRESS PF12 TO REORDER

Reason:

You requested that jobs be ordered, and VM:Batch is waiting for you to specify one or more position numbers.

Action:

Specify new position numbers next to the appropriate jobs and press PF12.

353E
number INVALID SEQUENCE NUMBER(S); SPECIFY ONLY POSITIVE INTEGERS

Reason:

While reordering jobs, you specified one or more sequence numbers that were not positive integers. Control remains on
the User Order screen.

Action:

Specify only positive integers for sequence numbers.

354A
SPECIFY AN EVENT NAME IN THE EVENT FIELD

Reason:

You were trying use the POST command to post an event, but the event name was not specified in the Event field.
VM:Batch waits for you to specify an event name.

Action:

Specify an event name in the Event field.

355A
SPECIFY THE FILENAME OF THE EXEC FILE TO BE SUBMITTED
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Reason:

While submitting a job from the NOVICE or FLUENT screens, you did not specify the filename of the EXEC file that
contains the job to be submitted. Control remains on the screen where the file is to be identified.

Action:

Specify the filename of the EXEC file containing the job to be submitted.

356E
A VALID CMS FILENAME CANNOT CONTAIN A BLANK

Reason:

While using the NOVICE or FLUENT screens, you used one or more blank spaces in the filename of the EXEC file that
contains the job to be submitted. A valid CMS filename cannot contain a blank. Control remains on the screen where you
specified the filename.

Action:

Specify a filename that does not contain a blank.

357I
DISPLAY LEVEL SET TO [ EXPERT | FLUENT | NOVICE ]

Reason:

You set your display level to the indicated level using the line-mode SET command. This message confirms the command
was executed and shows the new display level.

Action:

None.

358E
COMMAND command UNSUPPORTED FROM BATCH JOB LIST SCREEN

Reason:

You entered the indicated command from the Batch Job List screen, but the command cannot be performed from this
screen. The command is ignored, and a ? is displayed at the beginning of the command field where the unsupported
command was entered.

Action:

Specify one of the VM:Batch commands that can be executed from the Batch Job List screen: CANCEL, CHANGE,
EXPEDITE, READY, RELEASE, REMOVE, STATUS, or JOBLOG.

359E
INVALID RESOURCE resource IN CONFIGURATION FILE; VALID VALUES: A-Z, 0-5

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch detected an invalid resource
specification. Valid values are A-Z and 0-5. The system initialization or configuration file update fails.

Action:
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Correct the indicated resource specification in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, and restart VM:Batch or retry the update.

360E
INVALID RESOURCE resource SPECIFIED ON rectype record RECORD

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch detected an invalid resource
specification on the indicated record. Valid values are A-Z and 0-5. The erroneous record is displayed after this message.
If VM:Batch detects the error during initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error
during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Correct the indicated record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, and restart VM:Batch or retry the update.

361E
UNDEFINED RESOURCE resource SPECIFIED ON rectype record-name RECORD

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch found a RESOURCE parameter on a
CLASS, WORKER, or NODE record, but the specified resource was not defined on a RESOURCE record. If VM:Batch
detects the error during initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during
reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Add a RESOURCE record to define the resource, or correct the indicated record. Then restart VM:Batch or retry the
update.

362E
UNDEFINED CLASS class SPECIFIED ON rectype record RECORD

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch found a CLASS parameter on a NODE,
ROUTE, or WORKER record, but the specified class was not defined on a CLASS record. If VM:Batch detects the
error during initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration,
VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Add a CLASS record to define the class, or correct the indicated record. Then restart VM:Batch or retry the update.

363E
RESOURCE resource IS UNDEFINED IN CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:

During updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch could not find a previously defined resource. This situation can
occur if a resource is defined and then later deleted. The configuration file update fails.

Action:

Edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file to make sure all necessary resources are defined.
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364E
INVALID NODE nodeid; NODE-ID MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME

Reason:

The node nodeid is not valid. The command terminates.

Action:

Specify a defined nodeid that conforms to CMS filename standards. For information on valid CMS filenames, consult the
appropriate IBM CMS documentation.

365E
 JOB jobname(jobid) IS NOT WAITING TO BE TRANSFERRED 

 Reason: 

The destination of a job awaiting transfer to another node has been changed to the local node; therefore, the job no longer
needs to be transferred. However, the transfer pending flag for the job has not been reset. The command terminates.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

366E
NODE nodeid IS UNDEFINED; ISSUE QUERY NODES TO LIST VALID NODES

Reason:

The node nodeid is not defined in the VM:Batch configuration file. The command terminates.

Action:

Enter the VM:Batch QUERY NODES command to obtain a list of valid nodes. Reenter the command with a valid nodeid.

367E
CLASS class JOBS CANNOT BE ROUTED TO NODE nodeid

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch found a ROUTE record specifying that
jobs in class class are to be routed to node nodeid, but the class is not specified on the NODE record for node nodeid.
The system initialization or configuration file update fails.

Action:

Change the ROUTE records or NODE records to be consistent, then restart VM:Batch or retry the update.

368S
 INVALID OR MISSING NODE STATUS ENCOUNTERED 

 Reason: 

In the process of searching for NODE status, VM:Batch encountered an internal logic error. If VM:Batch detects the error
during command processing, the command terminates; if VM:Batch detects the error during a file transfer, the transfer
fails.
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 Action: 

Have your VM:Batch system administrator reconfigure VM:Batch. Then, if necessary, ask your VM:Batch System
Administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

369E
NODE nodeid IS UNAVAILABLE FOR REMOTE PROCESSING

Reason:

Your VM:Batch command was sent to a remote node for processing, but the node was not available. The command
terminates.

Action:

If the problem persists, have your VM:Batch system administrator verify that both the remote VM:Batch system and the
RSCS link to the remote system are functioning. To verify that the RSCS link is functioning, enter the following command:

smsg rscs query nodeid  

where nodeid is the nodeid of the remote node. To verify that the remote VM:Batch system is functioning, enter the
following command:

smsg rscs msg nodeid userid text  

where nodeid is the nodeid of the remote node, userid is the userid of the VM:Batch service virtual machine on that
node, and text is an arbitrary message text.

370E
UNABLE TO APPLY LIMITS TO JOB(S) ON NODE nodeid

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to apply limits to job options on node nodeid during a CHANGE command. The command
terminates.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator verify that both the remote VM:Batch system and the RSCS link to the remote
system are functioning. To verify that the RSCS link is functioning, enter the following command:

smsg rscs query nodeid  

where nodeid is the nodeid of the remote node. To verify that the remote VM:Batch system is functioning, enter the
following command:

smsg rscs msg nodeid userid text  

where nodeid is the nodeid of the remote node, userid is the userid of the VM:Batch service virtual machine on that
node, and text is an arbitrary message text.

371I
ALL NODES [ ENABLED | DISABLED ] [ DEST | FROM ]
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Reason:

There are four possible meanings for this message, depending on the version you receive:

ALL NODES ENABLED DEST
Jobs can be submitted or transferred to any node on the system, including the local node.

ALL NODES DISABLED DEST
Jobs cannot be submitted or transferred to any node, including the local node.

ALL NODES ENABLED FROM
Jobs can enter the system from any node, including the local node.

ALL NODES DISABLED FROM
Jobs cannot be received from any node, including the local node.

The status of all nodes has been updated to reflect the condition stated in the message.

Action:

None.

372E
NODE nodeid IS ALREADY [ ENABLED | DISABLED ] [ DEST | FROM ]

Reason:

You tried to enable or disable a node in the indicated direction, but the node was already enabled or disabled. The
command terminates.

Action:

Because the desired condition for node nodeid already exists, ignore the error message and continue.

373I
NODE nodeid [ ENABLED | DISABLED ] [ DEST | FROM ]

Reason:

This message confirms that node nodeid is now enabled or disabled as requested by the ENABLE or DISABLE
command.

Action:

None.

374E
JOB jobname(jobid) HAS ALREADY BEEN TRANSFERRED TO NODE nodeid

Reason:

You entered an operator command for a job that has already been transferred to node nodeid. Operator commands
cannot be used to control such jobs; only the user or the group manager for that user can control such jobs. The
command terminates.

Action:

Contact the owner of the job or the owner’s group manager to have them make the required change.
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375E
JOB jobname(jobid) IS BEING TRANSFERRED TO NODE nodeid

Reason:

You entered an operator command for a job that is being transferred to node nodeid. Operator commands cannot
be used to control such jobs; only the user or the group manager for that user can control such jobs. The command
terminates.

Action:

Contact the owner of the job or the owner’s group manager to effect the required change.

376E
UNABLE TO COPY OPTIONS TO JOB(S) ON NODE nodeid

Reason:

An error occurred while sending job options to node nodeid during a job transfer. The job will be retried during the next
transfer process. The transfer process continues to the next job.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator verify that both the remote VM:Batch system and the RSCS link to the remote
system are functioning. To verify that the RSCS link is functioning, enter the following command:

smsg rscs query nodeid  

where nodeid is the nodeid of the remote node. To verify that the remote VM:Batch system is functioning, enter the
following command:

smsg rscs msg nodeid userid text  

where nodeid is the nodeid of the remote node, userid is the userid of the VM:Batch service virtual machine on that
node, and text is an arbitrary message text.

377E
NODE nodeid LACKS RESOURCE resource REQUIRED BY JOB

Reason:

You submitted a job to node nodeid, but the remote node does not have access to the indicated resource. The SUBMIT
command terminates.

Action:

Use the VM:Batch QUERY NODES command to find a node with the required resources to which the job can be
submitted.

378A
POSITION THE CURSOR ON DEST OR FROM AND PRESS ENTER

Reason:
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You tried to enable or disable a remote node, but DEST or FROM was not selected. VM:Batch waits for you to select a
direction.

Action:

Move the cursor to DEST or FROM and press ENTER.

379E
[ MINJOB | MINJLIM | MAXJOB ] EXCEEDS [ MINJLIM | MAXJOB | MAXJLIM ] FOR CLASS class IN
CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch found the indicated inconsistency. The
erroneous record is displayed after this message. If VM:Batch detects the error during initialization, initialization fails with
a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to
correct the error.

Action:

Set the appropriate values in the configuration file, then restart VM:Batch or retry the update.

380E
A READ/WRITE A-DISK IS REQUIRED

Reason:

The execution of the command transmits a file to you and therefore requires a read/write A-disk. The command terminates
with return code 36.

Action:

Access an A-disk in read/write mode and reenter the command.

381A
SPECIFY A VALID VALUE FOR EACH FIELD ON THE SCREEN

Reason:

While using the CLASS command, you did not define minimum and maximum numbers of jobs and class status.
VM:Batch waits for you to fill in these fields.

Action:

Specify valid values in the fields.

382E
NO VALID WORKER RECORD DEFINED IN CONFIGURATION FILE

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch found either no WORKER records or
existing WORKER records specifying worker machines that cannot be used. Therefore, no jobs can be run. In the latter
case, another message precedes this one and identifies the error. If VM:Batch detects the error during initialization,
initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the
system administrator to correct the error.
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Action:

Define at least one valid WORKER record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, then restart VM:Batch or retry the update.

383I
FROM USER EXIT: message

Reason:

A site-written user exit responded with message message. The change request could be canceled, depending on the
return code from the user exit.

Action:

None.

384E
CLASS class [ MAXJLIM | MINJLIM | MAXJOB ] EXCEEDS CLASS * MAXJOB

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch found the indicated inconsistency. If
VM:Batch detects the error during initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error
during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Set the appropriate values in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, then restart VM:Batch or retry the update.

385E
CLASS class [ MAXJOB | MAXJLIM ] EXCEEDS NUMBER OF AVAILABLE WORKER MACHINES

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch found the indicated inconsistency. If
VM:Batch detects the error during initialization, initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error
during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Set the appropriate values in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, then restart VM:Batch or retry the update.

386E
SUM OF MINJOBS FOR CLASSES EXCEEDS NUMBER OF AVAILABLE WORKER MACHINES

Reason:

During system initialization or updating of the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch found the indicated inconsistency. The
erroneous record is displayed after this message. If VM:Batch detects the error during initialization, initialization fails with
a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the system administrator to
correct the error.

Action:

Set the appropriate values in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, then restart VM:Batch or retry the update.
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387E
INCONSISTENCY IN LIMITS PREVENTS SUBMISSION OF JOBS OF ANY CLASS

Reason:

As part of the creation or changing of a limit file or the creation of a job, VM:Batch merges together class limits taken from
system, group, and user limits. In this case, the merged CLASS limit is null, which indicates that the individual limits are
conflicting. The SUBMIT or LIMIT command terminates.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch group manager or your VM:Batch system administrator to correct the limit file that contains the most
restrictive CLASS limit.

388E
NODE nodeid IS DISABLED AS DESTINATION (DEST)

Reason:

You tried to submit a job to a disabled node nodeid. The SUBMIT command terminates.

Action:

Use the VM:Batch QUERY NODES command to find an appropriate enabled node to which the job can be submitted.

389E
 ERROR WHILE PREPARING JOB FOR TRANSFER; RETURN CODE: code 

 Reason: 

An error occurred while attempting to transfer a file to RSCS for routing to a remote node, or while retrieving a job being
transferred when the job destination was changed. The process terminates.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch System Administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

390I
DIAGNOSE 84 DATA: data

Reason:

This message follows message 313S. It displays the buffer containing the data pointed to by DIAGNOSE X’84’.

Action:

Consult the appropriate IBM documentation to determine the error indicated by the return code.

391E
limit LIMIT FOR CLASS class RESTRICTED BY LIMIT FOR CLASS *

Reason:

The limit limit for the indicated class exceeds the corresponding limit for class *. Class * applies to all classes, and
its limits restrict corresponding limits on all other defined classes. If VM:Batch detects the error during initialization,
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initialization fails with a return code of 88. If VM:Batch detects the error during reconfiguration, VM:Batch prompts the
system administrator to correct the error.

Action:

Edit the VMBATCH CONFIG file and ensure that all class limits are less than the class * limits. Then restart VM:Batch or
retry the update.

392S
INITIALIZATION ERROR; WORKER workerid NOT LINKED TO COMMON DISK

Reason:

The indicated worker machine does not have a directory link to the COMMON minidisk of the VM:Batch service virtual
machine. Initiation of the job terminates, and the job is requeued for initiation on another worker machine or for this worker
machine the next time the scheduler runs.

Action:

Consult the VM:Manager Reference Manual for the required worker machine directory definition, and change the worker
machine directories accordingly.

393S
 INITIALIZATION ERROR ON WORKER workerid; RETURN CODE: code 

 Reason: 

An error occurred while VM:Batch attempted to initiate a job on the indicated worker machine. Initiation of the job
terminates, and the job is requeued for initiation on another worker machine or on this worker machine the next time the
scheduler runs.

 Action: 

Run a trace on the SERVICE and VMHWKI macros and consult the VM:Batch system log for other errors and note them
before asking your system administrator to contact Broadcom Technical Support.

394S
 INITIALIZATION ERROR; WORKER workerid NOT ASSIGNED A JOB 

 Reason: 

The indicated worker machine was logged on, but VM:Batch had not assigned the worker machine a job. This error
will occur when you log on to a worker machine. Worker machine initialization is terminated, and the worker machine is
logged off.

 Action: 

If no one had attempted to log on to this workerid, ask your VM:Batch System Administrator to call Broadcom Technical
Support.

395S
 INITIALIZATION ERROR; WORKER workerid COULD NOT FIND JOBID jobid 

 Reason: 
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The indicated worker machine was logged on, but VM:Batch could not find the job jobid assigned to this worker machine.
Worker machine initialization is terminated, and the worker machine is logged off.

 Action: 

Use the operator LIST command to verify that the indicated jobid does not exist before asking your System Administrator
to call Broadcom Technical Support.

396S
 INITIALIZATION ERROR; INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR ON WORKER workerid 

 Reason: 

The indicated worker machine was logged on, but VM:Batch received an unexpected error on the indicated worker
machine. Initiation of the job terminates, and the job is requeued for initiation on another worker machine or on this worker
machine the next time the scheduler runs.

 Action: 

Run a trace on the SERVICE and VMHWKI macros and consult the VM:Batch system log for other possible errors before
calling Broadcom Technical Support.

397S
INITIALIZATION ERROR ON WORKER workerid SETTING ACCOUNTING INFORMATION 

Reason: 

An internal logic error occurred while VM:Batch attempted to set up proper accounting information for a job. Initiation of
the job terminates.

Action: 

Run a trace on the SERVICE and VMHWKI macros and consult the VM:Batch system log for other possible errors before
calling Broadcom Technical Support.

398I
ONE OR MORE JOB OPTIONS REPLACED BY NODE nodeid CLASS class LIMITS

Reason:

When a job was transferred to node nodeid, at least one of the job options for the job exceeded a limit specified for
the indicated class on that node. The job options that exceed their limits are replaced by the corresponding limit. This
message follows message 404I, which indicated the job was transferred to and confirmed on its destination node.
Message 399I is placed in the job log for each option that was replaced.

Action:

None.

399I
VALUE FOR option OPTION REPLACED BY NODE nodeid CLASS class LIMITS

Reason:

After confirming that a transferred job has arrived, VM:Batch began applying class limits to the job options. The limits
applied were those defined for the job’s class in the destination node’s configuration file. When VM:Batch encountered
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a class limit less than the value of its corresponding option, the limit replaced the option value. Once VM:Batch has
compared the option values to class limits and replaced any job options that exceed class limits, message 399I will be
sent to the userid that submitted the job, with information that one or more options were replaced.

Action:

None.

400E
 UNABLE TO IDENTIFY RSCS 

 Reason: 

VM:Batch issued the CMS IDENTIFY command to obtain the userid of the RSCS machine, but was unable to identify
RSCS. VM:Batch initialization terminates.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator review the system console log, then call Broadcom Technical Support.

401E
UNABLE TO CONNECT TO *MSG 

Reason: 

VM:Batch cannot use the CP message system service for intercepting messages sent to VM:Batch. VM:Batch initialization
terminates.

Action: 

Have your VM:Batch system administrator review the system console log, then call Broadcom Technical Support.

402E
 REMOTE SESSION IS ALREADY ACTIVE 

 Reason: 

You tried to establish a remote session when a remote session was already active. The process terminates.

 Action: 

Have your VM:Batch system administrator review the VM:Batch system console log for possible errors, then
call Broadcom Technical Support.

403E
 REMOTE SESSION IS NOT ACTIVE 

 Reason: 

You tried to end a remote session, but no remote session was active. The process terminates.

 Action: 

Have your VM:Batch system administrator review the VM:Batch system console log for possible errors, then
call Broadcom Technical Support.
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404I
JOB jobname(jobid) TRANSFERRED TO NODE nodeid

Reason:

The identified job has been transferred to node nodeid as requested.

Action:

None.

405E
JOB FOR ORIGINAL JOBID jobid DOES NOT EXIST ON NODE nodeid

Reason:

The VM:Batch system running on node nodeid received a spool file but could not find the job that corresponds to the
spool file. The spool file is transferred to reader class X.

Action:

If the indicated jobid is invalid, review the file to determine its origin. Purge the file if it is invalid.

406E
[ NOLOG | NOMSG ] FIELD MUST BE BLANK, OR SPECIFY Y FOR YES OR N FOR NO

Reason:

An invalid entry was specified in the NOLOG field for the REMOTE command display. The job log is not removed.
VM:Batch waits for your response.

Action:

Specify a valid value in the NOLOG field.

407E
JOB jobname(jobid) CANNOT BE TRANSFERRED; WAITING FOR SPOOL FILE

Reason:

You tried to transfer the identified job to another node, but the job has not yet been transferred to this node. VM:Batch
skips this job until the next transfer process.

Action:

If this message persists, determine why the spool file did not arrive at this node, or why the arrival of the spool file was not
confirmed.

408E
LOCAL NODE RECORD(S)/STATUS INCONSISTENT WITH THOSE FOR NODE nodeid

Reason:

The NODE records or status for the local node is in conflict with the record or status for node node. For example, the local
node indicates node nodeid will accept class X jobs, but the remote node will not accept class X jobs from the local node.
Transfer of the current job terminates.
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Action:

Correct or synchronize the local configuration file with the configuration file on the indicated node.

409E
 ERROR WHILE SEARCHING FOR JOB ON NODE nodeid; RC = code JOB ID jobid 

 Reason: 

An error occurred while VM:Batch attempted to find a job on the indicated node with the indicated job ID. The process
terminates.

 Action: 

Use the LIST command to verify the job does not exist on the indicated node. If you cannot determine the cause of the
problem, have your VM:Batch system administrator review the system console logs on both the originating node and the
destination node for possible errors, then ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

410E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR; EXPECTED VALUE(S) NOT STACKED 

Reason: 

The return code from an internal process indicated a primitive completed without error, but there were no values stacked
in the console stack as expected. The internal process terminates. If you are using the VM:Batch multi-CPU facility, this
message is probably caused by poor response time between systems.

Action: 

Increase priority of VM:Batch workers or RSCS machines. Otherwise, ask your VM:Batch system administrator to
call Broadcom Technical Support.

411E
SPOOL FILE file IS AN INVALID CLASS [ K | L ] FILE

Reason:

VM:Batch expects any class K file that arrives in its reader to be a JOBDATA file for a transferred job. Similarly, VM:Batch
expects any class L file that arrives in its reader to be a job log file for a transferred job. In this case, VM:Batch determined
that the specified class K or class L file in its reader was not what it expected. VM:Batch changes the class of the file to X.

Action:

If the file was to be an RJE command deck, change the file’s class to a letter in the range A-G.

412S
INITIALIZATION ERROR; SUBMITTING USERID userid NOT IN CP DIRECTORY

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Batch attempted to set up proper accounting information for a job, because the indicated
userid that submitted the job is not defined in the local VM:Batch system’s CP online directory. Initiation of the job
terminates.

Action:
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Have your VM:Batch system administrator either define (or redefine) the userid on the local system, inhibit the userid
from submitting jobs to this system through the VM:Batch multi-CPU facility, or change the NOUSERID record in the local
VMBATCH CONFIG file from NOUSERID REJECT to NOUSERID ACCEPT.

413E
UNABLE TO LOCATE LOG DISK ON NODE nodeid, FOR JOB ID jobid; RC = code

Reason:

VM:Batch was unable to locate the LOG disk for the specified job on the indicated node. Processing for the specified job
is skipped.

Action:

The problem is likely due to a time-out while requesting information from the indicated remote node. Try the request again.
If the request continues to fail, contact your system administrator to have them increase the RSCS timeout value via the
TIMEOUT configuration file record.

414E
[ NOLOG | NOMSG ] CAN BE USED ONLY WITH THE REMOVE OPTION

Reason:

While issuing the CANCEL command, you specified the NOLOG option without specifying the REMOVE option. The
command is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which the NOLOG request was made. Return code 24
displays.

Action:

Specify the REMOVE option in addition to the NOLOG option.

415I
number JOB(S) CANCELED AND REMOVED

Reason:

The CANCEL command was entered with the REMOVE option and VM:Batch successfully canceled and removed
number jobs.

Action:

None.

416I
JOB jobname(jobid) PURGED FROM SYSTEM BY userid

Reason:

The job identified in the message was purged from VM:Batch by the identified system administrator. If the job was waiting
or executing, it was canceled before it was purged. The job’s log file is erased from the LOG disk; the log file is not sent to
the userid that submitted the job.

Action:

None.
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417W
vmbatch disk DISK IS percent FULL

Reason:

The indicated accessed system disk for the VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, is becoming full. The percent
percent indicates the amount of disk space currently used. This message is issued by the CHKDSK macro.

Action:

Check for possible disk space problems.

418E
JOB jobname(jobid) HAS ALREADY ENDED

Reason:

VM:Batch cannot perform the CANCEL or CHANGE commands on a job that has ended. Control returns to the screen
from which the job attributes were specified. The command terminates with return code 24 if the job attributes were
specified on a line-mode command.

Action:

Reenter the command, specifying only waiting jobs for the CHANGE command and jobs that have not ended for the
CANCEL command.

419E
JOB jobname(jobid) IS CURRENTLY EXECUTING

Reason:

VM:Batch cannot perform the CHANGE command on a job that is currently executing. Control returns to the screen
from which the job attributes were specified. The command terminates with a return code of 24 if the job attributes were
specified on a line-mode command.

Action:

Reenter the command specifying only waiting jobs for the CHANGE command.

420E
JOB jobname(jobid) IS INITIATING

Reason:

VM:Batch cannot perform the CHANGE command on a job that is initiating. Control returns to the screen from which the
job attributes were specified. The command terminates with return code 24 if the job attributes were specified on a line-
mode command.

Action:

Reenter the command specifying only waiting jobs for the CHANGE command.

421E
USING PARAMETER MAY BE USED ONLY WITH THE CREATE FUNCTION

Reason:
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You specified a filename in the USING field while selecting an option other than CREATE. The function is not performed.
VM:Batch waits for you to select the CREATE option or remove the file name in the USING field. The command
terminates with return code 24 if you specified the USING parameter in line-mode.

Action:

Select the CREATE option to create a new default file from an existing one. Remove the file name from the USING field
and specify the appropriate parameters to use another function.

422A
SPECIFY A DEFAULT FILE NAME TO USE CREATE, CHANGE, OR DELETE FUNCTION

Reason:

While processing a user default, you selected a function (CREATE, CHANGE, or DELETE) but did not specify a default
filename. VM:Batch waits for you to specify a default name.

Action:

Specify the desired default name.

423E
DEFAULT default DOES NOT EXIST OR IS INELIGIBLE AS A BASE FILE

Reason:

You tried to create a default file using a file default that does not exist or that you are not authorized to use. The DEFAULT
command is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which the command was entered. The command
terminates with return code 8 if the command was entered in line-mode.

Action:

Check the name of the default file you specified to ensure that it exists and was entered correctly.

424E
VM:BATCH USER DISK HAS NOT BEEN ACCESSED

Reason:

You tried to create a user default file, but the USER disk has not been accessed by VM:Batch. The default is not created.

Action:

Create the desired default on your A-disk with a filetype of VMBATDEF, or contact your VM:Batch system administrator.

425A
LEAVE THE DEFAULT NAME FIELD BLANK WHEN USING THE LIST FUNCTION

Reason:

You specified a default name while attempting to use the LIST function. VM:Batch waits for you to clear the Default Name
field or select another function.

Action:

Remove the default name or select CREATE, CHANGE, or DELETE.
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426E
SCHEDULE OPTION HAS BEEN CHANGED; YOU MUST PRESS PF12 TO EXIT

Reason:

While reviewing options for a job, you changed the SCHEDULE option for the job by either typing OFF in the SCHEDULE
field or pressing PF11 to define the scheduling options to be associated with the job. Because the SCHEDULE option has
been changed, you must exit from the review screen by pressing PF12 to indicate to VM:Batch that one or more options
have been changed.

Action:

Press PF12 to exit the option review screens. If you do not want VM:Batch to record any option changes, you must
change the SCHEDULE option to its previous value. If the value was ON, you must move to the screen on which the
SCHEDULE option appears and press PF11 to define scheduling options. If the value was OFF, you must move to the
screen on which the SCHEDULE option appears, type OFF in the SCHEDULE field, and press ENTER. You can then exit
the option review screens with PF3 or PF4.

427W
CLEANUP PENDING; JOB jobname(jobid) WILL BE REMOVED BY vmbatch

Reason:

You entered the CANCEL command with the REMOVE option for a job currently executing. Cleanup must complete
before the job’s status is changed to indicated it has ended. The job will be removed by the VM:Batch service virtual
machine after cleanup has completed.

Action:

None.

428S
INITIALIZATION ERROR ON WORKER workerid FORMATTING WORKDISK; RC = code

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to format the workdisk (193) on the indicated worker machine. Job initiation or job
cleanup terminates. The return code specified in the message is the code CMS returned from the FORMAT command.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator consult the appropriate IBM documentation for an explanation of the return
code.

429W
WORKER MUST HAVE ACCESS TO filename COMMAND TO EXECUTE SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

An EXEC or MODULE filename specified in a command line could not be found on your A-disk. Therefore, the job may
not run. The SUBMIT command issues this warning message.

Action:

Make sure the specified EXEC or MODULE is on your 191 (A) disk before submitting a job that requires it, or create and
submit an EXEC that can link to the disk where the required EXEC resides.
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430E
JOB jobname(jobid) CLEANUP TERMINATED BY LOGOFF OR FORCE OF WORKER MACHINE

Reason:

The worker machine running cleanup after the identified job was forced or logged off. The cleanup program stops. The
job’s status is changed to indicate it was canceled and ended. The worker machine on which the job was executing is
freed, and the worker’s class is also freed.

Action:

None.

431E
VM:BATCH LOGIC ERROR -- INVALID INFORMATION IN READER FILE filename JOBSTAT 

Reason: 

A status file, produced by a worker machine when the VM:Batch service virtual machine was down, does not contain the
job’s ending status in the expected format. VM:Batch does not update the job’s ending status. If the job was submitted
with the RESTART YES option, the job reenters the wait queue; or, if cleanup for the job had been in progress when
VM:Batch went down, cleanup restarts. Otherwise, the job is marked as unknown job termination or unknown cleanup
termination.

Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to contact Broadcom Technical Support for assistance.

432W
USERMODE LINK FAILED FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid; RC = code

Reason:

The worker machine workerid attempted to link to the submitter’s 191 disk as specified by the USER191 job option, but
the link failed with the indicated return code. This message is also sent to the job log.

Action:

Have your VM:Batch system administrator check your site’s security package to ensure that worker machines can link to
your 191 disk. If the Surrogate facility is not installed, make sure you have a read password on your 191 disk, or specify
the USERMODE NO option when you submit jobs.

433W
NODEID CONTAINS SPECIAL CHARACTERS AND MAY BE INVALID

Reason:

The nodeid you specified is not a valid CMS file name. VM:Batch issues the warning message and continues
configuration.

Action:

Verify the specified nodeid is correct.
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434E
STEPNAME stepname IS LONGER THAN 8 CHARACTERS

Reason:

The stepname requested by your job has too many characters. VM:Batch ignores the step and exits with return code 24.

Action:

Replace the stepname with one that is 8 characters or less.

435E
option IS NOT PERMITTED FOR CLASS class JOBS

Reason:

You attempted to supply a job option (like CLEANUP) to a job or default file that has been assigned the specified class.
The option is not permitted for the class. The VM:Batch command is rejected.

Action:

Reenter the command, either specifying a different class or omitting the option that is not supported.

436W
THERE IS VM:BATCH ‘END’ PENDING; SPECIFY ‘FORCE’ TO TERMINATE IMMEDIATELY

Reason:

You entered the END command to terminate VM:Batch. This command was issued previously, but, as before, END will not
terminate VM:Batch because one or more userids hold a lock. These userids are probably viewing full screens.

Action:

If you want VM:Batch to terminate processing immediately, enter the VM:Batch END FORCE NOCANCEL command. This
will terminate all VM:Batch commands. If you do not want to do this, VM:Batch will be terminated as soon as all userids
that are holding locks relinquish them by, in most cases, exiting from full screens.

437W
DIRECTORY ACCESS FAILED FOR JOB JOBNAME(JOBID); WORKER WORKERID; RC=code

Reason:

This is an error that may arise with VM/SP Release 6 or with VM/ESA 1.0 (ESA feature or 370 feature) releases. In one
of these releases, a userid may have a root directory as its A-disk. When a job submitted by that userid runs, the worker
machine attempts to access that root directory. In this case, the attempt failed.

Action:

Consult the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide for information on Shared File Systems.

438W
EXPECTED VALUE OR MESSAGE NOT STACKED BY exit USER EXIT

Reason:
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The indicated user exit is expected to stack a value or a message, but is not doing so. The exit was incorrectly coded at
your site.

Action:

Rewrite the specified user exit so that it stacks the expected value or message.

439E
 INVALID RESPONSE FROM CP CLOSE D: response 

 Reason: 

An attempt to get a spoolfile to the worker machine ready to run a job has failed. This response is then returned from CP.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

440W
ONE OR MORE LINES LEFT ON STACK BY exit USER EXIT; LINES HAVE BEEN DELETED

Reason:

Too many lines have been stacked. VM:Batch removes the extra lines and sends this message.

Action:

Rewrite the specified user exit so that it does not stack extra lines.

441E
ACCOUNT NUMBER number IS NOT VALID FOR USER userid

Reason:

The ACCOUNT user exit has rejected the account number to which a job is supposed to be charged.

Action:

Resubmit the job using a valid account number.

442E
ACCOUNT number CANNOT BE USED WITH PROJECT project

Reason:

You cannot use the specified account number (ACCOUNT job option) and project name (PROJECT job option) together.

Action:

Resubmit the job using a valid account number/project name combination.

443E
PROJECT project DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

VM:Batch could not find the indicated project name.
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Action:

Make sure you have submitted a valid project name.

444E
OPTION PROJECT COULD NOT BE VERIFIED

Reason:

VM:Account, which verifies project names, is down.

Action:

Restart VM:Account and submit the job again.

445W
PROJECT OPTION NOT VERIFIED BECAUSE VM:ACCOUNT FOR 370 IS NOT OPERATIONAL AT RELEASE 3.1 OR
HIGHER

Reason:

You need to be running VM:Account for 370 at Release 3.1 or later or VM:Account for this feature to function correctly.

Action:

Make sure that you have VM:Account for 370 Release 3.1 or later or VM:Account installed.

446E
INSUFFICIENT SPACE ON vmbatch A-DISK FOR USE OF FILE OPTION

Reason:

Certain commands now support the FILE option. If the A-disk is full on your VM:Batch service virtual machine (vmbatch),
you will get this message if you have requested the FILE option.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to increase the size of the service virtual machine’s A-disk, or to dispose of
unwanted files on that disk, or reissue the command using parameters to reduce the response output. For example,
instead of issuing list all (file filename, try list wait (file filename.

447W
INVALID KEYWORD keyword STACKED BY exit USER EXIT

Reason:

The user exit stacked a line of information consisting of keyword/value pairs. The specified keyword is invalid.

Action:

Rewrite the user exit, consulting the appropriate section of the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide.

448W
INVALID VALUE value FOR KEYWORD keyword STACKED BY exit USER EXIT

Reason:
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The user exit stacked a line of information consisting of keyword/value pairs. The specified value is invalid.

Action:

Rewrite the user exit, consulting the appropriate section of the VM:Batch System Administrator’s Guide.

449E
CPCLASS VALUE LIMITED TO classlist ON NODE nodeid

Reason:

In a VM:Batch network, you attempted to use the DEST job option to do one of the following: submit a job to a remote
node, change a job to go to a remote node, create a default specifying a remote node, or create a limit file specifying
a remote node. In any case, the matching userid on node nodeid can only use the CP privilege classes specified in
classlist.

Action:

When you specify DEST nodeid, also specify the CPCLASS option, listing some or all of the classes listed in classlist.

450E
DESTINATION NODE nodeid NOT AVAILABLE; JOB NOT SUBMITTED

Reason:

In a multi-CPU environment, when you submit a job that goes to a different node, VM:Batch verifies that the ACCOUNT
and PROJECT options are valid on that node. If VM:Batch is not initialized on the node, verification can’t take place, and
VM:Batch on the local node sends this message.

Action:

Ask your system administrator to initialize VM:Batch on the remote node.

451W
PROJECT OPTION NOT VERIFIED BECAUSE VM:ACCOUNT INTERFACE NOT IMPLEMENTED

Reason:

Self explanatory.

Action:

None.

452I
JOB jobname(jobid) CANCELED BY exitname USER EXIT

Reason:

Self explanatory.

Action:

None.
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453E
FILE VMBATCH AUDIT filemode DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

Self explanatory.

Action:

None.

454I
JOB jobname (jobid) HAS BEEN READIED BY USER userid

Reason:

The READY command has executed successfully; an extra run of the indicated scheduled job is eligible to be started,
provided no other blocking conditions exist.

Action:

None.

455E
JOB jobname(jobid) WAS PREVIOUSLY READIED

Reason:

A READY command failed for the indicated job because the job had been readied since its last run, and therefore it was
not waiting to be readied.

Action:

None, or wait until the job runs and ready it again.

456E
JOB jobname(jobid) IS NOT A SCHEDULED JOB

Reason:

A READY command failed for the indicated job because the job was not submitted with the SCHEDULE job option. Only
jobs submitted with the SCHEDULE job option are eligible to be readied.

Action:

Use the CHANGE command to add the SCHEDULE option to the job.

457E
CONSOLE INPUT IGNORED BECAUSE SYSTEM INITIALIZATION IS IN PROGRESS

Reason:

A command was entered on the VM:Batch service virtual machine console while VM:Batch was initializing. VM:Batch is
not able to accept commands until initialized, so the entered command is ignored.

Action:
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Wait until VM:Batch initialization is complete and reenter the command.

458W
TERMINAL ATTENTION INTERRUPT EXIT WAS CLEARED BY command

Reason:

VM:Batch detected that the terminal attention interrupt exit (STAX exit) used to accept commands from the VM:Batch
service virtual machine console was console was cleared after command was executed. If the message is
VMHCMS458W, command is a CMS command and parameters. If the message is VMHEXS458W, command is
a VM:Batch macro and parameters. VM:Batch sends this message to the VM:Batch system operators, and then re-
establishes the attention interrupt exit so that commands can be accepted from the console. Invoking an EXEC1 exec
under CMS Release 5 will cause the STAX exit to be cleared, for example the EDIT EXEC and CMS EXECs created by
the LISTFILE (EXEC command. The CMS command EXEC0S will also cause this problem.

Action:

Try to determine why the STAX exit has been cleared.

459E
FILE filename filetype ALREADY EXISTS ON YOUR A-DISK

Reason:

You issued a command that writes the file filename filetype on your A-disk, but a file with that file identifier already exists.

Action:

If you wish to use full-screen XEDIT to display the information, ERASE or RENAME the specified file; otherwise, use one
of the other output options of the command. For example, use TYPE to display the information to your console, or FILE
filename to place the information in a different file on your A-disk.

460I
JOBLOG FILE FOR JOB jobname(jobid) DELETED

Reason:

The JOBLOG command with the DELETE parameter has successfully completed.

Action:

None.

461E
JOBLOG FILE FOR JOB jobname(jobid) NOT FOUND

Reason:

The indicated joblog file does not exist on the VM:Batch LOG minidisk. It was either deleted by a JOBLOG command or
deleted when the job was removed from the VM:Batch system.

Action:

Verify that you identified the correct job. If not, change your JOBLOG command parameters and try again.
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462E
AN ERROR HAS CAUSED JOBLOG SIZE MAINTENANCE FOR FILE filename filetype filemode TO BE SKIPPED

Reason:

Your VMBATCH CONFIG file contains a JOBLOG record indicating that regular joblog maintenance should be performed.
When VM:Batch attempted to alter the specified joblog file, an error occurred and maintenance was not performed for that
file.

Action:

To determine what error occurred, check the VM:Batch preceding messages in the console log.

463E
YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE filename filetype FILE

Reason:

You used a VM:Batch-VM:Schedule interface function that requires your userid to have access to the indicated file, which
provides communication services to the VM:Schedule product. This file is normally on a public disk accessible to all users.

Action:

Locate and access the required file or choose a VM:Batch command that does not require the product interface.

464E
THE option OPTION REQUIRES A CLOSING PARENTHESIS

Reason:

The specified job option’s value must be a string enclosed within parentheses, and no closing parenthesis was found.

Action:

Reenter the command on which the option was specified, and specify the option with a closing parenthesis.

465E
 VM:BATCH/VM:SCHEDULE INTERFACE ERROR ON JOB jobname(jobid) 

 Reason: 

An unexpected non-zero return code was received by VM:Batch when it attempted a VM:Batch-VM:Schedule interface
function. This message is sent to the VM:Batch SYSOPERs, the VM:Batch service machine console log, and jobname’s
JOBLOG file.

 Action: 

Look at the VM:Batch service virtual machine’s spooled console log, or at the indicated job’s JOBLOG file (you can use
the JOBLOG command). This message is followed by 466E which contains the return code and the command that failed.
Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

466E
 RC=code FROM: vmsched_command 

 Reason: 
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An unexpected non-zero return code was received by VM:Batch when it attempted a VM:Batch-VM:Schedule interface
function. This message is logged on the VM:Batch service virtual machine’s console log and in the affected job’s JOBLOG
file.

 Action: 

Collect the VM:Schedule and VM:Batch console logs from the time the error occurred, and ask your VM:Batch/
VM:Schedule system administrator to call Broadcom Technical Support.

467E
JOB jobname(jobid) NOT READIED; UPDATE ALREADY IN PROGRESS

Reason:

A READY command was issued for a job, but the command failed because another process or command had an internal
lock on the job.

Action:

Retry the command after several seconds, and the condition will probably have cleared. If the condition persists, try to
determine who holds a lock on that job. The most likely cause is a user in a full-screen change of the job. The QLOCK
command may assist in verifying what user or process is holding the lock blocking the READY command.

468E
THE VM:BATCH-VM:SCHEDULE INTERFACE IS NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

You used a VM:Batch-VM:Schedule interface function, but your site does not have the interface installed, so it will not
work.

Action:

None.

469E
JOB jobname(jobid) IS NOT A SCHEDULED JOB

Reason:

You tried to use the WHEN option or PF key as part of a STATUS command, but there is no scheduling information on the
job because it is not a scheduled job.

Action:

Do not use the WHEN option or PF key if your job is not a scheduled job.

470E
THE parameter1 PARAMETER MAY ONLY BE USED WITH THE parameter2 PARAMETER

Reason:

You tried to use parameter1 without using parameter2. Parameter1 must be used with parameter2.

Action:

Check the syntax of the command you are using and reenter it correctly.
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471I
PROCESSING COMMANDS RECEIVED FOR THE VM:BATCH-VM:SCHEDULE INTERFACE

Reason:

At the end of its initialization, VM:Batch has discovered some commands punched to it by VM:Schedule while VM:Batch
was down. VM:Batch executes these commands before handling any others.

Action:

None.

472E
JOB jobname(jobid) CANNOT BE TRANSFERRED BECAUSE IT’S A SCHEDULED JOB

Reason:

VM:Batch has located a job with both scheduling options and a remote destination. Scheduling options cannot be used
with jobs to run on remote nodes, so this job cannot be transferred.

Action:

VM:Batch will continue trying to transfer this job. If you want the job to be transferred, use the CHANGE command to
remove its scheduling options. Otherwise, use the CHANGE command to make the destination a local node.

473E
A SCHEDULED JOB CANNOT HAVE A REMOTE DESTINATION

Reason:

You attempted to submit or change a job and specified that the job should be scheduled and have a remote destination.
Because VM:Batch cannot transfer a scheduled job, your SUBMIT or CHANGE fails.

Action:

If you want the job to be transferred, reissue the SUBMIT or CHANGE command and remove its scheduling options.
Otherwise, use the SUBMIT or CHANGE command and make the destination a local node.

474E
IN A DEFAULT FILE, THE SCHEDULE OPTION MUST BE SET TO OFF

Reason:

You created or changed a job default file, and you specified ON for the SCHEDULE option.

Action:

Change the SCHEDULE option to OFF.

475I
VM:SCHEDULE REQUEST NOT CREATED; SCHEDULE OPTION SET TO OFF

Reason:
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You changed the SCHEDULE option from OFF to ON when submitting or changing a job, went to the VM:Schedule
screens, and quit out. Because you did not create a VM:Schedule request associated with the job, VM:Batch changed the
SCHEDULE option to OFF.

Action:

None.

476E
A SCHEDULED JOB CANNOT BE ASSIGNED TO A SHIFT

Reason:

VM:Batch will not allow the SHIFT and SCHEDULE options to be used together.

Action:

Do not use SHIFT and SCHEDULE together.

477E
YOU CANNOT CHANGE THE SCHEDULING OPTIONS OF A JOB ON A REMOTE NODE

Reason:

You issued the CHANGE command and attempted to change the scheduling options of a job that is on a remote node
in the multi-CPU network. To change a job’s scheduling options, you must be on the node on which the job is currently
residing. Your attempted change fails.

Action:

If you have a userid on the node on which the job resides, log on to that userid and enter the CHANGE command from it.

478E
YOU CANNOT MANIPULATE THE JOBLOG OF A JOB ON A REMOTE NODE

Reason:

You entered the JOBLOG command for a job that is on a remote node in the multi-CPU network. To manipulate a job’s
joblog file, you must be on the node on which the job is currently residing. Your JOBLOG command fails.

Action:

If you have a userid on the node on which the job resides, log on to that userid and enter the JOBLOG command from it.

479W
USERID userid DOES NOT OWN A REQUIRED MINIDISK

Reason:

The indicated user specified a USERMODE other than NO. When the VM:Batch job initialized on the worker, the worker
attempted to link the user’s 191 disk or SFS directory at the specified filemode and failed because the user did not have
the required minidisk.

Action:

Specify USERMODE NO or ensure that the user has the specified minidisk defined and linked in their directory statement.
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490E

OPTION STACK FAILED FOR JOB: jobid, RC=code Variables: xx yy

Reason:

VM:Batch was unable to obtain information about the specified job. Processing for that job is skipped.

Action:

Use the LIST command to verify the job does not exist on the indicated node. If you cannot determine the cause of the
problem, have your VM:Batch system administrator review the system console logs on both the originating node and the
destination node for possible errors, then ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Computer Associates Technical
Support.

491W

JOB jobid ATTEMPTED TO POST EVENT eventname; NO JOBS FOUND WAITING FOR THE EVENT.

Reason:

A job submitted with the POST option ended and posted the specified event. However, there was no job waiting for that
event to be posted. It is possible the job doing the POST of the event was submitted and ran before the job waiting for that
posted event.

Action:

You can use the VM:Batch POST command to POST an event for any waiting job. To prevent this from occurring when
one job is automatically posting an event for another job, submit the waiting job before submitting the job posting the
event.

492S

THE mode(vaddr) LOG DISK IS FULL.

Reason:

The VM:Batch job log disk at the specified virtual address and access mode is full. Job log creation and updating stops
until the disk is enlarged. VM:Batch jobs continue to run but no log disk updates are done for them once this message is
given until the disk is enlarged.

Action:

Suspend or END VM:Batch and enlarge the log disk. Keeping job logs removed or changing your retention time on them
can prevent this from occurring.

494E

495E

INCORRECT RESPONSE LENGTH FROM DEVICE INFORMATION DIAGNOSE

Reason:

The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect device information using the directory
reader diagnose. The length of the response buffer from the diagnose is not the length expected by VM:Batch.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance
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496E

CYLINDER/BLOCK COUNT 0 FOR USER userid MINIDISK vaddr

Reason:

The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect device information using the directory
reader diagnose. The information returned indicates the minidisk has zero allocation units for its definition.

Action:

Verify the minidisk is defined correctly. If the minidisk is defined correctly and otherwise working, contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

497E

UNABLE TO GATHER DIRECTORY INFORMATION FOR USER userid MINIDISK vaddr

Reason:

The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect user and device information using the
directory reader diagnose.

Action:

Verify the user ID and the indicated minidisk exist. If the user ID and minidisk exist, contact Broadcom Support for further
assistance.

498E

COULD NOT VALIDATE PASSWORD FOR USER 'userid'; DMSPASS RETURN CODE= rc

Reason:

The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to validate a RJE deck password through the
IBM DMSPASS CSL call. The user associated with the validation and the DMSPASS return code are displayed in the
message.

Action:

See the return codes associated with DMSPASS in the IBM CMS Callable Services Reference. If the return code does not
lead to an obvious correction, contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

499W

LINK TO USER 191 FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid FAILED, RC=code

Reason:

In order to set up the proper environment to execute a job, a VM:Batch worker machine links to the user's 191 mdisk. That
link attempt failed with the following code value:

1

Not a worker or worker already executing a job.

2

The worker has no 194 mdisk defined in its directory entry.

3

The user has no 191 mdisk to link.

4
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The VM:Batch server could not redefine the worker's 194 mdisk

5

The worker could not link its 194 mdisk.

6

The VM:Batch server could not undefine the worker's 194 mdisk

The worker logs off and the job is not run.

Reason:

Collect the worker spooled console file and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

500E

LINK TO USER 191 FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid FAILED, RC=code

Reason:

In order to set up the proper environment to execute a job, a VM:Batch worker machine links to the user's 191 mdisk. That
link attempt failed with the following code value:

1

Not a worker or worker already executing a job.

2

The worker has no 194 mdisk defined in its directory entry.

3

The user has no 191 mdisk to link.

4

The VM:Batch server could not redefine the worker's 194 mdisk

5

The worker could not link its 194 mdisk.

6

The VM:Batch server could not undefine the worker's 194 mdisk

The worker logs off and the job is not run.

Action:

Collect the worker spooled console file and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

501E

MDISK 194 NOT OFFLINE FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid

Reason:

In order to properly obtain a LINK to the user's 191 mdisk the VM:Batch worker machine must have a 194 mdisk defined
in the online CP directory. This mdisk must be allocated on a psuedo, non-existing disk volume so that the minidisk will
appear offline.

When a worker prepares to run a job, the worker tests that the minidisk is actually offline. If it is not offline, this message is
displayed, the worker logs off and the job is cancelled.
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Action:

Update the worker's directory entry to insure that the 194 mdisk is not allocated on an actual disk volume.

490E
OPTION STACK FAILED FOR JOB: jobid, RC=code Variables: xx yy

Reason:

VM:Batch was unable to obtain information about the specified job. Processing for that job is skipped.

Action:

Use the LIST command to verify the job does not exist on the indicated node. If you cannot determine the cause of the
problem, have your VM:Batch system administrator review the system console logs on both the originating node and the
destination node for possible errors, then ask your VM:Batch system administrator to call Computer Associates Technical
Support.

491W
JOB jobid ATTEMPTED TO POST EVENT eventname; NO JOBS FOUND WAITING FOR THE EVENT.

Reason:

A job submitted with the POST option ended and posted the specified event. However, there was no job waiting for that
event to be posted. It is possible the job doing the POST of the event was submitted and ran before the job waiting for that
posted event.

Action:

You can use the VM:Batch POST command to POST an event for any waiting job. To prevent this from occurring when
one job is automatically posting an event for another job, submit the waiting job before submitting the job posting the
event.

492S
THE mode(vaddr) LOG DISK IS FULL.

Reason:

The VM:Batch job log disk at the specified virtual address and access mode is full. Job log creation and updating stops
until the disk is enlarged. VM:Batch jobs continue to run but no log disk updates are done for them once this message is
given until the disk is enlarged.

Action:

Suspend or END VM:Batch and enlarge the log disk. Keeping job logs removed or changing your retention time on them
can prevent this from occurring.

494E
 DIRECTORY INFORMATION DIAGNOSE RETURNED ZERO LENGTH RESPONSE BUT INDICATED THERE ARE
MORE USERS TO LIST 

 Reason: 

This is most likely a programming or interface error. Contact Broadcom technical support for assistance.

 Action: 
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The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect user information using the directory
reader diagnose. The diagnose indicated more users should be collected but returned a zero length response for the
current execution. This should not occur.

495E
 INCORRECT RESPONSE LENGTH FROM DEVICE INFORMATION DIAGNOSE 

 Reason: 

The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect device information using the directory
reader diagnose. The length of the response buffer from the diagnose is not the length expected by VM:Batch.

 Action: 

Contact Broadcom technical support for assistance.

496E
CYLINDER/BLOCK COUNT 0 FOR USER userid MINIDISK vaddr 

Reason: 

The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect device information using the directory
reader diagnose. The information returned indicates the minidisk has zero allocation units for its definition.

Action: 

Verify the minidisk is defined correctly. If the minidisk is defined correctly and otherwise working,
contact Broadcom technical support for assistance.

497E
 UNABLE TO GATHER DIRECTORY INFORMATION FOR USER userid MINIDISK vaddr 

 Reason: 

The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to collect user and device information using the
directory reader diagnose.

 Action: 

Verify the user ID and the indicated minidisk exist. If the user ID and minidisk exist, contact Broadcom technical support
for further assistance.

498E
 COULD NOT VALIDATE PASSWORD FOR USER 'userid'; DMSPASS RETURN CODE= rc 

 Reason: 

The VM:Batch service virtual machine encountered an error in an attempt to validate a RJE deck password through the
IBM DMSPASS CSL call. The user associated with the validation and the DMSPASS return code are displayed in the
message.

 Action: 

See the return codes associated with DMSPASS in the IBM CMS Callable Services Reference. If the return code does not
lead to an obvious correction, contact Broadcom technical support for further assistance.
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499W
 LINK TO USER 191 FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid FAILED, RC=code 

 Reason: 

In order to set up the proper environment to execute a job, a VM:Batch worker machine links to the user's 191 mdisk. That
link attempt failed with the following code value:

 1 Not a worker or worker already executing a job.

 2 The worker has no 194 mdisk defined in its directory entry.

 3 The user has no 191 mdisk to link.

 4 The VM:Batch server could not redefine the worker's 194 mdisk

 5 The worker could not link its 194 mdisk.

 6 The VM:Batch server could not undefine the worker's 194 mdisk

The worker logs off and the job is not run.

 Action: 

Collect the worker spooled console file and contact Broadcom Technical Support for assistance.

500E
 LINK TO USER 191 FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid FAILED, RC=code 

 Reason 

In order to set up the proper environment to execute a job, a VM:Batch worker machine links to the user's 191 mdisk. That
link attempt failed with the following code value:

 1 Not a worker or worker already executing a job.

 2 The worker has no 194 mdisk defined in its directory entry.

 3 The user has no 191 mdisk to link.

 4 The VM:Batch server could not redefine the worker's 194 mdisk

 5 The worker could not link its 194 mdisk.

 6 The VM:Batch server could not undefine the worker's 194 mdisk

The worker logs off and the job is not run.

 Action: 

Collect the worker spooled console file and contact Broadcom Technical Support for assistance.

501E
MDISK 194 NOT OFFLINE FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid

Reason:

In order to properly obtain a LINK to the user's 191 mdisk the VM:Batch worker machine must have a 194 mdisk defined
in the online CP directory. This mdisk must be allocated on a psuedo, non-existing disk volume so that the minidisk will
appear offline.
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When a worker prepares to run a job, the worker tests that the minidisk is actually offline. If it is not offline, this message is
displayed, the worker logs off and the job is cancelled.

Action:

Update the worker's directory entry to insure that the 194 mdisk is not allocated on an actual disk volume.

503W
FORCE OF WORKER MACHINE '........' DID NOT COMPLETE DUE TO LOGOFF/FORCE PENDING.

Reason:

While trying to FORCE the VM:Batch worker virtual machine, VM:Batch received return code 361. This code indicates that
a LOGOFF/FORCE is already in progress for the virtual machine.

Action:

None. This condition is temporary. When the condition causing the LOGOFF/FORCE pending clears, the worker machine
logs off. To find further information for return code 361, refer to IBM CP Messages and Codes documentation for error
361E.

504I
504I MDISK 194'S DUMMY DEFINITION RESTORED FOR WORKER workerid

Reason:
The worker's mdisk 194 has been successfully restored with the dummy definition.

Action:
None.

800I
Contents

[ SYSTEM | USER ] ABEND code CALLED FROM address

Reason:

he job abended with the indicated abend code. The type of abend, either SYSTEM or USER, occurred at address. For a
SYSTEM abend, this message is preceded by message DMSITP141. For a USER abend, this message is preceded by
DMSABN155T. The job is terminated and cleanup is performed.

Action:

Consult the appropriate IBM documentation for an explanation of messages DMSITP141 and DMSABN155T,, and for an
explanation of code. Correct the cause of the abend.

999E

JOB DATA SPOOL FILE FOR JOB: jobid, NOT FOUND. JOB NOT SUBMITTED

Reason:

VM:Batch was unable to locate a spool file containing the data for the job attempted to be submitted. The job submission
fails.

Action:
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Data for a job is sent to VM:Batch in a spool file. If the spool file is deleted before the job is completely submitted, then the
job can not run and will not be queued in the system. Contact your VM:Batch system administrator to investigate possible
spool file deletion.

1071E

1072E
 ERROR code FROM NUCXLOAD. 

 Reason: 

When you entered a VM:Batch command, your virtual machine received the indicated error code from the CMS
NUCXLOAD command. The command ends with error code code.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to contact Broadcom Technical Support.

1073I
THIS PREVENTS YOU FROM COMMUNICATING WITH vmbatch.

Reason:

A VM:Batch command that you entered to the VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, ended because of a
previously detected condition, reported in message 1071E or 1072E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Batch system administrator.

1074I
PLEASE INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Batch command that you entered to the VM:Batch service virtual machine ended because of a previously detected
condition, reported in either message 1071 or 1072E, followed by message 1073E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Batch system administrator.

1077E
ERROR code INVOKING CMS COMMAND command.

Reason:

The VM:Batch service virtual machine attempted to execute the indicated CMS command on your virtual machine, but
received error code code.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Batch system administrator.
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1079E
PLEASE INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Batch command that you entered to the VM:Batch service virtual machine ended because of a previously detected
condition, reported in message 1078E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Batch system administrator.

1078E
TRY ISSUING THIS VM:BATCH COMMAND WHILE NOT IN FULLSCREEN CMS.

Reason:

After you entered the CMS SET FULLSCREEN ON command, you issued a VM:Batch command. The VM:Batch service
virtual machine received an error (displayed in the accompanying message 1077E) from a CMS command.

Action:

Enter the SET FULLSCREEN OFF command to exit full-screen CMS, and try the VM:Batch command again.

1080I
vmbatch COMMAND HAS BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:

The VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, severed the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connection with
your userid. The command ends with return code 45.

Action:

None.

1082E
vmbatch CANNOT BE ISSUED FROM THIS ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

A VM:Batch command was invoked either from the VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, or while your userid was
already processing a VM:Batch command. This command ends with return code -6.

Action:

If you are logged onto vmbatch, enter the VM:Batch command without the vmbatch prefix. If you are not logged on to
vmbatch, end the current command, return to CMS, and enter the VM:Batch command again.

1083I
VM:BATCH HAS BEEN TERMINATED.

Reason:

VM:Batch has ended or been logged off, and the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connection with your userid
has been severed. The VM:Batch command you entered ends with return code 45.
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Action:

None.

1086E
NO IUCV AUTHORIZATION EXISTS TO CONNECT TO vmbatch.

Reason:

When you entered a command to VM:Batch, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between
your userid and the VM:Batch service virtual machine failed because the VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, is
not authorized to accept Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connections. An IUCV ALLOW record must be entered
in the vmbatch directory entry to authorize IUCV connections; currently, this record is not included. The command ends
with return code 45.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to add an IUCV ALLOW record to the vmbatch directory entry and restart
VM:Batch. When VM:Batch has initialized, enter the command again.

1087E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS TO vmbatch EXCEEDED.

Reason:

When you issued a command to VM:Batch, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between
your userid and the VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, failed because the maximum number of Inter-User
Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connections allowed for vmbatch has been exceeded. This usually occurs if the OPTION
MAXCONN statement is not specified in the vmbatch directory entry or if the existing maximum number of IUCV
connections set in this option is too low. The command program ends with return code 45.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to modify the vmbatch directory entry by either adding the OPTION MAXCONN
statement or by increasing the connection limit on this statement. Broadcom recommends that the maximum number of
IUCV connections be set to three times the maximum number of concurrent users by specifying the following statement in
the vmbatch directory:

OPTION MAXCONN

Then, start VM:Batch again.

1088E
vmbatch HAS NOT INITIALIZED VM:BATCH

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Batch command to the VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch. However, the CMSIUCV
CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your userid and vmbatch failed because VM:Batch has not
been started on vmbatch. The vmbatch program ends.

Action:

Allow some time to elapse, then enter the command again. If the problem persists, ask your VM:Batch system
administrator to start VM:Batch on vmbatch.
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1089E
vmbatch IS NOT LOGGED ON.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Batch command to the VM:Batch service virtual machine, vmbatch, but the CMSIUCV
CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your userid and vmbatch failed because vmbatch is not
logged on. This message is also sent to the VM:Batch operator from your virtual machine.

Action:

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to log onto vmbatch and start VM:Batch. When VM:Batch has initialized, enter
the command again.

1091E
COMMAND LENGTH CANNOT EXCEED 256 CHARACTERS.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Batch command that was more than 256 characters long to the VM:Batch service virtual
machine. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Enter the command again, making sure the command contains a maximum of 256 characters.

1092E
 BUFFER AREA EXHAUSTED. 

 Reason: 

A programming error occurred while your userid attempted to communicate with the VM:Batch service virtual machine.
The VM:Batch command being processed cannot continue and ends with a CMS ABEND code 222.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to contact Broadcom Technical Support.

1093E
RECURSIVE USE OF vmbatch INVALID.

Reason:

You entered the vmbatch command when it was already active on your virtual machine. The vmbatch command passes
vmbatch commands to the VM:Batch service virtual machine, which is also named vmbatch. At most sites, vmbatch is
VM:Batch. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Wait for the vmbatch command to complete before issuing it again.

1094E
EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS SPECIFIED.

Reason:
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More than 32 tokens (words on the command line) were specified on a command used to pass VM:Batch commands to
the VM:Batch service virtual machine when invoked from an assembler program without an extended PLIST. You must
use an extended PLIST to specify more than 32 tokens. The command ends with return code 100. No data is transmitted
to the VM:Batch service virtual machine.

Action:

Invoke the VM:Batch command with an extended PLIST. Refer to the IBM documentation on programming under CMS for
more information.

1095E
 READ ORDER NOT LAST ORDER IN BUFFER. 

 Reason: 

A programming error occurred while your userid attempted to communicate with the VM:Batch service virtual machine.
This message indicates a problem with VM:Batch. The command ends with return code 100.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to contact Broadcom Technical Support.

1096E
 INVALID MESSAGE LENGTH length RECEIVED -- ORDER NUMBER code. 

 Reason: 

A programming error occurred while VM:Batch was processing your command. An invalid order was received and could
not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Batch. The command ends with return code 100.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to contact Broadcom Technical Support.

1097E
 BUFFER OVERFLOW - ORDER NUMBER code. 

 Reason: 

A programming error occurred while VM:Batch was processing your command. This message indicates a problem with
VM:Batch. The command ends with return code 100.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to contact Broadcom Technical Support.

1098E
 INVALID ORDER NUMBER code RECEIVED. 

 Reason: 

A programming error occurred while VM:Batch was processing your command. An invalid order number was received and
could not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Batch. The command ends with return code 100.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to contact Broadcom Technical Support.
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1099E
 IUCV ERROR TYPE type, CODE code. 

 Reason: 

An Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) error occurred while your userid attempted to communicate with the
VM:Batch service virtual machine. This message indicates a problem with VM:Batch. The possible error types are:

1
Error code code was received from the CMS HNDIUCV macro instruction.

2
Error code code was received from the CMS CMSIUCV CONNECT macro instruction.

3
Rejection code code was received in response to a CMSIUCV CONNECT macro instruction.

4
Error code code was received from the IUCV SEND macro instruction.

5
Interrupt code code was received in response to an IUCV SEND macro instruction.

The command ends with return code 32.

 Action: 

Ask your VM:Batch system administrator to contact Broadcom Technical Support.

LMP Messages
LMP (Broadcom License Management Program) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of
licensed software. LMP uses common realtime enforcement software to validate the user configuration and to report
on activities regarding the licensing and usage of Broadcom software. The enforcement software ensures that solution
software under the control of LMP is not interrupted because of expiration dates, improper execution keys, or changes in
the CPU on which it is running.

Periodically during the operation of each Broadcom solution, the LMP common enforcement software is automatically
invoked. This software compares the Execution Key with the actual, realtime execution environment. If a discrepancy
is found between the Execution Keys and the environment, the enforcement software generates messages that are
designed to help you resolve the situation and avoid any interruption in solution execution. Enforcement software
messages are written to the system console and the service machine console. When the appropriate messages have
been issued, the Broadcom solution continues normal operation.

This section describes all LMP messages in detail.

Each message begins with a unique alphanumeric identifier consisting of the following four components:

CAS9
The prefix, which identifies the message as an LMP message.

nnn
A four-digit number that identifies the problem or situation that caused the message to be issued.
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s
A one-character severity code that indicates the seriousness of the error and defines the action that LMP has
taken in response to the error. The severity codes and their meanings are as follows:

Code Meaning
I Informational message. VM:Batch continues to run normally.
W Warning message. VM:Batch has encountered a minor error, but

is continuing to run.
E Error message. VM:Batch has encountered an error that is serious

enough to terminate processing.
A Action is required.

The message text follows the identifier.

CAS9115I - -
INPUT: xxxxxxxxx...

Reason:

Provides a listing of control statements as read from the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

None.

CAS9116I - -
EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON: mmm dd, yyyy G.M.T

Reason:

Informational message issued when a valid EKG device code has been entered:

mmm
is the month the device was activated

dd
is the day the device was activated

yyyy
is the year the device was activated

Action:

None.

CAS9125E - -
LMP key error: xxxxxxxx...

NOTE

This message can have many different causes and responses.

Reason:

Invalid data has been encountered in the CALMP KEYS file. Processing continues with the next input record.
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Action:

Review the CALMP KEYS file for invalid data.

Reason:

Missing keyword, where one of the following is listed:

• LMPcode
• DATE
• Prod
• CPU

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record.

Reason:

One of the keywords is a duplicate, and was found more than once on the input record.

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record and remove the duplication.

Reason:

CPU keyword is too long.

Action:

Verify the correct definitions for the CPU and confirm it is correctly defined to the input record.

Reason:

CPU operand is too long.

Action:

Ensure the CPU keyword is in the proper format of mmmm-tttt.

Reason:

CPU serial number is not six characters.

Action:

Confirm that the correct serial number of six characters is defined to the CPU keyword of the input record.

Reason:

DATE keyword is not seven characters.

Action:

Confirm that the DATE keyword defined to the input record is in the format ddmmmyy.

Reason:

LMPcode keyword is invalid.

Action:

Ensure that the LMPcode on the input record has been defined correctly.

Reason:

Key tampering detected or transcription error.
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Action:

Call LMP support. The LMPcode defined to the input record is now invalid.

Reason:

LMPcode listed ID for another CPU.

Action:

Verify that the LMPcode defined to the input record is correct and that you are attempting to start your Broadcom solution
on the correct CPU.

Reason:

The length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is not eight bytes long.

Action:

Verify that the length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is eight bytes long.

CAS9171E - -
ERROR xxxx {LINKING | ACCESSING | READING} LMP DISK

Reason:

LMP was unable to LINK to the product’s x’1FF’ disk.

Action:

Ensure there is a x’1FF’ minidisk or link defined for the service machine. For more information about the actual cause of
the LINK failure, see the return codes of the CP LINK command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to ACCESS the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that a CALMP KEYS file exists on the service machine’s x’1FF’ disk. For more information about the actual cause
of the ACCESS failure, see the return codes of the CMS ACCESS command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to READ the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that the CALMP KEYS file on the service machine’s x’1FF’ disk contains fixed 128-byte records.

CAS9182A - -
WARNING: LMP KEY FOR product EXPIRES IN nnn DAYS

Reason:

The LMP licensing agreement for the indicated product is about to expire. The key will expire in the specified number of
days.

NOTE
The LMP enforcement software will not cause a component to fail, but will issue enforcement messages.

Action:
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Contact LMP support as soon as possible to avoid potential expiration of Broadcom solution licensing agreement and
discontinuance of Broadcom solution initialization.

VM:Batch Abends
An abend (abnormal termination) is an error detected by VM:Batch that prevents the VM:Batch software from continuing.
It can be a software or system generation problem in either VM:Batch or VM.

Abend Messages
In VM:Batch there are two types of abends, process terminations and system abends.

• Process terminations are indicated by this message:

079S UNEXPECTED PROCESS TERMINATION IN ’macrofn’, RC=code FROM:

primitive-function

They cause the command to terminate, but leave VM:Batch functioning normally. Broadcom considers these abends to
be system errors and will make every effort to correct them if they are reported.

• System abends are indicated by this message:

013T SYSTEM ABEND: code AT ’hexloc’.

This message is logged on the VM:Batch console and is also sent to the VM:Batch operator.
System abends cause the VM:Batch service virtual machine to terminate. Depending on the DUMP record in the
VMBATCH CONFIG file, system abends usually produce a dump.

Abend Codes
Abends caused by program interrupts have a prefix of PRG followed by the interrupt code.

CMS abends cause a VM:Batch abend with a prefix of DMS followed by the CMS abend code.

Any other abends originate within VM:Batch itself. Abend codes with a value less than 100 are documented in Abend
Code Definitions on page 75. These abends might occur due to an action at your site.

Abend codes with a value of 100 or greater are caused by the detection of internal logic errors. These abends should
always be reported to Broadcom Technical Support. The section Dump Submission details the procedure to follow when
you get an abend with a code value of 100 or greater.

Abend Code Definitions
ABN001

The VM:Batch ABEND command was issued.

ACC101

Unable to obtain ADTSECT from CMS.

AUD101

AUDIT disk not initialized correctly.

AUD102

Problems accessing AUDIT disk.

BUF020

Lack of storage for stacking lines for VMCF buffer.
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BUF030

Nonexistent VMCF buffer being drained.

BUF101

Called by a *RPI process.

CCR001

The SYSCLEAR command failed.

CLP001

CLASS primitive: option not found in option table.

DIR101

Directory control blocks not initialized.

DRX101

Directory control blocks not initialized.

EIT101

Process failed to be authorized for VMCF communications.

EIT102

Process failed to be unauthorized for VMCF communication.

EIT103

IUCV error during sever.

EIT104

IUCV error during receive.

EIT105

Unexpected IUCV/VMCF sever received from CP.

EIT106

Invalid data length for IUCV or VMCF message.

EXE001

Insufficient storage for macros to run.

EXE006

VM:Batch attempted a console read and nothing was stacked.

EXE101

SUBCOM previously initialized.

EXE102

SUBCOM initialization failed.

EXE104

Illegal return from process abend handler.

FRE001
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Free storage is exhausted.

GRP101

User information not in group map.

INI101

Dynamic page stack not empty.

INI102

Process not on system list.

INI103

Process control block list exhausted.

INI104

Program stack buffer already created.

IUC001

Unexpected IUCV command for IUCV process that has not been initialized.

IUC002

IUCV sever function failed.

IUC003

IUCV connect function failed.

IUC004

Unexpected IUCV interrupt.

IUP001

Product-to-product IUCV interrupt with no process control block address.

IUP002

Worker IUCV interrupt with no process control block address.

JBL001

Job option not found in limit job option table.

JBO001

Process control block lacks origin buffer address.

JIN001

Error reading or writing job file.

JIN002

Error creating job zero.

JIN101

Invalid job file chain.

JIN102

Invalid character for job file number.
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JLS001

Process control block lacks origin buffer address.

JLS101

Unknown limit type.

JMN104

Job not found in job list.

JOB001

I/O error occurred while reading a job file from the job disk.

JOB102

Job block not found.

JOB103

Internal job list does not agree with job file list.

JOB104

Job not found in job file list.

JOS001

Process control block lacks origin buffer address.

JOS101

Unknown job option type.

LCK101

Process lock counter went negative.

LOG101

Queue counter went negative.

PPI101

Unknown service virtual machine.

PPI102

No exit order on final response (VMCF).

PPI103

Final response missing on exit order.

PPI104

All possible message ids are in use.

RDY100

Error from routine that writes job files.

REL001

Bad job chain.

REM001
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Invalid attempt to execute VM:Batch primitive from remote node.

SHF101

No shifts defined.

SHF102

Unexpected end of shift chain during initialization.

STG101

Error reading or writing job information to the STAGE disk.

TRA101

No free address for virtual printer for use by TRACE command.

USE101

Error appending a line of text to a file on the user’s A-disk.

USE102

Buffer area exceeded when copying records to the user’s A-disk.

WKR101

Error initializing limits for VM:Batch worker.

WKR102

Job process control block not found.

XSI100

Error processing messages for a remote VM:Batch machine.

Error processing messages for a remote VM:Batch machine.

Submitting a Dump
Abend dumps are produced automatically by VM:Batch when an error condition is detected that prevents further execution
of the VM:Batch service virtual machine. These dumps provide Broadcom Support with as much information as possible
about the state of the VM:Batch service virtual machine at the time of the abend. This information is then used to identify
the problem that caused the abend.

This section is to help you if you need to send Broadcom an abend dump.

VM:Batch can create dumps in two forms, VMDUMP and CP Dump.

VMDUMP

A VMDUMP is created using the CP VMDUMP command. By default, VM:Batch creates a VMDUMP when an error
condition is detected that prevents further execution of the service virtual machine.

If you are using the default or have selected VMDUMP explicitly in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, VM:Batch produces a
spool file of type DMP with a class of V. This file can either be placed on tape directly using the CP SPTAPE command,
or processed using the IPCS/E program product. IPCS/E creates a problem report file and a dump file, both of which
should be placed on tape using the CMS TAPE command. In addition, VM:Batch produces a system log and spools it to
the virtual printer.
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This system log file should be placed on the same tape as the dump. It is imperative to verify that you have the correct
system log associated with the abend.

CP Dump

A CP dump is created using the CP DUMP command. This dump is automatically appended to the system log file
described above. This file can be dumped to tape directly using the CP SPTAPE command, or indirectly using the CMS
READCARD command to create a CMS disk file, and then using the CMS TAPE command to dump it to tape.

If you have an abend and your VM:Batch Broadcom Support Representative asks you to send in a dump, this information
needs to be sent in machine-readable form, preferably a VMDUMP, because that format is easier to analyze. Also, it is not
possible to print VMDUMP dumps accidentally and thereby lose the machine-readable file.

If a CP dump or console log is printed accidentally and is not available in machine-readable form, your Broadcom Support
Representative may ask you to send in the printed data, or attempt to recreate the problem to generate machine-readable
data.

Message Cross-Reference
This chapter contains the first 65 characters of the VM:Batch system message texts organized alphabetically.

If you do not issue the CP SET EMSG ON command, all messages displayed appear without a message number header;
only the text is displayed. Look up the text of the message in this chapter and find the message number. Then you can
locate the description of the message in System Messages.

72E *ENDCMD CARD MISSING, OR COMMAND IS MORE THAN 240 CHARACTERS
129E label DISK IS ALREADY ACCESSED
391E limit LIMIT FOR CLASS class RESTRICTED BY LIMIT FOR CLASS *
091E lock LOCK NOT FOUND
353E number INVALID SEQUENCE NUMBER(S); SPECIFY ONLY POSITIVE IN-
276I number JOB(S) CANCELED
415I number JOB(S) CANCELED AND REMOVED
293I number JOB(S) CHANGED
197I number JOB(S) REMOVED
435E option IS NOT PERMITTED FOR CLASS class JOBS
145E record RECORD CANNOT BE DYNAMICALLY [ADDED|REMOVED]
417W vmbatch disk DISK IS percent FULL
1082E vmbatch CANNOT BE ISSUED FROM THIS ENVIRONMENT.
1080I vmbatch COMMAND HAS BEEN CANCELED.
1088E vmbatch HAS NOT INITIALIZED VM:BATCH
022T vmbatch INITIALIZATION FAILED
1089E vmbatch IS NOT LOGGED ON.
150E vmbatch REJECTED command
065S vmbatch REQUIRES CP DIRECTORY OPTION ACCT FOR VM:ACCOUNT INTER-
003T vmbatch REQUIRES OPTION ECMODE IN CP DIRECTORY
013T vmbatch SYSTEM ABEND AT LOCATION hexloc; ABEND CODE: code
029I vmbatch SYSTEM TERMINATION COMPLETE ON mm/dd/yy
023I vmbatch INITIALIZATION COMPLETE ON mm/dd/yy
201E vmtape RELEASE DOES NOT SUPPORT XF FEATURE REQUIRED BY JOB
218E [MINJOB|MAXJOB] EXCEEDS [MINJLIM|MAXJOB|MAXJLIM] FOR CLASS
379E [MINJOB|MINJLIM|MAXJOB] EXCEEDS [MINJLIM|MAXJOB|MAXJLIM] FOR
414E [NOLOG|NOMSG] CAN BE USED ONLY WITH THE REMOVE OPTION
406E [NOLOG|NOMSG] FIELD MUST BE BLANK, OR SPECIFY Y FOR YES OR N
062E [SYSTEM DEFAULT default|DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group|DEFAULT
068I [SYSTEM DEFAULT default|DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group|DEFAULT
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257I [SYSTEM DEFAULT default|DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group|DEFAULT
061E [SYSTEM DEFAULT default|DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group|DEFAULT
069I [SYSTEM DEFAULT default|DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group|DEFAULT
063I [SYSTEM DEFAULT default|DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group|DEFAULT
081I [SYSTEM DEFAULT default|DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group|DEFAULT
285I [SYSTEM DEFAULT default|DEFAULT default FOR GROUP group|DEFAULT
071E [SYSTEM LIMIT|LIMIT FOR GROUP group|LIMIT FOR USERID userid
073I [SYSTEM LIMIT|LIMIT FOR GROUP group|LIMIT FOR USERID userid
075I [SYSTEM LIMIT|LIMIT FOR GROUP group|LIMIT FOR USERID userid
070E [SYSTEM LIMIT|LIMIT FOR GROUP group|LIMIT FOR USERID userid
074I [SYSTEM LIMIT|LIMIT FOR GROUP group|LIMIT FOR USERID userid
072I [SYSTEM LIMIT|LIMIT FOR GROUP group|LIMIT FOR USERID userid
286I [SYSTEM LIMIT|LIMIT FOR GROUP group|LIMIT FOR USERID userid
800I [SYSTEM|USER] ABEND code CALLED FROM address
012E [VMCF|IUCV] ERROR code ON RECEIVE FROM userid
009E [VMCF|IUCV] ERROR code ON REPLY TO userid
010E [VMCF|IUCV] ERROR code ON SEND/RECEIVE TO userid
380E A READ/WRITE A-DISK IS REQUIRED
476E A SCHEDULED JOB CANNOT BE ASSIGNED TO A SHIFT
473E A SCHEDULED JOB CANNOT HAVE A REMOTE DESTINATION
356E A VALID CMS FILENAME CANNOT CONTAIN A BLANK
161E A-DISK OF SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE vmbatch IS FULL
442E ACCOUNT number CANNOT BE USED WITH PROJECT project
441E ACCOUNT NUMBER number IS NOT VALID FOR USER userid
127E ADDRESS vaddr ALREADY IN USE FOR label DISK
268I ALL JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) FREED FROM SYSTEM HOLD
265I ALL JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) PLACED IN SYSTEM HOLD
371I ALL NODES [ENABLED|DISABLED] DEST|FROM
462E AN ERROR HAS CAUSED JOBLOG SIZE MAINTENANCE FOR FILE
254E AN EXEC FILE OR A COMMAND LINE MUST BE SPECIFIED TO SUBMIT
294S AT LEAST ONE JOB CLASS MUST BE DEFINED IN CONFIGURATION FILE
155I AUDIT DISK nn% FULL; AUDIT FILE CONTAINS number DATA RECORDS
156W AUDIT DISK FULL; number USERS WAITING FOR AUDIT EXTRACT
157I AUDIT DISK FULL; WAITING FOR AUDIT EXTRACT; NOTIFY SYSTEM
336E AUDIT DISK NOT FORMATTED
168E AUTOLOG OF WORKER MACHINE workerid FAILED; RETURN CODE: code
087I BEGINNING [COMMAND|MACRO] command-parameters; VIA
059I BEGINNING CONFIGURATION FILE PROCESSING
096I BLOCKED BY userid [SHARED|PRIVATE] lock LOCK
1092E BUFFER AREA EXHAUSTED.
1097E BUFFER OVERFLOW - ORDER NUMBER code.
384E CLASS class [MAXJLIM|MINJLIM|MAXJOB] EXCEEDS CLASS * [MAXJOB
385E CLASS class [MAXJOB|MAXJLIM] EXCEEDS NUMBER OF AVAILABLE
204I CLASS class DRAINED
135E CLASS class IS UNDEFINED
367E CLASS class JOBS CANNOT BE ROUTED TO NODE nodeid
203I CLASS class STARTED
198I CLEANUP AFTER JOB jobname(jobid) ABENDED
328E CLEANUP ALLOWED FOR CLASS class BUT PROHIBITED FOR CLASS *
159E CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) EXCEEDED limit LIMIT; CLEANUP
228W CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid CANNOT BE
232I CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid RESUMED BY
234I CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid RESUMED
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231I CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid SUSPENDED
233I CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid SUSPENDED
327S CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) STALLED BY condition
427W CLEANUP PENDING; JOB jobname(jobid) WILL BE REMOVED BY vmbatch
344A CLEAR THE DEFAULT NAME FIELD AND SPECIFY A USERID OR A GROUP
167E COMMAND command CANNOT BE ISSUED THROUGH RJE
008I COMMAND command COMPLETED AFTER SMSG OR RESET; RETURN CODE:
123E COMMAND command REJECTED BY EXIT
124E COMMAND command REJECTED BY EXIT; reason
111E COMMAND command REQUIRES THE USE OF A DISPLAY TERMINAL
112E COMMAND command REQUIRES USE OF vmbatch COMMAND
358E COMMAND command UNSUPPORTED FROM BATCH JOB LIST SCREEN
019R COMMAND ENTERED: command
1091E COMMAND LENGTH CANNOT EXCEED 256 CHARACTERS.
031T COMMAND REJECTED BECAUSE USER VIRTUAL MACHINE HAS BEEN RESET
015T COMMAND REJECTED, vmbatch MODULE INCOMPATIBLE WITH VM:BATCH
281I CONFIGURATION FILE UPDATE ALREADY IN PROGRESS
457E CONSOLE INPUT IGNORED BECAUSE SYSTEM INITIALIZATION IS IN
449E CPCLASS VALUE LIMITED TO classlist ON NODE nodeid
423E DEFAULT default DOES NOT EXIST OR IS INELIGIBLE AS A BASE
298E DEFAULT NAME MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME
450E DESTINATION NODE nodeid NOT AVAILABLE; JOB NOT SUBMITTED
077E DIAGNOSE D4 FAILED FOR WORKER workerid AND USERID userid; RC
390I DIAGNOSE 84 DATA: data
313S DIAGNOSE 84 FUNCTION operation FAILED FOR WORKER workerid; RC = code
299E DIRECT ENTRY OF COMMANDS REQUIRES A READ/WRITE A-DISK
437W DIRECTORY ACCESS FAILED FOR JOB JOBNAME(JOBID); WORKER
035E DISK minidisk NOT ACCESSED BY SUBMITTER
357I DISPLAY LEVEL SET TO [EXPERT|FLUENT|NOVICE]
088I ENDING command [MACRO|COMMAND]; RETURN CODE: code
060I ENDING CONFIGURATION FILE PROCESSING
098E ENDING TIME NOT GREATER THAN STARTING TIME ON SHIFT RECORD
086R ENTER FIELD NAME:
020S ERROR code [READING|WRITING|CLOSING|OPENING] FILE fileid
113E ERROR code ACCESSING label MINIDISK
322E ERROR code COPYING FILE fileid [TO|FROM] THE USER’S DISK
323E ERROR code EXECUTING macroname
215E ERROR code FROM [IUCV|CMSIUCV] command INSTRUCTION
1072E ERROR code FROM NUCXLOAD.
028E ERROR code EXECUTING COMMAND TO GATHER DIRECTORY READER DIAGNOSE INFORMATION
1077E ERROR code INVOKING CMS COMMAND command.
115E ERROR COPYING CONFIGURATION FILE TO vmbatch’S A-DISK; RC=rc
094E ERROR INTERFACING TO VM:ACCOUNT USERID userid; RC = code
048E ERROR LOADING FILES FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER workerid;
330S ERROR ON VIRTUAL READER READING JOBFILE; DIAGNOSE x’14’
389E ERROR WHILE PREPARING JOB FOR TRANSFER; RETURN CODE: code
409E ERROR WHILE SEARCHING FOR JOB ON NODE nodeid; RC = code
005I ERROR(code);
250I EVENT event POSTED FOR number JOB(S)
297E EVENT NAME MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME
1094E EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS SPECIFIED.
438W EXPECTED VALUE OR MESSAGE NOT STACKED BY exit USER EXIT
064W EXTENDING A PAGE FROM DYNAMIC STORAGE
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326W EXTRA STACKED LINE: data
085E FIELD name UNDEFINED ON CURRENT SCREEN; NOTIFY SYSTEM ADMIN-
083W FIELD CANNOT BE NAMED: FIELD NAME TABLE IS FULL, LIMITED TO
021E FILE fileid NOT FOUND
459E FILE filename filetype ALREADY EXISTS ON YOUR A-DISK
067E FILE filename HAS INVALID RECORD FORMAT
453E FILE VMBATCH AUDIT filemode DOES NOT EXIST
217E FILL IN NO MORE THAN ONE FIELD ON THE SCREEN
182E FORCE OF WORKER MACHINE workerid FAILED; RETURN CODE: code
383I FROM USER EXIT: message
284E GROUP group NOT SPECIFIED ON GROUP RECORD IN CONFIGURATION
279E GROUP DEFINITION CANNOT [INCLUDE|EXCLUDE] ITSELF ON THIS RE-
302E GROUP NAME MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME
325E GROUP NAME MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME MASK
474E IN A DEFAULT FILE, THE SCHEDULE OPTION MUST BE SET TO OFF
036E INCOMPLETE FILEID SPECIFIED
387E INCONSISTENCY IN LIMITS PREVENTS SUBMISSION OF JOBS OF ANY
110E INCONSISTENCY IN LIMITS RESULTS IN LACK OF CPCLASS LIMIT
154E INCORRECT FORMAT OF AUDIT FILE; MUST BE FORMAT = F, LRECL =
428S INITIALIZATION ERROR ON WORKER workerid FORMATTING WORKDISK;
397S INITIALIZATION ERROR ON WORKER workerid SETTING ACCOUNTING
393S INITIALIZATION ERROR ON WORKER workerid; RETURN CODE: code
396S INITIALIZATION ERROR; INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR ON WORKER
412S INITIALIZATION ERROR; SUBMITTING USERID userid NOT IN CP DI-
395S INITIALIZATION ERROR; WORKER workerid COULD NOT FIND JOBID
394S INITIALIZATION ERROR; WORKER workerid NOT ASSIGNED A JOB
392S INITIALIZATION ERROR; WORKER workerid NOT LINKED TO COMMON
272I INITIATING JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER MACHINE workerid
007E INSUFFICIENT CP PRIVILEGE CLASS TO ISSUE CP COMMAND command
446E INSUFFICIENT SPACE ON vmbatch A-DISK FOR USE OF FILE OPTION
051S INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO INITIALIZE VM:BATCH MACHINE
052S INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS VM:BATCH CONFIGURA-
410E INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR; EXPECTED VALUE(S) NOT STACKED
034E INVALID [CHARACTER char|BLANK] IN [FILENAME|FILETYPE]
046E INVALID CLASS class
303E INVALID CLASS class ON rectype record-name RECORD
004E INVALID COMMAND command
014E INVALID CP OR CMS SUBSET COMMAND command
033E INVALID FILEMODE filemode
054E INVALID JOBID jobid
447W INVALID KEYWORD keyword STACKED BY exit USER EXIT
1096E INVALID MESSAGE LENGTH length RECEIVED - ORDER NUMBER code.
314S INVALID MODIFICATION OF CONFIGURATION FILE DETECTED
364E INVALID NODE nodeid; NODE-ID MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME
018E INVALID OPTION option
368S INVALID OR MISSING NODE STATUS ENCOUNTERED
148E INVALID ORDER code RECEIVED FROM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE
1098E INVALID ORDER NUMBER code RECEIVED.
039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter
220E INVALID PARAMETER parameter FOR OPTION option
024E INVALID PARAMETER parameter ON record RECORD IN CONFIGURA-
025E INVALID RECORD TYPE rectype IN CONFIGURATION FILE
359E INVALID RESOURCE resource IN CONFIGURATION FILE; VALID VAL-
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360E INVALID RESOURCE resource SPECIFIED ON rectype record RECORD
439E INVALID RESPONSE FROM CP CLOSE D: response
144W INVALID RETURN FROM USER EXIT exit; RETURN CODE: code
305W INVALID SEQUENCE OF JOBS DETECTED; JOBS BEING REORDERED
448W INVALID VALUE value FOR KEYWORD keyword STACKED BY exit USER
318E INVALID VALUE value SPECIFIED FOR CLASS class command
043E INVALID VALUE value SPECIFIED FOR PARAMETER parameter
219E INVALID VALUE FOR FIELD field
027E ERROR code EXECUTING DIRECTORY READER DIAGNOSE SUBFUNCTION CODE code
1099E IUCV ERROR TYPE type, CODE code.
133I JOB job-name(jobid) SUBMITTED
262E JOB jobid ALREADY IN SYSTEM HOLD
259I JOB jobid FREED FROM SYSTEM HOLD
261E JOB jobid NOT IN SYSTEM HOLD
260I JOB jobid PLACED IN SYSTEM HOLD
454I JOB jobname (jobid) HAS BEEN READIED BY USER userid
188I JOB jobname(jobid) ABENDED
315I JOB jobname(jobid) CANCELED AT JOBSTEP stepname
452I JOB jobname(jobid) CANCELED BY exitname USER EXIT
189I JOB jobname(jobid) CANCELED BY USERID userid
308I JOB jobname(jobid) CANCELED BY USERID userid SUBJECT TO RE-
472E JOB jobname(jobid) CANNOT BE TRANSFERRED BECAUSE IT’S A
407E JOB jobname(jobid) CANNOT BE TRANSFERRED; WAITING FOR SPOOL
292I JOB jobname(jobid) CHANGED
430E JOB jobname(jobid) CLEANUP TERMINATED BY LOGOFF OR FORCE OF
187I JOB jobname(jobid) ENDED; RETURN CODE: code
158E JOB jobname(jobid) EXCEEDED limit LIMIT
296I JOB jobname(jobid) EXPEDITED
374E JOB jobname(jobid) HAS ALREADY BEEN TRANSFERRED TO NODE
418E JOB jobname(jobid) HAS ALREADY ENDED
191E JOB jobname(jobid) HAS NOT ENDED
375E JOB jobname(jobid) IS BEING TRANSFERRED TO NODE nodeid
419E JOB jobname(jobid) IS CURRENTLY EXECUTING
420E JOB jobname(jobid) IS INITIATING
456E JOB jobname(jobid) IS NOT A SCHEDULED JOB
469E JOB jobname(jobid) IS NOT A SCHEDULED JOB
365E JOB jobname(jobid) IS NOT WAITING TO BE TRANSFERRED
235W JOB jobname(jobid) IS SUSPENDED AND CANNOT BE CHECKPOINT
100E JOB jobname(jobid) LACKS CP CLASS TO ISSUE CP COMMAND com
270I JOB jobname(jobid) NOT CHANGED
194E JOB jobname(jobid) NOT EXECUTING; MESSAGE NOT LOGGED
467E JOB jobname(jobid) NOT READIED; UPDATE ALREADY IN PROGRESS
190E JOB jobname(jobid) NOT WAITING
227W JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid CANNOT BE SUSPENDED
213E JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid IS ALREADY SUSPENDED
212E JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid IS NOT SUSPENDED
230I JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid RESUMED
226I JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid RESUMED BY USERID
229I JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid SUSPENDED
225I JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid SUSPENDED BY USERID
208I JOB jobname(jobid) PLACED ON USER HOLD
416I JOB jobname(jobid) PURGED FROM SYSTEM BY userid
295I JOB jobname(jobid) RELEASED BY USERID userid
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192I JOB jobname(jobid) REMOVED BY [SYSTEM|USERID] userid
283E JOB jobname(jobid) REMOVED; LOG DOES NOT EXIST
196I JOB jobname(jobid) REMOVED; LOG NOT SENT TO SUBMITTER’S
248I vmsched INITIATIONS HAVE BEEN TURNED OFF. SKIPPING REQUEST 'name' FOR USER 'request owner'
193E JOB jobname(jobid) REMOVED, LOG NOT OBTAINED; RETURN CODE:
316I JOB jobname(jobid) REQUEUED FOR EXECUTION AT JOBSTEP
335S JOB jobname(jobid) STALLED BY condition
184I JOB jobname(jobid) STARTED ON WORKER MACHINE workerid
136I JOB jobname(jobid) SUBMITTED FROM NODE nodeid VIA RJE
163E JOB jobname(jobid) TERMINATED BY LOGOFF OR FORCE OF WORKER
307W JOB jobname(jobid) TO BE CHECKPOINT CANCELED AT NEXT JOBSTEP
404I JOB jobname(jobid) TRANSFERRED TO NODE nodeid
455E JOB jobname(jobid) WAS PREVIOUSLY READIED
309I JOB jobname1(jobid1) RELEASED BY JOB jobname2(jobid2)
200E JOB [jobname|jobid] TAPE DRIVE REQUIREMENTS CAN NEVER BE
253E JOB CANNOT BE ASSIGNED TO ANY CLASS; OPTIONS EXCEED CLASS
271S JOB DISK IS FULL; VM:BATCH DISABLED
405E JOB FOR ORIGINAL JOBID jobid DOES NOT EXIST ON NODE nodeid
269I JOB NOT SUBMITTED
210E JOB OR CLEANUP PROGRAM FOR JOB jobname(jobid) IS NOT EXECUT-
289E JOB(S) NOT FOUND OR NOT WAITING
460I JOBLOG FILE FOR JOB jobname(jobid) DELETED
461E JOBLOG FILE FOR JOB jobname(jobid) NOT FOUND
282E JOBNAME MASK MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME MASK
274E JOBNAME MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME
301I JOBS REORDERED AS SPECIFIED
125E LABEL label FOR DISK mode(vaddr) INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED ON
425A LEAVE THE DEFAULT NAME FIELD BLANK WHEN USING THE LIST FUNC-
102I LOCAL NODE DISABLED FOR LOCAL USERS
103I LOCAL NODE ENABLED FOR LOCAL USERS
109E LOCAL NODE IS ALREADY DISABLED FOR LOCAL USERS
108E LOCAL NODE IS ALREADY ENABLED FOR LOCAL USERS
058W LOCAL NODE LIMITS ENFORCED ON JOB TRANSFERRED FROM REMOTE
408E LOCAL NODE RECORD(S)/STATUS INCONSISTENT WITH THOSE FOR NODE
304E LOG FOR jobname(jobid) DOES NOT [EXIST|NOT] OBTAINED; RC =
249I LOG FOR JOB jobname(jobid) [SENT|NOT SENT] [TO READER |AS
310I LOG NOTE FROM VM:BATCH OPERATOR userid:
116E MACRO filename NOT FOUND
1087E MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS TO vmbatch EXCEEDED.
055I MESSAGE TEXT LOGGED FOR log-recipients
038E MISSING PARAMETER
026E MISSING PARAMETER(S) ON record RECORD IN CONFIGURATION FILE
126E MODE mode ALREADY IN USE FOR label DISK
280W MORE THAN ONE JOB HAS SPECIFIED ATTRIBUTE(S); SPECIFY JOBID
180E MULTIPLE MASTER USERIDS SPECIFIED FOR PRODUCT product
263I NEW JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) WILL BE PLACED IN SYSTEM
266I NEW JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) WILL NOT BE PLACED IN SYSTEM
130E NO label DISK ACCESSED; DISK MUST BE SPECIFIED ON ACCESS
132E NO ACTIVE PROCESSES FOUND
171E NO COMMAND SPECIFIED
1086E NO IUCV AUTHORIZATION EXISTS TO CONNECT TO vmbatch.
337I NO JOB(S) WAITING ON EVENT event
042E NO JOB(S) WITH SPECIFIED ATTRIBUTES FOUND
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179E NO MASTER USERID SPECIFIED ON product PRODUCT RECORDS
382E NO VALID WORKER RECORD DEFINED IN CONFIGURATION FILE
373I NODE nodeid [ENABLED|DISABLED][DEST|FROM]
372E NODE nodeid IS ALREADY [ENABLED|DISABLED] [DEST|FROM]
388E NODE nodeid IS DISABLED AS DESTINATION (DEST)
369E NODE nodeid IS UNAVAILABLE FOR REMOTE PROCESSING
366E NODE nodeid IS UNDEFINED; ISSUE QUERY NODES TO LIST VALID
377E NODE nodeid LACKS RESOURCE resource REQUIRED BY JOB
433W NODEID CONTAINS SPECIAL CHARACTERS AND MAY BE INVALID
118I NORMAL COMPLETION
238W NOTICE! NO CURRENT VM:BATCH LMP KEY FOUND FOR THIS CPU
398I ONE OR MORE JOB OPTIONS REPLACED BY NODE nodeid CLASS class
440W ONE OR MORE LINES LEFT ON STACK BY exit USER EXIT; LINES
321E OPTION option CANNOT BE LONGER THAN number CHARACTERS
252E OPTION option CANNOT EXCEED limit FOR CLASS class JOBS
251E OPTION option LIMITED TO limit
444E OPTION PROJECT COULD NOT BE VERIFIED
291E OPTIONS FOR JOB jobid NOT CHANGED; UPDATE ALREADY IN
040E PARAMETER parameter CONFLICTS WITH PREVIOUS PARAMETERS
140E PARAMETER parameter ON record RECORD CANNOT BE DYNAMICALLY
221E PARAMETER MISSING FOR OPTION keyword
066I PF KEY pfkey UNDEFINED FOR THIS SCREEN
1074I PLEASE INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.
1079E PLEASE INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.
378A POSITION THE CURSOR ON DEST OR FROM AND PRESS ENTER
341A POSITION THE CURSOR ON ONE OF THE FUNCTIONS AND PRESS ENTER
342A POSITION THE CURSOR ON ONE OF THE JOB TYPES AND PRESS ENTER
090S PROCESS LEFT number SCREEN BUFFER(S) ALLOCATED
471I PROCESSING COMMANDS RECEIVED FOR THE VM:BATCH/VM:SCHEDULE
443E PROJECT project DOES NOT EXIST
451W PROJECT OPTION NOT VERIFIED BECAUSE VM:ACCOUNT INTERFACE NOT
445W PROJECT OPTION NOT VERIFIED BECAUSE VM:ACCOUNT FOR 370 IS NOT
466E RC=code FROM: vmsched_command
1095E READ ORDER NOT LAST ORDER IN BUFFER.
006I READY;
306I REASON: text
1093E RECURSIVE USE OF vmbatch INVALID.
000I REFERENCES TO VM:BATCH, VM:ACCOUNT, OR VM:SCHEDULE MAY REFER
151S REJECTING ORDERS FROM vmbatch
402E REMOTE SESSION IS ALREADY ACTIVE
403E REMOTE SESSION IS NOT ACTIVE
320I REORDERING OF JOBS COMPLETED
351E REPLY TO MESSAGE MUST BE YES OR NO
164E REQUIRED record RECORD(S) MISSING IN CONFIGURATION FILE
363E RESOURCE resource IS UNDEFINED IN CONFIGURATION FILE
338E RESOURCE resource NOT SUPPORTED BY CLASSES ON WORKER
426E SCHEDULE OPTION HAS BEEN CHANGED; YOU MUST PRESS PF12 TO
224E SCREEN NAME filename MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME
186E SEQUENCE NUMBER number OMITTED; SPECIFY A COMPLETE ORDERED
149E SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE product IS UNDEFINED IN CP DIRECTORY
147E SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE vmbatch NOT AVAILABLE
016I SHIFT CHANGING FROM shift1 TO shift2
160I SHUTDOWN OF vmbatch; CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid) TERMINATES
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030T SHUTDOWN OF vmbatch, COMMAND command CANCELED
097E SPECIFIED TRACE IS NOT CURRENTLY ACTIVE
339A SPECIFY command IN COMMAND FIELD NEXT TO A JOB AND PRESS EN-
422A SPECIFY A DEFAULT FILE NAME TO USE CREATE, CHANGE, OR DELETE
343A SPECIFY A DEFAULT NAME AND EITHER A USERID OR A GROUP NAME
349A SPECIFY A JOBID OR A WORKER MACHINE’S USERID, BUT NOT BOTH
340A SPECIFY A JOBNAME MASK OR A JOBID, BUT NOT BOTH
350A SPECIFY A MESSAGE TEXT
346A SPECIFY A USERID OR A GROUP NAME BEFORE SELECTING A FUNCTION
347A SPECIFY A USERID OR A GROUP NAME, BUT NOT BOTH
381A SPECIFY A VALID VALUE FOR EACH FIELD ON THE SCREEN
348A SPECIFY A VALUE IN ONLY ONE FIELD
354A SPECIFY AN EVENT NAME IN THE EVENT FIELD
345A SPECIFY AN EXEC FILE OR A VALUE IN COMMAND FIELD ON REVIEW
290E SPECIFY JOB OPTIONS TO CHANGE MORE THAN ONE JOB, OR SPECIFY
352A SPECIFY NEW POSITION NUMBERS NEXT TO JOBS; PRESS PF12 TO RE-
185E SPECIFY ONLY JOBS OF SAME PRIORITY WHEN CHANGING SEQUENCE
355A SPECIFY THE FILENAME OF THE EXEC FILE TO BE SUBMITTED
411E SPOOL FILE file IS AN INVALID CLASS [K|L] FILE
169E SPOOL FILE file IS NOT A VALID RJE COMMAND DECK
170E SPOOL FILE file REJECTED: reason
206S SPOOL FILE spoolid FOR JOB jobid DOES NOT EXIST
334S STAGE FILE FOR JOB jobid DOES NOT EXIST
331S STAGING DISK IS FULL
332W STAGING HAS BEEN SUSPENDED
434E STEPNAME stepname IS LONGER THAN 8 CHARACTERS
386E SUM OF MINJOBS FOR CLASSES EXCEEDS NUMBER OF AVAILABLE
152E SYSTEM label DISK IS READ-ONLY; MUST BE ACCESSED READ/WRITE
053W SYSTEM-MAINTAINED USER DEFAULT FACILITY NOT INSTALLED
458W TERMINAL ATTENTION INTERRUPT EXIT WAS CLEARED BY command
464E THE option OPTION REQUIRES A CLOSING PARENTHESIS
470E THE parameter1 PARAMETER MAY ONLY BE USED WITH THE
247W THE DUMP CONFIGURATION RECORD SPECIFIES NO DUMP WILL BE
146E THE SUM OF ALL CLASS [MINJOB|MINJLIM] CANNOT EXCEED CLASS *
468E THE VM:BATCH/VM:SCHEDULE INTERFACE IS NOT INSTALLED
117I THERE ARE number DYNAMIC PAGES LEFT
273I THERE ARE number JOBS IN THE SYSTEM
436W THERE IS VM:BATCH ’END’ PENDING; SPECIFY ’FORCE’ TO TERMI-
1073I THIS PREVENTS YOU FROM COMMUNICATING WITH vmbatch.
240W THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS THE PROPERTY OF COMPUTER ASSOCIATES,
1078E TRY ISSUING THIS VM:BATCH COMMAND WHILE NOT IN FULLSCREEN
017I TYPE END TO SHUTDOWN OR DISC TO DISCONNECT
370E UNABLE TO APPLY LIMITS TO JOB(S) ON NODE nodeid
199E UNABLE TO CANCEL JOB jobname(jobid); UPDATE OR TRANSFER IN
214E UNABLE TO COMPLETE IUCV CONNECTION WITH WORKER workerid
401E UNABLE TO CONNECT TO *MSG
376E UNABLE TO COPY OPTIONS TO JOB(S) ON NODE nodeid
1071E UNABLE TO FIND FILE filename filetype *.
400E UNABLE TO IDENTIFY RSCS
162E UNABLE TO PERFORM CANCEL CLEANUP FOR JOB jobname(jobid)
256E UNABLE TO PUNCH JOB FILE fileid; RETURN CODE: code
153W UNABLE TO SET LIMITS FOR CLEANUP AFTER JOB jobname(jobid);
255E UNABLE TO SPOOL PUNCH FILES TO VM:BATCH
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222E UNABLE TO SUSPEND JOB jobname(jobid) ON WORKER workerid;
241W UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS UNLAWFUL, AND
362E UNDEFINED CLASS class SPECIFIED ON rectype record RECORD
361E UNDEFINED RESOURCE resource SPECIFIED ON rectype record-name
049S UNEXPECTED IUCV INTERRUPT CODE code FROM userid
079S UNEXPECTED PROCESS TERMINATION error-information
076S USER ERROR code COPYING FILE fileid
205E USER EXIT exit ALREADY SPECIFIED ON ANOTHER USEREXIT RECORD
114E USER EXIT fileid NOT FOUND
084E USER VIRTUAL MACHINE HAS BEEN RESET
099I USER VIRTUAL MACHINE HAS BEEN RESET; COMMAND command CAN-
089I USERID userid [LEFT|HAS] A [SHARED|PRIVATE] lock LOCK
178E USERID userid ALREADY SPECIFIED ON PRODUCT product RECORD
041E USERID userid DOES NOT MANAGE GROUP group
044E USERID userid DOES NOT MANAGE USERID userid
479W USERID userid DOES NOT OWN A REQUIRED MINIDISK
275E USERID userid DOES NOT OWN JOB [jobname|jobid]
258E USERID userid EITHER NOT DEFINED OR NOT AUTHORIZED FOR
134I USERID userid HAS NO LOCKS
011E USERID userid HAS NO VMCF BUFFER
056E USERID userid IS NOT A VM:BATCH WORKER MACHINE
317S USERID userid IS NOT IN THE GROUP MAP FILE
093I USERID userid IS NOT ON THE PENDING LOCK QUEUE
047E USERID userid NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE VM:BATCH
078W USERID userid NOT DEFINED ON A PRODUCT RECORD IN CONFIGURA-
080W USERID userid NOT DEFINED ON A PRODUCT VMBATCH RECORD ON
095I USERID userid PENDING [SHARED|PRIVATE] lock LOCK
131I USERID userid PROCESSING: command
101W USERID userid SPECIFIED ON rectype record RECORD DOES NOT
278W USERID [workerid|systemid] IS NOT AUTHORIZED AS A SURROGATE
277E USERID MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME
324E USERID MUST BE A VALID CMS FILENAME MASK
432W USERMODE LINK FAILED FOR JOB jobname(jobid); WORKER
421E USING PARAMETER MAY BE USED ONLY WITH THE CREATE FUNCTION
399I VALUE FOR option OPTION REPLACED BY NODE nodeid CLASS class
057E VALUE SPECIFIED FOR PARAMETER parameter IS TOO LONG ON THIS
333S VIRTUAL PUNCH NOT READY
001I VM:BATCH release Ggenlevel SPservicepack, COPYRIGHT year COM
288W VM:BATCH CONFIGURATION IS UNCHANGED
104E VM:BATCH DISABLED; JOB CANNOT BE SUBMITTED
105I VM:BATCH DISABLED; NO SUBMISSIONS ALLOWED
106I VM:BATCH ENABLED; SUBMISSIONS ALLOWED
1083I VM:BATCH HAS BEEN TERMINATED.
002I VM:BATCH INITIALIZING: number DYNAMIC PAGES
431E VM:BATCH LOGIC ERROR - INVALID INFORMATION IN READER FILE
082E VM:BATCH LOGIC ERROR - NO SCREEN OPENED; NOTIFY SYSTEM AD-
045E VM:BATCH LOGIC ERROR - TOO MANY PARAMETERS PASSED TO
050S VM:BATCH MACHINE vmbatch REQUIRES CP PRIVILEGE CLASS E
239W VM:BATCH MUST BE LICENSED WITH A COMPUTER ASSOCIATES LMP KEY
287I VM:BATCH RECONFIGURATION COMPLETE
424E VM:BATCH USER DISK HAS NOT BEEN ACCESSED
465E VM:BATCH/VM:SCHEDULE INTERFACE ERROR ON JOB jobname(jobid)
475I VM:SCHEDULE REQUEST NOT CREATED; SCHEDULE OPTION SET TO OFF
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092I WAITING FOR userid [SHARED|PRIVATE] lock LOCK
267I WAITING JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) FREED FROM SYSTEM HOLD
264I WAITING JOBS SUBMITTED BY userid(s) PLACED IN SYSTEM HOLD
165S WARNING !!! JOB MONITORING IS DISABLED
166W WORKDISK (193) OF WORKER MACHINE workerid IS T-DISK; NO
216E WORKER workerid DID NOT ACCEPT vmbatch AS A VALID IUCV COMMU-
211E WORKER workerid IS NOT EXECUTING
312W WORKER MACHINE workerid DOES NOT HAVE A REQUIRED vaddr MINI-
037W WORKER MACHINE workerid HAS BEEN TEMPORARILY MARKED AS IN-
311W WORKER MACHINE workerid IS NOT DEFINED IN CP OBJECT DIREC-
195E WORKER MACHINE workerid IS NOT EXECUTING; MESSAGE NOT LOGGED
429W WORKER MUST HAVE ACCESS TO filename COMMAND TO EXECUTE SUC-
300E YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO SUBMIT CLASS class JOBS
477E YOU CANNOT CHANGE THE SCHEDULING OPTIONS OF A JOB ON A RE-
478E YOU CANNOT MANIPULATE THE JOBLOG OF A JOB ON A REMOTE NODE
319E YOU CANNOT SPECIFY MINJOB or MAXJOB PARAMETER FOR CLASS *
463E YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE filename filetype FILE
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